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Buying Time: Literary Philanthropy and 20th Century American Literature 
Alexander Rocca 
 
This dissertation analyzes the influence of cultural philanthropy on 20th and 21st-century 
American literature. Modern cultural philanthropy emerged in the late 19th century out of the 
fortunes of wealthy industrialists such as Andrew Carnegie, and grew to be one of the three 
pillars of the 20th-century literary economy alongside the publishing market and the university 
system. I trace the origins and evolution of literary philanthropic institutions through authorial 
case studies to show how funding from the Guggenheim Foundation, the PEN American Center, 
the National Endowment for the Arts Literature Program, and the MacArthur Foundation have 
opened avenues for collective political action and individual aesthetic innovation alike, while at 
the same time extending the power and influence of institutions over the cultural sphere. 
Through readings of Walter Francis White, Langston Hughes, Philip Roth, Leslie Marmon Silko, 
Maxine Hong Kingston, and David Foster Wallace, I show how philanthropic institutions have 
sought to make modernity hospitable for writers—part of what John Dewey in the 1930s called 
modernity’s “lost individuals”—by incorporating them and their work into the American 
democratic project. The effect, I argue, has been the democratization of American literature and 
an unprecedented efflorescence of writing by the varied people and social groups that at once 
constitute America and its most profound aspirations. Literary philanthropy seeks to transform 
the literary imagination from a luxury for individual aesthetic ends into an integral component of 
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Introduction: The Gospel of Wealth 
 
“Our Republic is great in some things – in material development unrivaled; but let us always 
remember that in art and in the finer touches we have scarcely yet taken a place”  
– Andrew Carnegie, “Gospel of Wealth” 
 
“…If the world wants books, it must be willing to pay for them.”  
–  Charles W. Chesnutt, “The Negro in Books” 
 
“The problem of our age,” the steel-magnate Andrew Carnegie wrote in 1889, “is the 
proper administration of wealth, so that the ties of brotherhood may still bind together the rich 
and poor in harmonious relationship” (14). So begins his essay “The Gospel of Wealth,” perhaps 
the most influential statement on philanthropy ever written. The first clause deliberately echoes 
the opening of another influential document—infamous, from Carnegie’s perspective—the 
“Communist Manifesto,” in which Marx and Engels posit that “The history of all hitherto 
existing society is the history of class struggles.” But Carnegie, who was fast on his way to 
becoming the second richest man in the world behind John D. Rockefeller, was writing a 
different kind of manifesto, preaching not class warfare but “harmony.” The problem of 
inequality, he maintains, are not systemic and not unique to capitalism. They are the product of 
nature itself, which apportions skills and abilities unequally; the successful capitalist happens to 
have one supreme skill: administration. And therein can all problems be solved: just as the 
capitalist’s acumen created chasms of wealth, so too can his acumen bridge those chasms, and 
ensure “harmony” and “brotherhood.” The solution to society’s woes, Carnegie insists, is an 
inverted form of capitalism: institutional philanthropy. 
By the late 1880s in America, the process of transforming the economy from an agrarian 
to an industrial base was well underway, and a clear-eyed capitalist like Carnegie saw that it 





disease. By all rights, Carnegie himself should have been among the squalid: as biographer 
David Nassaw relates, the “Gospel of Wealth” was a “self-conscious attempt on Carnegie’s part 
to understand why so much wealth was accumulating in so few hands and why he, the son of a 
Dunfermline weaver and an ex-bobbin boy from Allegheny City, had become so fabulously 
wealthy” (346). Influenced by Herbert Spencer and certain currents of Social Darwinism, 
Carnegie developed an answer: “It is a law…that men possessed of this peculiar talent for affairs, 
under the free play of economic forces must, of necessity, soon be in receipt of more revenue 
than can be judiciously expended upon themselves; and this law is as beneficial for the race as 
the others” (17). Not only is inequality of ability a “law” of nature, Carnegie also maintains that 
this inequality marks the triumph of civilization itself: “It is well, nay, essential for the progress 
of the race, that the houses of some should be homes for all that is highest and best in literature 
and the arts, and for all the refinements of civilization, rather than that none should be so” (15). 
Here, at the very outset, is a chain of reasoning that forms the bedrock of cultural philanthropy as 
it has developed over the past century: capitalism creates wealth, wealth makes possible 
“literature and the arts” for some, and culture for some is better than culture for none. “Much 
better,” Carnegie argues, “this great irregularity than universal squalor” (15). 
In retrospect, Carnegie wrote on the verge of a massive boom in philanthropy that would 
arrive around the turn of the century and spawn thousands of philanthropic foundations, not to 
mention (more recently) several university programs devoted entirely to the study of 
philanthropy. Carnegie’s argument, moreover, lays the groundwork for an ideology of cultural 
philanthropy that would become ubiquitous over the course of the 20th century. What I want to 
point out here—and what many readers of the “Gospel” tend to overlook, perhaps because it is 





art. Without wealth, he argues, we would have none of the fine things that offer some access to 
“what is highest and best.” Wealth is art for Carnegie, just as art is wealth. Espousing what 
critics of neoliberalism today call “market fundamentalism,” Carnegie goes on to offer a full-
throated defense of the morality and virtue of market mechanisms to distribute resources, a 
mechanism far more just than any individual or government can hope to be. It is up to the 
beneficiary of those mechanisms—the wealthy capitalist—to then repay the community from 
which he benefited by transmuting financial wealth for one into aesthetic wealth for all. Or if not 
for all, then for the self-selecting few who have the desire to become cultured, which will then 
predispose them to success in capital (wealth leads to art, art leads to wealth).  
This dissertation analyzes what happened when Carnegie’s gospel was applied on an 
unprecedented scale to the production and publication of literature. The term I’ve chosen to 
describe the historically new phenomenon of institutional philanthropy for creative writing that 
emerged in the 1920s is “literary philanthropy.” Somewhat awkward, the phrase suggests a host 
of interpretations: does it mean giving away free books? Perhaps creative writing by 
philanthropists? Maybe an expressive or polysemic form of philanthropy as such, something like 
Derrida meets Warren Buffet? Or should we take the phrase more prosaically—as I did when I 
began this project—simply as money given to writers? The problems compound when we 
consider that the idea of “literature” itself has proved fiendishly difficult to pin down, with a 
great deal of 20th century literary studies—formalism, new criticism, deconstruction, new 
historicism—devoted at least in part to identifying what is poetic about a poetic utterance, what 
is novelistic about a novel, or what marks a work of literature as different from a news report. 





reading,” etc.1—and the importation of interdisciplinary methods into literary analysis—
sociological, anthropological, quantitative—the problem of what is literary about literary 
criticism itself becomes more vexed. The more literature has evolved over the last several 
centuries from a generalized “literary culture, learning, scholarship” (OED) to a specific practice 
of imaginative expression in language, the more reasons scholars find to jettison the term 
altogether. 
We’re on firmer ground when we turn to philanthropy, a word that derives from the 
Greek philos (love) and anthropos (mankind), which together express “love of mankind, 
benevolence, kind-heartedness,” a generalized love that eventually comes to be expressed 
specifically through forms of charitable giving. Andrew Carnegie, whose writing I discuss 
further below, embodied the modern concept of the philanthropist: a wealthy industrial magnate 
who spent a large part of his fortune on behalf of the public in the form of philanthropic 
institutions (the Carnegie Institute), museums (NYPL), universities (Carnegie Mellon), parks, 
and the like. More recently, the Second Gilded Age has produced a new crop of philanthropic 
giants, from financiers like George Soros to tech savants like Bill Gates and Elon Musk, who 
spend billions on projects that aspire to eradicate polio or fund space travel to Mars. All their 
efforts can be understood as attempts to benefit an imagined public, masses of individuals who 
together share in the fruits of things like education, technology, and even art and literature. 
Philanthropy, in other words, represents the translation of private, individual surplus into a 
publicly shared good. In this sense, literary philanthropy follows the conversion logic of 
Carnegie’s gospel: financial wealth for the few turns into aesthetic wealth for the many through 
                                                          
1 See, for instance, a recent special issue of Representations about the practice of description (“Description Across 
Disciplines”); or the MLA Quarterly’s recent special issue on the problem of scale in literary studies (“Scale and 
Value”). These works, in addition to studies by Eric Hayot, Heather Love, Rita Felski, Franco Moretti, and others, 





the intermediary of the writer, who uses the capitalist’s wealth to obtain freedom from market 
constraints in order to describe his or her world. 
In this way, modern philanthropy à la Carnegie is not all that different from the largesse 
of the Medici family that created so much Renaissance art and architecture, or the support of 
Emperor Augustus for his favorite poet Virgil, which gave us the Aeneid. But in the generations 
that came after the Robber Baron patrons of the fin de siècle, new institutional structures made 
possible by legal changes in American capitalism—particularly driven by Congressional 
legislation on the tax code, corporate law, non-profit entities, etc.—provided a means for wealth 
to accumulate beyond the lifespan of an individual patron or his family members. With a few 
tweaks, the structure of the private corporation became the scaffolding for a new sort of 
institution: a pool of wealth invested and managed by a board of trustees and dispensed 
according to the original owner’s intentions, in perpetuity. With the advent of the legal structure 
known as the foundation, private patronage became institutional philanthropy, thereby 
amplifying the influence of wealthy billionaires like Carnegie well beyond their deaths. 
Patronage and philanthropy entered modernity under the legal and political aegis of institutions. 
It is the work of the dissertation, in part, to understand what happens to the form and content of 
creative writing when so many authors’ careers take place within or between patron institutions. 
To understand what “literary philanthropy” means in the first place requires defining 
what an institution is. Generally, we use the word in one of two ways. The first is to describe “an 
established law, custom, usage, practice, organization, or other element in the political or social 
life of a people.” Under this rubric, the family, democracy, measurements, moral codes, literature 
itself, all can be understood as institutions because they offer “a regulative principle or 





civilization” (OED). A more concrete sense of “institution” arose as early as 1701 as “an 
establishment, organization, or association, instituted for the promotion of some object, esp. one 
of public or general utility, religious, charitable, educational.”2 In both cases, institutions take a 
shared and collaborative form that serves to regulate, either actively or passively, human 
behavior. Here again etymology is handy: the Latin verb “instituere,” from which “institution” 
derives, means “to put in place, plant, fix, set;” institutions aspire to stand outside of time, or 
perhaps to conquer its passage, by offering new generations a set of ideas, concepts, and 
structures by which to understand the present, relate it to the past, and orient hopes for the future.  
Institutions in the sense of standardized practices have been around as long as human 
beings have been around. The institution as a specific organizational structure, however, truly 
came into its own in conditions of modernity, which, following Anthony Giddens, we can define 
as the “modes of social life or organization which emerged in Europe from about the seventeenth 
century onwards and which subsequently became more or less worldwide in their influence” (1). 
Roughly synonymous with the age of capitalism, modernity is defined by the emergence and 
institutionalization of self-reflexive practices and habits of thought codified during the 
Enlightenment, which in general strive to rationalize social life and direct human energies toward 
socially productive ends. Modernity happens, as Giddens and other sociological theorists have 
argued, via the creation and maintenance of institutions.3 Corporations, as legally enforced 
“artificial persons” that bring together the wealth and influence of a large number of actors into a 
single individual entity, are exemplars of this trend. The many unite and become one, and far 
                                                          
2 Unless otherwise noted, all references to “institutions” from here on out will be to this second sense of institution. 
3 For theoretical accounts of the relationship between modernity and institutions, see Karl Polanyi’s The Great 
Transformation, Ulrich Beck’s “reflexive modernization” theory and Risk Society, Immanuel Wallerstein’s The 
Modern World System, Anthony Giddens’ Consequences of Modernity, Pierre Bourdieu’s Distinction, and, for a 





greater than the sum of their parts. The same can be said of research societies or the International 
Bureau of Weights and Measures: individuals, by conforming to socially agreed upon languages, 
principles, evidentiary standards, etc., can become far greater than the sum of their parts. To 
appropriate the language of Stanley Fish, institutions make possible sophisticated 
communication between people by orienting their language worlds. And while they persist 
through time, institutions are far from static; as Thomas Kuhn has pointed out, they tend to 
enforce a kind of conformity that ultimately becomes conservative and unresponsive to reality or 
the needs of their community, and thus ripe for overthrow (e.g. Newtonian physics overturned by 
relativity).4 
In the American context, many of the most influential philosophers and writers have been 
staunchly opposed to institutions. From Ralph Waldo Emerson to Kenneth Burke, William James 
to Susan Sontag, many American intellectuals have positioned themselves against or simply 
outside of what Emerson called the “dead institutions” of their time (“Self-Reliance,” 262). As 
Ross Posnock has demonstrated, literary history is filled with acts of rejection or renunciation of 
institutionalized identities, whether of the title “professor” or of the identity of “author” as such. 
The confinement, abstraction, and sheer sterility of life within institutions—life within 
boundaries constructed by others—extends even into an “impatience with the primacy of 
concepts and of discursive knowing” (Renunciation), a rejection of Enlightenment reason and its 
avatars. Whole movements in the 1950s and 1960s counterculture defined themselves to a great 
extent against institutions, understood both as the home of men in gray flannel suits and as 
received ideas or practices that impinge upon individual creativity and freedom. From the 
institutional gothic of Ken Kesey’s One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest to Malvina Reynold’s 
                                                          
4 See Thomas Kuhn’s The Structure of Scientific Revolutions and Richard Rorty’s reading of Kuhn in Philosophy 





anthem “Little Boxes,” a significant vein of postwar art yearns for authentic experiences, 
immediate and trans-linguistic, that remain alive and vivid instead of pre-digested or categorized 
or cognized.5 
Whole identities have been created (one is tempted to say institutionalized) out of the 
opposition to and rejection of institutions, as Mark McGurl points out in The Program Era. In a 
chapter on Kesey, for instance, McGurl shows the extent to which his fictional institutions 
resemble universities and the creative writing classroom, the same institutions in which Kesey 
worked and which have come to house so many writers (not to mention anti-institutional 
theorists and critics) across America (189). If we are talking about literature and postwar 
institutions, none has been as influential as the university. As literary critic Marjorie Garber 
wrote in 2008 (before McGurl’s opus), “by and large most artists are independent workers, not 
contracted to patrons in the old Renaissance fashion, which is to say that they are in fact 
dependent on grants from foundations and the government, and on teaching, to support their 
studio work and exhibitions. Here is where government, academia, commerce, and the arts come 
together” (15). Garber is not wrong: these days, almost all American writers earn their living 
from some combination of three sources: selling work on the book market, teaching in 
universities, or earning grants from private or public foundations. American writing today, for 
better or worse, begins and ends in institutions. Such a pragmatic point requires, at the very least, 
moving beyond simplistic binaries of institutions=bad and “freedom”=good.  
Perhaps the most influential American philosopher to call for exactly this sort of 
revaluation of individualism was John Dewey, whose work nicely summarizes early 20th century 
                                                          
5 This anti-institutional ethos has profound echoes in 20th and 21st century critical theory, with interpreters of 
Deleuze and others turning to theories of spontenaiety, affect, the transhuman, and the impersonal.  Much of the 
exuberance of postmodern theory, from Derrida to Ihab Hassan, performs an exhilarating sense of release from the 





thinking about the relationship between institutions and individuals. In a series of essays 
published in the New Republic (1929-1930) and collected as Individualism Old and New, Dewey 
lamented American culture’s tendency to fall back on antiquated and simplistic notions of 
individualism, “the split between the idea of the individual inherited from the past and the 
realities of a situation that is becoming increasingly corporate” (71). With our “older creeds” 
become “ingrown,” Dewey notes the renewed dominance in American thought—with the 
disastrous resurgence of free-market fundamentalism in the 1920s and its attendant rhetoric of 
individual freedom—of a conservatism blind to the possibilities enabled by our “enormous 
command of instrumentalities” and “technology.” Instead of using this power constructively, 
“we glorify the past, and legalize and idealize the status quo, instead of seriously asking how we 
are to employ the means at our disposal so as to form an equitable and stable society” (8).6 
Dewey was explicit: “The problem of constructing a new individuality consonant with the 
objective conditions under which we live is the deepest problem of our times” (16).  
This “problem” had become so central, moreover, because it revealed an unwillingness to 
honestly confront America’s new economic and social reality. The United States, Dewey argued, 
had “steadily moved from an earlier pioneer individualism to a condition of dominant 
corporateness” (18). By “corporateness” he means the prominence of “business corporations in 
determining present industrial and economic activities,” but also refers generally to the many 
“associations tightly or loosely organized” that “more and more define the opportunities, the 
choices and the actions of individuals” (18).7 From schools to civic organizations to employers to 
                                                          
6 Dewey even locates the trend more specifically in the European philosophical tradition going back to Descartes: 
“The philosopher's idea of a complete separation of mind and body is realized in thousands of industrial workers, 
and the result is a depressed body and an empty and distorted mind” (64).  
7 Dewey’s version of individualism is a strong precursor to Ulrich Beck’s notion of “institutionalized 





unions, the reality of American life in the early 1930s (as now) was not one of rugged frontier 
individuals but of collectivities organized to direct individual energies towards productive ends. 
This fact marked the change “of social life from an individual to a corporate affair” in all walks 
of life, while the supposition that individual and society exist apart from one another—and 
interact only through forms of economic exchange—had grown malevolent.   
For business and political life, then as now, the consequence of a throwback 
individualism is the occlusion of power and an increase in inequality. The individual exists in a 
network of social relationships, Dewey insists, even “captains of finance and industry.” But 
without any recognition of the society in which they gain definition and meaning, “They exercise 
leadership surreptitiously […] under cover of impersonal and socially undirected economic 
forces. Their reward is found not in what they do, in their social office and function, but in a 
deflection of social consequences to private gain” (27). Moreover, Dewey suggests, philanthropy 
itself is a flawed response to precisely this problem, the manifestation of “an uneasy conscience” 
that testifies “to a realization that a regime of industry carried on for private gain does not satisfy 
the full human nature of even those who profit by it,” adding that “the development of 
philanthropic measures is not only compensatory to a stifling of human nature undergone in 
business, but it is in a way prophetic. Construction is better than relief; prevention than cure” 
(44). Philanthropy in this sense is a bandage that makes visible the festering social wounds 
wrought by an inadequate understanding of the relationship between individuals and society. 
Like James English, who reframes this uneasy philanthropic conscience as “cultural money 
laundering,” Dewey sees the role of philanthropists to compensate for an inadequate civil 





Unsurprisingly given the centrality of aesthetics to his conception of American 
democracy, Dewey emphasizes the fraught role of artists—those arch individualists—in the 
increasingly corporate framework of human activity. “While the artisan becomes more of a 
mechanic and less of an artist,”  
those who are still called artists either put themselves, as writers and designers, at the 
disposal of organized business, or are pushed out to the edge as eccentric bohemians. The 
artist remains, one may say, as a surviving individual force, but the esteem in which the 
calling is socially held in this country measures the degree of his force. The status of the 
artist in any form of social life affords a fair measure of the state of its culture. The 
inorganic position of the artist in American life to-day is convincing evidence of what 
happens to the isolated individual who lives in a society growing corporate. (21) 
This “inorganic position” is identical to the phenomenon Karl Polanyi describes as 
“disembeddedness” (on which more below): the primacy of economic relations overwhelming 
our understanding of how artists actually fit into a broad network of social relations. Artists in 
this sense are members of a class of what Dewey calls “lost individuals,” those who are “caught 
up into a vast complex of associations” in which “there is no harmonious and coherent reflection 
of the import of these connections into the imaginative and emotional outlook on life” (41). The 
problem is shared by all such intellectuals who find themselves “intellectually dispersed and 
divided,” unable to direct their thought toward unified social or political projects. These 





to anything else, to mental withdrawal, to the failure to face the realities of industrialized 
society” (67).8 
 Literary philanthropy, as we will see, is at heart an attempt to use the tools of capitalism 
itself to confront and overcome these social, economic, and political “realities” of modernity. 
The chapters that follow examine the emergence of literary philanthropy, the institutional 
structures created to re-embed artists in society, and their influence on the form and content of 
American writing.9 The goal of this dissertation is threefold: (1) to offer the first institutional 
history of literary philanthropy by focusing on the key organizations that pioneered grantmaking 
for writers from the 1920s to the present; (2) to show how these institutions evolved in tandem 
with domestic and international politics, including wide-reaching changes in the literary 
economy; and (3) to explore the formal consequences for American writing of this new form of 
patronage. Conceived as an alternative both to the literary marketplace (with its unpredictable 
hazards and rewards) and to the university system (with its routinization of teaching and craft), 
the architects of literary philanthropy presented it as the ultimate expression of American 
freedom. While the reality is more fraught, it is true that literary philanthropy challenges 
received ideas about how literature is made, who it’s for, and what role it plays (or ought to play) 
in democratic society.  
                                                          
8 Dewey’s diagnosis of the paralysis of civil society offers a bleak description that is even more relevant for the state 
of intellectual life at the turn of the 21st century. Perhaps the most immediate consequence of our flawed 
individualism is “political apathy,” which “is due fundamentally to mental confusion arising from lack of 
consciousness of any vital connection between politics and daily affairs” (56). Progressive and conservative political 
parties alike, Dewey believes (and in 1930!), have “been eager accomplices in maintaining the confusion and 
unreality. To know where things are going and why they are is to have the material out of which stable objects of 
purpose and loyalty may be formed” (56). Without a stable sense of what the individual is and how he or she fits 
into larger social networks, we lose all ability to theorize individual agency and instead must fall back on a kind of 
political antinomianism or vagaries about “systems” over which no one seems to be in control. 
9 Due to considerations of length, the dissertation focuses on authors of prose, though some of the writers I discuss 
(notably Langston Hughes) are just as famous for their poetry. Given the even more precarious place of poetry on 
the publishing marketplace, more work is required to assess how institutional philanthropy has shaped poetry, 
particularly through support of small journals and publishing houses. One place to start would be an organization 





The Ideology of Literary Philanthropy  
In “Economimesis,” his gnomic essay on Kant’s Critique of Judgment, Jacques Derrida 
excavates the religious foundation of Kant’s aesthetic philosophy, which became the foundation 
of literary philanthropy as well. In Kant’s account of artistic creation, Derrida claims, there is a 
cascading series of analogies: the poet imitates nature in his poetry by imitating the way that 
nature freely creates, which is itself guaranteed by God the creator, who created the very process 
of creation. “At the summit is the poet, analogous…to God: he gives more than he promises, he 
submits to no exchange contract, his overabundance generously breaks the circular economy” 
(11). Artistic creation, viewed abstractly, enables what Derrida calls (mockingly?) an 
“immaculate commerce” (9), with the principle of production creating production without 
recompense through the logic of the gift. “God, King, Sun, Poet, Genius, etc. give of themselves 
without counting” (12). Free creation can only come from the experience of freedom, but it is 
nonetheless tethered to an ultimate source or foundation: “so that he may not forget that his 
essential wealth comes to him from on high, and that his true commerce links him to the loftiness 
of free, not mercenary art, [the artist] receives subsidies from the sun-king or from the 
enlightened-and-enlightening monarch, from the king-poet, the analogue of the poet-god: from 
Frederick the Great, a sort of national fund for letters which serves to lessen the rigors of supply 
and demand in a liberal economy” (12). These days, Derrida suggests, the King has been 
replaced by an official institution as the guarantor of productive energies, the generous force that 
enables the generosity of art. In our own “liberal economy,” foundations lessen the rigors of 
supply and demand through the agency of that original capitalist who endowed the foundation to 





I discuss Derrida’s essay here not to launch a critique of Kantian aesthetics or a critique 
of institutions as such, but rather to demonstrate how the ideologies of philanthropy and aesthetic 
creation are mutually dependent. Importantly, the OED notes a secondary sense of 
“philanthropy” as “the love of God for humanity.” A small tweak, but a significant one: the 
association of philanthropy with divinity, love for mankind as God’s love for mankind, lies 
concealed in most discussions of philanthropy. The love for mankind comes from a source that 
shows its love by going without—without the $5 million to endow a new chair or the $25 million 
to begin a fund for creative writers. The philanthropist becomes the God-King whose ur-act of 
generosity is reproduced by the artist him- or herself, free production begetting free production. 
Only we know, thanks to Derrida and others, that production is never quite free.  
Little surprise, then, that Carnegie develops this theme throughout his “Gospel of 
Wealth.” As we’ve already seen, in Carnegie’s account of philanthropy, the artist’s work exists, 
in a sense, to make possible more capitalist production, just as capitalist production exists 
apparently to make possible more elevated things for the community. Only through philanthropy, 
then, can inequality be made to serve the larger “community” (Carnegie 21). Indeed, the key is to 
create the conditions in which men feel the necessity of becoming philanthropists: “Men who 
continue hoarding great sums all their lives, the proper use of which for public ends would work 
good to the community from which it chiefly came, should be made to feel that the community 
[…] cannot thus be deprived of its proper share” (22). Call it a secular tithe: the wealth of 
capitalists should not be used to insulate themselves from social relations, but to do good works 
that both make those relations visible and strive to ameliorate them. This point is significant 
because it forms one of the most significant outcomes of literary philanthropy, which has had the 





Chapters 1 and 3). But at the same time Carnegie uses this visibility as a justification for 
oligarchic rule: under the gospel of wealth, “we shall have an ideal State, in which the surplus 
wealth of the few will become, in the best sense, the property of the many, because administered 
for the common good” (23). The administrative powers of God are replaced by the 
administrative powers of the capitalist, and turned into a “much more potent force for the 
elevation of our race than if distributed in small sums to the people themselves” (23).  
Here we might recall the title’s conscious invocation of the gospels that carried Jesus 
Christ’s news of the salvation of mankind. Carnegie wants to sanctify the way of wealth, to raise 
it into a religious calling as much as a financial one: “The highest life is probably to be reached, 
not by such imitation of the life of Christ as Count Tolstoi gives us, but, while animated by 
Christ’s spirit, by recognizing the changed conditions of this age, and adopting modes of 
expressing this spirit suitable to the changed conditions under which we live, still laboring for the 
good of our fellows, which was the essence of his life and teaching, but laboring in a different 
manner” (25). Beyond the obvious ideological work being done here, Carnegie is making a claim 
for the priority of present concerns over the gospel of Christ, and on the grounds of the “changed 
conditions of this age.” In other words, he injects a historicist critique of Christ in order to offer a 
replacement gospel; Christ was so two millennia ago, the world has changed and the new 
spiritual elect are those who wield capital. Here again, we find traces of the religious doctrine 
Derrida uncovers in Kant, the association of productive wealth with the orienting productivity of 
God himself. In a sense, Carnegie portrays capitalists as superior to Christ because they’re 
neither a story nor an absent presence. They are real, embodied, and capable of engaging in the 





Carnegie’s beloved community is founded upon individualism, grit, etc., and planned by 
the hand of the capitalist godhead. The wealthy, as the pillars of society, must “place within its 
reach the ladders upon which the aspiring can rise – free libraries, parks, and means of 
recreation, by which men are helped in body and mind; works of art, certain to give pleasure and 
improve the public taste; and public institutions of various kinds, which will improve the general 
condition of the people” (28). The luxuries of spiritual and corporeal improvement—luxuries 
because they demand time and money—also imply a specific kind of aesthetic reception. 
Carnegie wants a world of inspired poor who recognize in the monuments of their culture models 
for their own heroic self-improvement. His solution to break a cycle of dependence of the poor 
upon the rich is to encourage a very specific hermeneutic practice that would become more 
explicit and codified in 20th century self-help culture: “what is essential for progress is that [the 
poor] should be inspired to depend upon their own exertions” (32). Culture is good to the extent 
that it shows people how they can help themselves, and so form a community of individual self-
helpers. 
The interpretive imperatives buried in Carnegie’s plan (and which we shall return to 
again and again throughout this dissertation) are further expressed in what he considers to be the 
legitimate scope of philanthropy. Some of the best uses to which a millionaire can put his money 
include “the founding of a university” (32); funding telescopes (“to carry further and further the 
knowledge of the universe and of our relation to it here upon the earth” (34)); “a free library” 
(36), to whose “treasures” (37) Carnegie attributed his own success in life; not to mention 
“hospitals, medical colleges, laboratories, and other institutions connected with the alleviation of 
human suffering” (40); as well as “public parks” (41) that beautify cities. In his thoroughly 





treasures of the locality” (39), a conflation of the financial and the aesthetic that makes intuitive 
sense for Carnegie. Anything that allows a man to be his best self is presumably a treasure, 
though ironically money is not a treasure; it is instead a “burden,” which, he suggests, the vast 
majority of men are lucky not to bear. 
What happens throughout Carnegie’s essay, then, is the conflation of finance, aesthetics, 
and religion. In the absence of any organizing principle beyond self-interest, Carnegie identifies 
all aesthetic and religious impulses as nascent commodities that can, with time, undergo a 
conversion back into wealth. “The material good to flow from [conservatories, monuments, 
etc.],” he points out, “may not be so directly visible.”  
…But let not any practical mind, intent only upon material good, depreciate the value of 
wealth given for these or for kindred esthetic purposes as being useless as far as the mass 
of the people and their needs are concerned. As with libraries and museums, so with these 
more distinctively artistic works: they perform their great use when they reach the best of 
the masses of the people. It is better to reach and touch the sentiment for beauty in the 
naturally bright minds of this class than to pander to those incapable of being so touched. 
For what the improver of the race must endeavor is to reach those who have the divine 
spark ever so feebly developed, that it may be strengthened and grow. (44)  
When Carnegie writes in favor of helping the poor “feed their love for the beautiful,” he is not 
distinguishing a brotherhood of sensitives according to a supra-class aesthetic receptivity; the 
“divine spark” is not principally a quality of receptivity. It is instead a principle of creation: it is 
a commitment to strengthen and grow the individual self, which in Carnegie’s narrow conception 





The conflation of the holy and the profane in Carnegie’s thought becomes yet more overt 
when he describes a child looking up at a cathedral. There, he  
will there receive his first message from and in spirit be carried away to the beautiful and 
enchanting realm which lies far from the material and prosaic conditions which surround 
him in his workaday world—a real world, this new realm, vague and defined though its 
boundaries be. Once within its magic circle, its denizens live there an inner life more 
precious than the external, and all their days and all their ways, their triumphs and their 
trials, and all they see, and all they hear, and all they think, and all they do, are hallowed 
by the radiance which shines from afar upon this inner life, glorifying everything, and 
keeping all right within. (47) 
Amping up his rhetoric with Biblical anaphora and polysyndeton, the “Gospel” becomes more 
gospel-like indeed, as the shafts of light piercing the cathedral transmute, clause by clause, into 
the radiance of gold in the service of self-regulation. What is the “beautiful and enchanting 
realm” that Carnegie describes? In his secularized frame, intimations of higher things take the 
form of a “real world” organized rather like the “magic circle” of the church itself: a quasi-
spatial arrangement that opens up territory inside the individual, an “inner life” that trumps the 
exterior. It seems clear that Carnegie is describing a kind of tranquility and contemplation, but it 
is also a fantasy of self-reliance pushed to the nth degree: the imagination becomes a heaven in 
itself, far superior to the “workaday world.” Unlike the fantasy world of Christ’s gospels, 
Carnegie’s fantasy is responsible and to be encouraged because it helps the elevated workers—
the ones who have the talent and the brains to succeed (and presumably to recognize the 
fundamental inequalities in the system)—to see themselves as the heirs to a magical space of 





alms—which he considers as dangerous as communism—Carnegie encourages cultural 
philanthropy to stimulate nothing less than a dream, subsistence on the promise of reflected light. 
I offer this reading of Carnegie’s essay at such length not only because it is the most 
influential and often cited work on philanthropy in the literature, but because it demonstrates 
with remarkable clarity the extent to which cultural philanthropy as such relies upon certain 
aesthetic fantasies. Carnegie almost explicitly offers philanthropic intervention as the motor of 
dreams that nourish and sustain the worker in the absence of identifiable hope or real social 
change. Aesthetic intimations sublimate the injustices of power by first placing the individual in 
a secularized world with the billionaires as the godhead, and then suggesting that this godhead 
can be reached; the worker can be just like the billionaire if he plays the game. As Nassaw 
reminds us, “Carnegie had both persuaded himself and his fellow multimillionaires of the moral 
worthiness of their enterprises and offered them a doctrine with which they could do battle with 
their enemies [socialists, communists, anarchists, progressives, etc.]” (351). But as Derrida helps 
remind us, Carnegie also melded capitalist values with Kantian aesthetic ideology, yielding a 
perverse doctrine that demands not disinterest, but radical self-interest. Identify with all that is 
beautiful, with all that has been purchased at great expense and made public; identify, and maybe 
you will be able to buy art too.  
This remained the implicit or explicit foundation of cultural philanthropy well into the 
20th century, particularly as the equation time=money became ubiquitous. An ideological 
justification for capitalism so baldly expressed is easy to critique on socioeconomic terms as a 
rationalization for systemic oppression; this is the art-as-opiate argument, hollow fantasies that 
serve the will and interests of the powerful classes. And in an economy that gives little value to 





certainly rings true. Furthermore, it is unclear what kind of labor artistic creation—and writing in 
particular—even represents. From a certain perspective a writer merely produces another 
commodity for the marketplace, with the labor hours involved in creation compensated by 
advances/royalties; from a different angle, a writer produces work whose value cannot be 
properly estimated, since its effects can stretch far beyond its commodity-function in a given 
economy.10 Instead of trying to resolve the conundrum of aesthetic labor, however, we can 
instead take it as the core question motivating cultural philanthropy in the first place and guiding 
its evolution over time. As we’ll see repeatedly throughout this dissertation, the problem 
generates multiple institutional solutions. What we need, then, is a perspective that will avoid 
entanglement in the art-as-commodity/art-as-transcendent debate, and look more at the function 
that art performs in American society. How, in other words, have these philanthropic institutions 
construed art as a practice worth spending millions of dollars to encourage, especially when 
other philanthropic objects are more obvious (clean water, energy, food, etc.)? How do these 
institutions themselves conceive of artistic production and the place of art in American 
democracy?  
Institutional Criticism Beyond Bourdieu 
One thread that unifies much of the scholarship on 20th century American literature is a 
debt to sociological critical theory. McGurl, James English, and Gunter Leypoldt, among others, 
implicitly or explicitly ground their studies in the work of Pierre Bourdieu, particularly his Rules 
of Art and The Field of Cultural Production. In these texts, Bourdieu extends the critique of 
Kantian aesthetics begun in Distinction by applying the same logic to literature. Bourdieu 
                                                          
10 Marx puzzled over exactly this question in the Introduction to the Grundrisse, in which he describes his own 
ambivalent reception of ancient Greek art; in particular, he found Ancient Greek aesthetics remarkable for the 





imagines the social world divided into fields (via analogy with magnetic fields in physics), with 
positions and polarizations that guide the choices of the individuals who exist as dynamic agents 
within those fields. A writer works with or against the prevailing literary field by all available 
means, from his or her relationship to specific figures in the publishing infrastructure to the 
semiotically-charged aesthetic choices within a literary work. With a Bourdieuvian frame of 
reference, any and every gesture—from sentence length to the literary groups the author 
frequents to his or her choice of apartment—becomes legible as a move in a larger sociological 
contest that is never static. In that sense, this study responds to Bourdieu’s claim that “the 
sociology of art and literature has to take as its object not only the material production but also 
the symbolic production of the work, i.e. the production of the value of the work or, which 
amounts to the same thing, of belief in the value of the work” (“Field of Cultural Production”37).  
But where Bourdieu’s conspiratorial tone implies a process of deception, by which we’re 
deluded into according material products transcendental significance, I am just as interested in 
the extent to which literature plays a demystifying role. The stakes of representation can be 
profound, and Bourdieu himself recognized the implications of aesthetic debates: “Specifically 
aesthetic conflicts about the legitimate vision of the world—in the last resort, about what 
deserves to be represented and the right way to represent it—are political conflicts (appearing in 
their most euphemized form) for the power to impose the dominant definition of reality, and 
social reality in particular” (102). As we will see in conversations surrounding the representation 
of lynching and the oppression of blacks in the Jim Crow south (see Chapter 1), the conceptual 
binary of “art vs. propaganda” was one such discursive tool used to delegitimize the writing of 
African American authors such as Walter Francis White and later Langston Hughes. The 





governing acceptable forms of representation of social experience, rules that determined, in part, 
what got written and what got published. Then again, the institution formally repudiated Hughes 
two decades later when Congressional investigations threatened its continued existence. Rather 
than rehearse the claim that literary philanthropies were caught up an insidious game of power 
and prestige, this project focuses on the ways in which these organizations sought to generate the 
value of literature in the first place, and why they did so. Emerging from an exploitative and 
unjust economic system which benefited from the disembedding of social relations from 
economic relations, the foundations sought a kind of re-embedding, to make artistic creation a 
subject for a local or national community to address. Aesthetic value may be as much a fiction as 
Bourdieu suggests, a register of class prejudices and self-advancement; but as Bourdieu also saw, 
it must be recognized as something worth fighting about, perhaps worth fighting for.  
So here I want to look at an adjacent theorist, Karl Polanyi, whose economic analysis of 
modernity provides a no less valuable take on the relationship between economic and social 
forces. Writing in the late 1940s in the wake of fascism and World War II, in his seminal work 
The Great Transformation Polanyi diagnosed the origins of the recent global conflict in the 
trajectory of economic relations since the 18th century. At the core of his analysis is the 
recognition that the state plays the ultimate and decisive role in market functioning, from 
insuring the monetary base to creating a labor pool to instituting regulations to check the 
excesses of capitalism. Looking at the Speenhamland laws in England, for instance, he shows the 
specific ways in which often violent intervention from the state worked to convert labor and land 
into what are, ultimately, fictitious commodities that could then be exchanged on the capitalist 
market (72). For liberal economists like Ricardo and Smith, Polanyi argued, the artificial 





a car) with a value defined not by social relations but by the market, took on the appearance of a 
natural and intrinsic fact of human existence. But since labor, land, and money do not in any way 
function as typical commodities, a massive intervention in the social world was necessary to 
create the conditions whereby, say, an individual must face the choice between laboring or 
starving. And once human subsistence is tethered to market prices, liberal theories demand the 
market system be allowed to function autonomously, without political interference, in its 
“natural” state. 
The consequences of this change were vast. The most significant effect was a shattering 
of social relations that had formed prior to economic relations: “Instead of economy being 
embedded in social relations, social relations are embedded in the economic system” (57). In 
other words, where before economic activity was a means to sustain the social group, social 
groups are now formed to sustain the economic system. It was, as Michael Clune puts it, “the 
utopian vision of a world in which economic relations replace social relations” (47). The result is 
that people relate to one another according to the exchange logic of the market, and the 
institutions of social life must be recreated in order to ensure the independent functioning of the 
system “according to its own laws” (Polanyi 57). Meanwhile, the traces of the radical shock 
required to produce this disembedding are erased through “the effect of highly artificial 
stimulants administered to the body social in order to meet a situation which was created by the 
no less artificial phenomenon of the machine” (57). In Polanyi’s version of the market as 
Frankenstein-monster (Marx had his own),11 the attendant consequence to these stimulants was 
“the institutional separation of society into an economic and political sphere” (71). 
                                                          
11 See, for instance, Gail Turley Houston’s discussion of Marx and the gothic in From Dickins to Dracula: Gothic, 





Out of this recognition, Polanyi derived his key insight of the double movement: the more 
that government cedes autonomy to markets, the more social unrest (which results from treating 
human beings as something like nails or sacks of flour) pushes back at the existing political and 
economic order. As markets proliferate and regulations recede, in other words, social unrest 
rises; in the other direction, the more government checks the excesses of capitalism by creating 
social programs and safety nets, the less powerful become the market and the capitalists whose 
interests drive much of its activity. “…No society could stand the effects of such a system of 
crude fictions,” Polanyi writes, “even for the shortest stretch of time unless its human and natural 
substance as well as its business organization was protected against the ravages of this satanic 
mill” (73). The human costs of the market system yield a “countermove” that consists “in 
checking the action of the market in respect to the factors of production, labor, and land” (131). 
This latter process is what Polanyi referred to as interventionism, the process by which 
government intercedes to regulate, organize, and in a sense humanize the inhuman activity of the 
market. The principle of “economic liberalism” thus vies eternally with the principle of “social 
protection,” and when one or the other gets seriously out of balance, as was the case in the 1920s 
and ’30s, perverse systems such as fascism result. 
Polanyi provides a useful vocabulary in which to rephrase Dewey’s observations about 
American individualism, just as Dewey’s aesthetic dimension helps us read culture into Polanyi. 
After all, culture plays an important role in sustaining the market fiction, which Polanyi 
recognizes when he remarks that “some who would readily agree that life in a cultural void is no 
life at all nevertheless seem to expect that economic needs would automatically fill that void and 
make life appear livable under whatever conditions” (158). (He wryly adds: “This assumption is 





of (merely) economic relationships, it is not inevitable, say, that novels will appear in the 
fractured social landscape. So it’s not a surprise that literary critics have tried to extend the 
cultural implications of Polanyi’s analysis.12 And indeed, Polanyi is important for my purposes 
because American foundations emerged, centrally, as a product of this self-same double 
movement.  
Corporate philanthropy, after all, was a response to a crisis in the existing socioeconomic 
order of the late 19th century, a market-based solution to the failure of markets. Francesca 
Sawaya, in her book The Difficult Art of Giving, argues that “the form of philanthropy that 
emerge[d] at the end of the nineteenth century [was] an expression of the crisis in liberal 
capitalism over interventionism, a crisis that led in a quite different direction as well—through 
Progressivism and a long bumpy road to the welfare state” (2). By looking at the turn of the 
century work of James, Howells, Twain, and others, Sawaya shows how “the fiction of the 
market helped produce philanthropy, and philanthropy generated fiction—in terms of both 
production and content” (12). Focused specifically on the rise of corporate philanthropy, she 
looks at the work of turn-of-the-century writers to argue that modern literature was “an 
ambivalent or critical response to the necessity of patronage and an emergent philanthropy” (4). 
Sawaya’s approach, deeply invested in a polemic against neoliberal market fundamentalism, 
offers a sort of prehistory of the philanthropy and literature I discuss here.  
Over the past two decades, in addition to Saway’s study there has emerged a robust body 
of scholarship aimed at understanding the interplay between institutions and literature. Works 
such as English’s The Economy of Prestige and McGurl’s The Program Era explore the 
                                                          
12 Studies by Michael Clune, Francesca Saway, and Leon Jackson, for instance, all develop their arguments out of 
the vocabulary Polanyi used to discuss markets. As I have suggested elsewhere in this introduction, Polanyi’s work 
bears a strong family resemblance both to John Dewey and to later theorists such as Ulrich Beck and (in certain 





production of literature in a larger socio-economic context structured by institutional spaces that 
create positions with which authors, critics, publishers, and patrons define themselves and their 
value. The chief difficulty for these studies, as for my own, is to account for the relationship 
between institutional pressures and literary form: how does it matter, in other words, that a writer 
teaches in an MFA program, vies for literary prizes, or receives funding from a philanthropic 
institution? Beyond a historical or sociological interest, how does the institutional sphere 
influence literature, as it were, on the ground level?  
Of recent studies, McGurl has the most comprehensive account of institutional influence 
on American fiction by showing how a postwar shift in higher education and progressive 
pedagogy led to generations of students enrolled in creative writing classes. In a sense, his entire 
project tries to account for the “transformation of literary modernism into a discourse of 
institutional being” (136): the rules cultivated by modernist authors became the basis for a 
professionalized understanding of writing and the role of the writer. Creative writing programs, 
McGurl argues, schooled generations of writers in the techniques and styles learned from 
modernism that became the peculiar injunctions of the creative writing institution: show don’t 
tell, write what you know, and find your voice. These clichés of the writing seminar bred three 
distinct strains in postwar American fiction: technomodernism (predominately white authors who 
embrace philosophy and technological discourse in the absence of a marketable ethnic identity; 
i.e. postmodernism and extended realisms); high cultural pluralism (authors from non-WASP 
ethnic backgrounds who depict life outside the cultural dominant; i.e. female, Jewish, black, or 
Chicano/a writing); and lower middle class modernism (mostly white writers who explore the 





is a period in which “institutions, not individuals, have come to the fore as the sine qua non of 
postwar literary production” (368).13 
McGurl’s argument, moreover, draws a connection between the institutional prerogatives 
fostered in creative writing classrooms and the literature that emerged. So, for instance, “the 
practical aesthetic injunction to “find one’s voice” as a writer […] emerged in a system of higher 
education that increasingly wanted to understand itself, not as an agent of cultural 
homogenization and upholder of tradition, but as a kind of socio-intellectual “difference engine” 
that could produce original research and original persons at one and the same time” (85). Writing 
in the seminar becomes a process of creating oneself and defining an identity, part of a larger 
shift by which “literary practices might partake in a larger, multivalent social dynamic of self-
observation” (12). In the conditions of reflexive modernity (a term McGurl draws from the 
German theorist Ulrich Beck), self-scrutiny in persons and in institutions alike becomes 
paramount. On the level of the individual, we begin to narrativize our daily experiences of 
modernity, leading to “the establishment of the bourgeois individual as the protagonist of what is 
now understood to be a modern social world consisting of millions and millions of ongoing, self-
reflexively self-regulating ‘life stories’” (286). Where writing in a certain 19th century guise 
could be seen either as the authentic expression of individual genius and soul, or as an attempt to 
represent the totality of social relations, in the postwar period fiction becomes a technology for 
                                                          
13 Andrew Hoberek, in the Twilight of the Middle Class, also discusses the radical changes in what constituted an 
intellectual in mid-century America: “intellectual work was definitively reconfigured as something that took place 
within institutions: foundations, museums, government, the media, and, most importantly, the expanding system of 
higher education” (21). As Hoberek relates, the process “blurred intellectuals' traditionally antagonistic relationship 
with the middle-class mainstream in two ways: by transforming intellectuals into white-collar employees, and by 
transforming the rest of the middle-class into the higher-educated mental laborers.” He adds: “…the postwar 
generation found employment as artists and intellectuals. And whereas the prewar generation could comfortably 
distinguish themselves from the philistinism of a small-business owner like George Babbitt, their postwar successors 
found themselves in the position of organization men par excellence, their employment symbolizing the ultimate 





self-presentation and -regulation, with legions of creative writing students signing up to 
“express” themselves.  
The irony, of course, is that this pursuit of self-expression is purchased and acquired 
through a form of institutional routinization, the shaping of unformed material into a set of 
institutionally legible formal constraints. For professional writer and student alike, McGurl 
shows that the Program Era “becomes the anxiety of the institutionalized writer—the writer 
feminized and/or infantilized, in a way that Stein and Hemingway never were, by his or her 
humiliating affiliation with the “nurturing” institution of the school” (323). While the classroom 
teaches creative freedom, the institution demands order and a kind of subjection, creating a 
tension that leads to what McGurl playfully describes as the “institutionalization of anti-
institutionality” (221). The freedom of writing is enabled by the very confines of the institutions 
that foster and constrain it, the same institutions that “stepped forward in the postwar period both 
to facilitate and to buffer the writer’s relation to the culture industry and the market culture more 
broadly” (15). The University is at once a shelter, a confinement, and a liberating space. 
If we follow McGurl’s claim, however, that the postwar period’s “true originality…is to 
be found at the level of its patron institutions” (4), then the story is only partially complete. As I 
show in this dissertation, there exists another sphere of institutions that have patronized and 
promoted literature outside of the university system—the network of philanthropic organizations 
that emerged in the 1920s to fund novelists and poets and help them “buy time” to write. If we 
see the market and the university existing in a kind of dynamic symbiosis, we must also account 
for this third institutional space that tries to free writers from both, and without the expectation of 
monetary gains through prestige or market success. If anything, the fellowships and grants doled 





Economy of Prestige. There, he shows how prizes serve a multifaceted role in the literary 
economy, sustaining a heroic model of literary value as well as producing encomiums and 
controversies to advertise and sell books. From top to bottom, English suggests, the business of 
prizes exists as a “collective project of value production” (26). 
Prizes, like fellowships, exist uncomfortably between aesthetics and commerce. 
Sponsored often by wealthy publishers, businesspeople, and even foundations, prizes represent 
the “convergence of the sacred with the profane, or the symbolic with the material” (31). Perhaps 
most insidious is a process that English describes as “cultural money-laundering,” by which the 
ill-got gains of capitalism can be washed clean by promoting putatively disinterested cultural 
work. The prize, “from the standpoint of the sponsor or patron… held out the possibility of a 
magical intraconversion of capital, whereby temporal attainments such as economic wealth and 
political power might be transformed into a place of permanent honor in the heterocosm of art” 
(49). The consequences, while salutary for book sales, are not entirely benign. The prize 
economy, he writes, has produced “a formidable institutional system of credentialing and 
consecrating which has increasingly monopolized the production and distribution of symbolic 
capital, especially but not exclusively of educational honors and degrees, while at the same time 
making the accumulation or control of such capital more and more necessary to almost any 
exercise of power” (76). In this sense, foundations such as the MacArthur (see Chapter 4) play a 
similar role, forging more nodes in a network of prestige that organizes cultural space.  
Yet at the same time, cultural philanthropy through fellowships and awards is distinct 
from the prize economy. While both share a necessary bureaucratization of aesthetic judgment, 
there are also important differences that limit the applicability of English’s analysis of literary 





Carnegie’s “Gospel of Wealth,” they have different mandates and different goals, not to mention 
different structural components. Most basically, grants are more like investments, prizes more 
like dividends. Fellowships arrive before the work proper to create the conditions of possibility 
for a work that can then be judged and enter circulation. In other words, grants are directed 
towards the future, as opposed to prizes which reward and sanctify work in the past. While by no 
means immune or removed from the market economy, grants are oriented differently: they serve 
the purpose of making work possible by giving, as the NEA calls it in a collection of fiction 
produced by former grantees, “the Gift of Time.” 
Beyond McGurl, English, and other proponents of “institutional criticism,” a range of 
institutional/literary history has begun to emerge in recent years that explores the various 
institutions—from banks to self-help organizations to psychiatric practices—adjacent to 
literature that form part of the landscape of 20th century American life.14 Some of these 
literature-adjacent themes fit under the umbrella of what Merve Emre calls “paraliterary 
institutions,” which “use literature to organize practices of self and sociality, but [have] little to 
do with the conventional sites and spaces of literary production” (113). In her essay on ’60s 
counterculture and the American Express Company, for instance, she shows how the ubiquitous 
banking institution became a kind of literary trope, particularly useful for countercultural 
critiques of total institutions. Close reading analysis, in this instance, helps Emre to model a 
“methodology for making new institutions available to literary critics by asking how literary 
forms and objects govern formalized behaviors, habits, and practices of togetherness” (113). 
                                                          
14 Institutions that manage such areas as banking, insurance, psychiatry, welfare, primary and secondary education, 
universities, television and film, advertising and marketing, video games, munitions—all have found a place in a 
literary critical field that has, as a recent issue of Modern Language Quarterly devoted to the subject points out, 
become omnivorous and interdisciplinary. The “new approaches to scale that extend across a spectrum from book 
history to cultural sociology to practices of statistical modeling shaped by machine learning,” James English and 





Elsewhere, Margaret Doherty’s account of the influence of the NEA, State-Funded Fictions: the 
NEA and the Making of American Literature after 1965, combines institutional history with 
literary analysis to suggest that government support for the arts resulted in a “compromise 
aesthetic:” “fiction that combines realism and experimentalism in order to appeal to readers 
across the educational (and political) spectrum.” The product specifically of a form of welfare 
state liberalism, she traces the emergence of Carverian minimalism in particular to a political 
wariness on the part of the NEA in the early 1980s. While my account of the NEA differs 
considerably in emphasis and conclusions (see Chapter 3), Doherty’s study marks one of the 
directions that the study of institutional support for literature can develop.  
Before the disciplinary divides of 1945 or 1965, however, lies a prehistory of literary 
philanthropy that has played a powerful role in funding and empowering writers from diverse 
backgrounds to describe their social realities. So deeply interwoven in literary production after 
the 1920s as to be nearly invisible, literary philanthropy has worked to systematize and 
streamline the production of novels and poetry in the absence of a robust literary marketplace. 
Moreover, I argue, foundations make art work by incorporating it into a larger politico-
institutional frame. Art becomes a part of the governmental superstructure, another aspect of life 
that can be monitored, assisted, and even improved. Since philanthropic giving is dependent 
upon the American tax code and thus political ties, philanthropies also align writers vis-à-vis a 
national project, unveiling the myriad identities and populations and experiences that go into the 
larger definition of America. But more generally, in the conditions of modernity operative in 
America at least since the end of the 19th century, cultural philanthropy—whether through the 
auspices of private foundations, writers’ groups, or the state—became a means to more 





embed writers in social and economic relationships that represent, for better or worse, an 
American public sphere. 
Buying Time 
Many scholars locate the origins of private philanthropy’s peculiar influence in America 
with British common-law provisions dating back to the 17th century, which made special 
allowances for narrowly defined philanthropy in areas such as health, education, and religion 
(Zunz 12). Just as important, as Peter Dobkin Hall points out, was the strength of 18th century 
New England Puritan institutions. New England voluntaristic associations and corporate 
experiments, driven by the explicit goal of bolstering a defined local community, served as an 
influential precedent motivating the development of American civil society into the 19th and 20th 
centuries.15 “Private for-profit and non-profit corporate organizations,” Hall writes, “operating 
first on a local, but ultimately on a national scale replaced the family and the local community as 
the primary instruments for implementing the fundamental tasks of production, distribution, 
communication, socialization, and social control” (1). The American Revolution and ensuing 
debates about the proper relationship between the private and public sectors in America—as 
played out in the conflict between Federalists and Jeffersonians, for instance—further generated 
divergent approaches to supporting civil society, broadly construed: “one [model was] political 
and individualistically entrepreneurial in the Jeffersonian and Jacksonian mold, the other 
cultural, character-based, and corporate, in the Federalist-Whig mold” (93). The resulting 
compromises between those favoring strong state programs and those preferring individual civic 
contribution have played out repeatedly through American history, and perhaps nowhere as 
                                                          
15 Alexis de Tocqueville was among the first to note the American emphasis on civil society organizations, 
observing that “Americans of all ages, all conditions, and all dispositions constantly form associations. They have 
not only commercial and manufacturing companies, in which all take part, but associations of a thousand other 





influentially as in the eventual establishment of philanthropic institutions at the end of the 19th 
century. 
 While forms of philanthropic giving—more properly, charity16—had always existed, a 
series of legal changes throughout many American states in the 1880s and 1890s made it easier 
for wealthy individuals to bequeath their wealth for charitable purposes (Zunz 17). And 
considering the sheer enormity of the fortunes accrued during the industrial boom, these wealthy 
donors had to develop corporate, bureaucratic structures to disburse that money. “Rationality,” 
one historian comments, “became the appealing means to justify the creation of the philanthropic 
foundation for wealth transfer and as the guiding principle for grantmaking once the new 
foundations were chartered” (Howe 33). Embracing the language of scientific reason as well as 
the proto-Taylorist management theory just emerging at the time, the philanthropies represented 
the application of corporate business models to philanthropic disbursement, and thus a far cry 
from the haphazard charity work that defined most philanthropy before the Civil War. Ironically, 
many of the earliest large-scale philanthropies emerged, as historian Olivier Zunz has shown, out 
of the Civil War and the failure of Reconstruction. Several wealthy Northern Industrialists 
created philanthropic organizations to help rebuild and develop the Southern educational 
infrastructure, particularly for southern blacks who had few educational opportunities. The 
General Education Board, for instance, created in 1905 with a $180 million gift from John D. 
Rockefeller, aimed to use its wealth to develop black secondary education.17   
The Carnegie Corporation was created in 1911. The Rockefeller Foundation, only the 
latest and broadest in a series of similar organizations created by Rockefeller, was incorporated 
                                                          
16 See Robert Gross, “Giving in America: From Charity to Philanthropy”, pp. 30.  
17 Of the General Educational Board and its imitators, in particular, other historians have identified a key goal as 
“preparing Afro-Americans for participation in the political economy of the New South” (Anderson 147), offering 





in 1913. These two massive foundations, with charters approved by the United States Congress, 
were joined by hundreds of smaller scale institutions devoted to various educational, scientific, 
and medical pursuits. Indeed, nowhere were these early corporate philanthropies more influential 
than in the establishment and growth of American higher education. What better way to spend 
money than on research, particularly the growth of science and medicine, where the return on the 
philanthropic investment would be clear and tangible? “Philanthropists found in educators and 
scientists,” Zunz writes, “grantees who could put the new money to work for both credible and 
important goals” (23). Not only did people like Carnegie and Rockefeller spend hundreds of 
millions of dollars to create and expand universities, start new departments, and encourage the 
work of many doctors and scientists, bequests from the Carnegie Foundation and others even 
played a determining role in secularizing American universities (24). 
At the same time, the problems with institutional philanthropy were numerous: should the 
wealthy be allowed to effectively preserve and control their wealth, even after death? Moreover, 
should any private entities have the sort of power over civic institutions that philanthropies could 
wield with their endowments? Already in the 1890s, critics inveighed against the emergent legal 
apparatuses of philanthropy as an evil form of oligarchy, with capitalists creating parallel states 
within the United States, outside of the control of Government, and rather like trusts in their 
invidious effects. Contemporary critics have taken the opposite approach and gone even further, 
arguing that foundations such as Ford and Rockefeller were little more than international agents 
of American imperialism. Foundations, writes historian Robert Arnove,  
represent relatively unregulated and unaccountable concentrations of power and wealth 
which buy talent, promote causes, and, in effect, establish an agenda of what merits 





radical, structural change. They help maintain an economic and political order, 
international in scope, which benefits the ruling-class interests of philanthropists and 
philanthropoids—a system which…has worked against the interests of minorities, the 
working class, and Third World peoples. (1)  
For those already suspicious of the exploitative system which exacerbated disparities in wealth in 
the first place, the networks of putatively high-minded philanthropic organizations—staffed with 
lawyers, loyalists, and, increasingly, elite experts—were, at best, agents of the same exploitative 
system that created the very need for philanthropy.  
At the same time that philanthropy was extending its range and influence, the American 
literary economy was undergoing its own development with a gradually expanding publishing 
infrastructure. Many accounts of American literary history assume a transition between pre-
modern networks of patronage and genteel amateurism, followed after the Civil War by the 
emergence of a robust market economy for literature that had the effect of democratizing literary 
production. But as Leon Jackson has pointed out of the antebellum period, literary histories that 
rely on assumptions about clear transitions from patronage to markets tend to overlook the 
nuanced ways the two overlapped and even converged. And we need look no further than the 
extensive patronage networks of Modernist writers—explored, for example, in Lawrence 
Rainey’s Institutions of Modernism—to see how robust forms of patronage could exist alongside 
the market economy.18 Indeed, in that case, the high-modern ethos of artistic exception tended to 
privilege most those works that were not successful in the marketplace, part of the logic of loser-
wins in the “the economic world reversed” that Bourdieu anatomizes in The Field of Cultural 
Production. Critical debates over the real or perceived “disinterestedness” and “aesthetic 
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exception” enjoyed by modernist writers, as we’ve already seen, tend to reproduce familiar 
binaries between interested and disinterested artwork, between the organic work of art and the 
mercenary work of scribbling. Suffice it to say, work funded by the market is neither intrinsically 
better nor worse than work funded by an individual patron—or work funded by corporatized 
cultural philanthropy.  
Perhaps the key turning point in the emergence of the Foundation as a powerful new 
player in the literary economy of the 20th century, oddly enough, was the American tax code. As 
Zunz points out, it was the passage of the Sixteenth Amendment in 1913, creating a national 
income tax, that incentivized a brave new world of philanthropic giving by making it possible for 
the wealthy to “write off” certain charitable donations. With tax legislation in 1913 and 1917 
creating the Internal Revenue Service (an agency that will play a key role in the work of David 
Foster Wallace, see Chapter 4), charities and philanthropies gained governmental overseers made 
necessary by the privilege of tax exemption. This legislation was accompanied in 1915 by 
Congressional investigations into the new foundations by the Walsh Commission, which was 
motivated centrally by widespread unrest among American industrial workers. With the Carnegie 
and Rockefeller Foundations only recently created, progressive advocates and conservative 
skeptics alike were wary of the role of unaccountable Foundations in either fomenting or 
suppressing labor disputes (Kiger 23). At the hearings, one clergyman testified that foundations 
“must be regarded as essentially repugnant to the whole idea of a democratic society” (qtd. in 
Kiger 23). Labor advocates were similarly suspicious of the attempts to create an “all-pervading 
machinery for the molding of the minds of the people” (qtd. in Kiger 24). On the other hand, the 
new tax policies that emerged from the Commission and other debates had the effect of greatly 





emption,” Zunz explains, “has not only nurtured philanthropy in society, it has enriched it. 
Equally important, it encourages an otherwise very diverse group of institutions that have 
dispersed and/or solicited private funds for the public good to work together, in essence fostering 
a nonprofit sector of groups with similar interests and privileges” (4). 
The first philanthropic institution to systematically support individuals was the John 
Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation, the subject of my first chapter. Founded in 1926 by 
industrialist Simon Guggenheim as a tribute to his dead son, the Foundation began with the 
Rhodes Scholar model of educational exchange but quickly branched out to give substantial no-
strings-attached grants to intellectuals of all kinds—scientists, doctors, scholars, and, after a few 
years, creative writers. The Foundation began with a nationalist mission to support the 
development of a distinctive American culture as a way to overcome the perceived backwardness 
of America as compared to Europe. Under the stewardship of Henry Allen Moe, the Guggenheim 
Foundation became one of the most significant patrons of the arts in the US, giving grants to 
almost all of the key literary figures of the 20th century, including—significantly—many of the 
writers of the Harlem Renaissance. Indeed, the Guggenheim’s very first grant for creative 
writing went to Walter Francis White, an African American novelist and activist who would go 
on to lead the NAACP. I discuss White’s work in the larger context of 1920s debates over 
African-American literature and the New Negro to show how the Guggenheim actively sought to 
support representations of black subjectivity. By contrast with the forms of personal patronage 
most often discussed in the context of the Harlem Renaissance, the Guggenheim’s hands-off 
funding style freed artists from often degrading ties of patronage. For White, the Guggenheim 





his writing, yielding not a novel but a non-fiction account of lynching in the south that would 
influence debates over Jim Crow in the subsequent decades.  
In the wake of the Great Depression and the effective end of the Harlem Renaissance, 
moreover, the Guggenheim was nearly alone among philanthropic organizations in sponsoring 
poetry and prose by leftist writers, including Langston Hughes. As I show through close readings 
of Hughes’ fiction and poetry of the 1920s and ’30s, it was precisely his attempts to yoke black 
subjectivity to the global struggle against capitalism (with which White was also sympathetic) 
that made it difficult for his work to get published or find readers. While the political climate of 
the ’30s allowed such potentially subversive efforts, after World War II and renewed panic over 
supposed communist infiltrations of America, the Guggenheim came under scrutiny for its 
funding of Hughes in particular, and Moe went so far as to renounce the poet in Congressional 
testimony. This remarkable moment illustrates the extent to which the Guggenheim’s cultural 
philanthropy, intentionally or not, had become a way for writers to challenge the very capitalist 
system that had made their reliance on institutional philanthropy necessary. By giving money to 
writers, the ostensibly apolitical Guggenheim Foundation was effectively staging political 
interventions. In this way, despite Simon Guggenheim’s ill-gotten gains, his Foundation became 
the most significant patron of African American literature of the period (outdone only, perhaps, 
by the shorter-lived Rosenwald Fund). The Guggenheim’s form of institutional philanthropy was 
so successful, indeed, that it would become the model for the creation of other institutions, 
including the National Endowment for the Arts and the National Endowment for the Humanities 
(Chapter 3) and the MacArthur Foundation (Chapter 4). 
The Guggenheim pioneered a system of cultural philanthropy that not only made possible 





industry, the growing university system, as well as independent scholars and artists. It created, in 
other words, a structuring node in the literary field, one which also had the effect of making 
visible a hitherto invisible coalition of writers and intellectuals. It was thus a short leap to make 
to organize these writers into their own distinct institutional shape, which happened in the 1920s 
and 1930s under the aegis of Poets, Essayists, Novelists (PEN). Somewhere between a 
foundation and a writer’s union, the creation of PEN centers around the world was an overt 
attempt to pool the symbolic capital of writers and direct it towards certain moral and political 
ends. This became particularly significant in the context both of the Cold War and postwar 
consumer society, in which the mass market—more and more stratified between “bestsellers” 
and “the rest”—expanded and even invented new book forms (e.g. the paperback). 
The PEN center, importantly, made its mission not just the support (financial and 
otherwise) of writers, but also the defense of freedom in civil society as such. PEN took a 
leading role in popularizing and legitimizing the notion of human rights, which it closely aligned 
with the freedom of speech. By exploring the relationship between novelist Philip Roth and the 
PEN Center, I show both how PEN served as an institutional vehicle to direct writers’ cultural 
capital towards concrete political ends, but also how it offered even a writer like Roth an 
imaginative anchor with which to orient his attacks both on the censorious shallowness of 
American culture and the literal censorship of writers in Eastern Europe. I read his engagement 
with the PEN Center, particularly his creation of an Ad Hoc Czech Fund to assist Czech writers 
in the 1970s, as a form of authorial activism that reveals both the possibilities of writerly 
solidarity and the limitations of bureaucratic systems prone to in-fighting and politics. By 
considering his political activities alongside a reading of his Zuckerman Bound novels, I show 





speech. When Roth refers to PEN in his novels—ironically, of course—it nonetheless marks his 
proximity to concrete beliefs about the freedom of speech and the role of literature in sustaining 
real and imagined liberty. 
The forms of philanthropic endeavor established by the Guggenheim and the PEN Center 
proved so influential, and so successful in uniting authors from different backgrounds, that they 
each contributed to the creation of the National Endowment for the Arts in 1967, the US 
Government’s most concerted effort to support American culture since the Works Progress 
Administration (WPA). The networks of writers and intellectuals who advocated for the NEA 
and for literary grants in particular—including Ralph Ellison, John Steinbeck, and, later, Toni 
Morrison—wanted to take the Guggenheim’s nationalist project even further: to support not just 
American writing, but writing that would actively interrogate and expand the very notion of what 
it means to be American. A commitment to pluralism is what I take to be the most profound 
contribution of the NEA to American literature, a commitment that I explore through the 
writings of Maxine Hong Kingston and Leslie Marmon Silko, two authors with very different 
relationships to the American government. In close readings of Warrior Woman and China Men, 
for instance, I tease out the hybrid identities that Kingston forges in her memoirs, which stage a 
confrontation between Chinese and American versions of modernity. The result is a clash that 
takes specific institutional forms as a fight over the purview of institutions (such as the NEA 
itself) in defining who counts as “American.”  
By supporting the self-articulation of plural American identities, the NEA Literature 
program sought not to expand any literary style or tendency in particular, but rather to make 
possible the articulation of different identities in all their flux. As we see in the work of Leslie 





encourage even subversive or actively revolutionary versions of the American experience. In 
Ceremony, for instance, the clash of modern institutions with traditional identities causes marked 
pain and trauma, which is only partially palliated by the recognition of this trauma in cultural 
forms such as the (government-sponsored) novel itself. While the fact that Ceremony got written 
at all is a testament to the efficacy of the NEA’s institutional philanthropic model, it also risks 
seducing readers into a certain self-congratulatory complacency over how far America has come. 
Silko’s writings in the ’80s and ’90s, which take a more aggressive stance against varieties of 
Anglo-American capitalist imperialism, develop the incipient themes of her earlier work in 
suggesting that the project of American democracy is far from complete and that the institutions 
of American democracy are not as responsive or democratic as American popular culture might 
suggest. To emphasize that very point, I conclude the chapter with a discussion of the culture 
wars of the 1980s and 1990s, when conservatives inveighed against the NEA’s funding priorities 
and sought to abolish state arts funding altogether. While only partially successful, the 
conservatives inadvertently made it clear that the institutional struggle over art was far from 
insignificant—that arts funding represented, in effect, a struggle over what groups are worthy of 
support and recognition at the federal level. 
Conservatives howled with outrage when accused of racism and homophobia in their 
attacks on arts funding, and to justify their views fell back on a powerful set of principles 
codified in conservative think tanks and economics departments in the 1960s and ’70s. Now 
generally referred to as neoliberalism, these principles include a non-negotiable commitment to 
the deregulation of financial markets and a philosophical objection, on putatively economic 
grounds, to government intervention in economic activity. What neoliberalism advocates instead 





the 1940s, are thought to bring a transcendent justice to the economic sphere. The battle over the 
legitimate purview of government, which emerged as an ironic parody of debates over free 
markets that raged from the late 19th century through the 1930s, found similar expression in the 
emergency of an entire school of philanthropic thought which revived faith in foundations as 
legitimate “free market” instruments to help American society. 
To focalize these defining political debates and their consequences for American 
literature, I turn to perhaps the best known institutional patron of the arts today, the MacArthur 
Foundation. Created in the late 1970s with the fortune of a resolute anti-government 
conservative, the MacArthur took as its core principle the notion that well-managed wealth can 
free individuals to make intellectual breakthroughs. By taking advantage of revised tax laws of 
the 1960s that continued to incentivize philanthropic giving, the MacArthur Foundation 
presented itself as a revival of faith in individual achievement and the power of individuals when 
liberated from stifling institutions. It presented itself, in other words, as an institution to liberate 
artists from institutions. This institutional anti-institutionalism, of a piece with intellectual 
currents in late 20th-century conservatism, presented an aestheticized view of society as powered 
by the happy few “geniuses” who are the motive force behind scientific and artistic progress. 
Using unabashedly messianic language, the MacArthur embraced cultural philanthropy’s latent 
religious mission (which both Carnegie and Derrida hint at above) to empower individual 
geniuses to change the world.  
To explore the consequences of this ideological shift in literature in particular, I analyze 
the writings of David Foster Wallace, who received a MacArthur “genius” prize in 1997. A 
writer deeply suspicious of literature’s prestige economy, Wallace nonetheless tended to concur 





and productively—in his fictional representations of institutions. Analyzing his novels Infinite 
Jest and The Pale King (about the IRS), as well as his essays and short stories, I show how 
Wallace’s critique of postmodern American culture joins with a messianic faith in the artist’s 
ability to regenerate feeling and sensation in a fallen world. And yet Wallace is also suspicious 
of this messianism, and ultimately placed hopes for genuine human interaction and community 
not in the heroic individual, but rather in the literal and figurative institutional bonds that connect 
individuals to one another. The isolation and solipsism that is perhaps the most identifiable 
feature of his fiction thus comes up against a countervailing impulse in his nonfiction that 
embraces institutional connection not out of a tragic despair, but rather out of a pragmatic 
recognition that institutions are how things get done; they are a particularly effective way of 
turning genius into practical power (to appropriate a line from Emerson). As vile as they can be 
in their bureaucratic instantiations, institutions nonetheless serve to orient and focus the energies 
of wildly different individuals. They ultimately become, for Wallace, an exemplar of American 
democracy, and form a crucial component of his late-career turn to rhetoric as a model for 
understanding and renovating American democracy. 
From the 1920s to the early 21st century, this dissertation tracks the large-scale changes in 
American literature wrought by institutional cultural philanthropy. One argument I emphatically 
do not make is that these institutions have either “succeeded” or “failed.” What is more 
interesting is how these institutions help to bring into focus disparate developments in American 
history and society—from geopolitics to the struggle for rights to consumerism to tax policy—
and how their institutional prerogatives influenced the production of the heterogeneous body of 
work we call American Literature. I have also avoided deterministic or causal arguments (e.g. 





there are undeniable examples when institutional philanthropy has literally made possible works 
that would not have existed otherwise, the sheer ubiquity of cultural philanthropy makes any 
deterministic claims intellectually irresponsible at best. Instead, this dissertation aims to explore 
some of the most productive and instructive moments in the interplay between individual authors 
and institutional philanthropy. By buying time for American authors to write, free from the 
constraints of the literary marketplace and the pressures of academic teaching alike, these 
institutions have sought to more firmly embed writers in American society. They have created 
ways for authors to reach diverse audiences and relate to their readers on more than a purely 
economic level. Literary philanthropy, for all of its flaws, has attempted to make modernity as 
such hospitable for writers—and thus for the literary imagination—by satisfying the most 














Chapter 1: The Rise of Literary Philanthropy: The Guggenheim 
Foundation and the Harlem Renaissance (1925-1952) 
 “We’re living in a material world—money is necessary—and you don’t have to sell your soul 
simply to earn a living, do you?”  
—Walter Francis White, Flight 
 
 “The institution known as a ‘foundation’ is the best means yet invented to make the resources of 
the past serve the future.”   
—Henry Allen Moe, Secretary of the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation 
 
 In his essay “The New Negro in Paris” (1937), novelist and poet Claude McKay registers 
a telling observation about the black expat community in France during the Harlem Renaissance. 
Towards the end of his critique of the “New Negro” movement, a self-conscious program of 
racial self-definition aimed at developing a black middle class identity, McKay notes that: 
“Among the Negro intelligentsia in Paris there was an interesting group of story-tellers, poets, 
and painters. Some had received grants from foundations to continue work abroad; some were 
being helped by private individuals; and all were more or less identified with the Negro 
renaissance” (148). The fact that this group of artists received either individual or institutional 
patronage, for McKay, threatens the integrity of their work. For with patronage comes 
consequences: either an instrumentalist view of art—with “many of the talented Negroes” 
regarding “their renaissance more as an uplift organization and a vehicle to accelerate the pace 
and progress of smart Negro society” (148)—or corrosive competition within the black 
intelligentsia for white money.19 “Among the Negro artists,” McKay laments, “there was much 
                                                          
19 McKay goes on to suggest a connection between patronage and their (in his view) instrumentalist view of art, 
noting “how sharply at variance their artistic outlook was from that of the modernistic white groups that took a 
significant interest in Negro literature and art” (148). As against the modernist spirit of disinterested creation, these 
proto-modern blacks, for McKay, view their work as a means to an end, rather than an end in itself. Art for art is 






of that Uncle Tom attitude which works like Satan against the idea of a coherent and purposeful 
Negro group. Each one wanted to be the first Negro, the one Negro, and the only Negro for the 
whites instead of for their group” (148).20 What’s more, he saw this Satanic corrosion as a direct 
result of patronage: “Because an unusual number of them were receiving grants to do creative 
work, they actually and naively believed that Negro artists as a group would always be treated 
differently from white artists and be protected by powerful white patrons. Some of them even 
expressed the opinion that Negro art would solve the centuries-old social problem of the Negro” 
(148). McKay’s ironic conclusion is a reminder that the “Negro problem” itself was the work of 
a white discourse too timid to confront injustice head-on, the same discourse that sparked 
DuBois’s famous question in The Souls of Black Folk, “How does it feel to be a problem?” These 
grantees are trapped, in other words, in a literary economy that only supports black artists 
chasing solutions to a “problem” created (and perpetuated) by white power in the first place. 
 A similar argument came from the other side of the color line with H.L. Mencken, a 
friend of Walter Francis White as well as other leading figures of the Harlem Renaissance. 
Contributing to a 1926 special issue of The Crisis, the NAACP journal edited by W.E.B. Du 
Bois, he emphasized the corrupting influence of money on art: “[African Americans] have 
enjoyed, for many years, the patronage of sentimental whites, and they are certainly not likely to 
cast it off. Nevertheless, I believe that this patronage has done far more to hinder the emerging 
black than to help him. It has forced him to be tenderly considerate of Caucasian amour propre, 
of all sorts of white prejudices, and so it has hampered his free functioning as his own man” 
(228). Rather like McKay, Mencken argues that white patronage dilutes the critical energy of 
                                                          
20 McKay’s negative view of foundations did not stop him from applying for aid from various foundations; his 
chronic money shortages also strained many a relationship, as with Walter White, from whom McKay, whose 





black artists by creating a dependent relationship that discourages risk and encourages self-
censorship. Mencken’s critique, like McKay’s, embraces an aesthetic stance that overlooks the 
pragmatic reality of authorship for black writers: in the words of Charles Chesnutt, “if the world 
wants books, it must be willing to pay for them” (173). Without a publishing infrastructure or a 
large enough audience to pay for a writer’s work, in other words, much of this intellectual 
activity could hardly exist in the absence of patronage. Mencken, himself a fierce critic of amour 
propre, nonetheless reverts to a romantic view of critical and artistic independence that is 
oblivious to the challenge race presents to received ideas about how creative work gets done. 
What it comes down to, in the end, is a conflict between a putatively free, un-tainted 
literary creation that retains its aesthetic and critical vigor, and a corrupted product of patronage. 
There are the heroic creators (artist and capitalist alike), and there are laborers, whose rough-and-
ready work is repaid through wages, fellowships, or handouts.21 Taken to their logical 
conclusion, McKay and Menken’s critiques imply that the true artist can only ever be an 
individual of independent means, with some surplus that would give adequate time for the 
unalienated labor of creative work. They imply, in other words, the fantasy of an authentic 
literature that was by definition impossible for African American writers, who, as Du Bois had 
long since shown, could only ever speak with the double audience, double voice, and double 
consciousness.22 Further complicating things was the widely-noted but little-examined fact that 
African American art in the 1920s and ’30s was heavily dependent upon patronage. But are all 
                                                          
21 This free/dependent view of artistic creation reproduces itself in the oppositions interested/disinterested, 
spiritual/political, sacred/profane, not to mention art/propaganda. These parallel logics, I want to suggest, are a 
holdover of the same romantic individualism that Dewey sought to overcome in his Individualism Old and New (see 
introduction). When allied with Kantian aesthetics, the free creators vs. captive hacks opposition becomes a 
powerful tool for delegitimizing atypical forms of expression, not to mention the very idea of discussing institutions 
in the same breath as literature. 
22 It is an open question whether or not things have changed, in this regard, which is partially the origin of many 





forms of patronage equally corrupting, as McKay and Menken seem to suggest? As we’ll see, 
many artists of the Harlem Renaissance—from Langston Hughes to Zora Neale Hurston to 
Claude McKay himself—benefited from a historically novel form of philanthropy that married 
the corporate structures of modernity with capitalist wealth. The goal of this chapter, then, is to 
determine what the influence of institutional philanthropy actually looked like in practice. How, I 
ask, did it compare to individual philanthropic ties, and how did authors react to this historically 
novel player in the literary field? Finally, how should our recognition of institutional 
philanthropy’s role in sponsoring much of the writing of the Harlem Renaissance change our 
understanding of that period and of the field of African American literature as such? 
Perhaps this last phrase, African American literature, belongs in scare quotes, particularly 
after the critical reassessment of Kenneth Warren and others. Emphasizing the role of literature 
in the political and economic struggle for civil rights, Warren argues that African American 
literature was fundamentally a political project. “The presumption of inferiority that subtended 
laws, statutes, and the customary practices that imposed this status,” Warren writes, “were 
presumed to be vulnerable to the presentation of evidence that black Americans were indeed 
fully equal to their white fellow citizens. Under such conditions there might indeed be reason to 
believe that the significance of writing a poem could be equally a matter of politics and 
aesthetics” (740). African American literature, in this sense, represents a body of texts theorized 
and written to have not just aesthetic but political efficacy by humanizing black Americans for a 
white audience. This literature, Warren suggests, also made black experience recognizable in 
institutional and academic settings, thereby granting legitimacy to a distinct body of writing. 





alternative culture, one which would ironically be defined, as Warren points out, by this self-
same struggle for institutional recognition (What Was African American Literature? 18).  
 While Warren’s political and institutional emphasis is controversial, it helpfully points 
our attention to the related institutions that supported the creation of African American writing. 
Its most significant institutional patrons in the early 20th century were the Rosenwald Fund 
(1917-1948) and the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation (1925- ). Lawrence 
Jackson, for one, credits the Rosenwald Fund—created by Sears-Roebuck owner Julius 
Rosenwald to dispense a pre-determined quantity of money for education (much of it to support 
“Negro education” in particular)—with effecting “dramatic changes in the literature produced on 
the American race problem” (Jackson 98).23 In Jackson’s account, between the end of the Harlem 
Renaissance and the rise of the Chicago school of naturalism, there is blank spot in our histories 
during which philanthropic institutions began to play a role in artistic production. After its 
trustees embraced arts funding in the 1930s and 40s the Rosenwald offered grants of between 
$1000 and $2000 to dozens of black writers, including Hurston, Richard Wright, Ralph Ellison, 
W.E.B. Du Bois, and more.24 But as Jackson also notes, by the time the Rosenwald Fund began 
funding arts, it was already operating amidst a network of mutually-reliant philanthropic 
institutions. Indeed, for much of its life the Rosenwald Fund relied upon the help of Henry Allen 
Moe, then-Secretary of the Guggenheim Foundation, “to identify talented writers and artists” 
(99). 
                                                          
23 See The Indignant Generation. In this monumental literary history, Jackson dwells at length on the racial 
dynamics of the publishing industry, the considerable barriers to black education throughout academia, and the 
ambivalent influence of philanthropic organizations that helped to fund black education, travel, and aesthetic 
production. The story of the Rosenwald offers forms of  activism through culture and cultural institutions.    
24 Echoed by Darryl Pinckney in his essay on the Fund and African American writers, “Writers and the Julius 





The Guggenheim, for its part, has long been recognized as a significant actor in the 
Harlem Renaissance, but only in the most general terms. An entry for the foundation in the 
Encyclopedia of the Harlem Renaissance, for example, broadly notes that, “because of 
Guggenheim fellowships, several exceptional figures of the Harlem Renaissance were able to 
develop their talents fully and were able to complete specific artistic and scholarly endeavors” 
(Wintz and Finkelman, 454). The language of development suggests the unique difficulties posed 
by the subject: how does one talk about this kind of artistic Bildung? Quite apart from the 
question of how institutional ties differ from personal ones, there’s the added problem of 
defining what a foundation like the Guggenheim even is: more than an individual and less than 
an employer, it also sits in a grey zone between the publishing marketplace and academia. The 
first institution to give grants specifically for creative writing, the Guggenheim also became a 
central node in an increasingly complex network of influence and exchange whose consequences 
were as much political as aesthetic. 
To focalize the discussion, in this chapter I examine two authors of the Harlem 
Renaissance, Walter Francis White and Langston Hughes, alongside the early history of the 
Guggenheim Foundation. Though little read these days, Walter White, a man later dubbed “Mr. 
NAACP” for his efforts to build up the National Association for the Advancement of Colored 
People, was the first recipient of a Guggenheim Fellowship for fiction, a proposed novel about 
black life. The no-strings-attached grant yielded a different sort of book, however, as White 
turned away from realist fiction altogether towards narrative nonfiction work on lynching and, 
ultimately, to the denser realism of institutional politics. The parallel career of novelist and poet 
Langston Hughes, meanwhile, reveals the myriad contradictions of cultural philanthropy, as 





was one of the few fellows ever repudiated by Guggenheim officials, largely for the political 
implications of his work, which fell under the outraged eye of Sen. Joseph McCarthy and the 
House Un-American Activities Committee. In both instances, as we’ll see, the Guggenheim 
thought it was supporting fiction that would prioritize subjectivity above social relations and thus 
minimize class in the representation of race in America. But White and Hughes took different 
approaches to the “problem:” White turned to institutional politics altogether, while Hughes 
moved away from fiction towards radical poetry and, eventually, satire.  
The Guggenheim Foundation supported proposals for specific sorts of work, but 
discovered that cultural philanthropy, like culture itself, is unpredictable and irreducible to a neat 
path of cause and effect. To be clear, my claim here is not that the Guggenheim was somehow 
responsible for the African American prose and poetry of the 1920s and 1930s, though it 
supported dozens of black writers and intellectuals before “African American literature” quite 
existed as a critical concept. Instead, the Guggenheim Foundation helps us to recognize and 
dissolve the conceptual opposition of individual vs. collective, which in another form takes on 
the appearance of art vs. propaganda. As collectives for individuals, institutional philanthropies 
remind us that the two terms are mutually dependent, mutually constituting, and ultimately 
mutually erasing.25 Institutional philanthropy inevitably politicizes literature, which is to say it 
reminds us the extent to which literature, not to mention the spare time it takes to write literature, 
depends on the distribution of both physical and intellectual resources.  
                                                          
25 The connections between an organization like the Guggenheim and the history of African American political life 
also opens up fruitful avenues of connection with the work of scholars such as Eric Sundquist, whose work 
Strangers in the Land: Blacks, Jews, and Post-Holocaust America (2005) explores the complimentary though very 





Reintroducing Walter White 
 Walter Francis White (1893-1955) is a name rarely seen on syllabi or in critical 
discussions of the Harlem Renaissance. The author of two novels, The Fire in the Flint (1924) 
and Flight (1926), the memoirs A Man Called White (1948) and How Far the Promised Land 
(1955), and the journalistic exposés Rope and Faggot: a Biography of Judge Lynch (1929) and A 
Rising Wind (1945), White was “the most regularly published black writer by large New York 
houses during the 1920s” (Jackson 17). But with the exception of passing references to his 
“vilely” written work (the assessment of Wallace Thurman), White’s prose has been neglected in 
favor of his work on behalf of the N.A.A.C.P, which he headed from 1931 until his death in 
1955. White was, moreover, noted for his very light skin, which both helped him to pass as white 
during undercover work in the South and made him suspicious in the eyes of white and black 
intellectuals alike. Langston Hughes, a friend of White’s in the ‘20s and ‘30s, summarized the 
dynamic in his highly ambivalent “Ballad of Walter White,” whose jaunty rhythm begins: “Now 
Walter White / Is mighty light” (1-2). After seeming to praise White’s brave investigations into 
southern lynching, Hughes ambivalently concludes:  
 Yes it’s our good fortune 
 He was born so light 
 Cause it’s swell to have a leader 
 That can pass for white. (21-25) 
The same ambivalence, shading into something more like disdain, was articulated by W.E.B. Du 
Bois, who disparagingly wrote amidst a 1934 debate over segregation: “Walter White is white.” 
Amplifying suspicion were White’s political and social connections, which made him both 





relationships of patronage. Personally, professionally, and artistically, then, White could never 
claim the same authenticity as his darker colleagues. 
 In a sense, this authenticity—or the assumptions about race that it implies—would 
become the subject of all of his work. But his second novel, Flight, will serve to introduce 
White’s characteristic concern about the relationship between culture, politics, and economics. 
The heroine is Mimi Daquin, a light-skinned black woman who moves from New Orleans to 
Atlanta before winding up in New York, where she passes as white to escape racial animus and 
make a decent living. Born to a well-to-do Creole businessman in a racially diverse Louisiana 
community, Mimi and her father Jean move to Atlanta at the behest of Jean’s ambitious second 
wife, Mary, a woman who had “no recollection of a time when she did not hear from morning to 
night endless discussions of money and of politics” (26) from her bourgeois father. Jean, 
however, does not share his wife’s acquisitiveness: “I don’t want a big business—then I’d be 
only a slave to it—just a creature run this way or that by the machine I’ve created” (27). In its 
outline, then, the novel dramatizes opposite ways of approaching black uplift: the bourgeois 
aspirations of Mary, which favor work and accumulation of capital, and the anti-capitalist ethos 
of Jean, who sides with culture and inveighs against the moral compromises that surplus 
demands. 
The dynamic mirrors decades-old debates among African American intellectuals about 
how to build prosperity in a racist society. The differing approaches are typically summarized by 
the conflict between Booker T. Washington’s model of black industrial education to create a 
competitive labor force, and W.E.B. Du Bois’ “talented tenth,” an elite class that could raise up 
the race through culture and leadership. To put it reductively, the former holds up a limited 





education, and elite institutions as a path to wider prosperity. Take, for instance, Washington’s 
famous assertion in Up from Slavery that “[n]o race can prosper till it learns that there is as much 
dignity in tilling a field as in writing a poem” (157), which is helpfully contrasted by Du Bois’ 
avowal in “Criteria of Negro Art” (1925) that “…until the art of the black folk compels 
recognition they will not be rated as human” (260). This last thesis takes a slightly different 
inflection in Du Bois’ story “Of the Coming of John,” whose title hero becomes transfixed at a 
performance of Wagner. John’s aesthetic response to white culture, something he shares with the 
white audience, demonstrates the universal potential of art and culture to speak across otherness; 
it marks his full humanity.  
 In a sense, Flight synthesizes and tests these perspectives through Mimi, who experiences 
both the “transcendent” values of culture and the economic forces underlying the racial order. A 
devoted reader of Walter Scott, Harriet Beecher Stowe, and others, in a northern bookstore Mimi 
is also inspired by a passage from Walt Whitman’s poem “Oh Me! Oh Life!”: “The old man, the 
shop, the passers-by, everything was blotted out by the words, powerful, true, so applicable to 
her own case. “That the powerful play goes on, and I may contribute a verse,” she repeated 
softly, consciously changing the pronoun” (173). The big tent of culture opens a world of 
possibility for Mimi, encouraging her to renounce certain forms of racial thinking and instead 
hold life unified in aesthetic receptivity. But this mode also “blots out” her perception of labor 
and social connections, and at any rate will have little to do with Mimi’s labor as a seamstress in 
a Northern sweat shop. White’s goal, here, is to show how the interrelated categories of race and 
labor lead to radically different attitudes towards both.  
 White begins orchestrating the conversation early on, with Mimi poised between the 





father Jean, must be about more than labor if it is to be anything at all. Atlanta, where Mimi first 
experiences “consciousness of being coloured” (77), proves a cesspool of race and class unrest, 
exacerbated in white and black communities alike by the obsession over wealth and status. 
“Happiness cannot be bought with dollars,” Jean preaches to his daughter. “Look at the 
Americans north of Canal Street and you’ll see I am right. They scramble and fight and scheme 
to gain a few dollars and when they have them what do they do? They fight and scramble and 
scheme for more!” (31) The distinctiveness of black culture, for Jean, lies in its rejection of the 
bottom line as an organizing principle: “Here are these coloured people with the gifts from God 
of laughter and song and of creative instincts […] and what are they doing with it? They are 
aping the white man—becoming a race of money-grubbers with ledgers and money tills for 
brains and Shylock hearts” (53-54). The point for Jean is not so much that whiteness created the 
Machine, but that the Machine now owns whites. His economic critique then turns into a sort of 
hope, that black culture stands as a bulwark against the devouring demon.  
Culture, the logic goes, could have direct political consequences through large-scale 
black resistance to the economic machine. Picking up her father’s train of thought, Mimi later 
reflects that elements of black culture which are interpreted as inherent racial defects among 
whites are in fact something of a performed rejection of capitalism. “In slavery [culture, 
particularly music] had kept them from being crushed and exterminated as oppression had done 
to the Indian. In freedom it had kept them from becoming mere cogs in an elaborately organized 
machine” (94). Mimi recognizes a rejection of work as a cultural response to economic 
conditions, one which sets blacks apart from white capitalists. For Mimi, the formerly enslaved 





Autonomist outlook, which is one of the reasons why they are such a threat to white economic 
interests.  
 At the same time, White is careful to avoid racial essentialism of the sort that can be used 
just as well to justify racist ideologies. Much of the novel’s plot energy comes from social 
failings within the black community, which actually drive Mimi into becoming a uniquely 
productive cog in the capitalist machine. After Mimi falls in love with and gets pregnant by an 
aspiring writer, Carl, the opprobrium of her social circle makes her flee (the “flight” of the title) 
to the north, where she lives for a time in Philadelphia before joining a relative in Harlem. But 
there, envious gossips learn of her child and force her to move away, downtown, where she 
decides to live and work as a white seamstress in the parlor of Madame Francine. For Mimi, “her 
passing from the race seemed … persecution greater than any white people had ever visited upon 
coloured people—the very intolerance of her own people had driven her from them” (212). In 
one sense, White describes a community like any other, absorbed with the same prejudices that 
could banish a “ruined” girl from any society—people, in other words, are people. But passing—
with its manifold senses of dying, moving beyond and ahead, and a merely half-convincing 
impersonation—marks Mimi’s isolation, as well as her fall into endless labor. 
 Mimi becomes fodder for the Machine, living every hour of every day for work and the 
anticipated reward (reunion with her son who is being raised in an orphanage). By passing into 
labor, she feels herself to have lost a specifically aesthetic sensibility: “But in her new life she 
missed the spontaneity, the ready laughter, the naturalness of her own [people]. She saw morose, 
worried faces. Here there was little of that softness of speech to which she was accustomed. Here 
there was an obsession with material things that crowded out the naturalness that made life for 





in overdrive: what was before phrased as a rejection of certain forms of exploitation now 
becomes a division between the natural and the unnatural. Harlem becomes an exotic and primal 
place, where one can return to discover the “natural” life of man. The irony is that black life had 
seemed so natural to Mimi before that the word “natural” did not enter the equation. The parallax 
of passing, then, seems to produce in Mimi a racializing impulse which, earlier in the novel, had 
been little more than the universal differentiations within ethnic groups—“the good and the bad, 
in white people and coloured people” (109)—creating the same distribution of good as bad, hard-
working as lazy, talented as not.26 But once again, at the foundation of these judgments, 
implicitly, is the way that labor—glossed as an “obsession with material things”—makes racial 
logic its inevitable telos, even if the very notion of passing undermines it.  
What white society does afford Mimi, particularly after she falls in love with and marries 
a wealthy white man (who turns out to be quite racist), is a cosmopolitan view on world affairs 
and international struggles against oppression. At a dinner party towards the end of the novel, 
Mimi encounters a Chinese ambassador who discusses the end of Western (white) domination 
specifically in terms of labor. “There is a change taking place in China—all over the world, in 
fact,” he tells her in Oxford-accented English.  
“Gandhi in India, we in the Far East, in Africa, in Turkey, in the whole Near East—there 
is a stirring going on. But it isn’t against what you call your “Western civilization” nor is 
it primarily against white people as white people—it’s a healthy movement of people 
who for centuries have been asleep—it’s a rising, given form by the late war, of peoples 
who have been exploited.” (281)  
                                                          
26 As Mimi puts it towards the end of the novel: “There were certain classes of Jews she preferred not coming into 
contact with just as there were classes of Negroes and classes of white people she very much sought to avoid” (289-
290). It is impossible to overlook the latent anti-Semitism throughout White’s work; many of White’s contacts in 





In the home of a white businessman, a black woman and a Chinese diplomat discuss the 
foundations of an international economic machine which continually reproduces racism and 
conflict as its modus operandi. “The machine has been created—and it in turn is mastering its 
creators,” the Ambassador continues. “I have been in your country many times and I feel that 
only your Negroes have successfully resisted mechanization—they yet can laugh and they yet 
can enjoy the benefits of the machine without being crushed by it” (282). When less than 20 
pages later, Mimi visits Harlem nightclubs and encounters “wild music” which maintains “its 
freedom from rules, its complete disregard of set forms,” Mimi encounters not some conviction 
of racial belonging, but the wildness of life outside of capitalist exchange. 
 Passing between the white world and the black, as well as between essentializing and 
relativizing approaches to the problem of race in America, the one constant commitment of 
Flight is to demonstrating that material trumps spirit. In this sense, Flight is best understood as a 
novel of ideas that seeks to analyze the relationship between race and class, arguing that to 
achieve race-consciousness requires as much the work of generating class-consciousness (though 
without the Marxist language). This may seem a strange claim to make about a writer of the 
Harlem Renaissance, committed as anyone to black uplift. And indeed, White’s privileging of 
economic above racial identity probably had a lot to do with the ambivalence with which writers 
like Hughes and Du Bois discussed him and his work. I begin with this brief reading because it 
lays the groundwork for understanding White’s approach to art and political struggle: as we’ll 
see, his goal is to show the relationships of power that perpetuate injustice, and to use aesthetic 
resources to imagine resistance. This, in effect, was the sort of writer the Guggenheim knew it 
was getting when it gave Walter White a grant for fiction writing in 1927, shortly after the 






In his fiction as in his life, White’s resistance to the boundaries imposed on African 
Americans’ social potential took both artistic and political forms. Invited to New York City to 
work for the NAACP in 1919 by James Weldon Johnson,27 White eventually began working as 
an assistant to the national Secretary of the NAACP. With his charisma and his skin tone, leaders 
at the NAACP saw White’s potential to be a kind of bridge between the white and black worlds. 
Before long, he was sent to investigate lynchings in states like Arkansas and Alabama, often 
passing as white to gain access and information from unsuspecting townspeople still overflowing 
with excitement at the horrors they’d seen or committed. In his moments in New York, White 
became personal friends with prominent white authors and intellectuals, including Carl Van 
Doren, H.L. Mencken, Sinclair Lewis, and Carl Van Vechten. White, it turned, was a born 
politician: “he knew everybody, called them by their first names, and initiated important visitors 
into the glories of Harlem’s diversions” (Janken 89).  
By the mid-1920s, however, with a wife and two children, what White needed most was 
money. Even with his work for the NAACP, two well-received novels, and his frequent 
occasional writings for places like The New Republic or The Crisis, he was ambitious and wanted 
to keep his career options open—which included the hope of a literary reputation. Because of an 
underdeveloped publishing market (among other concerns), it was especially difficult for a black 
writer, lacking other employment or patronage or independent means, to make a professional 
living. Instead, White and others worked, got writing jobs where they could, applied for grants, 
or relied on the largesse of private donors. This last meant, in practice, suffering the whims and 
occasional primitivist fetishes of sponsors like Charlotte Mason, who famously broke from 
                                                          





several of her protégés (Langston Hughes included—see below) when their work did not prove 
suitably primitivist for her tastes. There were more benign interlocutors such as Joel and Arthur 
Spingarn or Van Vechten, who put writers like White and Hughes in touch with Alfred Knopf 
and others in the publishing world. Such connections with downtown whites were also enhanced 
by the networks within Harlem, such as the collective that formed to create the short-lived 
journal Fire!!, which included Wallace Thurman, Zora Neale Hurston, Langston Hughes, 
Countée Cullen and others. Such formal and informal relationships within and between 
communities made it somewhat easier for an author like White to get in print.  
These connections, importantly, included contacts within the still-young world of 
philanthropy. Before addressing arts philanthropy head on, it is worth recalling the historical role 
of philanthropists in African American history, which, as many scholars have noted, most often 
served the ends of northern industrialists. The earliest mark was probably in education, with 
philanthropies to help create black schools in states and counties that opposed it. As early as 
1895, J.W.E. Bowen praised the “philanthropists in the North of every church and of no church” 
who had “poured out their millions for the work [of rebuilding the south / helping former slaves]. 
Their monuments and those of the workers are in every Southern state in brick and mortar, the 
lighthouses of civilization, the fortresses of American patriotism, and the institutes of religion” 
(“An Appeal to the King” 31). Nearly 20 years later, the halo of northern philanthropy had, in 
practice, lost much of its luster thanks to chronic under-funding, as well as northern control of 
curricula and institutions through the Southern Education Board and the General Education 
Board (sponsored by the Rockefeller Foundation). Education historian James D. Anderson, for 
example, has argued that “at the core of philanthropic interest in black education lay the central 





Each group, therefore, took as its point of departure a particular view of the “Negro’s place” in 
the southern social order and shaped its educational policy and practices around that vision” 
(147).28African Americans, then, had ample reason to be skeptical of philanthropists and the 
money they offered, which was part of the system throughout the New South—soon the Jim 
Crow South—in which “racial controls were forms of class control and had identical roots” 
(Stein 41).29  
 But in the early 20th century there was gradually developing another theory of 
philanthropy—very much inspired by Carnegie’s Gospel of Wealth—that saw benefit in 
investing money not necessarily in businesses, laboratories, or schools, but rather in individuals. 
In 1925, a new player emerged on the philanthropic scene to support this individualist paradigm. 
Chartered with the promise to “add to the educational, literary, artistic, and scientific power of 
this country, and also to provide for the cause of better international understanding” 
(Guggenheim Letter of Gift, 1925), the organization promised grants of $2,500 (about $35,000 
today) to men and women for work abroad, requiring no guaranteed product or accounting of 
how the funds had been used. It was a fund built on a kind of gamble that the organization could 
                                                          
28 Anderson details the extent to which Northern industrial philanthropy—which emphasized preparation for 
industrial labor—trumped missionary philanthropy, which was more ecumenical and humanist in spirit. In funding 
places like Tuskegee and Fisk Colleges, he argues, the educational apparatus was directed towards the creation of a 
black lower-managerial class that could control the labor supply. As Robert Ogden, president of the General and 
Southern Education Boards, put it: “the prosperity of the South depends upon the productive power of the black 
man” (qtd. in Anderson, 154). As the infamous example of the General Education Board’s takeover of Fisk 
University in 1915 made clear, the philanthropic emphasis was on creating docile workers, not thinking beings. 
When Fayette Avery McKenzie, a conservative white man, was appointed President in 1915, the University 
promptly closed the oldest student paper and banned chapters of the NAACP from campus (Anderson 168). 
Curricula were pruned of potentially incendiary material, and the Northern educational funds were channeled to 
squarely practical uses. With industrial philanthropists “more concerned with black education as a means to 
economic efficiency and political stability than with equal rights for southern blacks” (154), it should be no surprise 
that in 1926 there were only 13,860 black college students in the United States, 75% of whom were enrolled in black 
colleges. 
29 In this context, other organizations such as the Rockefeller, Ford, and Carnegie Foundations, which are beyond 
the scope of this dissertation because of their infrequent and haphazard cultural funding, operated in a similar 





find talented men and women and assist them in developing those talents with money. Massive 
effect, in other words, by identifying the most talented individuals and concentrating support on 
them. This was, in essence, the mission of the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation. 
These days, the idea of a Guggenheim is commonplace, an almost routine stamp of 
academic bona fides that competes with dozens, even hundreds of other institutions which 
support scientific, intellectual, or artistic ventures. In 1925, however, the idea was fairly radical, 
even if it emerged from one of the least radical wills of the century, the millionaire industrialist 
and former Colorado Senator Simon Guggenheim. Simon was one of the original 7 sons of 
Meyer Guggenheim, a Swiss-Jewish immigrant who arrived in America in 1847 and within two 
decades had made a fortune on mining and smelting. A remarkable story in the annals of 
American capitalism, nearly all of his children enhanced or preserved their fortunes, and put 
them to unique uses. Solomon had the Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation for non-objective 
art, eventually constructing the Guggenheim Museum in New York and others throughout the 
world. There was also the Daniel and Florence Guggenheim Foundation, founded by Solomon’s 
brother Daniel, which funded ground-breaking research into aviation, including work by Robert 
H. Goddard. The diversity of the brothers’ philanthropic interests, combined with the endurance 
of the foundations created to dispense their money long after their deaths, has given the name 
Guggenheim an immense cultural cachet. 
Simon Guggenheim was an unlikely figure to create a philanthropic foundation based on 
what Henry Allen Moe, one of its earliest founders and the Foundation’s Secretary for decades, 
liked to call “our open-hearted, crazy freedom” (Lomask 243). Simon had gone into the family 
mining business, where he played an active role in opening up mining operations across South 





office when he won a Colorado Senate seat as a Republican in 1907. Not surprisingly given that 
he represented a state in which his family had significant mining operations, Guggenheim was 
known for always voting for industrial interests. As one writer relates, “his only progressive 
action of consequence was to cast a favorable vote for the popular election of senators. His only 
sensational one was to lead an unsuccessful filibuster against the bill that established a 
department of labor in the presidential Cabinet” (246). Others knew him as “the most 
conservative man in the Senate” (qtd. 246), which manifested itself largely in his steadfast 
support for industry and a general disinterest in other senate affairs. (He left office after one term 
in 1913, which coincidentally was shortly before the infamous Ludlow massacre and associated 
labor unrest in Colorado.)  
The idea for a philanthropic venture came after the 1922 death of Guggenheim’s second 
son, John Simon, at the age of 19 from illness. Hoping to erect a memorial that would reflect his 
son’s intellectual promise (he was to go to Harvard and then study abroad), Guggenheim had the 
lawyer and antiquarian Carroll A. Wilson, who worked for the Guggenheim brothers’ firm, 
research the creation of an American equivalent of a Rhodes Scholarship to help individuals 
travel and study abroad. Wilson enlisted the help of Swarthmore President Frank Aydelotte to 
undertake a survey of contemporary Foundations, including their structure, goals, and general 
operational capacities. Wilson delegated further responsibilities to the young lawyer and former 
Rhodes Scholar Henry Allen Moe, who would become the backbone of the Guggenheim 
Foundation until he left to chair the National Endowment for the Humanities in 1965. For the 
survey, Moe traveled to schools around the Northeast, interviewing college presidents to get their 





Instead of adopting the Rhodes model, however, Moe and Aydelotte started from a 
commitment to intellectual freedom, understood to mean independence from the whims of 
patronage as from the trendy claims of academic and popular discourses. To encourage this sort 
of freedom they opted for large monetary grants that the recipients could then spend however 
they pleased. Moreover, Moe et al decided, the awards would be open to male and female 
applicants of any age, though they emphasized younger to mid-career professionals who had a 
small body of work upon which they wanted to build and develop.30 And while at first limited to 
Americans, the award gradually opened over the years to include almost the entire Western 
hemisphere. The enterprise was funded by an initial gift of $3 million (about $40 million today), 
to which Guggenheim and his wife added throughout their lives, including a $13 million bequest 
upon Guggenheim’s death (about $200 million today). The funds were then invested with the 
goal of being self-sustaining in perpetuity while offering fellowships of $2500 (about $34,000) to 
somewhere between 40 and 50 individuals each academic year.31 
Unlike the Rockefeller or Ford Foundations which primarily donated to institutions or 
other groups, the Guggenheim restricted its giving to individuals (with only a few exceptions 
over several decades), an important part of the organizations’ self-conception. Moe and the other 
founder never failed to emphasize the point: the Guggenheim supported individuals and the 
values associated with individualism. While satellites might be made by “great, smoothly 
functioning teams of workers,” former fellow Clifford Ambrose Truesdell III wrote in typical 
praise of the Guggenheim, the concepts that enable their construction derive from “the work of a 
handful of men, scattered over a continent and a century—men who were willful, 
uncompromising, quarrelsome, arrogant, and creative” (qtd. in Lomask 51). That this creativity 
                                                          
30 W.E.B. Du Bois applied for a Guggenheim in the 1930s but was rejected on the grounds of advanced age. 





could be funded by a collectivity (a “corporate” entity, to use John Dewey’s term), presented no 
problem for Moe or the others, who instead understood the foundation as the extension of 
singular, individual effort, namely that of Simon Guggenheim.  
Together with individuality, nationalism was the other pillar on which the foundation 
built its legitimacy. The dual rhetoric was most often wedded to the manifold senses of 
“investment”: “Brainpower, Moe believes, is America’s ‘most critical need,’” one commentator 
wrote after meeting the man, “and he describes the underlying purpose of the John Simon as an 
effort to help ‘stockpile’ this precious commodity for the future” (Lomask 239). The material of 
investment capital is directed to the material of brains to perform a strange alchemy and emerge 
as knowledge, creativity, and art—all of which accumulate in Moe’s ‘stockpile’ of American 
intellectual surplus. The Americanness, as we’ll see, is not incidental: as Moe would explain 
before a Congressional Committee in 1952 (see below), “American freedom” is what keeps the 
entire engine of American prosperity chugging—not to mention succeeding against Soviet 
collectivism. Emerging in the 1920s with a message of individual freedom born of Meyer 
Guggenheim’s original boot-strap success, the Foundation would embrace and expand the 
individualist ethos through the Depression, the Second World War, and the postwar anti-
communist fervor.  
Of course, one can hardly discuss the 1920s and ‘30s without reference to the huge body 
of scholarship on government patronage through the Works Progress Administration and the 
Federal Writers’ Project, as well the advent of the American welfare state more generally. These 
programs’ influence on American literature has been ably documented by scholars such as Marty 
Penkower, Michael Denning, and Michael Szalay (to name only a few). Szalay, for his part, 





enormous leaps in actuarial sciences, and early 20th American literature which he rechristens 
“New Deal modernism.” Of the Federal Writers’ Project in particular, Szalay writes that “a 
newly professionalized industry of salaried writers struggled to negotiate, in their work and in 
their newfound careers, the tension between liberal agency on the one hand, and collectivizing, 
compensatory strategies of risk management on the other” (5). I will examine Szalay’s and 
others’ arguments more fully in my chapter on the National Endowment for the Arts – Literature, 
but for now, suffice it to say that, before even the New Deal, private philanthropies such as the 
Guggenheim recognized writers as a component of, as Moe might put it, the national wealth. But 
as against a salary, a fellowship stipend comes without strings, and without any expected result. 
It is a model of creation, in other words, that strives to mimic the conditions of maximum 
individual freedom. It is also, as we’ll see, an implicitly anti-government program that at times 
explicitly opposed the government’s involvement in the cultural sphere. 
 The Guggenheim’s version of freedom, after all, was phrased as freedom of the 
individual above and even explicitly against a collectivist attitude which, after the first Red 
Scare following World War I and lingering anti-communist fever, was associated in the 
American political imaginary with the evils of communism and labor reform. According to the 
President’s Report from 1947-1948, written during another moment of Red panic, the freedom of 
the individual to be individual is what sustains the country: “Collectivism starts from another 
direction—a state proclaiming benevolence to its people, which is a concept that Americans, at 
least historically, will in no way admit to be valid. And it is perfectly clear that collectivism has 
triumphed over a large part of the world only because the peoples thereof had not the American 
concept of freedom, nor the American conception of government” (Report 1947-1948). 





freedom that was widely shared by Captains of Industry like Carnegie, and popularly reflected in 
the novels of Horatio Alger and others. Wealthy philanthropists become, through the medium of 
the foundation, the endowers of American freedom itself (though obviously, membership in “the 
American free” carries fine print). 
The announcement of the creation of the Guggenheim Foundation in 1925 made 
headlines. With the publication of the Senator’s Deed of Gift, his hunt for men of “unusual 
attainments” (Deed 10), and the widespread publicity surrounding the novelty of the venture, 
observers were torn as to whether Guggenheim was doing something progressive and wonderful 
or naïve and misguided. A lively debate emerged in several journals about the ethics and 
implications of institutional philanthropy. The American Monthly, for example, ran a kind of 
roundtable on the occasion, in which a series of intellectual figures—including Theodor Dreiser, 
Walter Damrosch, and Sherwood Anderson—weighed in on the idea of funding creativity. Most 
of the contributors, including Dreiser and Anderson, were moderately opposed to the idea, while 
others were more voluble. Novelist and filmmaker Rupert Hughes, for one, insisted that “the 
horrors of patronage are more numerous than its charms”,32 and novelist G.D. Eaton agreed that 
“millionaires hurt art more than they help it when they throw money at the Muses” (“Genius 
Discusses Its Own Endowment”).  
Elsewhere the news was received with more enthusiasm, as the hunt for talented men was 
a goal that resonated among literati. None other than Ezra Pound wrote a letter to Senator 
Guggenheim in 1925, opining that the “only way to make a civilization is to exploit to the full 
those individuals who happen to be given by nature the aptitudes, exceptional aptitudes, for 
                                                          
32 As George W. Ochs put it in comparing foundations, the Nobel endows genius “for achievement, rather than its 
potentialities.” The Guggenheim supports potentialities, one of the key differences between this sort of cultural 






particular jobs. By exploit I mean that they must be allowed to do the few things which they, and 
no one else can” (qtd. in “Guggenheim Chronology”).33 The modernist insistence on the 
individual genius is obvious, joining the ideological aspirations of a revolutionary avant-garde to 
the more prosaic aspirations of an industrial philanthropist—a symbiosis between modernist and 
institution could, seemingly, be possible. Meanwhile, the Guggenheim’s impact on scholars was 
felt more or less immediately. Marjorie Hope Nicholson, for instance, later stated that: “It would 
be difficult for young scholars today to understand what the Guggenheim Foundation meant to 
my generation, which was the first to have the opportunity to study under its auspices” 
(“Guggenheim Chronology” 34). For years, it was basically the only philanthropic game in town 
for the humanities. The majority of the fellowships were awarded for scholars (many literary, 
others in history, anthropology, sociology, and the hard sciences) such as Nicholson, who was 
chosen in 1926. The novelty of the Guggenheim was even registered in the African American 
press, with newspapers such as the Afro-American noting approvingly that the Guggenheim was 
not restricted to race, unlike the ventures of some other organizations such as the educational 
grants offered by Hershey.  
At the same time, the Foundation was not intended to fund applicants of any race in 
particular, and it kept no quotas or restrictions on the awards which, the trustees repeatedly 
insisted, were given for merit only. Race was still registered in the Guggenheim offices, of 
course, as when Wilson noted to W.T.H. Howe that “we make a special effort to extend our 
facilities to scholars or artists who come under these less ordinary classes, whenever we can find 
them” (7/25/1931) (“these less ordinary classes,” the context makes clear, is a euphemism for 
                                                          
33 In an early part of the letter, Pound wrote: “Permit me to congratulate you on the term s in which your Memorial 
Foundation is announced. For the first time I see an endowment that seems to have a chance of being effective…. 
you can no more get results in art, literature, the amenities from minds organically mediocre than you can get 





race). But this certainly did not rise to an institutional priority, as it did in the Rosenwald Fund. 
The Guggenheim’s meritocratic ideal was supported by tiered panels of expert practitioners from 
a variety of fields, selected for their own achievements and expertise. There were four layers of 
organization, starting with the juries and referees who were the first line of defense for applicants 
in a specific discipline. Beginning in 1928, for instance, applicants in the fine arts would submit 
work samples (sculpture, paintings, etc.) to be judged by referees composed of established 
practitioners, museum directors, and professionals in the field (1928 Report). Sorting through the 
thousands of applications (which would soon number in the tens of thousands) required a large 
pool of referees, many of whom were not paid or paid very little.  
 It was, as Moe approvingly noted in reminiscences, part of the incredible nature of the 
organization that so many people gave up so much time for so little pay. After the opening 
vetting process, a select pool of applicants would be forwarded up the chain to the Committees 
of Selection, panels consisting of 7 or so members with expertise across a range of fields. The 
Committees would make the next stage of selections, whittling the pile away by common 
agreement until a distilled pool could be forwarded to the Board. With help from the Advisory 
Board, a constantly changing group of some 30 or more scholars, artists, and businessmen, the 
Board of Trustees would put the final seal of approval on the Committees’ selections. Since the 
expertise to evaluate this or that candidate’s merit was delegated to an earlier stage, the Board’s 
function was usually to certify or rubber stamp, though according to Moe, the Board’s power of 
veto had been exercised on rare occasions (Lomask 259).34 With all application materials strictly 
sealed in perpetuity, the Guggenheim archive is closed, and the ins and outs of funding decisions 
                                                          
34 Files relating to applicants, including letters of recommendation and the like, are strictly confidential, and the 
Guggenheim Foundation does not allow anyone to look at them for any reason. As a result, it is impossible to assess 
the truth of Moe’s claims, though given the diversity of candidates selected, there seems to be no reason to doubt 





carefully guarded. But in general, the Foundation was built so as to devolve selection powers to 
experts and reserve high-level selection to the Board.  
 The decision-making process, then, was something like the application of democratic 
thinking to aesthetic judgment. As the Board Reports made clear, the Committees would consult 
“the most eminent scholars available” in any given field, meaning that candidates would usually 
be chosen firmly within the network of professional experts who were superior to them in terms 
of career and influence. For literature, this meant engaging an Advisory Board that in the early 
1930s included Edna St. Vincent Millay, Marjorie Hope Nicholson, the English professor Tucker 
Brooke, and the poetry editor Harriet Monroe, alongside the literary critic and Connecticut 
governor Wilbur Cross, among others. For the creative arts, the Committees included a mix of 
practitioners and academics, and this at a time when the arts had only begun their migration to 
academia. But the Foundation’s emphasis on the arts grew each year, to such a degree that 
Carroll Wilson was moved to write a letter of protest to Senator Guggenheim in May of 1933:  
…I think that this year the Committee erred, having once learned the number of 
fellowships available, in granting such an unprecedented percentage in the arts. I know 
that, to do this, they passed over qualified persons in the other groups. That was because 
there were not enough fellowships to go around. I think we all felt that, judging from 
their work at the Exhibit, the shift to this unprecedented percentage was not justified. 
(5/1/1933, Guggenheim Box 2 Folder 17, Moe Papers)  
The agents in control of the foundation, then, were far from agreed upon the extent to which the 
largesse should be directed towards practical vs. pure pursuits. 
This was all part of the Foundation’s logic and rhetoric of investment: investments in 





nation. And by the late 1940s, the list of these individuals in literature alone is impressive: 
Countée Cullen, Katherine Anne Porter, Nella Larsen, Thomas Wolfe, Langston Hughes, 
Vladimir Nabokov, Richard Wright, Carson McCullers, Gwendolyn Brooks, Shirley Graham 
(Du Bois), Robert Penn Warren, Philip Roth, and many more. What we see with the early 
Guggenheim, in a sense, is the codification of a new institutional system for evaluating literary 
value which will grow exponentially in the Program Era that, as Mark McGurl had demonstrated, 
gets into full swing in the 1950s and ‘60s.35 Here in the 1920s and 1930s, the approach was still 
novel, unchartered territory; but what the organization was in effect doing was forging 
connections between experts from a diverse array of fields—academia, publishing, independent 
experts, politicians, museums, and more. As Secretary, Moe knew very nearly every significant 
tastemaker in the country through his work running the organization and finding institutional 
structures to evaluate the aptitude of writers from a wide array of geographic locations and with a 
wide array of backgrounds and styles.  
What makes this network of elites interesting for our purposes is the way that the 
Guggenheim’s system inevitably raises political questions that have the potential to damage the 
organization. Each investment, as we’ll see with Hughes especially, creates a relationship 
between investor and investee in which the organization carries a degree of risk that a fellow 
might reflect poorly on the public persona of the organization. Artists, as Moe would 
acknowledge, were by far their largest risk. But when White applied for the grant, the 
Foundation had to date given only one creative fellowship (to the poet Stephen Vincent Benét). 
Its first award for fiction would go to a writer whose connections were sufficiently developed 
                                                          
35 The list includes, interestingly, a large number of leftists, including James Farrell, Kay Boyle, Josephine Herbst, 
Albert Halper, Lola Ridge, and more. That none of these other left agitators were censured by the Foundation is 
telling, and echoes the prevailing attempts of white conservatives to de-couple racial from class categories after 





that widely respected figures from Van Vechten to Blanche Knopf wrote on his behalf, though it 
would be far too reductive to consider the organization’s system simply an extension of 
individual patronage relationships given the structure of the committees of selection. In the case 
of Walter White, as I will argue below, engaging this institutional network to enable his aesthetic 
work was as much a political task as his labor for the NAACP, and indeed the entire process 
followed inexorably from—and represents a response to—the double-faced coin of art and 
politics.  
Art + Propaganda 
 Given White’s social advocacy and political acumen, we should not be surprised to find 
a glowing letter of recommendation from Sinclair Lewis to the Guggenheim committee praising 
White’s potential. Although he “found that although there was too much propaganda in [The Fire 
in the Flint],” Lewis decided that “there was also an authentic and important literary quality, a 
fidelity to life combined with a sense of beauty” (qtd. in Waldron 11).36 While Lewis was 
particularly unmoved by White’s cartoonish evil Klansmen, he took pains to emphasize White’s 
seriousness: “He has the integrity combined with beauty of which I spoke: he has a sense of 
drama; he is not afflicted by the triviality which makes so many of our clever young writers 
insignificant, but rather a feeling of dignity and importance in his work” (11). Lewis’ 
endorsement for the “feeling of dignity and importance” suggests their mutual affinity for social 
struggle and social fiction. And with such a stamp of approval from a respected literary figure,37 
not to mention the others writing on his behalf, White won the fellowship. 
                                                          
36 Lewis also independently reviewed the novel, before his friendship with White began. 
37 Lewis’ then-recent novel Arrowsmith was awarded the Pulitzer Prize in 1925, though he declined the award. He 
had also nearly won the Pulitzer in 1921 for the massive bestseller Main Street, but the decision was overturned by 
the Board of Trustees and went to Edith Wharton’s Age of Innocence instead. Lewis dedicated his next novel, 





It had been sufficiently remarkable two years before, when the African American 
educator Isaac Fisher won a Guggenheim Fellowship, that The Baltimore Sun’s headline for the 
occasion read: “Negro 1 of 15 Who Get Fellowship.” When White won his own, it was once 
again widely reported, marking an opportunity for White to advertise his goals and the 
implications of such recognition. In one interview, White remarked that “the great strides made 
during the last decade in bringing a new conception of the Negro to white people […] have done 
much towards the solution of this thing we call [the] race problem. It is my firm conviction that 
the race problem is almost wholly a matter of misunderstanding” (New Journal and Guide), 
which, he added, could be remedied through creative work such as his own. In this, White was 
speaking squarely in the tone of the New Negro movement, which directed itself towards 
changing cultural representations of black Americans. Debates over the New Negro were indeed 
a central forum through which black authors addressed the problem of using art for social uplift, 
which according to some threatened to mix the categories of art and propaganda.38 
The problem is built into the very phrase “the New Negro,” with the definite article that 
implies a coherence and uniformity across the race. A black author, by virtue of his or her skin 
color, is immediately a spokesman for the race—the affiliation is predetermined and, 
consequently, pre-digested. As Anna Julia Cooper pointed out, “a man whose acquaintanceship 
is so slight that he cannot even discern diversities of individuality, has no right or authority to 
hawk ‘the only true and authentic’ pictures of a race of human beings”—and yet this had been 
the case for decades, from the sentimental characters of Uncle Tom’s Cabin to popular 
                                                          
38 Here we might note the continuities between this type of aesthetic activism and Soviet socialist realism, as 
obviously different as the two are. But both sought to redefine the representation of the human through literature in 
order to enlarge one’s vision of political possibilities. Whereas in the Soviet case this led towards an utterly 
unrealistic and simplified version of human life, African American literature sought a vision of the human that 
incorporated the good with the bad. It’s “realism,” in this sense, was a crucial factor in the success of the New Negro 






minstrelsy to the frenzied Southern press which invariably depicted black males as savage and 
sexual.39 Against these pressures, New Negro writers sought to cultivate not so much an 
“authentic” as a realistic representation of black characters and life. After all, as Charles 
Chesnutt had pointed out in “The Negro in Books” (1916), white fiction about blacks was 
sustained by a series of insidious literary conventions that were both fantastical and demeaning 
(e.g. black characters who say things like “massa” and “it am” incessantly, pandering to white 
stereotypes of black speech). With writers since Stowe discovering “the value of the color 
motive” (178), Chesnutt argued, fiction about blacks had falsely represented a group that was as 
internally diverse as the white community. 
How, then, should black artists represent black America in their art? This was a question 
Chesnutt and others explored in a famous 1926 symposium in The Crisis, “The Negro in Art: 
How Shall He Be Portrayed?” The editors sent out a questionnaire to leading literary figures both 
white and black (including artists, professors, and publishers), soliciting answers to questions 
about what black art should look like. Chesnutt, for one, while clearly sympathetic to the intent 
of the piece, emphasized that “We want no color line in literature” (203): if one says that 
representation of blacks must go this way or that, the work has already been compromised by 
prejudice. “Tell your story,” Chesnutt counsels, “and if it is on a vital subject, well told, with an 
outcome that commends itself to right-thinking people, it will, if interesting, be an effective brief 
for whatever cause it incidentally may postulate” (204). While “if interesting” seems like a 
thorny caveat, Chesnutt’s argument embraces craft (“well told”) and occasion (“vital subject”) as 
                                                          
39 “The Old [Negro], hat in hand,” wrote historian Joel Augustus Rogers, “is always begging white people, a sort of 
glorified cripple with a can. Because of this he always has two different messages, one which he gives to white 






a standard for telling art from propaganda.40 But alongside the aestheticist positions of Chesnut 
there were contrasting arguments from activists who had a different view of the material 
consequences of literature. Joel Spingarn, the former Columbia literature professor turned civil 
rights activist and Chairman of the Board for the NAACP, pushed back against a certain thread 
of art-not-propaganda thinking that runs throughout the issue. Spingarn insisted that “The Negro 
race should not sniff at the Uncle Tom’s Cabins and the Jungles of its own writers, which are 
instruments of progress as real as the ballot-box, the schoolhouse, or a stick of dynamite” (193). 
While the vast majority of respondents agreed that there should be no limitations or conditions 
set on the representation of blacks, whites, or any other race in fiction, they were divided on the 
question of what the social import of literature should be—or if art should be considered in such 
terms at all.41 
For black artists, then, what was to be done? Perhaps the most eloquent resolution of the 
problem literature as such poses for African American writers was offered by W.E.B. Du Bois in 
                                                          
40 It should be no surprise that similar questions have been raised about the artistic representation of almost all 
minority groups, though in this dissertation it is most notably present in discussions of Jewish American writing. 
Philip Roth, for example, was widely criticized for his unflattering representation of Jews in his early fiction, and he 
makes this critique a central component of his Zuckerman Bound trilogy, discussed in Chapter 2.  
41 Instructively, the Crisis forum raises a major problem: if black art will inevitably have a political inflection 
because of the corrective it provides against (propagandistic) white representations of blacks—since it has such 
obvious use-value, in other words—can it still be considered art? As the title of an essay of Alain Locke had it, 
would black writing be art or propaganda? At stake, ultimately, is a model of creation rooted either in the individual 
or in the collective—on the creator or on the group which he or she can be said to represent. While never well-
defined in the debates, propaganda, for Locke, is something like the over-emphasis on or exaggeration of suffering, 
victimhood, or oppositional rhetoric. Propaganda is writing to get something, to achieve a political effect. “My chief 
objection to propaganda,” he maintains, “apart from its besetting sin of monotony and disproportion, is that it 
perpetuates the position of group inferiority even in crying out against it. For it lives and speaks under the shadow of 
a dominant majority whom it harangues, cajoles, threatens, or supplicates. It is too extroverted for balance of poise 
or inner dignity and self-respect” (260).41 The problem that Locke elides, somewhat, is if such fiction can ever be 
introverted and self-contained, with the proportion and formal integrity he desires. Elsewhere, Locke seems to hint 
that the problem is insuperable. Art, after all, “is rooted in self-expression and whether naïve or sophisticated is self-
contained. In our spiritual growth genius and talent must more and more choose the role of group expression, or 
even at times the role of free expression,--in a word must choose art and put aside propaganda” (260). By this point, 
Locke’s own definitions get muddied, in a way characteristic of such amorphous debates in which one man’s formal 
purity is another man’s political contamination. As the blurring of Locke’s individual/collective distinction suggests, 






“Criteria of Negro Art” (1926). Sweeping aside the rhetoric of aesthetic exceptionalism, he 
focuses squarely on the pragmatic side of literary creation, namely the fundamental non-freedom 
of black writers: “The apostle of beauty thus becomes the apostle of truth and right not by choice 
but by inner and outer compulsion. Free he is but his freedom is ever bounded by truth and 
justice; and slavery only dogs him when he is denied the right to tell the truth or recognize an 
ideal of justice” (259). The ethic of disinterested aesthetic creation is based upon a specious 
notion of freedom that can apply only to unmarked skins, since they do not inevitably address 
themselves to social injustices that have clear political implications. And in a much debated 
passage, Du Bois emphasizes that the meaning of a text cannot be delimited simply because the 
author says so. “Thus all art is propaganda and ever must be,” Du Bois emphatically states, 
“despite the wailing of the purists. I stand in utter shamelessness and say that whatever art I have 
for writing has been used always for propaganda for gaining the right of black folk to love and 
enjoy. I do not care a damn for any art that is not used for propaganda. But I do care when 
propaganda is confined to one side while the other is stripped and silent” (259). Du Bois points 
to the interpretive ground on which black literature will be received; the horizon of expectation 
(if you will) makes certain interpretive demands against which it is impossible entirely to 
abstract oneself. In this sense, art-for-art, which is a suspect idea anyway, can only work for 
whites, for whom whiteness per se is no problem, and the struggles of whites the only struggles 
that count as transcendentally human.42   
                                                          
42 No doubt sensing this, there were plenty of skeptics for whom the notion of “the New Negro,” with its pursuit of 
social transcendence through art, was absurd. The logic, as the sociologist Franklin Frazier rather ambivalently 
pointed out, is flawed: “There is much talk at the present time about the New Negro. He is generally thought of as 
the creative artist who is giving expression to all the stored-up aesthetic emotion of the race. […] But the public is 
little aware of the Negro business man who regards himself as a new phenomenon” (“La Bourgeoisie Noire” 139-
140). Why should art, Frazier wonders, be the privileged site of struggle, when black property-ownership is just as 
remarkable? This economic battleground, for Frazier, is more significant anyway: “While the New Negro who is 






It is here, gradually, that we start to recognize a shift in perspectives between some 
writers of the Harlem Renaissance generation and those who followed. I have in mind in 
particular Richard Wright’s “Blueprint for Negro Writing” (1937), in which he argues that, amid 
the economic, religious, political, and aesthetic upheaval of modernity, African American writers 
have a new task on their hands: “With the gradual decline of the moral authority of the Negro 
church, and with the increasing irresolution which is paralyzing Negro middle-class leadership, a 
new role is devolving upon the Negro writer. He is being called upon to do no less than create 
values by which his race is to struggle, live, and die” (271-272). No aesthetic disinterestedness 
here—Wright claims a role for writers that is half priest and half activist and which would, for 
some of those writing in the 1920s, sound like nothing so much as “propaganda.”43 Wright 
encourages what he calls “perspective,” which is something like Marxist totality in the 
representation of currently existing social relations: “It means that a Negro writer must create in 
his readers’ minds a relationship between a Negro woman hoeing cotton in the South and the 
                                                          
Negro business man seeks the salvation of the race in economic enterprise. In the former case there is either an 
acceptance of the present system or an ignoring of the economic realities of life. In the case of the latter there is an 
acceptance of the gospel of economic success” (140). At stake are independence and the means of making oneself 
independent, both of which for Frazier require capital most of all. As of the late 1920s, when he was writing, Frazier 
concluded that: “the Negro business man is winning out, for he is dealing with economic realities. He can boast of 
the fact that he is independent of white support, while the Negro artist still seeks it” (140). Without an independent 
economic base, Frazier implies, black artists will be forced to rely upon whites for the kind of patronage that makes 
art possible—material precedes spirit.  
43 The aestheticization inscribed in the very notion of “the New Negro” also led to complementary rebuttals: nothing 
new here, some opponents argued, just more of a self-defeating obsession with what white people think. In “The 
New Negro Hokum” (1928), for example, Gustavus Aldophus famously writes off talk of “The New Negro” as 
another vehicle for black exploitation. As he points out: “[The Negro] is the nation’s industrial pariah. His 
unenviable and dispiriting portion is to wait for any possible industrial amelioration upon the whims of the 
unfavorably disposed white lords of creation” (125). Their artistic freedom is equally suspect, because of the 
assumptions foisted on them by white audiences: “[The New Negro] is at once art’s ardent worshipper and adored 
creator. He is not only the playful child of the sun, responding spontaneously and in a thousand charming ways to 
Nature’s swiftly changing panorama, thus instinctively artistic, but he is also custodian of a peculiar heritage of 
surprising art forms compounded somehow of African jungle orgies, tragic slave experiences, occidental 
sophistication, and barrel-house crudities” (127). The discourse of authenticity that Stewart implicitly critiques, the 
fulsome praise for the race’s ultra-modern receptivity to change or the rhythms of nature, supplants one falsehood 
with another: “these remarkable and extravagant claims are of themselves provocative of skepticism or downright 






men who loll in swivel chairs in Wall Street and take the fruits of her toil” (273). Art can 
concretely benefit the cause of African American rights, Wright claims, if it assimilates the 
totality of the unjust system and draws out the relations that are buried beneath the ferment of 
change and the ideology of individual self-reliance. It is a quasi-utopian project, and an 
exhilarating one: “Tradition is no longer a guide. The world has grown huge and cold. Surely this 
is the moment to ask questions, to theorize, to speculate, to wonder out of what materials can a 
human world be built” (274). 
I pause here with Wright’s emphasis on the materials of a new human world, not only 
because this is an apt description for the fiction and non-fictional project of Walter White, but 
also because in the 1920s and ’30s such a project could only come about through the material of 
patronage. As Jessie Fauset pointed out, literature cannot exist without an audience to whom it is 
directed, hence her assertion that “all colored people must be the buyers of these books for which 
they clamor. When they buy 50,000 copies of a good novel about coloured people by a coloured 
author, publishers will produce books, even those that depict the Negro as an angel on earth…” 
(197). The materials that helped make possible the massive publishing success of Wright with 
Native Son (which included a Guggenheim Fellowship in 1939) had been set in motion the 
previous generation with writers like White.44 Indeed, White’s non-fiction volume about 
lynching—the work effectively supported by the Guggenheim grant—is an important precursor, 
one that emerged out of the fungible material of philanthropy. 
                                                          
44 One should also note that Wright’s publishing success was also criticized for propaganda of the same stripe as 
White’s. The key difference was the class of individuals they described—White’s characters are middle class, 
Wright’s from a poor working class. In Wright’s case, this became fodder for critics who thought his representation 
of blacks biased and sordid, catering to salacious white tastes. Another story of damned if you do, damned if you 





White’s fellowship award was both a personal and a professional coup: it became a gift 
not just to the individual writer but to the racial aspirations he represented. And this significance 
was also not lost on White’s contemporaries: the Methodist Episcopal Bishop John Hurst, for 
example, a mentor of White’s, wrote to express his joy over the “recognition given you by the 
Guggenheim Foundation. I look upon it, not only as a recognition given to you alone, but to the 
organization which you have been upholding so intelligently and manfully” (qtd. in Janken 87). 
The institutional recognition for White the man extended inevitably to the political projects in 
which he took part, a kind of tacit endorsement for the NAACP. This was almost surely part of 
White’s intention, for as Janken notes, “recognition by well-placed whites […] was one of the 
cornerstones of White’s and other Harlem Renaissance impresarios’ strategy of race 
advancement through the auspices of culture” (116). 
White’s fellowship was “appointed to do creative writing in prose, in France, depicting 
Negro life; tenure, twelve months from July 1, 1927” (1926-1927 Report, 29). The book, 
according to White’s biographers, was about a black boxer, part of a three-generational saga of 
black life. The fellowship was important, of course, though as White notes in his autobiography, 
for a family of four the $2500 “would not go far” (A Man Called White 92). Supplemented by 
three months’ pay from the NAACP, the family lived in Villefranche-sur-Mer in the south of 
France in a villa offered by wealthy friends (Janken 118); they stayed for six months before 
relocating to Avignon. As Janken relates, White brought his notes on lynching as well as 
research into boxing. The freedom of the Guggenheim award was such that he could divide his 
time between whatever projects he wanted, and the boxing novel (draft titled Blackjack) was 
secondary to his analysis of Southern lynching. He completed the manuscript for Rope and 





pugilist Matthew “Blackjack” Fortune from his small Georgia hometown to Harlem” (Janken 
127). And he wrote steadily, racking up some 30,000 words by the end of his European stay—
though, as Janken notes, “a reading of the extant manuscript indicates that White was overly 
optimistic about the novel’s shape” (127). 
 Then came what is, for my purposes, the most interesting aspect of White’s Guggenheim 
sojourn: he effectively abandoned his literary career. In March of 1928, White received a letter 
that invited him to return to New York and work to encourage black voters to nominate the 
progressive Democratic presidential candidate, Al Smith (Lewis 205). As an artist-politician with 
concrete legal and social goals, White was torn between continuing with his literature—finishing 
the boxing novel and carrying on with the aesthetic project he had already developed over two 
novels—or reentering the political fray. For a man to whom “politics was like mother’s milk” 
(Janken 128), the institutional plane was where his energies led him: he and his family returned 
to New York, the boxing novel was abandoned, and the fruit of the Guggenheim turned out to be 
his non-fiction analysis of lynching. In other words, the investment yielded a much different 
result than anticipated, though in a sense Rope and Faggot can be read as a gloss on the novels 
White had already written. Aesthetic creation and institutional politics, for White, were two 
aspects of more or less the same thing, namely a political struggle for rights.45  
But what does the abstraction mean, to view the political and the aesthetic as effectively 
synonymous, structured by kindred formal demands? The continuities between The Fire in the 
                                                          
45 The point is also made by Janken, who notes that through reading White’s correspondence “one can see that 
Walter White thought his role as a novelist complemented his NAACP duties as an investigator and reporter of 
racial violence” (110). The aesthetic and the political program always interconnected in his mind in a manner quite 
far from the spirit of art-for-art: “Whether he corrected, chastised, or sympathized with the contradictory feelings of 
white progressives, the novelist and the NAACP functionary in White sought simultaneously to expose injustice and 
narrow the chasm between the races” (110). Rather like Hughes, White was casting about for heroes to inspire, to 
initiate change—they could come through literary representation, providing what we might now call potentialities 
for black subjectivity, possibilities that were very different from any previous; or it could come through legislative 





Flint, White’s first novel, and his nonfiction work The Rope and Faggot, help to make concrete 
this relationship, as the novel’s imagined depiction of racial violence is supplemented by a 
factual, journalistic analysis of southern lynching culture. White’s task in his novel is to depict a 
“happy and reasonably prosperous, intelligent family group” (31) that is black and that lives in 
the south, in this case the fictional “Central City” in southern Georgia. The hero is Kenneth, a 
doctor who has returned to the South after fighting in World War I and acquiring a medical 
degree from a northern school. With far-travelled eyes, he is disgusted by the conditions of 
southern life: “The sordidness, the blatant vulgarity, the viciousness of it all […] appalled and 
sickened [him]. Even more was he disgusted by the complacent acceptance of the whole 
miserable business by white and black alike” (41). How does the system sustain itself, is 
Kenneth’s implicit question. How can it all be accepted, and by what mechanism is the status 
quo maintained? 
White begins to investigate these questions by imagining how the social world might be 
changed in an extremely practical sense—an exercise in what Fredric Jameson might call the 
utopian imagination. But because the racial problem has bled from economics into psychology, 
Kenneth’s first task is to lead by example: he wants to be an inspiring figure to show other 
members of the community a glimpse of an alternative future. The hurdles are considerable, 
since “this slave mentality, Kenneth now realized, inbred upon generation after generation of 
coloured folk, is the greatest handicap from which the Negro suffers, destroying as it does that 
confidence in his own ability…” (48). It is a community that has been so ground down with 
poverty, moreover, that an imagination of alternative futures seems impossible, the present 





Rope and Faggot.46 For White, the issue is self-defeating beyond the black community: “In 
creating a psychology of oppression of the Negro [the south] has hamstrung itself. Not for the 
salvation of the Negro, but for its own sake must the South break away from its deadening 
mental inertia, acquire a vigorous intellectual curiosity which will smash or at least crack the 
shell of its crowd-mindedness” (17). Lynching is one product of this prevailing cognitive 
dissonance, with an unjust system struggling to understand itself as just. Physical violence in 
particular, White recognizes, stems from the fact that “the South, from the very beginning of the 
Negro problem, has been on the defensive and has been defending an indefensible position” (13). 
This “indefensible position,” not coincidentally, is the same that forces black fiction into the 
position of stating the obvious in work deemed “propagandistic” even by sympathetic whites 
(see Lewis’ comment above). The upshot of White’s analysis, then, is that the racial hierarchy 
has damaged and continues to damage all of southern society, which neurotically replays its 
trauma over and over again.  
For White, the struggle becomes one of what we might call class consciousness beyond 
double consciousness, since intra-racial conflict plays as important a role in both Flint and Rope 
as does interracial conflict. Relations of prestige and dependency already exist within Central 
City’s black community, after all, as with the older black doctor Williams, who has a “petty and 
vindictive nature” (61), and yet who is still thought well of because of his supposed learning. 
And then there are other institutions which simultaneously benefit from this prestige and helps 
perpetuate a cycle of desperation: “[Kenneth] thought with a faint smile of the institution known 
                                                          
46 Rampersad describes Hughes’ project in the late 1930s and early 1940s as a kind of desperate search for a “hero” 
for black Americans to believe in and take inspiration from. Indeed, he even won a grant from the Rosenwald Fund 







as the Church. What was it? A vast money machine, interested in rallies and pastors’ days and 
schemes to milk more dollars from its communicants” (72).47 Religion, which might otherwise 
serve to re-direct or sublimate passions, instead functions to exculpate the guilty and defend the 
economic institutions of the status quo.  
Here again, the weight of history dooms contemporary institutions to injustice. As White 
explains in Rope: “Not only did the Church, by adroit sophistry, dodge the issue of human 
bondage, but theologians actually utilized the Bible and the teachings of Jesus Christ in defense 
of the system, and thus committee the Church to a course and a point of view on the question of 
race and colour which ever since have afflicted it” (44). The church, as something of a relic of an 
older, more brutal world in which things like hangings or torture were more widely tolerated and 
even endorsed, maintains its allegiance with ignorance. “It is the Christian South, boasting of its 
imperviousness to the heretical doctrines of modernism, that mutilates and burns Negroes, 
barbarities unmatched in any other part of the world” (41, emphasis added). White’s description 
of modernity here and elsewhere is similar to the Deweyan conception I discuss in the 
introduction: a structure of institutions and values that rationalize and organize social energies. 
The South’s resistance to modernity, for White, elevates individual and local power above any 
standardizing or equalizing force—a perverse atomism, in other words, supported by the church 
and directed against the threat of collectivity. 
                                                          
47 White’s polemical side, as in Flight, leads him to “tell” as much as he shows, a point that Lewis tried to press 
upon White in letters counseling him on craft. White foreground themes of economic relations between white and 
black, as the community Kenneth discovers has been systematically disenfranchised and economically subdued in 
order to maintain a cheap labor base for the still-industrializing south: “No wonder the South lynched, disfranchised, 
Jim-Crowed the Negro, [Kenneth] reflected. If the Negro had a vote and a voice in the local government of affairs, 
most of these bankers and merchants and landowners would have to go to work for the first time in their lives 
instead of waxing fat on the toil of humble Negroes like Hiram Tucker” (116). Kenneth is especially outraged by the 
debt traps that function transparently to subsume blacks into a system of de facto slavery, bolstered by legal 





The aversion to collectivity extends also to the other side of the color line, with economic 
segregation playing its own crucial role in the system’s self-regulation. “In its efforts to re-
enslave the Negro and make him economically impotent,” White argues in Rope, “the South of 
the Klan destroyed one of its greatest assets and for economic reasons whipped up violent 
passions which have not yet died down. This asset was the healthy, life-giving antagonism 
between the so-called poor white and the master class” (97). The consequence is devastating for 
both whites and blacks alike, since “race hostilities, cleverly worked upon by means of stories of 
[…] are used to perpetuate long hours, low wages, and highly unsatisfactory conditions for white 
and black labour alike” (164). In this endless chain of suffering, even sexuality becomes another 
cipher for property, since “lynching has always been the means for protection not of white 
women, but of profits” (82). The conversion of black bodies from repositories of value (slavery, 
labor) to the objects for a whole class’s sexual paranoia are integral parts of the social totality 
which White analyzes in Rope and which he represents novelistically in Fire.   
White’s hero Kenneth for the most part shares the author’s understanding of the “race 
problem” (though he needs lots of prompting from his more sophisticated love interest Jane), and 
seeks allies in bringing about a new order. In the quasi-morality tale that White has crafted, 
Kenneth appeals to a set of wealthy white liberals for solidarity in his project to build a black 
labor organization. What he needs most is political support among those who can influence local 
institutions, particularly the police; but all the white liberals can imagine is money, anonymous 
and un-incriminating. “…But tell us just exactly how we can help you,” one of the men tells 
Kenneth. “Do you need any money—credit—legal advice—that is, any we can give quietly 
without it getting out that we gave it?” (257) Money slips to credit slips to advice, as this 





government power. Just as significantly given the context of institutional philanthropy, the 
liberals’ immediate recourse to cash in lieu of activism reflects a certain philanthropic mindset 
that exorcises responsibility via cash in process that, in another context, James English calls 
“cultural money laundering.” As with the history of white philanthropists and southern 
education, this form of apolitical action engenders its own problems; money, as empty, timeless, 
and origin-less, is a convenient medium to discharge debts symbolic and otherwise, even debts of 
justice. 
 In the end, after his younger brother Bob is murdered, Kenneth’s fledgling social 
movement is crushed and he is swept away in a floodtide of rage and passion that undoes all of 
his work and opens up his perception of a primitive, universal evil lurking at the heart of 
civilization:  
Denuded of all the superficial trappings of civilization, he stood there—the primal man—
the wild beast, cornered, wounded, determined to fight—fight—fight! The fire that lay 
concealed in the flint until struck, now leaped up in a devastating flame at the blows it 
had received! All the art of the casuist with which he had carefully built his faith and a 
code of conduct was cast aside and forgotten! He would demand and take the last ounce 
of flesh—he would exact the last drop of blood from his enemies with all the cruelty he 
could invent! (269)  
The tendrils of lawless violence that Kenneth attempts to build a social movement against 
nonetheless infect even him in the end, as civilized man falls into a kind of Old Testament 
revenge spiral. White’s language here veers close to racist fantasies of the primal man dwelling 
inside all descendants of Africa. But the more subtle point is that the fire is in all flints, all 





norm for southern society in White’s view. The political task becomes to harness the flint and its 
fire, to channel both towards definite political ends—which in this case is the very task the novel 
sets itself to accomplish.48 
The novel does not end with Kenneth’s descent into violence and death, however. As if 
marking the proximity of his own work to social reality, White concludes the text not with an 
epilogue or postscript but a newspaper article relating the fate of Kenneth and his brother, 
filtered through the lens of the white discursive sphere. The story of a Kenneth’s attempt to build 
a political movement is converted into one of black sexual violence against white women: two 
brothers killed because of their sexual threat—a coded threat to the potency of the white male 
master class.49 Importantly, the concluding gesture also creates a bridge between the world of the 
novel and the world of White’s own political activities: unlike Kenneth’s fictional economic 
organizing, White’s connections meant he could have a direct impact on the public sphere. It is 
perhaps little surprise that White himself would devote the next decades of his life to identifying 
political solutions to the crimes he depicted in Fire and documented in Rope, which was one of 
the earliest and most sophisticated analyses of lynching culture (a fact rediscovered by white 
sociologists when they revisited the subject in the 1940s and 1950s). The move from fictional to 
                                                          
48 Race is both the continual theme of White’s work, and the condition that White’s characters desire to transcend. 
“Let’s forget the race problem awhile,” one of Kenneth’s friends suggests. “A Negro never gets away from it. He 
has it night and day. Like the sword of Damocles over his head. Like a cork in a whirling vortex, it tosses him this 
way and that, never ceasing. Have to think about something else or it’ll run him crazy” (264). Damocles’ sword of 
course does fall on Kenneth. And, from a metacritical perspective, the insistence upon this sword is perhaps one of 
the factors that has made White’s fiction less compelling to critics since the Harlem Renaissance. To write about 
White, one senses, could only serve a kind of political end, because Whites’ texts serve only political ends. My goal 
here, however, is to show how such distinctions actually make little sense in the context of African American 
literature, in which aesthetic and political effects merge. 
49This turn is copied exactly in Hughes’ excellent story “Father and Son,” about a white plantation owner and his 
half-black son. There, the educated and headstrong son returns to the plantation to encounter his tyrannical father, 
who has lived together with the same woman, an African American house servant, for some thirty years. But the 
contradictions of racial ideology so distort his mind that he beats his son, refuses to acknowledge him as human, all 
while recognizing very well that his son is as willful and intelligent as himself. The story also ends with a newspaper 
story, relating the lynching of two black men. The truths of the crime are elided, of course, as are any facts that 





journalistic discourse at the conclusion of the novel anticipates White’s own segue from writing 
fiction to writing non-fiction and then, finally, embracing institutional mechanisms of power. 
What we see from the comparison of White’s novel and non-fiction is an attempt to capture 
totality through a realism that begs for political response. White embraces fiction-as-propaganda 
as a tool to expose (white) propaganda as fiction, each of which on their own can obscure the 
reality of an internally conflicted social order that is unable or unwilling to confront its own 
contradictions.  
But where does this leave the Guggenheim? To recap: the nationalist, individualist, and 
staunchly capitalist institution, for which culture represented something like a “stockpile” of 
American resources, gave its very first grant for fiction to a politically engaged writer to work on 
a novel about “black life.” As we’ll see further with the example of Hughes below, the institution 
in part staked its legitimacy on being apolitical, upholding disinterestedness as a hallmark of true 
art (as opposed, inevitably, to propaganda). The Guggenheim was also a testament to the 
potential of corporate entities to aggregate and diffuse power, with political ends. Though its 
reliance on government tax structures (see introduction) meant it was implicated in national 
politics, the Guggenheim had to nominally disavow any political role. But as the debates over the 
art- vs. propaganda-value of black fiction remind us, the social and political context of the early 
20th century meant there could be no such thing as “disinterested” art for black writers. White’s 
work before and after his grant suggests he knew this fact very well: representing black life in 
fiction or nonfiction with any quantum of realism was an intrinsically political act.  
The Guggenheim’s grant, in other words, sits right at the center of White’s career shift, 
away from fiction and towards institutions. The Guggenheim made manifest what was latent all 





indeed, all aesthetic commitments are on some level political.  With this in mind it makes 
complete sense that White’s literary career after 1927 gave way to the full blush of politics in his 
efforts to enlarge the NAACP and lobby for civil rights. From the role of assistant national 
secretary, White succeeded James Weldon Johnson as executive secretary of the NAACP in 
1931. He lobbied for anti-lynching legislation, helped the NAACP navigate the Scottsboro trial, 
cultivated ties with the Roosevelts to encourage them to promote anti-lynching legislation in the 
1930s, and led campaigns to publicize and condemn segregation in the south.50 But leading the 
organization through the Great Depression, of course, also meant changes in organizational 
impetus.  
Indeed, it is important to mark how different the atmosphere of the 1930s was from that 
of the late 1920s. Just a few years after the Guggenheim’s creation, the Great Depression 
radically altered the economic, social, and political landscape, and for the leading figures of the 
Harlem Renaissance this was yet more true. The program of uplift through culture that Du Bois 
and others had pioneered came up against the reality of mass unemployment, under-education, 
and continuing economic disparities within and between black and white society. The 
assimilationist cultural program was falling apart, as David Levering Lewis relates: “As the old 
entente cordiale of Jewish notables, Negrotarian publishers, and civil rights grandees fell apart, 
                                                          
50 The question of segregation was a particularly rocky shoal for White, as he was constantly viewed with suspicion 
for his light skin color and his adamant opposition to racial segregation. His friend Joel Spingarn had cautioned him 
that, because of his skin color, “hundreds of Negroes think you are really a white man whose natural desire is to 
associate with white men.” (189). This caution was precipitated by W.E.B. Du Bois’ 1934 article “Segregation” in 
The Crisis, in which he criticized the NAACP’s opposition to segregation on the grounds of its inutility. White 
replied in the March 1934 issue which carried “Segregation: a Symposium” in support of the organization’s blanket 
opposition to segregation of any sort, somewhat misreading Du Bois’ rather nuanced understanding of segregation 
(as a phenomenon of groups and not merely or always a relationship imposed from the outside). But Du Bois’ reply 
to White is immortal: “Walter White is white,” he declared. “He has more white companions and friends than 
colored. He goes where he will in New York City and naturally meets no Color Line, for the simple and sufficient 
reason that he isn’t ‘colored’” (Crisis 1934). The ad hominem attack lost Du Bois much good will and actually 
helped to solidify White’s influence in the NAACP—Du Bois left The Crisis the year after he lost full editorial 





more artists and intellectuals would turn, with more or less enthusiasm, to communism. Many 
would find their high hopes poisoned by political exploitation, arrant racism, and intellectual 
tyranny often far surpassing that of their erstwhile capitalist patrons” (291). The radical left in 
America was picking up energy and direction, and it was in this very direction that Langston 
Hughes would ambivalently turn, as we’ll see. White, however, was by then firmly committed to 
institutional struggle, and threw his energies into addressing the Scottsboro trial, a spike of 
lynchings in the South, and intra-institutional political wrangling (including widely publicized 
fights with Du Bois) 
Indeed, as time wore on, the longer White worked with the NAACP and made the 
pragmatic political choices necessary to gain influence and raise money, the larger became the 
gulf between the NAACP and the growing labor movement, threatening to alienate the 
organization from its black working class base.51 Ironically, doing politics through institutions 
like the NAACP required White to set aside the concern for economic exploitation that had been 
a hallmark of his fiction. World War II and its anti-communist aftermath further necessitated an 
institutional pivot away from labor issues towards a more assimilationist conservatism. As 
Janken relates, the “government successfully imposed a new arrangement on the African 
American leadership: limited and gradual embrace by the government of the goal of 
desegregation in exchange for the leadership’s backing in the domestic and foreign cold war” 
(322). Siding firmly with the institutions of the postwar liberal order, White believed, was the 
best guarantor for the mission of black assimilation into white society. His political legacy—to 
                                                          
51 A disagreement over the NAACP’s relationship with labor was a significant subtext to the Du Bois / White split. 
As Mary Poole points out, Du Bois’ conflicts with the NAACP often erupted over different approaches to 
understanding class in the African American context. In the 1930s especially, Du Bois wanted the organization to 
focus resources on economic inequality, criticizing the NAACP itself as an organization for elites that did not 
adequately respond to the lower classes of the black community, thus introducing divisions within the organization 
of black society. The NAACP moved away from economic or class-based discussions, which would inevitably 





some, accomodationist self-hatred, to others, political pragmatism—came to define his career, 
while the more expansive and nuanced implications of his literary works became relics of a time 
and place, the Harlem Renaissance, when art was thought to be the ticket to assimilation. 
Ironically, White’s institutional trajectory mirrors precisely the same art vs. propaganda 
divide that his career otherwise challenged. As we’ll see, economics and labor came to be the 
hallmark of “propaganda” (white and black alike), while individual subjectivity became the 
standard of “art.” Literature, in this sense, would continue to pose political threats to the 
economic structure that preserved and exacerbated racial animus, while institutions such as the 
Guggenheim became potential enemies of the state. Indeed, as we’ll see with the case of 
Langston Hughes, the Guggenheim’s support for potentially radical authors became a very real 
political problem. When Hughes veered from beautifully wrought depictions of black 
subjectivity in his early novel and stories to forms of social satire and then radical poetry, 
Hughes’ work became not just a threat to the prevailing political order but also to the institution 
that had funded him. Hughes’ transgression, in a sense, was to give an aesthetic form in his 
fiction and poems of the 1930s to activist energy. The controversy that emerged out of his 
engagement with the Guggenheim Foundation is, in a sense, an extension of the same power he 
describes in his work, which ends up looking like the endless potential for literary texts to be 
interpreted, misinterpreted, and harnessed for political programs. 
Langston Hughes Makes a Living 
In 1952, shortly before McCarthy’s Congressional investigations into communist 
activities would reach a fevered pitch, a Congressional probe led by Edward Cox (R-Ga.) 
investigated “tax-exempt foundations and comparable organizations.” Some on Capitol Hill 





seeking to damage the United States. Of particular interest was the Guggenheim Foundation, 
whose thousands of fellowships, mostly to artists and academics, were thought to have “spread 
radicalism throughout the country to an extent not excelled by any other foundation” 
(Congressional Resolution). Perhaps there was probable cause; as Henry Allen Moe, the 
longtime Secretary of the Guggenheim, acknowledged in his testimony before the Committee, 
“there is a correlation between academic eminence and political naiveté” (Testimony, 619).52 So 
the Committee interrogated Moe on the Guggenheim’s record, in a sense auditing its choices in 
order to understand Moe’s avowal that “We have made mistakes, for purposes of this committee, 
and we have made other types of mistakes” (605). A grant for the leftist writer Alvah Bessie was 
one mistake, Moe volunteers, and “I suppose in this connotation I would have to say and I have 
no desire to try to conceal it, of course—a grant to Langston Hughes, a poet, was a mistake” 
(605). At the time of the fellowship, Moe continues, “all the signs were good, but if we look back 
on it now as a matter of hindsight, we would have to say we wish we hadn’t made that one.” 
(605).  
Langston Hughes was a political pariah after World War II, thanks in large part to his 
involvement in radical left circles in the 1930s, as well as to a few blistering poems that seemed 
to endorse the Soviet Union. One of Hughes’ publishers, Franklin Watts, actually wrote to Moe 
after the hearing, asking to explain his comments. In his reply, Moe says that he had in mind 
Hughes’ 1932 poem “Goodbye Christ:” “In my book, that writing is not defensible; and I trust 
that neither will you think that it is” (Moe to Watts). Moe is pointing to the poem’s strident 
denunciation of Christianity, as when the speaker declares:  
                                                          
52 In his defense, elsewhere in the testimony Moe takes a less inflammatory line. For example, when he is asked is it 
true that, “among the groups whom you seek to promote in their interests, that is, those with artistic abilities 
particularly, there is apt to be a greater risk of their embracing a foreign ideology,” Moe replies: “The artist, contrary 





Christ Jesus Lord God Jehova, 
Beat it on away from here now. 
Make way for a new guy with no religion at all— 
A real guy named 
Marx Communist Lenin Peasant Stalin Worker ME— 
I said, ME! (18-23) 
This radical, atheistic, communistic type of poetry, for Moe, was distasteful, though he might 
have more closely noted Hughes’ ironic juxtaposition of leftish buzzwords with the ultimate 
assertion of self at the end: “ME!” In a part of his draft reply to Watts which he later cut, Moe 
clarified his point: “…when I stated my conclusion, I had in mind the failure of Mr. Hughes to 
bear out his early promise as a poet; and that in my opinion he did not bear out that early promise 
when he ceased to be a poet and became a propagandist. I call attention to his poem “Goodbye 
Christ”” (Moe to Watts draft letter, n.d.).53 The Guggenheim had endowed genius to create art, in 
other words, not to fund political projects. A poem that discusses such controversial figures as 
Lenin, Stalin, and (later on) Pope Pius and Aimee McPherson, is too clearly politically 
motivated, filled with a rhetoric meant to change peoples’ minds not to enlarge their souls. Never 
mind that poems, as Hughes would say over and over again, have speakers who are not identical 
with their authors, or that irony is a staple of Hughes’ work. But perhaps the bigger puzzle, here, 
is why Hughes would have sought patronage from the Guggenheim Foundation in the first place. 
                                                          
53 As it turned out, Hughes got his Guggenheim fellowship a few years after he wrote the poem, so it’s a hard one to 
adduce as a sign of Hughes’ failure to live up to his promise by 1935. The poem had been published obscurely, 
however, and against Hughes’ wishes—though it was widely known and used by ministers black and white alike to 
criticize Hughes. It furthermore became a centerpiece of his testimony before the House Un-American Activities 





Or, to put it differently, what pressures, what context, would make it desirable for a writer like 
Hughes to associate with and seek patronage from an institution like the Guggenheim? 
 After all, there are few writers of the Harlem Renaissance whose relationship with 
patrons was so extensive or so traumatic. Most famous was his break with Charlotte Mason, a 
wealthy widow who funded Langston Hughes while he was writing his novel Not Without 
Laughter (1930) in the late 1920s. Her attentions to her many charges were vast, as Bruce 
Kellner explains: “She financed research trips, college tuition, rehearsal time in concert halls; she 
doled out pocket money for shoes, winter coats, bus fares; and she called each of her protégés 
“my child”” (57). But her money came with significant strings attached, and she had very 
particular notions of what the work she funded should look like: “She invested today’s 
equivalent of about half a million dollars in young black artists and writers, but she broke off the 
alliances when her charges proved disloyal by abandoning what she considered the purity in their 
work, its “primitivism”” (57). Such was the case with Hughes—his biographer Arnold 
Rampersad relates that, with his religious frustrations and “his great betrayal by Charlotte 
Mason, Hughes’s resentment overflowed …in “Goodbye Christ”” (252). Outrage at her attempts 
to control his work and determine its direction gave him a profound suspicion of the intentions of 
some of his white patrons, and enlarged his suspicion of authority more generally. “The world is 
mine from now on—” the poem concludes, “And nobody’s gonna sell ME / To a king, or a 
general, / Or a millionaire” (34-37 emphasis added).  
 Hughes’ suspicion of patronage was amplified in a 1935 address to the American 
Writer’s Congress, in which he discussed the wide field of topics available to black artists. 
Among the items that “Negro writers can reveal in their novels, stories, poems, and articles,” 





Jim Crow school, but not one job to a graduate of that school; which builds a Negro hospital with 
second-rate equipment....or which, out of the kindness of its heart, erects yet another separate, 
segregated, shut-off, Jim Crow Y.M.C.A.”  (132). For literature, too, the stakes are high: black 
authors need to correct “the Contentment Tradition of the O-lovely-Negroes school of American 
fiction, which makes an ignorant black face and Carolina head filled with superstition appear 
more desirable than a crown of gold; the jazz-band; and the O-so-gay writers who make of the 
Negro’s poverty and misery a dusky funny paper” (132). What Hughes is in effect calling for is a 
form of realism in black literature, immune to the mutually reinforcing deformations of white 
philanthropy and racial stereotypes.54 
 Hughes’ address came in the same year that he was awarded a Guggenheim fellowship. 
As Rampersad notes, life for Langston Hughes was difficult in the early 1930s: he did not make 
much in royalties, and grasped at every gig he could find, including attempts to get plays and 
musicals off the ground, as well as a short and mostly unproductive stint in Hollywood. 
Determined to make a career as a professional writer and unable to live from the market alone, 
Hughes called on his network of contacts for alternative sources of funds. He had multiple plans 
                                                          
54 Plunging into the contemporary debates about art vs. propaganda in the black community, here we can see Hughes 
here expanding a critique he’d made most famously in “The Negro Artist and the Racial Mountain” (1926). The 
hurdles for black artists, Hughes pointed out in the earlier essay, are vast: “The Negro artist works against an 
undertow of sharp criticism and misunderstanding from his own group and unintentional bribes from the whites.” 
Portraying the reality of black life risks disappointing the pastoral stereotypes of some white readers as much as it 
risks offending the committed partisans of racial equality who do not want black authors to show the unpleasant 
aspects of their society. Hughes called for black artists not to shy away from the truth of their lives:  
We younger Negro artists who create now intend to express our individual dark-skinned selves without fear 
or shame. If white people are pleased we are glad. If they are not, it doesn't matter. We know we are 
beautiful. And ugly too. The tom-tom cries and the tom-tom laughs. If colored people are pleased we are 
glad. If they are not, their displeasure doesn't matter either. We build our temples for tomorrow, strong as 
we know how, and we stand on top of the mountain, free within ourselves. 
The only aesthetic criteria, here, is fidelity to lived experience, a commitment that Hughes made manifest in Not 
Without Laughter (1930), a novel about an African American boy’s coming of age: though Hughes’ Kansas is not as 
rough as Wright’s Chicago in Native Son (1940), he does not shy away from describing things like prostitution or 
the hero’s itinerant, hedonistic father. But the most important point to note is that between climbing the racial 
mountain and revealing the face of “grinning philanthropy,” we see Hughes expanding his recognition of the ways 





of attack, remaining in close contact with Walter White and Charles S. Johnson about his 
prospects for receiving money from the Rosenwald Fund—or perhaps the Guggenheim. Henry 
Allen Moe had apparently “‘practically assured’ Johnson that Hughes would win a Guggenheim 
if he applied for one. And Amy Spingarn had let Langston know that ‘yes, I’ll be very glad to 
help you next year [1935]’” (212). By the early 1930s, Hughes had published some six books of 
poetry and a novel, as well as the short story collection The Ways of White Folks (1934). Known 
foremost as a poet, he increasingly experimented with prose. His choices were not without some 
calculation, polling influential people such as Blanche Knopf on which projects might be most 
likely to gain institutional support (297). In other words, he called upon a tight-knit New York-
based circle of writers, editors, publishers, and patrons who are now associated with the Harlem 
Renaissance in order to gather resources to fund his literary career.  
In the end, he won his Guggenheim by proposing to work on a project that was very 
similar to what White had proposed almost a decade earlier: a multi-volume novel about black 
life. He proposed a work about “urban Negro life in America, to be complete in itself as to 
interest and story, but at the same time to form a continuation of Not Without Laughter” (qtd. 
297). Where Not Without had covered the childhood of a budding intellectual, this project would 
“develop into a trilogy of Negro life covering the childhood, youth, and manhood of a black boy 
in this country” (297). The reputations of White and Hughes aside, it is striking that more or less 
the same recipe secured Guggenheim funding, suggesting a larger institutional emphasis on 
supporting the self-articulation of black experience—but from an overdetermined, subjectivized 
vantage.  The tension that emerges, then, is between a demand for racial authenticity and 
Hughes’ own changing relationship to radical politics. This tension has been of central interest to 





argument agrees with Anthony Dawahare when he writes that Hughes’ “experience in the 1930s 
forced him to rethink race, politics, and aesthetics” (27), but I want to flesh out our 
understanding of that experience to include Hughes’ encounters with institutional philanthropy. 
Where most critics see a shift in Hughes’ verse from the Harlem Renaissance period of 
celebrating the racial distinction of black Americans, I want to draw out the sharp continuities in 
his poetry and prose that come into focus with the context of institutional philanthropy. In this 
period, while it is right to suggest that Hughes “does not draw on African American expressive 
forms” in his poetry of the mid 1930s, I want to point to the underlying continuities in his 
aesthetic and political thinking between the 1920s and ‘30s, the common set of tropes and 
rhythmic conceits that form the substrate of his internationalist appeal.  
The first volume of this proposed trilogy, Not Without Laughter, is a lyrical account of a 
boy’s coming of age in Kansas as he slowly learns what it means to be black in America. The 
hero, Sandy, is raised first by his Aunt Hager, a former slave who admires Booker T. 
Washington, and then by his well-to-do Aunt Tempy who feels that “colored people needed to 
encourage talent so that the white race would realize Negroes weren’t all mere guitar-players and 
house-maids” (236). The Booker-Du Bois divide is mobilized once again in an attempt to 
emphasize the diversity of perspectives and beliefs within the African American community 
itself, with the young Sandy poised to choose between a life of spirit or a life of labor. 
Complicating matters is Sandy’s itinerant father Jimboy, a rolling stone and a gifted performer 
who only spends a month or so a year with his wife and son. Linked to Jimboy is Sandy’s 
talented Aunt Harriet, who winds up in prostitution until she becomes a popular singer-dancer. 





emphasizing instead the how black subjectivities form within and the despite the confines of 
poverty and white racial hatred. 
By contrast with White, Hughes spends little time directly addressing political or 
economic conditions. There is no enlightened outsider à la Kenneth to agitate for social change. 
Instead of the novel-of-ideas style adopted by White, Hughes draws on formal resources to 
infuse the work with spiritual—not to mention political—possibilities. Indeed, a radical 
argument courses throughout the novel. Will and will-lessness are the persistent themes, 
structuring much of its imagery and development, as in the symbolically rich description of a 
cyclone with which the book opens. There, the entire town, white and black, cowers from nature:  
A dry crack of lightning split the darkness, and the boy began to wail. Then the rain 
broke. The old woman could not see the crying child she held, nor could the boy hear the 
broken voice of his grandmother, who had begun to pray as the rain crashed through the 
inky blackness. For a long while it roared on the roof of the house and pounded at the 
windows, until finally the two within became silent, hushing their cries. Then only the 
lashing noise of the water, coupled with the feeling that something terrible was 
happening, or had already happened, filled the evening air. (21-22) 
Small individuals are pitted against the sublime terror of the storm which cracks, breaks, crashes, 
roars, and pounds before exhausting itself in a hushed lashing. For the opening gesture of the 
novel, Hughes chooses a representation of humans abject before a force which, tellingly, does 
not discriminate (it kills two white townspeople), even as it also evokes the cruelty and 
destruction routinely brought upon blacks throughout American history. The apocalyptic 





relations, presenting itself as the story of a life emerging from that cataclysm and the varieties of 
force or will required to act upon the world in turn. 
 The energic force continues most evidently in the novel’s many scenes of music and 
dance, when song and sound speak through bodies as though vibrating them to a blues 
frequency. In one of the most important sequences in the novel, Harriet’s boyfriend convinces 
her to bring the young Sandy along to a dance hall, where the boy is overwhelmed by “the 
scream and moan of the music” (100). Hughes describes a force throbbing in the dance-hall, and 
even the young Sandy is sensitive to the imperative speaking through the instruments:  
Cruel, desolate, unadorned was their music now, like the body of a ravished woman on 
the sun-baked earth; violent and hard, like a giant standing over his bleeding mate in the 
blazing sun. The odors of bodies, the stings of flesh, and the utter emptiness of soul when 
all is done—these things the piano and the drums, the cornet and the twanging banjo 
insisted on hoarsely to a beat that made the dancers move, in that little hall, like pawns on 
a frenetic checker-board. (101)  
The bodies become conduits of a deeper current of mastery and subjection, figured through a 
scene of mythological rape, with will-less subjects mastered by the music and expressing its 
cruelty. It is a paean to musical tradition, of course; but the imagery also returns us to the 
opening cyclone, as nature carries a chthonic power that attuned listeners—in this case the 
dancers who feel the music—seem to channel. Hughes crescendos to apostrophize the music: 
“The earth rolls relentlessly, and the sun blazes forever on the earth, breeding, breeding. But why 
do you insist like the earth, music? Rolling and breeding, earth and sun forever, relentlessly. But 
why do you insist like the sun? Like the lips of women? Like the bodies of men, relentlessly?” 





the attractions of female and male bodies. It speaks insistently and cannot be resisted—this is the 
power of jazz and blues, Hughes’ prose tells us, transcendent in its form and the natural energies 
to which it connects its listeners.  
The process is at once collective and personal, with isolated individuals still delving into 
themselves through the same musical experience. The song changes, and Hughes writes: “It was 
true that men and women were dancing together, but their feet had gone down through the floor 
into the earth, each dancer’s alone—down into the center of things—and their minds had gone 
off to the heart of loneliness, where they didn’t even hear the words, the sometimes lying, 
sometimes laughing words that Benbow, leaning on the piano, was singing against the 
background of utterly despondent music” (104). This is something like Hughes’ vision of what 
art can do: it is the simultaneous expression of the lone individual burrowing into “the center of 
things,” “the heart of loneliness,” as well as the evocation of universality, the common earth that 
they’re all dancing upon and whose power they are an expression. It is a short bridge, for 
Hughes, from this receptivity to natural rhythms to Sandy’s education in racial politics. By the 
end of the novel, he has begun reading The Crisis, in every issue of which “he found, too, stirring 
and beautifully written editorials about the frustrated longings of the black race, and the hidden 
beauties in the Negro soul” (242). And after experiencing racism, exclusion, and even violence 
in Kansas and in the slums of Chicago, he considers that “Being colored is like being born in the 
basement of life, with the door to the light locked and barred—and the white folks live upstairs” 
(260). Returning to the image of people crowded into a basement—an image with which the 
novel began—the task becomes one of climbing to the upstairs without losing touch with the 
earth. But like that despondent music of the music hall, is this an individual or collective project; 





 While moments of Not Without Laughter have the earnest feel of engagement and 
struggle, there is simultaneously an ironic undercurrent that is distinctive of Hughes’ poetry and 
prose, the selfsame irony that would get him in trouble with government and Guggenheim alike. 
After reading Du Bois’ articles in The Crisis, Sandy has visions of what the future ought to be: 
“But Du Bois was a doctor of philosophy and had studied in Europe!...That’s what Negroes 
needed to do, get smart, study books, go to Europe!” (242). In the earnestness and simplicity of 
the solution, Hughes is partially mocking the impulse to betterment that would start, first, with 
leaving the country altogether. This irony, which when trained on Sandy creates a generous 
pathos, takes on an altogether different tone in Hughes’ short story collection The Ways of White 
Folks. Continuing Hughes’ ironic engagement with Du Bois and his legacy, the stories cycle 
back again and again to white blindness where black experience is concerned. In particular, 
Hughes took the opportunity to carry on a thorough exploration of the dynamics of patronage, 
one manifestation of the unequal power relations between black and white that subject the one to 
the will of the other.  
The most brutal indictment of white patronage comes in “The Blues I’m Playing,” in 
which a wealthy widow, Mrs. Ellsworth (strongly reminiscent of Charlotte Mason), takes on the 
talented black pianist, Oceola, as a protégé. Mrs. Ellsworth, however, has a weak appreciation of 
“art” at best: “she [Mrs. Ellsworth] was very rich, and it gave her pleasure to share her richness 
with beauty. Except that she was sometimes confused as to where beauty lay—in the youngsters 
or in what they made, in the creators or the creation” (72). The patron’s attraction to the bodies 
of her proteges more than to their work becomes problematic when she decides to support 
Oceola’s piano ambitions and discovers that her protege is not completely dependent, that she 





“Mrs. Ellsworth had the feeling that the girl mistrusted her generosity, and Oceola did—for she 
had never met anybody interested in pure art before. Just to be given things for art’s sake seemed 
suspicious to Oceola” (74). For Oceola, there is no such thing as “pure art,” and she has no desire 
follow Mrs. Ellsworth’s advice that “she must learn to sublimate her soul” (78). Here Hughes 
suggests that the abstraction favored by the patron is linked to the money that the patron so 
generously lavishes on Oceola. Both have a disembodied quality, a portability and depthlessness 
that Oceola finds suspicious, as though art-for-art’s-sake were as hollow as money-for-money’s-
sake.55   
 Employing similar earth imagery from his novel, Hughes suggests the power of art lies in 
its connection to experience. Before they split, Oceola plays a final concert for Mrs. Ellsworth, 
who hates to hear jazz-sounds from grand pianos: 
And her fingers began to wander slowly up and down the keyboard, flowing into the soft 
and lazy syncopation of a Negro blues, a blues that deepened and grew into rollicking 
jazz, then into an earth-throbbing rhythm that shook the lilies in the Persian vases of Mrs. 
Ellsworth’s music room. Louder than the voice of the white woman who cried that 
Oceola was deserting beauty, deserting her real self, deserting her hope in life, the flood 
of wild syncopation filled the house, then sank into the slow and singing blues with 
which it had begun. (84) 
We come to two alternative notions of truth, as of beauty: one based in Mrs. Ellsworth’s 
abstraction (“I would stand looking at the stars,” Mrs. Ellsworth asserts at the end [84]) and the 
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other in the earth, in rhythm, in a different kind of form quite distinct from abstraction. For Mrs. 
Ellsworth the jazz and blues are a perversion of Oceola’s authentic self, which would 
coincidentally be one aligned with white classical music. But even here, Oceola is not able “to 
stare mystically over the top of a grand piano like white folks and imagine that Beethoven had 
nothing to do with life, or that Schubert’s love songs were only sublimations” (80). Hughes does 
not create a feeble contrast between canons of white music and black, but rather a different 
hermeneutic practice altogether as well as a different attitude toward what music can signify. For 
Mrs. Ellsworth, sublimation redirects energies—which are strongly hinted to be erotic in nature, 
hence her attraction for the young men and women she funds—that are socially unacceptable, 
and money is the medium which enables that psychic commerce. In an argument that rather 
makes sense from Hughes’ concrete experience of patronage, money becomes the vehicle to 
suppress and elide lived realities, in which are included things like sex, but also political 
repression.  
  For Hughes the writer, however, the struggle for black rights could hardly make 
distinctions between aesthetics and politics. Very much inspired, like the protagonist of White’s 
Fire, by the Bolshevik revolution, Hughes regularly wrote for workers’ journals in the 1930s, 
producing poem after poem to harness radical energy in the direction of political change. And 
while never exactly a communist, he was sympathetic to workers’ movements in the 1930s, 
which became especially vocal in the wake of the Great Depression. At the same time, it’s an 
open question how deep Hughes’ leftist commitments went—Rampersad suggests that his leftist 
leanings in the ’30s may have more to do with Hughes’ need to find a different patron. Indeed, 
he points out that to Noel Sullivan, another wealthy patron who supported Hughes’ work, 





to ease his way through the Depression. Since poverty seemed to be his lot, ‘the only thing I can 
do is to string along with the Left until maybe someday all of us poor folks will get enough to 
eat, including rent, gas, light, and water’” (323). If the source—another wealthy benefactor and 
so someone whose sympathies and attitudes Hughes had to delicately manage—is reliable, 
Hughes here reveals not some calculating fakery, but a pragmatic engagement with leftist 
aspirations (emancipation from exploitation) while rejecting the pieties of Marxist or socialist 
rhetoric. 
 Debating the “authenticity” of Hughes’ political allegiance to a specific style of leftist 
politics is ultimately unproductive and misleading. While the dynamics of patronage, individual 
and institutional, inevitably complicate our sense of how doctrinaire Hughes’ commitments 
were, the more interesting point is how Hughes adapts and expands the repertoire of images and 
themes from his earlier work in order to represent the suffering not only of a race, but of a class 
of oppressed. Take, for example, the strident anapests of “The Ballad of Lenin,” with which 
Hughes conjures a vivid anti-colonial internationale: “Comrade Lenin of Russia / Rises in the 
marble tomb: / On guard with the fighters forever -- / The world is our room!” The poem strives 
to harness the idea of revolutionary power and the symbolic force of Lenin, a dream of the 
renovation of mankind, to formally unite disparate struggles, from Soviet peasants to Caribbean 
cane plantation workers to Chinese industrial laborers. There’s a Whitmanian spirit of 
inclusivity, here, as the rhythm draws out underlying connections among the exploited: “I am 
Ivan, the peasant,” “I am Chico, the Negro,” “I am Chang from the foundries.” In a poem that 
makes an otherwise obvious appeal to movements that we can now recognize as historically 
contingent and distinct, poetic form becomes the glue to bind experiences together, just as in the 





Hughes’ revolutionary aesthetics were more or less known when he applied for the 
Guggenheim, but he enjoyed a high enough stature as the premiere black poet that his project 
found support. Armed with endorsements from such tastemakers as Robinson Jeffers, Amy 
Spingarn, Noel Sullivan, Ben Lehman, Blanche Knopf, Mary and McLeod Bethune (Rampersad 
297), Hughes’ narrative project was selected and he received $1500 (about $26,000). After a 
time spent working on other projects, the plan was for Hughes to begin researching his novel in 
Chicago’s south side (Rampersad 304). And indeed, he began his researches alongside other 
projects, and even met Richard Wright there as well, whose novel Native Son would make a 
powerful impression on Hughes, both aesthetically and for the envy that it stimulated. With its 
lack of conditions or caveats, the Guggenheim was a uniquely flexible sort of fellowship, based 
on nothing but a candidate’s established track record. The freedom that this afforded, so unlike 
other forms of patronage that demand productivity or revolt, meant that Hughes had flexibility. 
“For the first time,” Rampersad relates, “thanks to the Guggenheim Foundation, [Hughes and his 
wife] were not living in an attic or a basement” (327, emphasis added). 
 By the end of 1936, however, Hughes had done almost no work on his novel.56 Indeed, 
rather like White before him, he used the money to support his work on other projects, including 
theatrical ventures such the play Mulatto, based on his short story “Father and Son,” which 
enjoyed some financial success in its own right. But more than anything, the new work that 
emerged from the institutional support he received was perhaps his most politically inflected 
poetry to date, the short volume A New Song (1938), which included the “Ballad of Lenin,” 
above, and was published by the International Workers Order, a communist fraternal association. 
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Critical consensus tends to agree that Hughes’ weakness for “radical socialist literary theory” of 
the sort in A New Song “tended to short-circuit the full process of Hughes’ artistic genius” 
(Rampersad 339). And yet, even that volume offers a deeper continuity than the easy distinction 
of propaganda vs. art might suggest. Hughes’ socialist poetry is not, I want to suggest, that 
severe a departure from the themes and concerns expressed already in his fiction and poetry.  
Indeed, Hughes’ repertoire of images for oppressions and resistance are fairly consistent 
across his oeuvre. In his poetic vocabulary, political struggles—like aesthetic power—run deeper 
than intellect. In the poem “Negro Ghetto” from A New Song, for example, the speaker relates 
what he sees when he “looked at their black faces”:  
 The wind imprisoned in the flesh,  
 The sun bound down by law.  
 I watched them moving, moving,  
 Like water down the street,  
 And this is what moved in my heart:  
 Their far-too-humble feet. (149) 
Here natural forces move through the black body, which is not so much important for being 
black as for being trapped in an overdetermined relationship vis-à-vis power. The thudding 
spondees evoke trudging feet; and the potentiality of the wind, the brilliance of sun, or the 
unstoppable power of water (“moving, moving”) all exist in bodies of the weak, proving their 
weakness to be ephemeral, and thus changeable. And when he writes in the volume’s final poem, 
“Union,” that “all the whole oppressed / Poor world” must “put their hands with mine / To shake 





yet another elemental force in the political struggle, in those altars where “the rule of greed’s 
upheld— / That must be ended.” 
The trajectory of Hughes’ career—from premiere black poet to leftist to postwar 
satirist—has been depicted by some scholars as one of decline and accommodation. But as David 
Chinitz and others have argued, Hughes’ “self-concealing poetic craft” (5) should complicate 
accounts of his poetic and political commitments.57 What Chinitz describes as self-concealment I 
would rephrase as something like irony, a willingness to suspend transcendent ideologies and 
experiment with language. How, for instance, should we construe a poem such as “Goodbye 
Christ,” which emerged out of the same spirit as the poems in A New Song? Is this the “I” of 
Hughes himself, performing his rejection of the Western Christian tradition on behalf of Soviet 
communism? The literalist readings of Moe and others clearly embrace this reading, which 
accords with the prevailing postwar political winds. But studying Hughes’ relationship with the 
philanthropy of the Guggenheim Foundation suggests how unproductive it is to view his work 
through the lens of authenticity (black or leftist). Instead, his poetry of the 1930s mobilizes much 
of the imagery and rhythmic invention of his earlier work and direct them to a political struggle 
that transcends (but does not erase) the category of race. Hughes’ internationale is an energic and 
formal one, a poetic construct that uses form to bind disparate parts into a poetic/political whole. 
It is a utopian and cosmopolitan vision, to be sure—“The Black / And White World / Shall be 
one! The Worker’s World!” as he has it in “A New Song”—based not on nationality or skin 
color but on a particular experience of suffering and a particular connection to material, to the 
ground. In a sense it’s continuous with his more famous poem “The Negro Speaks of River” 
(1921), in which the speaking voice reaches deep into the historical and anthropological past and 
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welds it with the contemporary through the refrain: “My soul has grown deep like the rivers” (3). 
In both the ’20s and the ’30s, natural force is fused with the individual, here in the soul, which is 
like the river, which is like, as it turns out, human blood: “I’ve known rivers ancient as the world 
and older than the flow of human blood in human veins” (2). Spirit, intellect, and body move 
through time with the same force as the cyclone or the earthquake, and it is both a possession and 
an inheritance that need only be recognized, acknowledged, and directed to shake the social 
world. 
Guggenheim on Trial 
It’s safe to assume that movement building, poetic or otherwise, was not what the 
Guggenheim Selection Committee had in mind when it funded Hughes’ fiction project. Indeed, 
his leftist poetry, by the early 1940s, had tarnished Hughes with the brush of radicalism, much of 
it in response to “Goodbye Christ” in particular. In 1940, as Rampersad relates, Hughes wrote “a 
statement about the poem which he sent to everyone who mattered, including Knopf, the 
Associated Negro Press, and the Rosenwald Fund, from whom he hoped to win a fellowship 
soon” (392). It was an apology, of sorts, in which for the sake of patronage he repudiated aspects 
of his radical past, dismissing it as the product of youthful enthusiasm and certainly not 
something he would write now. In Rampersad’s telling, it is because the poem was basically not 
authentic to Hughes: “In any case, it had been simply a satire on the exploiters of religion, 
ironically cast from a Communist point of view that had not been authentically his own” (392-
393). 
 Setting aside the question of what would constitute an authentically “Communist” point 
of view, Hughes’ difficulties over the poem serve to highlight the political contamination 





became a target for political opportunists eager to locate communists in government and 
entertainment who might be challenging the capitalist, American way of life. J. Edgar Hoover, 
for one, inveighed against Hughes in an FBI pamphlet entitled “Secularism—Breeder of Crime.” 
(Not without reason, William J. Maxwell has argued that the FBI constituted “perhaps the most 
dedicated and powerful forgotten critic of twentieth-century African American writing” (28).) 
Hughes was denounced in newspapers by the likes of Walter Winchell; his name appeared again 
and again in HUAC investigations into communists in the State Department; before long, 
Hughes became a pretext for Congressional attacks on organizations like the Guggenheim 
Foundation, which operated outside the strict purview of the government and funded scientists 
and intellectuals—in other words, suspicious types. 
And the Guggenheim’s reach was large: by 1951, they had received tens of thousands of 
applications and given out more than two thousand grants. Giving away money, it turns out, was 
a wildly successful publicity strategy. By the 1930s, the Guggenheim was so well-known that it 
was a subject of popular cartoons. One scholar relates a cartoon depicting “a befuddled young 
woman entering a “Madame Francine’s Corset Shop” and asking for a “Guggenheim 
foundation”” (Unger and Unger 210), or another in The New Yorker showing “a worried young 
man sitting at a Paris sidewalk café exclaiming to his companion: ‘The Guggenheims will be 
awfully sore at me if I don’t get down to writing pretty soon’” (210). It enjoyed a high 
reputation, in no small degree because of the size and generosity of the grants, and the still-novel 
approach to philanthropy that this represented. By the 1960s, the Guggenheim had become 





grant.58 It was gradually becoming another stamp of institutional approval, a de rigueur line on a 
curriculum vitae. But its immense wealth and influence and its decidedly cosmopolitan inflection 
made it a high-profile target for the anti-communist hysterics of the 1950s. 
 The Select Committee to Study Educational and Philanthropy Foundations and Other 
Comparable Organizes Which Are Exempt from Federal Taxation (aka the Cox Committee) was 
led by Edward Cox and B. Carroll Reece. The Committee’s mission was “to conduct a full and 
complete investigation” into tax-exempt organizations “to determine which such foundations and 
organizations are using their resources for un-American and subversive activities or for purposes 
not in the interest or tradition of the United States” (Federal Register). The Committee sent 
elaborate questionnaires to more than 1,500 such organizations, conducted hundreds of 
interviews, and held two hearings at which nearly forty witnesses testified. The Guggenheim, as 
I’ve already pointed out, was a central target of the Committee, and in reply to the questionnaire 
Henry Allen Moe prepared a document of over three hundred pages in length. This included a 
rigorous accounting of the activities of Guggenheim grantees, as well as elaborate statistics 
laying out who was selected, from what locations, in what fields, and what recipients 
subsequently published.  
 The climax came when Moe testified before Congress about the Guggenheim’s work, 
where he was received with varying degrees of suspicion and hostility. Moe was on the 
defensive, careful to point out that of the more than 2000 individuals who had received aid, only 
57 (or 2.6%) had been “mentioned” or “cited” in any of the government’s papers (Testimony). 
Of the suspicious 57, 51 got fellowships “before there existed any mention of them by either of 
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the referred-to committees” (Testimony). Langston Hughes, as I indicated above, was one of 
those writers who slipped through the cracks, and whose support the Secretary regretted. But this 
was one of the risks of philanthropy: “These people are not conformists,” Moe explained, “and 
when you set out to make grants to them, you are taking a certain number of risks, which risks 
we by our charter have to take, because it is in our charter that not only scholars but creative 
workers are entitled to the Guggenheim Foundation’s money” (606). For philanthropies as for 
businesses, risk is a constant variable, and it is especially intense with the artistic non-
conformists who fashion idiosyncratic representations of American life.  
 Some of the Committee members used the occasion to indict the arts altogether as well as 
the perverse understanding of “reality” endemic to artists. Because the Committee could not 
point to material harm in individual cases, the conversation turned to a more abstract discussion 
of the ethics and politics of the Guggenheim’s support for artists. Rep. Donald O’Toole (D-NY), 
responded to Moe’s proviso about artistic non-conformists by asking: “Does the witness mean 
that because these artists live in a world of fantasy that you have to be fantastical in dealing with 
them?” Moe’s sensible answer that he did “not think they live in a world of fantasy” then came 
up against O’Toole’s assertion that artists “live rather in a world of their own in which what are 
realities to you and to me are not realities to them” (606). O’Toole presents his critical 
perspective as a hard-nosed realism, the normative ground from which art must be measured and 
condemned. The threat, after all, is that artistic fantasy bleeds into treason. Picking up on 
O’Toole’s theme, another Congressman then tried to get Moe to acknowledge that “among the 
groups whom you seek to promote in their interests, that is, those with artistic abilities 





the Congressmen, is synonymous with a cosmopolitan way of thinking about the world and the 
nation, one that is inherently heterodox and threatening. 
The contretemps for Moe and the Guggenheim Foundation became a firestorm for 
Hughes the next year in March 1953, when he testified before the Senate Permanent 
Subcommittee on Investigations of the Committee on Government Operations as part of the 
Joseph McCarthy’s investigations into “Un-American Activities.” (The text of that hearing was 
only made public in 2003 and is helpfully reprinted as an appendix in Chinitz’s Which Sin to 
Bear?) In it, we find an author’s nightmare: a hostile examining committee in which Roy Cohn 
demands that the poet explain his poems. Following Chinitz’s lead, I want to explore some of 
this fascinating piece of testimony to tie together the strands of the argument I have been offering 
about the Guggenheim, African American writing, and the relationship between institutions and 
creative work. The Guggenheim, as we saw with the case of Walter White, sought to sponsor 
racially specific, subjective representations of black experience. Given the dynamics of reception 
for an author like White, however, caught between the claims of propaganda and art, the 
boundaries between fiction and non-fiction became meaningless, and the grant became not so 
much an aesthetic spur as a call to institutional struggle (which his fiction already was, in a 
sense). With Hughes we find an extreme form of a similar phenomenon: when Hughes’ work 
veered away from racial essentialism to broaden the scope of poetic and political struggle, it 
became a cause for institutional panic (in the Guggenheim and then the Congress). In particular, 
I argue that it was Hughes’ ironic perspective—rooted in the indeterminacy of literary meaning, 
the way that ambiguity in language conveys thought—that opened the Guggenheim to political 
hazards. When the boundaries of aesthetics and politics are so closely policed, Moe and the 





expediency. A poem’s politics, in other words, come not so much from using words like 
“communist” or from the “authenticity” of the poet’s political commitments, but rather from the 
poet’s proximity to nodes of power, prestige, and influence.   
 For concerned congressmen and opportunists alike, the government had a project of risk 
management to undertake: circumscribing and directing the American imagination. As Senator 
Dirksen helpfully explained at the private hearing of Langston Hughes, “last year [1952] 
Congress appropriated $86,000,000 […] for the purpose of propagandizing the free world, the 
free system, […] the American system” (182). The International Information Administration, in 
particular, had used millions of dollars from this propaganda campaign to fund a series of State 
Department libraries around the world in a campaign to promote a positive image of American 
democracy in explicit opposition to Soviet propaganda. The idea, Dirsken explained, is that “if 
people in those countries have access to American books, which allegedly delineate American 
objectives and American culture, that it would be useful in propagandizing our way of life and 
our system” (182). A battle for hearts and minds, in other words, and one that used American art 
for the purposes of propaganda, adopting a fully functionalist program that had no concern for 
aesthetic purity. The Senator’s conception of literature, following squarely in line with the 
propaganda/art debate used by some critics to delegitimize black expression, reduces meaning to 
a set of propositions about the virtue of the “American system.” These propositions, the logic 
goes, can be evaluated for their relative patriotism or anti-Americanism.  
 Hughes’ poetry, of course, resists reduction to a set of political propositions. Which was a 
problem for Dirksen, since more than a dozen of Hughes’ volumes were available at these State 
Department libraries abroad (Hughes was surprised to learn of this). Included among the 





rhetoric of revolution. Now, Hughes was close to being officially labeled a communist, another 
of America’s African American elite who had been coopted by the Soviet machine. In their 
unrelenting interrogations here and elsewhere, the conservatives showed themselves to be at 
once utterly dismissive of aesthetic power, and almost irrationally credulous in the destabilizing 
power of art. Art is both irrelevant to the social world, their polemics suggests, and perhaps the 
single greatest threat to that social world.  
The Committee had to take care with Hughes: HUAC had already been widely 
condemned in the African American community for hostility towards black witnesses. In 1947, 
Hughes himself had even devoted a satirical column in his Jesse B. Simple series to HUAC: 
“When a Man Sees Red” offered a satirical version of a HUAC trial in which Simple appears 
before the committee to explain why he thought he should be able to conduct a train even though 
he’s black. Simple defends himself from accusations that he is a communist agitator, and the 
situation devolves with satiric élan:  
“This is a white man’s country” [says the Chairman]. These is white men’s trains! You 
cannot drive one. And down where I come from, neither can you ride in a WHITE 
coach.” 
“You don’t have any coaches for red Russians,” I said. 
“’No,” yells the Chairman, “but we’ll have them as soon as I can pass a law.” 
“Then where would I ride,” I asked. “In the COLORED coach or in the RED coach?” 
“You will ride nowhere,” yells the Chairman, “because you will be in jail.”  
Simple, anything but, identifies the continuities between the irrational anger of white racial 
prejudice and the parallel “color line” drawn against Reds (a political color that, tellingly, has no 





commitments, which can be as contingent and fraught as racial identity. At a stroke, then, 
Hughes lampoons the irrationality of racial prejudice and the hysterical logic of Red Scare.  
 Some six years after that column, the private hearing was a chance for a dress rehearsal 
of sorts that got some of the unpleasantness of interrogation out of the way prior to McCarthy’s 
public hearing. Cohn interrogated Hughes with a fair degree of hostility, using a calculated 
rapidity in questioning to encourage the subject to get confused, contradict, or tangle himself in a 
lie. He asked Hughes more than half a dozen times and in as many ways if he was a member of 
the communist party—to which Hughes’ representative reply was: “I suppose I would have to 
know what you mean by your definition of communism” (183). This is Hughes’ standard tactic 
of defense, to insist on the precision of words and delimit their potential reach, and each time 
Cohn tellingly demurs, perhaps shifts to “the Soviet style of government” or some similar 
construction. A word like communism, after all, as Hughes says of the Bible, “means many 
things to different people” (186). But obviously, the interrogators demand answers that conform 
to the vocabulary they have agreed to use, in which communism can refer to almost any type of 
collective organization (Cohn highlights a writer’s union as communist, for example, without 
much reason). As they attempt to impose a specific set of linguistic conventions with which to 
legally ensnare Hughes, they similarly seek to clarify the meaning of his poems. Hughes takes 
the opportunity to introduce his interrogators to the nature of literary meaning. 
 In his exegeses, Hughes defends his use of irony in his literary works, as well as the 
various layers of mediation that exist between him and the speaking “I” of his poems. Asked 
repeatedly about “Goodbye Christ” in particular, Hughes replies: “I have explained the poem for 
twenty-two years, I believe, or twenty years, in my writings in the press, and my talks as being a 





necessarily accord with his own personal beliefs, since he thinks it “a great pity that anyone 
should think of the Christian religion in those terms,” just as, he adds, it is “a great pity that 
sometimes we have permitted the church to be disgraced by people who have used it as a 
racketeering force […] I write a character piece sometimes as in a play. I sometimes have in a 
play a villain. I do not believe in that villain myself” (189). Hughes offers an analysis of literary 
form—the poem as dramatic monologue—in order to protect himself from the brush of 
communism. He also implies that the investigators have fallen into gauche philistinism in their 
misunderstanding of how literature works. And in the end it was this ambiguity, matched with 
his more direct repentance in the open hearing, that saved Hughes from McCarthy’s harassment. 
 But before the private interrogation ended, Senator Dirksen began an odd line of 
questioning about Hughes’ creative process in which he tried to ferret out Hughes’ commitment 
to Art as against Propaganda. Hughes’ aesthetic purity is put to a kind of test:  
Dirksen: May I ask, do you write poetry merely for the amusement and the spiritual and 
emotional ecstasy that it develops, or do you write it for a purpose? 
Hughes: You write it out of your soul and you write it for your own individual feeling of 
expression. First, sir, it does not come from yourself in the first place. It comes from 
something beyond oneself, in my opinion.  
Dirksen:  You think this is a providential force?  
Hughes: There is something more than myself in the creation of everything that I do. I 
believe that is in every creation, sir.   (188-189)  
Dirksen falls back on a Romantic language of individual transcendence and aesthetic 
disinterestedness, art as the province of the “spiritual,” as opposed to the material; “emotional 





to follow the inspiration line in a way reminiscent almost of the earthly force of the cyclone, of 
music, of the revolution. But he also hedges, asserts that inspiration comes from “something 
beyond oneself” and then deflects Dirksen’s attempts to spiritualize his sense with the 
ambiguous notion of “something more than myself.” Hughes is being very artful with his 
phrasing, since this “something more” could apply just as easily to religious notions as to social 
relations. He refuses and deflects the line of aesthetic transcendence, in other words, and 
describes his work in language supple enough to include the poles of propaganda and art.  
 Dirksen takes an almost New Critical approach that seeks to restrict the poetic act to a 
self-contained, purely aesthetic object (a well-wrought urn?) that is uninterested in the everyday 
muck of politics or the distribution of resources. He demands clarification: 
DIRKSEN: So you have no objective in writing poetry. It is not a message that you seek to 
convey to somebody? You just sit down and the rather ethereal thoughts suddenly come 
upon you?  
HUGHES: I have often written poetry in that way, and there are on occasions times when I 
have a message that I wish to express directly and that I want to get to people. (188-189)  
Hughes is comfortable understanding poetic expression as a kind of messaging, in no small part 
because, as we’ve seen, he recognizes that meaning is not inherent or fixed in any poetic act, nor 
is it entirely decipherable. The doubleness of black art, in this sense, is a specific form of a more 
general problem attendant in all poetic expression: that words on a page are not reducible to a 
singular, fixed, and unchanging meaning. Hughes’ ironic perspective in his poetry, fiction, and 
essays necessitates a more subtle strategy of reading capable of holding contradictory 
interpretations at the same time. Indeed, this is what Hughes means when, after Cohn asked if he 





confidently reply: “Yes, I would” (206). This doubled recognition of the unstable bounds of 
interpretation nearly had Hughes held in contempt of court. 
 To go even further, the fact that a poem can be read in multiple ways implies an 
interpretive ethics. As Hughes says of “Goodbye Christ,” “a poem may be interpreted in many 
ways and many people have not understood that poem, and many people have chosen not to 
understand it deliberately to sell it to foment race discord and hatred” (207). The tacit indictment 
of the Committee once again puts the interrogators in the position of bad readers. They belong 
among the ranks who do not understand poems, so why ought they be censoring them?59 In 
elaborating his apologia, Hughes also tells the committee that it was an impulse to censorship 
that precipitated his disagreements with communist ideology, since “[…] the literary artist or an 
artist of any kind cannot accept outside discipline in regard to his work or outside force or 
suggestions and my understanding was the Communist party writers accepted the dictates of the 
party in regard to their work” (205). Under the circumstances, Hughes could hardly defend 
communistic ideals; what he could praise instead, however, was something like the very right to 
express contradictions, and to tolerate contradictions without interpretive (or physical) violence.  
After the private session, Hughes took the opportunity of the public hearing to address 
himself to the question of censorship. When asked if he thought his own Simple story satirizing 
HUAC should be available in American libraries abroad, he replied:  
[I think] [t]at if we wanted to look at it from the angel of freedom of the press in our 
country, and our traditional right to criticize the branches of our Government, […] then it 
would show, in my opinion, to foreign peoples, that we had freedom of the press intact, 
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that we had kept the right to satirically comment upon a committee of our Government, 
which certainly some Negro people have felt has not been very fair to them. (214)  
The Committee, as eager to ban distasteful books as the Politburo, makes its own aesthetic 
demands according to an impoverished understanding of literary form. Ultimately, this is a 
impoverishment shared by the Guggenheim Foundation and indeed all bureaucratic structures 
devoted to aesthetic production. As Hughes reminds us, politics has a way of enforcing singular 
meanings and reductive thought; as an institution heavily reliant upon the political structures of 
American modernity (i.e. American capitalism), the Guggenheim suffers from the same 
interpretive poverty.  
 As we saw with Moe’s reading of “Goodbye Christ,” a Foundation like the Guggenheim 
is both vulnerable to the political climate and unable to insulate itself from the individuals it 
sponsors. Rather than re-read, it is politically more sensible for Moe to adopt the literal, surface-
level interpretation. Hughes, on the hot seat, adopts a quasi-pedagogical manner to introduce the 
Congressional readers to the multiple meanings available to literature and to a literary mode of 
thinking. Hence a tension within the mission of literary philanthropy: between the institutional 
frame in which it occurs and the insistence upon multiplicity of meaning and interpretation that it 
effectively supports. As with people, so with poems: institutions simplify complexity, organize 
populations, direct energies. That force of the earth that reappears throughout Hughes’ work—
inherently unstable, difficult to direct, but powerful nonetheless—is the sort of force that also 
animates a foundation like the Guggenheim, which must simultaneously resist it. In short, I read 
Hughes’ own encounter with the Guggenheim as one of acquiescence and reversal: accepting the 
institution’s money and using it exactly according to the logic of freedom the institution saw 






As the first philanthropy to give money for literature, the Guggenheim experienced many 
of the political challenges that would confront its successor philanthropies in the subsequent 
decades. The Guggenheim’s inability to contain the political implications of the artwork it 
supported would be replayed in the culture wars of the 1990s, when conservative ire was directed 
at the National Endowment for the Arts program and the politically fraught work to it which it 
attached itself through the bond of money. The same sort of institutional hazard and need for risk 
management would guide the decisions of the PEN American Center as well as (to a lesser 
extent) the grantmaking of the MacArthur Foundation. All of these organizations, by virtue of 
supporting literature and staking their legitimacy as civic institutions on the need for democratic 
free expression, tacitly endorsed political projects, albeit as mostly silent institutional authorities. 
In the case of the Guggenheim’s grants for White and Hughes, this was the project of African 
American civil rights, and in a style that transcended the New Negro movement’s modest goal of 
humanizing black Americans for white audiences. Despite the institution’s tacit aim of 
supporting depoliticized representations of black subjectivity, the rhetoric of freedom on which 
its ideology depended also meant accepting the freedom of its artists to determine for themselves 
the direction of their work.  
Walter White’s grant came at a crucial turning point in his career, poised between literary 
expression and institutional politics. Pursuing the art vs. propaganda binary to its logical ends, he 
dissolved the two altogether and embraced a unity of purpose between his art and his political 
goals. Not coincidentally, institutional struggle turned out to be both politically effective—
securing genuine political gains for some African Americans—while also requiring a pragmatics 





liberal consensus according to which economics becomes politically unspeakable. Hughes, on 
the other hand, renounced his overtly leftist politics, but even that renunciation is legible as part 
of a larger political project which comes into full relief against the backdrop of the Cox Probe 
and HUAC hearings. His encounters with the Guggenheim Foundation, importantly, bring into 
relief the continuities between Hughes’ early poetry and prose and his mid-career leftist turn. 
The political orientation toward labor may be more direct, but the underlying resources of 
rhythm and imagery show Hughes’ attempting to generalize the perspective of African American 
suffering. They pursued different means, but both artists, to differing degrees, embraced the 
political consequences of projects that could exploit the ambiguity of literary meaning and 
maximize the profit, as it were, of institutional support. In a discursive realm in which 
representing the material lived conditions of black life is propaganda, and representing 
transcendent racial difference is art, they both sought to dissolve and undo the opposition and, in 
so doing, revealed the ways in which institutions as such inevitably fail to police the boundaries 
of politics and art alike.  
As a practical matter, meanwhile, the Guggenheim accelerated the work of forging 
connections and nodes of prestige to structure the literary economy. Bringing key figures in the 
publishing industry together with patrons and artists alike, the Foundation was becoming a 
career-maker in its own right. Moe, as I’ve already pointed out, became the indispensable touch 
stone for the next generation of philanthropic institutions, consulting with others on the 
Guggenheim’s funding model and eventually serving briefly with the NEH. In the next chapters, 
I’ll start to explore how the postwar institutional landscape adapted to these new networks of 
influence. The PEN American Center took up the Guggenheims’ commitment to the freedom of 





them in the process a platform through which to channel the prestige of their literary work 
towards concrete political ends. We’ll also see how the NEA Literature program would embrace 
the funding mechanisms the Guggenheim introduced in order to use cultural philanthropy as an 
integral part of building a national identity for a diverse and disparate nation. This philanthropic 
style would reach its apotheosis in the MacArthur Foundation, which consulted with the 
Guggenheim Foundation to determine the best way to endow American genius and generate a 



















Chapter 2: Brotherhood of the PEN: Philip Roth and the American Pen 
Center (1925-1985) 
 In June of 1981, the theater critic Richard Gilman gave an address to the assembled 
writers and fellow travelers of the Poets Essayists Novelists (PEN) American Center to 
inaugurate his presidency. His task in the speech was to express the goals and aspirations of the 
non-profit human rights organization that had positioned itself for decades as a defender of free 
speech around the world, most notably by launching publicity campaigns on behalf of writers 
jailed in communist Eastern Europe. Gilman argued that for American writers, who confront not 
outraged cultural ministers but apathetic consumers, PEN serves as a site of resistance to the 
utilitarianism of the market. “At a moment when both political and economic pressures in this 
country act against the spirit,” Gilman remarked,  
squeezing out the spirit, one might say, making the very words “spiritual,” “intellectual,” 
“esthetic” seem more and more archaic, remnants of a humanistic age before the bottom 
line became sovereign, at such a moment I don’t think it too much to say that an 
organization like PEN can become both a rallying point and a source of important action. 
It can have both symbolic and practical weight. By serving disinterestedly the cause of 
literature PEN can do what it has increasingly done in recent years—move against the 
barriers to freedom, against oppression—and it can do something else: it can come to 
represent, more fully than before, an alternative to rapacity, to the utilitarian ethic… 
Gilman uses the Kantian language of aesthetic disinterestedness—the immunity of art from use 
or profit—to point out a continuity between PEN’s domestic and international roles. 
“Oppression” abroad, he suggests, has its counterpart in the “rapacity” and “Utilitarian ethic” 





pursuits that distract from the financial bottom line. Gilman offers optimism that the illusions 
generated by capitalism are susceptible to critique, challenge, and organized “action.” PEN, as an 
institution aimed at bringing together writers into a political community, becomes the focal point 
of a larger struggle on behalf of American letters and aesthetic value. 
This argument nicely distills the mission and self-conception of the PEN American 
Center since its founding in the 1920s. Like other presidents before him—from Jerzy Kosinski 
(1973-75) to Bernard Malamud (1979-1981)—Gilman presents the organization as a bulwark 
against censorship from the left (Soviet Russia) and the right (free market capitalism). PEN’s 
understanding of freedom, in other words, has its origins in a certain conception of literature and 
the imagination, with neither term reducible to a strict use- or exchange-value. As a part of 
American civil society like the Guggenheim before it, the PEN center also served as a site to 
bring together disparate individuals, most of whom work and live in solitude, and give them an 
institutional identity that transcends their labor. The organization thus draws on the spiritual 
qualities of aesthetic experience and aims to give it an institutional shape and political efficacy. 
To put it in sociological terms, PEN exists to convert the symbolic capital of writers (their 
reputations and the socially recognized value of their art) into a kind of political capital (the 
ability to influence the course of human events and the distribution of power). 
PEN, in other words, is to a certain extent parasitic on the reputation and implied moral 
authority of its members, which means it is deeply bound up in the literary prestige economy. As 
if to emphasize this fact, Gilman’s prepared remarks in the PEN archives come with a strange 
sort of title, written and underlined in red pencil: “Nathan Zuckerman hot water.” As a title for 
the speech—though it’s unclear if it is a title—the line is surprisingly apposite. Nathan 





published Zuckerman Unbound (1981), which Gilman himself had reviewed in the pages of the 
Nation shortly before the PEN event (“My Life as a Writer”). In his review, Gilman criticizes 
Roth for writing a self-indulgent book in which “he doesn’t do much with the novel’s main 
theme, which is, or should be, what it’s like to be famous.” He also points to the novel’s 
haphazard construction—with underutilized characters such as Alvin Pepler or Caesara 
O’Shea—and the way it flirts with autobiography, failing in the process to arrive at a profound 
investigation of authorship in postwar America. “Roth seems to me to be fulfilling an obligation 
to write another novel, the next one,” he concluded, “and to have started with a creative idea, 
faltered, then filled out the book with some odds and ends of personal experience, perhaps taking 
care of some unfinished emotional business.”  
 As he assumed the presidency of an organization built upon the celebrity of its members, 
Gilman was reviewing a book all about the dynamics of authorial celebrity in postwar America. 
Indeed, halfway through Zuckerman Unbound, Roth even mocks the PEN American Center itself 
and the self-seriousness of its defense of freedom. Confronted with a rabid fan and worried of a 
Sirhan Sirhan-style assassination attempt on his newly famous self, Zuckerman imagines 
pleading with his would-be attacker by demonstrating his value to society with “all the good 
deeds he did at the PEN Club. Oh, Madam, if only you knew the real me! Don’t shoot! I am a 
serious writer as well as one of the boys!” (88) Roth’s irony points our attention to a question 
haunting both the history of the PEN Center and the structure of the Zuckerman novels more 
generally: what is imaginative literature good for outside of the perverse mechanisms of 
exchange and celebrity? 
The archival happenstance of Gilman’s Zuckerman-titled speech opens up a problem for 





career and fiction. As we’ll see, Roth’s brief and fraught relationship with the PEN Center—his 
“good deeds”—encapsulates both the advantages and the drawbacks of an institution such as 
PEN. While it helped to focalize a defense of aesthetic value in the face of consumer capital, 
market censorship, and government censorship alike, PEN’s bureaucracy became alienating and 
the increasingly powerful prestige economy submerged the institution in the currents of finance 
and celebrity. Roth’s own celebrity was the product of a publishing economy increasingly geared 
towards making and marketing bestsellers. His Zuckerman Bound trilogy and epilogue became 
the vehicle for his interrogation into the value of art in American consumer capitalism and the 
relative power of institutions and the individual imagination. Despite his hostility to PEN’s 
bureaucracy and the “world of Total Entertainment,” his work suggests the pragmatic benefit of 
institutions in an atomized and fractured American society poised between philistine 
consumerism at home and Soviet-style censorship abroad. 
In what follows, then, I move between an institutional history of PEN and a close reading 
of those Roth novels which most intensely engage with the problems of authorship, the market, 
and literary celebrity. My argument has four parts: an opening discussion of Roth’s activities on 
behalf of PEN in the 1970s with an introduction to PEN’s early history, goals, and reputation; an 
analysis of Roth’s Zuckerman Bound trilogy in which I show how Roth’s irony nonetheless 
points to political stakes behind aesthetic creation in consumer society; an analysis of PEN’s 
later attempts to weld aesthetic education and political action within the bounds of Cold War 
geopolitics; and finally a reading of The Prague Orgy alongside PEN’s growing financialization 
in the post-Cold War era. In part I argue that Roth’s novels cannot be read apart from his 
internationalist impulses evident in his involvement with PEN and Eastern European writers. 





activity and remind readers of the political stakes of writing, which requires a certain kind of 
freedom to create and to read. I also argue that organizations such as PEN are central for 
understanding the role of institutions in postwar American literature: they serve as a means to 
transmute the cultural capital of literature into political capital that might channel social energies 
into political activity and statements about how best to organize American communities. While 
Roth is principally interested in the individually transformative power of art, he’s also a kind of 
pragmatist who recognizes the utility of institutions in enabling even isolated authors to engage 
in collective projects that effect transformations beyond the individual.60 
Institutional Hazard 
At first blush, it is surely perverse to try to discuss Roth’s relationship with politics, since 
in his fiction and life he refused the self-seriousness of political engagement à la Susan Sontag 
and others associated with PEN. Indeed, Irving Howe’s famous 1972 critique of Roth in 
Commentary (“Philip Roth Reconsidered”) was, as Michael Kimmage points out, effectively an 
indictment of the perceived apolitical self-indulgence in Roth’s work (22). When Howe 
described Portnoy (and thus Roth) as a character “crying out to be left alone, to be released from 
the claims of distinctiveness and the burdens of the past, so that, out of his own nothingness, he 
may create himself as a “human being,”” he was condemning Roth for using certain Jewish 
themes but trying to avoid any political grounding. This changed with Roth’s Americana-
drenched works of the 1990s and early 2000s, whose political seriousness was overt enough to 
draw the attention of American studies scholars. But as Kimmage notes in the context of Roth’s 
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relationship with Newark, “a gradually intensifying engagement with the past drew Roth towards 
politics without making him a political writer. Instead, it solidified his status as a civic novelist, a 
writer with a strong sense of community and an interrelated reluctance to write partisan 
literature” (23). 
More recently, scholars have begun to note the extent to which Roth’s “sense of 
community” was international in scope. Brian Goodman’s work on Philip Roth and 
Czechoslovakia shows the extent to which Roth’s experience with Eastern Europe and its writers 
influenced his “counter-realist” fictional experiments from the Zuckerman Trilogy through 
Sabbath’s Theater. In assuming editorship of the Penguin series “Writers from the Other 
Europe,” Goodman argues, Roth “was also proposing a new transnational context in which his 
evolving work might be read” (735). I would add that the transnational context is significant not 
only for understanding Roth’s formal experiments, but also for recognizing the role of 
institutional forces in mediating between national contexts. In the interlude that forms the object 
of this chapter, Roth partnered with the philanthropic organization PEN to channel money from 
American writers to Czech authors who were working as laborers, desperately poor and unable 
to support their families. While the project was shortlived and basically successful, conflicts 
emerged between PEN and Roth as his individual ambitions butted up against the imperatives of 
the bureaucracy. Exposed to what I’ll call “institutional hazard”—the unforeseen and unexpected 
contaminations that attend institutional affiliations—Roth had every reason to despise PEN as a 
petty bureaucratic morass that any writer would want to avoid. And yet, as we’ll see, the 
encounter with PEN was significant for making painfully clear both the limitations of 





According to his own account in a 1977 letter to PEN’s Executive Secretary, Roth 
conceived of the plan to help Czech writers after his first few visits to Prague in 1972 and 
1973.61 He was “on a vacation and had gone to Prague looking for Kafka,” as he put it later (“My 
Life as a Writer”), and in the city he was met and feted by a circle of dissident writers organized 
by the novelist Ivan Klíma, who served as Roth’s unofficial guide to the unofficial cultural life of 
the city that, just a few years earlier, in 1968, had suffered violent Soviet oppression that ended 
the reform efforts of Alexander Dubcek.62 The Prague Spring, as the brief window of relative 
liberalization is known, came about through a series of small but significant reforms to 
government censorship laws and an increased emphasis on consumer goods. When the Soviets 
recognized the consequences of a loss of communist bloc cohesion, however, Brezhnev 
intervened to dismantle Dubcek’s government in favor of a regime that would more aggressively 
toe the Soviet ideological line. For the writers and intellectuals who associated themselves with 
the reformist movement, meanwhile, the repercussions were severe, leading to unemployment 
and regular harassment by the secret police.63 
                                                          
61 This account is expanded somewhat in Claudia Roth Pierpont’s journalistic biography, and Roth addresses it in 
more detail in a New York Times interview, “My Life as a Writer.” Pierpont talks about Roth in Eastern Europe, but 
the account has notable discrepancies with the archival record. For instance, Pierpont claims that the Czech transfers 
lasted for a few years, but there is no evidence of their duration beyond 1974 and the way the dates work out, it 
seems implausible for the project to have been of longer duration.   
62 For more on the history see Kieran William’s The Prague Spring and its Aftermath: Czechoslovak politics, 1968-
1970.  
63 For writers in Czechoslovakia, one’s livelihood could only be guaranteed by membership in the Writer’s Union 
and intensive censorship meant that there could only be one “authorized” form of representation. Known as 
“socialist realism,” the officially sanctioned aesthetic works were most often uncomplicated romances involving 
industrial production and unquestioningly patriotic heroes and heroines who lived entirely for the Party and the 
cause of socialism. The novels and poetry of socialist realism, in other words, ran exactly counter to the aesthetic 
standards of Western modernism, which demolished any boundary between the everyday and the obscene, the 
speakable and the unspeakable, even as it often presented a view of the human condition as a meaningless, 
bewildering series of absurd interactions within a vast, modernized, bureaucratic state. There could be no existential 
anomie for socialist realism, just as there could be no honesty about sexual relations or class divisions within a 
supposedly “classless” society, and certainly no politically ambiguous content that might tend towards skepticism of 
official authority. It was the combination of aesthetic aspiration, social repression, and poverty in Prague that 
encouraged Roth to get involved and leverage his position as a writer for the benefit of other writers who did not 






Roth’s foray into international philanthropy came through the personalized network of 
contacts he had developed in America and abroad. The plan to help Czech writers originated 
with Klíma, who asked Roth if he or his American friends might contribute money to improve 
their circumstances.64 For the Czech writers, who in 1974 were in a state “wearier and less 
hopeful” (Roth to Vonnegut letter) than they were upon Roth’s previous visit in 1973, the 
contribution that Roth solicited—$600, around $3000 today—was substantial. And it came from 
a network of American authors who were friends or acquaintances of Roth, including William 
Styron, Kurt Vonnegut, John Updike, and even his critical nemesis Irving Howe.65 The project 
was further enabled by Roth’s personal connection with Jerzy Kosinski, who in 1973 had 
become the President of the American PEN Center, an autonomous chapter of the PEN 
International, which was originally founded in England in 1921. From its conception to 
implementation, then, Roth’s philanthropic efforts followed from his personal relationships and 
were motivated by personal—as opposed to abstract or political—sympathies for the condition of 
like-minded male writers. 
The American PEN Center worked under the aegis of the International PEN, which was 
itself a product of the optimistic internationalism of the 1920s. PEN was the brainchild of the 
Cornish novelist and poet C.A. Dawson Scott, who began the organization with help from H.G. 
Wells as a loose club of writers with a high-minded goal: to use literature as the foundation for 
an international humanism. The organization’s primary goal, as enshrined in the first principle of 
                                                          
criteria for entry were quite different—one was a tool for dispensing political favors and power, the other for joining 
other writers committed to literature, expression, etc.  
64 As he later wrote to a PEN official who complained about the limited and arbitrary selection of recipients for 
donations, Roth unabashedly acknowledged that the selection was personal: “Although I recognize that there are 
hundreds of Czech intellectuals in need of support (as well as thousands of others elsewhere in the world), I have 
chosen to do what I can for those I know rather than spread my efforts thinly over a larger area” (Letter to 
Doolaard). 
65 Howe even sent another $600 check, unsolicited, to PEN to help the writers because he believed so passionately in 





PEN’s Charter, was to promote communication between nations: “Literature knows no frontiers 
and must remain common currency among people in spite of political or international 
upheavals.” Literature’s common currency came from its trans-cultural (and thus trans-national) 
representations of human experience, in which every human being has some stake. As a later 
PEN President put it, “The right of the creative artist to be completely free in his expression is 
not more important today than it has been in the past. It has always been basic to human dignity 
and human necessity, and it is a right which the P.E.N. was founded to affirm” (B.J. Chute 
speech, 1959). PEN thus sought to bind the world together under a common respect for human 
dignity by using writers as ambassadors of understanding, in touch with experiences and a 
perception of life that go as far beyond politics and contingency as to be basically timeless. 
Several American writers, including Alexander Black, Kate Douglas Wiggin, and 
Maxwell Aley, founded their own American chapter of PEN in 1922 (Marchette Chute 5).66 The 
organization was very much ad hoc, without a clear hierarchy, structure, or mission statement. In 
its early years it was basically a club, a loose association of writers who might get together once 
in a while and talk about art or culture or the international scene. Admission to the group 
depended only on the ability to pay dues, which were $5 a year during the 1920s and served as 
the sole economic support for the Center’s activities. Humble though it was, the American PEN 
played a crucial role in launching the International PEN by hosting the first International 
Congress in New York City in 1924, an event that served as a prototype of the many congresses 
to follow. Writers from around the world—representatives of various national PEN Centers—
convened to hear lectures from the likes of Jules Romains and Anton Chehkov’s widow, as well 
                                                          
66 As Marchette Chute notes in his hagiographic overview of American PEN’s history, there were two rival 
American PENs created independently, which were soon merged into one—it was quite an impromptu organization 





as to engage in panel discussions about literature (8). This was also the event at which the 
members formulated the basic rules governing the organization, especially the third item on what 
would become the PEN Charter: “Members of the P.E.N. will at all times use what influence 
they have in favour of good understanding and mutual respect between nations” (12). As H.G. 
Wells explained in a letter to the prospective members of a Soviet PEN Center (which, alas, 
never came into existence), one important condition for a country to open its own PEN center 
would be that it remain “a self-governing body entirely independent of any government or 
official control” (qtd.19). The common basis of affiliation would instead be the autonomy of the 
imagination itself, the immunity of creativity from the demands of power.  
 Beyond an abstract commitment to free speech and the brotherhood of nations, the 
precise purpose and duties of the PEN American Center were not clear. Unlike the Guggenheim 
Foundation, which used a corporate structure to disburse a massive endowment, the PEN at first 
had a much smaller institutional form, which was fitting since its main activities consisted of 
social networking through lectures and cocktail parties. To some observers it was nothing more 
than a supper club of cosmopolitans and leftists, and in America no less, a country which, as 
Sinclair Lewis remarked at a 1930 PEN event honoring his receipt of the Nobel Prize for 
Literature, had no great love of art. “I shall list for you the important things in America,” Lewis 
said to an assembled crowd of writers and journalists. “First there is business; the Great God 
Business. The manufacturer of a carburetor is manifestly more important than any manufacturer 
of poetry” (qtd. 21). In the same speech, Lewis chastises not America for paying its writers too 
little heed, but the writers themselves, who “do not always take our own works seriously.” “What 
poet,” he asked, “is so brave that he would stand before a great carburetor manufacturer and 





 “God forbid!” rejoined an editorial response to Sinclair in the New York Herald Tribune. 
Articulating a theory of art thoroughly imbued with an aesthetic of disinterestedness, the author 
continued: “Great literature is not written by men who study their ages, diagnose its weaknesses 
and set out to cure them by what the Germans call Tendenz-romanen [sic]… Great Literature 
arises out of the unconscious souls of men and women who cannot help writing what they write 
and as they write.” Art is the product of uncontrollable daemonic impulses, nothing so base and 
vulgar as interest in the present, in politics, in social life, or in history: “[Literature] boils up out 
of the unplumbed depths of artists’ souls without compulsion and almost without direction, out 
of an inner necessity which its own creator cannot wholly harness or understand.” We might take 
this as an axiomatic expression of the aesthetic doctrine that, as we’ll see, animates the young 
Zuckerman of The Ghost Writer (hereafter GW). At the same time, the author underlines Lewis’ 
central point: for most Americans, literature has nothing to do with business or politics, and 
indeed, its “seriousness” depends on remaining immune from social contamination. 
 For its first several decades, the American PEN weathered much similar abuse for its 
aspirations to transcend nationality in the name of art. A TIME article from 1939, for example, 
derided “its decorous, softspoken, ineffectual existence passing futile resolutions and trying to 
make next year’s meeting better than the last.” Critiquing the group on grounds that run opposite 
to the criticism from nine years before, the author continues: “Nations might rise or fall, 
populations perish, wars rage, but P. E. N. merely raised its penciled eyebrows, insisted that the 
writer’s business is to write and that writing is a world by itself.” The occasion of TIME’s scorn 
was a World Congress of Writers hosted alongside the New York World’s Fair in 1939. At the 
three-day event, writers including André Maurois, Thomas Mann, Dorothy Thompson, and more 





and rise in nationalist rhetoric, PEN’s refusal to align with any specific set of national interests 
made it suspect, as did the fact that it fell on the wrong side of the art/reality divide that Sinclair 
Lewis, for one, derided as an illusion of capitalist exchange. Either they were apolitical aesthetes 
because they wanted to avoid corrosive nationalism, or they were naïve leftists who were better 
off with sticking to apolitical artistic games. 
I pause, here, on this criticism of PEN because it is a relevant question on what ground 
the writers staked their legitimacy in discussions of politics, when the organization itself was at 
least partially intended as a move beyond national politics altogether. This ground, for many 
members, was the moral weight of creativity itself, a generative quality without a specific end-
goal that defined itself as opposed to such teleological designs. As EM Forster remarked at a 
PEN event in 1944: “We stand for the creative impulse which existed before nationality was 
invented, and which will continue to exist when that dubious invention has been scrapped” 
(Forster speech). Or, to quote later remarks by Lyndon Johnson at an event for the later National 
Council for the Arts that were highlighted in a 1965 PEN grant application to the Ford 
Foundation, “I believe that a world of creation and thought is at the very core of all civilization, 
and that our civilization will largely survive in the work of our creations […] Right now, the men 
of affairs are struggling to catch up to the insights of great art. The stakes may well be the 
survival of our entire society.” In public utterances, in other words, the organization’s champions 
saw its legitimacy as based in an abstract capacity to express ideas in a register and vocabulary 
that goes beyond temporal and political demands, speaking to the future and the past as much as 
the concerns of the present. The paradox, as we’ll see, is that PEN as an institution sought to 





While the typical approach of PEN’s detractors was to describe it as either overly 
invested in politics or criminally negligent of politics, PEN itself remained a pragmatic coalition 
of working writers. It was irrelevant, from this perspective, that many of PEN’s authors wrote 
explicitly for market tastes: co-founder Kate Douglas Wiggin, for example, was most famous for 
her bestselling children’s book Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm, 1903. The writers had no uniform 
ideology or political stance, and while some of its writers (like Lewis) were manifestly political 
in writing and in deed, the organization was bound together by the prestige of writing and the 
imagination. To use a different vocabulary, writing furnished cultural capital that could form the 
basis of a larger organized movement which would, for its entire history, hold to the freedom of 
expression as its centerpiece. The notion of cultural capital, of course, comes from Pierre 
Bourdieu, particularly the 1986 essay “The Forms of Capital” in which he lays out a typology of 
cultural capital (embodied, objectified, and institutionalized)67 and its attendant social capital. 
Bourdieu, for his part, developed the notion of cultural capital as a conceptual tool to understand 
the transmission of class privileges attached to education. The term capital is itself only partially 
a metaphor, since the non-material nature of cultural capital derives, ultimately, from a greater 
concentration of real capital, i.e. money. As Bourdieu puts it, “the structure of the field, i.e., the 
unequal distribution of capital, is the source of the specific effects of capital, i.e., the 
appropriation of profits and the power to impose the laws of functioning of the field most 
favorable to capital and its reproduction.” Capital becomes a tool for the maintenance of a 
particular social order, involving as well the construction of disciplines and institutions to erect 
                                                          
67 Cultural capital comes “in the embodied state, i.e., in the form of long-lasting dispositions of the mind and body; 
in the objectified state, in the form of cultural goods (pictures, books, dictionaries, instruments, machines, etc.), 
which are the trace or realization of theories or critiques of these theories, problematics, etc.; and in the 
institutionalized state, a form of objectification which must be set apart because, as will be seen in the case of 






barriers to the attainment of socially legitimated forms of knowledge. This is because “any given 
cultural competence […] derives a scarcity value from its position in the distribution of cultural 
capital and yields profits of distinction for its owner.” From this emerges the entire cultural 
game, according to Bourdieu, which is a perpetual see-saw between scarcity and abundance, with 
radical new inventions capitalizing on their own novelty and producing institutional frames 
around themselves.68  
While Bourdieu developed the term to understand inequalities in the distribution of 
cultural capital that stem from the unequal distribution of economic capital, cultural capital is not 
synonymous with exploitation. The term can be more usefully understood as prestige that, rightly 
or wrongly, leads to effects in the world through its continuity with social capital (which I am 
calling political capital). “Social capital,” Bourdieu writes, “is the aggregate of the actual or 
potential resources which are linked to possession of a durable network of more or less 
institutionalized relationships of mutual acquaintance and recognition.” This network then 
“provides each of its members with the backing of the collectivity-owned capital, a ‘credential’ 
which entitles them to credit, in the various senses of the word.” PEN was created, in this sense, 
to make a “durable network” and offer a social “backing” for otherwise isolated and powerless 
writers. The “credit” of a PEN membership, by turn, comes from the prestige of writing, which is 
                                                          
68 Bourdieu is careful to point out that the true connection between economic and cultural capital is forged “through 
the mediation of the time needed for acquisition.” For the individual, it is a question of having enough time to spend 
on education, as opposed to some other activity that the individual would otherwise depends upon to fulfill the basic 
necessities of life. The education process, meanwhile, creates another individual whose livelihood or place in the 
field of production will remain firmly invested in the body of knowledge that she has taken the time to master. This 
then becomes further institutionalized through structures that confer degrees and construct hierarchies of 
competencies to indicate true mastery of some knowledge. “With the academic qualification, a certificate of cultural 
competence which confers on its holder a conventional, constant, legally guaranteed value with respect to culture, 
social alchemy produces a form of cultural capital which has a relative autonomy vis-à-vis its bearer and even vis-à-
vis the cultural capital he effectively possesses at a given moment in time.” It is this process, that allows for precise 
equivalences between economic and cultural capital, which would be roughly equal to the amount of money 






itself rooted, ultimately, in both the educational system that teaches writing, and more 
problematically the effects of reading as such and the pleasures or imaginative freedom that it 
affords.69 In practice, then, PEN offers an institutional credential to its writer-members, just as it 
upholds the rights of authorship, grants writers space to organize, and provides a bureaucratic 
apparatus to direct their disparate energies.   
In theory, it’s just the sort of thing to make modern writers suspicious. As solitary 
laborers whose work in the modern context is significant to the extent that it sets them apart from 
other writers, writing and organization are not obviously reconcilable. And there were plenty of 
reasons writers might resist an organization like PEN, as Cynthia Ozick pointed out in a 1973 
letter to Philip Roth: “a writers’ organization is supposed to be “different’ –not air but something 
like love: of clarity, of staying close to the middle reality of things, of clearing away the shit. 
Still, it is an organization.” Writing shortly after their mutual friend Jerzy Kosinski became 
president of PEN, Ozick criticized its model of authorly solidarity:   
I’m still taking it in that Jerzy, that arch-anti-bureaucrat, contemptuous altogether of 
Organization (his dirtiest word is “collective”), is now President Jerzy. Like you, he’s 
unbelievably generous toward other writers (and is a secret philanthropist), and no 
slightest sniff of crap escapes him; somehow I can’t believe he’s taken this on without a 
trace of mockery. What’s PEN but Monday cocktail parties where you pay for your 
drink? And an occasional letter about writers in prison? Of course you don’t belong to 
                                                          
69 PEN could be understood as a professional organization geared to the protection of certain class privileges, and 
thus as a tool of the ruling class that exploits aesthetic experience to undergird an insidious program of cultural 
pacification. To accept such a claim, however, would be to reduce aesthetics to mere pathology, which flies in the 
face of historical and experiential evidence. Added to this is the fact that the art that this privileged class produces is, 
more often than not, expressly anti-bourgeois and anti-market. To maintain a purely negative argument about PEN 







PEN; for a second that was a surprise to hear; and then it wasn’t. What would happen 
would only be that wherever you stood, a crowd would come. (Ozick to Roth, 1973)70  
Ozick’s disbelief at Kosinski’s new role with PEN underlines the paradox of what PEN was 
trying to accomplish as a kind of union or social organization for writers. There is first the 
obvious tension between individualist, solitary writers and bureaucracy and organization. What’s 
more, for a famous author like Roth, there’s little payoff in joining since the organization would 
be parasitic upon his fame while also hindering his preference for “secret philanthropy.” For the 
vast majority of lesser-known writers, on the other hand, the organization can help make up for 
their obscurity. But this cynical reading only works if we follow the cynical Bourdieuvian 
approach and reduce the profession to a series of self-interested moves within the field of power. 
The more interesting point I want to make here is that, cost-benefit calculus aside, the PEN 
approach to writerly solidarity in a sense modernizes the Romantic conception of individual 
genius and authorship (for more on which see chapter 4), and tries to make an institution out of 
individuals.  
 In so doing, moreover, the organization did indeed manage to increase the influence and 
practical power even of a celebrity writer like Roth, who, after some persuasion by Kosinski, 
joined forces with PEN. With Klíma’s hope of raising money in mind, Roth approached PEN to 
create the Ad Hoc Czech Fund, in effect turning the social institution into a philanthropic one 
(though philanthropy as always part of PEN’s mission, but on a much smaller and more ad hoc 
scale than the Guggenheim’s, for example). The key asset that PEN possessed was a special tax-
exempt status courtesy of the United States government, which in effect gave the transfer of 
money from the US to Czechoslovakia an official, government-sanctioned imprimatur. Adding 
                                                          





to the suspense was the fact that the transfer had to be reasonably secret, lest the Czech 
authorities find out. So Roth accepted checks from Styron, Howe, and other American writers 
and sent the money along to Eastern Europe in the form of exotic “Tuzex crowns,” a type of 
mail-order financial product that Czech expats often sent to relatives back home. As Roth vividly 
recounted, he sent the money through a Czech vendor named Mr. Alés, who was “deaf, speaks 
little English,” and with a store that “makes the Old Curiosity Shop look like the operating room 
at Mt. Sinai” (Roth to Mendlesohn letter, p. 3-4). While Mr. Alés sent off the crowns, Roth 
would eat at a nearby Greek restaurant, a process that Roth repeated over the course of several 
months until all the money was distributed.71 
As he later reported to PEN, it was a one-off, a successfully concluded project that had 
the desired effect of lightening the daily burden on Czech writers such as Klíma and others who 
had been forbidden to make a living by their writing. Roth’s formal association with PEN more 
or less ended there in 1974. But here’s where the story gets more interesting: Roth’s efforts to 
raise funds for the Czech writers thrust him in the middle of a bureaucratic power match. PEN’s 
institutional imperatives meant balancing the needs of its members, its moral response to 
injustice and repression around the world, as well as the pragmatic political considerations that 
came from being implicitly aligned with the United States government. As a bewildered Roth 
confronted these political niceties, he experienced firsthand the advantages and limitations of 
institutions becoming involved in matters of aesthetics, which is inseparable from politics.  
Almost immediately upon receiving the PEN American Center’s approval for the Ad Hoc 
Fund, Roth received a letter from an International PEN official and Dutch writer, A. Den 
                                                          
71 Given Roth’s later “confession” in Operation Shylock to have worked for Mossad—a pointed joke—we might 
fruitfully explore further the role of the states and geo-political stakes in his work, along with the existential status of 





Doolaard, who chastised Roth under the guise of offering aid. Criticizing the selection of writers, 
as “far from complete” and citing “firsthand knowledge” of another six dozen writers who need 
the money more than someone like Ivan Klíma (Doolaard to Roth, July 19, 1974), he strongly 
implied that Roth was a dilettante driven more by personal ties than political or ethical concerns. 
“I hope,” Doolaard eventually concluded, “that you will agree with me that the responsibility for 
those [Czech] colleagues is first of all our [International PEN’s] baby” (Doolaard to Roth). The 
International PEN, it turned out, maintained a Writer’s Fund that it administered itself, offering 
small sums to writers facing some form of financial hardship. By interceding in their domain, 
Roth’s efforts threatened their bureaucratic purview, and what began as a good-faith attempt to 
help out some friends became an institutional power struggle. Incensed, Roth replied to the note 
with irony. “I do not […] feel,” he wrote, “that my small project and your much more ambitious 
one are in competition, or that assisting Czechs is ‘your baby’ or anyone else’s for that matter” 
(Roth to Doolaard). As opposed to the generalized, rather abstract interest of PEN as an 
institution—i.e. the promotion of the cause of free speech broadly construed—Roth located his 
contribution on a personal level: “Let me say that my limited efforts here are quite personal, 
based on several trips to Czechoslovakia and friendship with a few Czech writers” (Roth to 
Doolaard). 72 Roth emphasized a model of affiliation and solidarity through his experience and 
relationships, with PEN serving merely as a vehicle and not an agent in its own right. As small as 
                                                          
72 As he explained in a letter to Kosinski and PEN Secretary Kirsten Michalski, “immediately I found myself in the 
middle of just the sort of institutional competitiveness and wrangling that I had thought I would avoid” (Letter to 
Kosinski and Michalski). Instead of a simple managerial task, Roth encountered politics: conflicting ideas over how 
the project should be executed, conflicting responsibilities, and a host of unintended consequences. And as PEN’s 
internal correspondence shows, Roth’s project also posed a dilemma for PEN administrators, which became clear in 
an apologetic note from Michalski to Doolaard emphasizing conflicting institutional imperatives: “Inasmuch as this, 
quite frankly and confidentially, is the first time Philip Roth has lent his energies to the P.E.N., you will readily 
understand the dilemma we are facing” (Letter to Doolaard). In 1974, Philip Roth was a celebrity, and in the 
contemporary media economy, when that sort of star power comes knocking at a small organization like PEN, it is 
hard to discourage. Michalski recognized that influence and power for the organization would only come through 





the stakes were, the PEN aegis nonetheless transformed Roth’s “personal” and “limited” efforts 
into an institutional initiative.  
The squabble continued three years later when Roth received a query from PEN 
Executive Secretary Mel Mendelssohn about his activities for the Ad Hoc Czech Fund. Roth 
replied with a long letter explaining his procedures and methods, and encountered in reply 
Doolaard Part 2: Mendelssohn questioned Roth’s motives, the narrowness of the parties helped, 
and implied a general suspicion of Roth’s commitment to the promotion of free speech. “My 
most serious reservations,” Mendelssohn wrote, “have to do with the involvement of PEN in a 
fundraising effort limited to any one country at this time, especially an East European country” 
(Mendelssohn to Roth letter). Mendelssohn suggested that the writers might have been better 
chosen from South Korea, Chile, or Iran, places where “our own government is less concerned 
although the repression of writers may be even more severe.” That way, he asserted, “it would be 
perfectly clear that PEN American Center transcends cold war ‘realities’ and is more than a 
mirror of our government’s policies.” This time the problem was not so much the internal 
politics of PEN, but the global politics of the Cold War and the organization’s perceived 
alignment with a certain politicized understanding of contemporary “reality.”  
The encounter demonstrates a form of what I’ll call institutional hazard, which is the risk 
of contamination that comes with institutional relationships. We saw a form of this risk with the 
Guggenheim’s funding for Langston Hughes in Chapter 1, only Roth’s case was the reverse: 
instead of his politics tarring PEN, Roth found himself plunged into a strange form of Cold War 
political struggle. It was almost too appropriate: “All I can say,” he wrote in reply, “is that I feel 
like a character in a Milan Kundera story who has somehow wound up in the middle of a 





(Roth to Mendelssohn). Where Roth saw a personal philanthropic venture, Mendelssohn saw a 
threat to the legitimacy of an institution that explicitly disclaimed national politics. Institutional 
actors thus become both more and less than individuals: while able to claim various exemptions 
in the eyes of the state and thus free to exercise broader influence, each individual within the 
organization subordinates his or her will to the will of the bureaucracy. In this case PEN offered 
an exchange of individual degrees of freedom for socially acknowledged power.  
PEN as an institution collates the prestige of all the writers that sign on board, 
assimilating the more general cultural prestige of the writer in 20th century American society. It 
then channels their common vocation into practical effects in the world and some modicum of 
social power. In other words, it strives to concretize the abstract promises of literature’s “value” 
by converting cultural capital into political capital, the cost of which is opening up agents to 
political disputes and forms of institutional hazard.73 What makes this short vignette in Roth’s 
career so useful for my purposes is that it reveals both the virtues and limitations of institutions 
involved with art and literature. PEN sought, in other words, to change the meaning of American 
authorship by joining authors together and giving them a non-profit, governmentally sanctioned 
site to pool their abilities and reputations.  
I want to further suggest that this vignette together with PEN’s history focalizes questions 
of art, money, and politics in ways that are quite relevant for reading Roth’s most sustained 
interrogation of authorship, the Zuckerman Bound trilogy and epilogue. There, the hero shuttles 
between the romantic ideal of heroic artistic creation and the experience of literary celebrity with 
                                                          
73 Bourdieu points out an instructive tension between the aesthetic and the economic: there is a clash between the 
extremes of “economism, which, on the grounds that every type of capital is reducible in the last analysis to 
economic capital, ignores what makes the specific efficacy of the other types of capital,” and its opposite 
“semiologism […] which reduces social exchanges to phenomena of communication and ignores the brutal fact of 
universal reducibility to economics.” In other words, critical debates are torn between the economic side of things 
and the aesthetic, which has more to do with the ineffable relationships between individuals that, by sheer 





its sexual and economic rewards. The tension between his early aestheticism, feverish 
imagination, and brute reality extends over the four novels, which move from Zuckerman’s 
artistic apprenticeship (Ghost Writer) to literary celebrity (Zuckerman Unbound) to a repudiation 
of authorship (Anatomy Lesson) to literary good works (Prague Orgy). In writing fiction that 
consistently mirrors autobiography, melding fact with invention, Zuckerman loses touch with 
what he calls “the vrai” and joins the generalized hysteria of American postwar life. The reward 
is imaginative freedom and a will to offend and transgress—a goal that PEN, institutionally, 
defended as a basic human right. But the maintenance of rights, as Zuckerman discovers, 
depends not only on good will but on the power of institutions to defend them. The education in 
“reality” that Roth acquired through his trips to Prague and his subsequent efforts to help Czech 
writers culminates in the Prague Orgy with a new understanding of the relationship between art 
and politics and the role of institutions in creating or destroying the conditions of possibility for 
free expression.  
Unreal Freedom 
Zuckerman Bound is a veritable catalogue of ways of being a writer in America. 
Beginning with The Ghost Writer (1979), the novels move from the first stirrings of Nathan 
Zuckerman’s authorial vocation to the heights of his celebrity to a painful examination of 
the costs of self-revelation in fiction, ending with a strange coda on perverted authorship in 
Prague. At the heart of the trilogy is an evolving debate about the form, function, and ethics 
of novels and novel-writing. The leap from New York to Eastern Europe within the 
timeframe of the novels (1950s, 1969, 1973, and the late 1970s respectively) also coincided 
with Roth’s own trips to Czechoslovakia and his work with PEN, which becomes obvious in 





New Jersey to New York to Prague, Roth also stages a debate about the purpose and value 
of imaginative literature in the 20th century. One of the more perverse kunstlerromane in the 
American canon, at its heart ZB dramatizes a confrontation between a high modernist 
aesthetic ideology and the idiosyncrasies of the American market. At stake, centrally, are 
two questions: what does it mean to be a writer in America (entertainer, comedian, prophet, 
salesman?), and how is an American author supposed to use the incredible freedom that the 
market for fiction seems to allow? 
In The Ghost Writer, a 23 year-old Zuckerman in the mid-1950s is invited to the 
isolated New Hampshire home of the celebrated Jewish author E.I. Lonoff, an obsessive and 
hermetic artist who has pruned his life of distractions. For decades Lonoff has lived in 
solitude with his lonely WASP wife Hope, and achieved a modernist synthesis of art and 
existence that Zuckerman will come to describe as a “terrible triumph”: “the man, his 
destiny, and his work—all one” (73). Complicating things is the mysterious Amy Bellette, a 
former student of Lonoff’s who may or may not be his lover, and—as Zuckerman 
fantasizes—who may or may not be the living Anne Frank. At this stage in Zuckerman’s 
life, he is trying to figure out what sort of novelist he wants to be: a Flaubertian hermit like 
Lonoff, a celebrity author like Lonoff’s competitor Felix Abravanel, a writer committed to 
defending Judaism as Zuckerman’s father hopes, or an anarchic and amoral revolutionary 
immersed in the weightless pleasures and possibilities of the market.  
 The Ghost Writer, Roth’s 9th novel, seemed to mark an even more self-reflexive turn 





origins to make money and sell books.74 The novel’s first sentence creates layers of ironic 
self-examination: 
It was the last daylight hour of a December afternoon more than twenty years ago—I was 
twenty-three, writing and publishing my first short stories, and like many a 
Bildungsroman hero before me, already contemplating my own massive 
Bildungsroman—when I arrived at his hideaway to meet the great man. (3) 
The retrospective vantage point announces a process of maturation in a self-mocking tone. In the 
course of the story, the “great man” Lonoff will turn out to be something quite different, and this 
process of disenchantment will be the subject of the Bildungsroman that the young Zuckerman 
imagines writing, which is the Bildungsroman we readers are reading. The self-consciousness 
continues in the literary theoretical register which, we soon understand, has become a native 
idiom for this “orthodox college atheist and highbrow-in-training” (11) schooled at the 
University of Chicago. The young Zuckerman is devoted to an almost religious ideal of 
authorship and lives in the anticipation of mining his experience for his future art. The encounter 
with Lonoff, however, begins a process of disenchantment, a confrontation with reality that 
teaches the unwilling student that cannibalizing life for words has its costs. 
 Zuckerman’s zeal, we learn, has recently been reconfirmed by an encounter with the 
shallowness of the publishing industry. The narrator, fresh from his “first Manhattan publishing 
party” where Lonoff’s name was “immediately disposed of by the wits on hand” (6) for his 
marriage to a New England WASP, is unsparingly critical of the complex of literary agents, 
editors, publishers, book reviewers, and academic critics who constitute the gatekeepers of 
literary culture. Lonoff’s isolated life is framed in direct contrast to the literary world, an attempt 
                                                          





to escape the ugly games of positioning and literary celebrity represented by Abravanel, who in 
person “gave the impression of being out to lunch” (39). Zuckerman wants moral seriousness, 
presence, and depth, which is why he has come “to submit myself for candidacy as nothing less 
than E.I. Lonoff’s spiritual son, to petition for his moral sponsorship and to win, if I could, the 
magical protection of his advocacy and his love” (9). Zuckerman is after a kind of wizard 
protector, a graybeard whose “magical protection,” “moral sponsorship,” and spiritual depth will 
elevate him into an adult and a proper writer.  
 What Zuckerman encounters, however, is an unhappily married man who may or may not 
be having an affair with his much younger student Amy Bellette. Zuckerman’s mingled jealousy 
and attraction towards Amy sustains an elaborate fantasy that occupies much of the novel, in 
which this rival for Lonoff’s affection is transmuted into a third famous writer, Anne Frank. The 
girl in the attic whose development as a writer “she owed […] not to any decision to sit down 
each day and try to be one but to their stifling life” (137), Frank represents a purely disinterested 
writer, one whose creative work has nothing to do with reception and everything to do with 
authentic expression. Indeed, in Zuckerman’s fantasy, it is the expression of suffering that makes 
the work: “Truly, without the terror and the claustrophobia of the achterhuis, as a chatterbox 
surrounded by friends and rollicking with laughter, free to come and go, free to clown around, 
free to pursue every last expectation, would she ever have written sentences so deft and so 
eloquent and so witty?” (137). Zuckerman’s idealizing mode sees Frank’s isolation and pain as 
the origin of her genius, giving it a motive force and a seriousness of theme—Nazis and human 
nature—that he can only dream of as a second-generation Jew from New Jersey. Questions of 





distractions and the literary market: to Zuckerman, her journal seems to speak directly and 
without mediation. 
What, the Ghost Writer asks, would happen if this archetype of the naïve and pure writer 
lived beyond the Holocaust and wound up living in the vulgar reality of everyday America? In 
Zuckerman’s imagining, Frank learns that her diary has been published and that she has created a 
major work: “…dead she had written, without meaning to or trying to, a book with the force of a 
masterpiece to make people finally see” (145-146). But here she comes upon the limits of art’s 
potential: “And when people had finally seen? When they had learned what she had the power to 
teach them, what then? Would suffering come to mean something new to them? Could she 
actually make them humane creatures for any longer than the few hours it would take to read her 
diary through?” (146) What good does this piece of authentic expression do for the world, 
particularly since the work’s aesthetic force somehow requires that the writer remain dead? In 
Zuckerman’s retelling, Anne/Amy withholds her identity so as to bolster the aesthetic power of 
her diary, to merge the writer with the work in order to maintain its moral and political force. By 
deciding to remain dead, Anne/Amy dissolves the boundaries between writer and work, resulting 
in a mythic image of pure authorship. The alternative would be to acknowledge her authorship 
and become a celebrity, the living Anne Frank, robbing the work of the dramatic irony of a final 
end and making it prosaic by virtue of her continued reality (and royalties).  
Anne Frank is thus a limit figure beyond Lonoff and Abravanel both, one who forces 
Zuckerman to confront the limitations of his acquired understanding of reading and writing. He 
will never have the pedigree of Anne Frank, but then Zuckerman wants to escape this mode of 
reading altogether, to be free of context and to write about whatever he wants to write about 





not read, like literary critics or high modernists, for transcendental meaning; they read instead for 
knowledge of the world. “People don’t read art—they read about people. And they judge them as 
such. And how do you think they will judge the people in your story, what conclusions do you 
think they will reach?” (92) This is a mode of reading quite apart from allegorical or abstract 
tools of critical thought: without a sense that a work is art (and so not merely documentary), it 
becomes functional and instrumental, a tool. The resulting transparency suggests not a higher 
message encoded through formal choices but a direct correspondence between fiction and reality. 
This correspondence makes Frank a hero but gets Zuckerman deemed an enemy of the Jews by 
the censorious Judge Wapter and eventually labeled “bastard” by his dying father.  
Zuckerman is torn, in other words, between sophisticated modernist reading and naïve 
middle-brow reading, reading for truth vs. reading for the plot. And this is precisely the gap that 
the rest of the Zuckerman Bound trilogy will exploit ruthlessly, offering a keen analysis of 
postwar American hermeneutics and the ways that people read. In GW, inevitably, this analysis 
takes a self-conscious turn as Zuckerman begins to interpret his own fantasy of Anne Frank, 
whom he has imagined spurning her still-living father for the aesthetic integrity of her diary. 
“No,” Zuckerman acknowledges, “the loving father who must be relinquished for the sake of his 
child’s art was not hers; he was mine” (168). His desire—in this case to evacuate the guilt he 
feels from the opprobrium of his father and the Judge Wapters of the world—shapes his 
imaginative process. It continues when Zuckerman fantasizes about the relationship he’ll start 
with Amy/Anne: “we’re going to be married” (158), he imagines telling his father. “Who dares 
to accuse of such unthinking crimes [i.e. the betrayal of the Jews] the husband of Anne Frank!” 
(171) The Frank story gives him the opportunity to atone for his transgression in “betraying” his 





shield, translating the diary into an instrument of defense through a process that lets Zuckerman 
have his cake and eat it too: to enjoy the moral authority of Anne Frank without having his work 
read as strictly Frankian. What he wants, in other words, is for his imagination to enjoy the same 
moral depth and respectability as Frank’s reality.  
Lonoff himself, meanwhile, goes from heroic artificer to a somewhat sad and 
disconnected tyrant. He’s not a monk of art but a living, breathing human with the same sexual 
weaknesses: “Oh, Father, is this so, were you the lover of this lovesick, worshipful, displaced 
daughter half your age? Knowing full well you’d never leave Hope? You succumbed too? Can 
that be? You?” (175) Reading Anne Frank’s diary is one thing, having sex with her another: not 
only does Lonoff pollute his hideaway by introducing a distraction, but he also erases that 
separation between art and world by becoming emphatically interested in the artwork. After his 
wife Hope makes a scene and storms out “like Tolstoy,” Lonoff’s almost absurd separation from 
the farce that is his home life gets more problematic. “I’ll be curious to see how we all come out 
someday,” he tells Zuckerman, reminding us of the first lines of the novel and Zuckerman’s will 
to convert his life into fiction. “It could be an interesting story. You’re not so nice and polite in 
your fiction …. You’re a different person” (180). The pose of the Jamesian artist is just that, a 
pose, one that wreaks havoc in Lonoff’s personal life and becomes the occasion for Zuckerman’s 
Bildungsroman. But the centerpiece of the novel is not so much Zuckerman’s instruction in 
Lonoff’s prosaic reality as his hermeneutic tutelage: who you are and how you live matter in how 
people read your work. It is an escapable aspect of capital-L Literature which one can either 
make the occasion of play (Roth’s tack) or the occasion for withdrawal and defiance (Lonoff’s).  
One of the reasons for this hermeneutic poverty, Roth suggests in the next novel, 





and the author a human commodity-equivalent: a celebrity. Upon publishing the raunchy 
bestseller Carnosvky (a thinly veiled Portnoy’s Complaint), Zuckerman has become rich, 
famous, and irreparably alienated from his family. By the end of the novel, his father has died, 
leaving as a final word to his son something that sounds like “bastard,” his brother Henry has 
disowned him, and his most recent relationship (with an activist type named Laura, evocative of 
Roth’s girlfriend through the early 1970s, Barbara Sproul) has fallen apart. Zuckerman is living 
out the prophecy of Lonoff from GW, given as an epigraph to ZU: “Let Nathan see what it is to 
be lifted up from obscurity. Let him not come hammering at our door to tell us that he wasn’t 
warned.” Everyone, from the public to his friends and family, identifies Zuckerman with the 
sexual deviant Carnovsky and treats him accordingly. Zuckerman-Carnovsky inverts and 
parodies the unity of artist and art he found in Anne Frank, claiming for himself an obscene 
freedom that will have personal as well as political consequences.  
The novel begins with the proceeds of Zuckerman’s fame, with the writer “off to see an 
investment specialist on Fifty-second Street [.…].” With the shift from Bildungsroman to 
investment specialist, Roth announces a different register altogether, one more fitting the 
crassness and vulgarity of fame. “Gone were the days when Zuckerman had only to worry about 
Zuckerman making money: henceforth he would have to worry about his money making money” 
(184). He’s emphatically outside of his cloistered study now, with something like a direct line 
into the occult world of “real” life and power—this is the terrain of economic influence, of 
stocks and bonds and men in suits. “The world is yours,” as his agent tells him, “don’t hide from 
it behind Henry James. […] It’s time to stop looking like some kid at Harvard and assume your 
role in history” (280). From his agent’s perspective, Zuckerman’s investment of time has paid off 





the fantastic transformations of reality that made his fame possible. Indeed, his preoccupation 
with his own powers of invention leads to a longing for the “vrai,” for real experience in the raw 
untouched by artifice. Through the twinned agents of creativity and capital Zuckerman feels 
himself to have become too abstracted from life and experience. 
Yet the successful Zuckerman still carries the prejudices of his younger self, particular 
the notion that artistic freedom can come only at the expense of community. ZU further tests this 
idea through his mostly disastrous encounters with three characters: an obsessed fan named 
Alvin Pepler, the aging bombshell actress Caesara O’Shea, and his brother Henry. Each 
interaction makes Zuckerman feel more distant from the substrate of reality, from the “vrai,” as 
though his world is gradually fictionalizing itself before his eyes—which is no surprise, given 
that he is constantly thinking of how to turn life into material for his fiction. Material is a loaded 
term, here, given that this transformation has brought him material satisfaction (money) by 
turning his own real life into the material of his novels. The anxiety underlying the entire trilogy 
is that Zuckerman has effectively commoditized his experiences and relationships—his vrai—in 
what otherwise seemed like the heroic pursuit of truth through art. Against his transcendent 
literary pretensions, Zuckerman discovers that he has gained little beyond money. And if money 
is his reward, this thing he never particularly sought, and art destroys his relationships, then what 
good is art?  
The deranged fan Alvin Pepler becomes Zuckerman’s emblem of the vrai, the kind of 
character that only life—specifically the unreality of American life—can produce. 
Coincidentally, this marker of reality also happens to be the embodiment of Zuckerman’s deepest 
fears about himself: Pepler is the anti-Zuckerman, a former quiz show champion and emotionally 





with masturbation). In short, Pepler is a weak fabulist with artistic pretensions who channels his 
intelligence and creativity in the wrong directions. “Maniacal memory without maniacal desire 
for comprehension,” Zuckerman writes in a notebook after one encounter, “Drowning without 
detachment. Memory coheres around nothing” (338).  He is a storyteller par excellence, but he 
also fundamentally lacks the ability to sublimate that energy or harness the talent: he is a failed 
version of Zuckerman who objectifies the latter’s worst tendencies and externalizes his self-
recriminations and guilt.  
It is fitting, then, that Roth puts in Pepler’s mouth an extended speech on the nature of art 
and money. Pepler recalls the producer of the quiz show he nearly won, who cheated by giving 
Pepler’s goyish opponent the answers. At stake is the difference between schlock and art:  
“Schlock goes every which way and couldn’t care less about anything but the buck, and art is 
controlled, art is managed, art is always rigged. That is how it takes hold of the human heart” 
(218). Art, according to the game-show producer, is not simply life in the raw; it is shaped and 
orderly, rigged for maximum effect. Such control is exactly what Pepler lacks and what 
Zuckerman tirelessly pursues.75 But Pepler’s lack of reflexivity is also what Zuckerman 
associates with reality, with the spontaneity that he tries to capture back in his study while sealed 
off from the world. Pepler, he imagines, lives “Dans le vrai” (312), a kind of excessive reality 
that far exceeds any illusion a novelist can make with words. Pepler, his dark double, also 
                                                          
75 Pepler also lacks both the discipline and the desire to comprehend the swirling, ever-changing present in the way 
that Zuckerman does. He lacks Zuckerman’s ability to separate himself from reality, to cut himself off from all 
ethical considerations for the sake of art. To top it off, Pepler is a bad reader, which becomes clear from the book 
review excerpt that Pepler begs Zuckerman to read. It’s about Carnovsky, discussing autobiography and fiction: 
“Fiction, Zuckerman silently read, is not autobiography, yet all fiction, I am convinced, is in some sense rooted in 
autobiography…” (332) While in itself not such an outrageous claim, fiction’s origins in autobiography are 
precisely what Zuckerman wants to forget, hence his oft-repeated disgust for bad readers who confuse the creator 





reminds Zuckerman of the bewildering multiplicity of unfiltered experience: “Priceless. The 
vrai. You can’t beat it. Even richer in pointless detail than the great James Joyce” (319).   
For all that he yearns for “reality,” however, the central conflict of ZU is an attempt to 
exorcise the Pepler within because Pepler is unproductive; he cannot make anything with his 
unmoored memory and directionless vitality. The expulsion is symbolized by the semen-clotted 
handkerchief stuffed in Zuckerman’s mailbox towards the novel’s close:  
Had his landsman spent into Zuckerman’s handkerchief the last of his enraged and hate-
filled adoration? […] Or would Zuckerman’s imagination beget still other Peplers 
conjuring up novels out of his—novels disguising themselves as actuality itself, as 
nothing less than real? […] A book, a piece of fiction bound between two covers, 
breeding living fiction exempt from all the subjugations of the page, breeding fiction 
unwritten, unreadable, unaccountable and uncontainable, instead of doing what Aristotle 
promised from art in Humanities 2 and offering moral perceptions to supply us with the 
knowledge of what is good or bad. (378) 
Zuckerman has brought Pepler to life with Carnovsky—art imitating life has given birth to life 
imitating art. And the result is a profound epistemic instability: Zuckerman is losing the ability to 
distinguish between where his fiction ends and his reality begins, so thoroughly have the two 
interpenetrated. His art brought him money and fame, which in turn promised the real but 
delivered more fiction. Instead of the moral clarity he finds in Lonoff, art has yielded Zuckerman 
money, weightlessness, and solitude. 
 Caesara O’Shea, meanwhile, is another index of Zuckerman’s success that promises 
reality and social connection but provides neurotic artifice instead. Rather than finding pleasure 





Where before he was annoyed that people assumed he was Carnovsky, Zuckerman soon laments 
that he’s not Carnovsky enough to sleep with Caesara: “If only he were Carnovsky. Instead, he 
would go home and write it all down. Instead of having Caesara, he would have his notes” (262). 
After a dinner at Elaine’s, they go back to her hotel room and discuss Kierkegaard: even in the 
vrai of celebrity unreality, he finds abstraction. The self-consciously literary quality of the whole 
encounter becomes yet more self-reflexive when we learn that Caesara began her career by 
starring in a hit adaptation of Anne Frank’s diary. “Oh, I got into all this as innocently as any girl 
could,” she says. “Playing Anne Frank at the Gate Theatre. I was nineteen years old. I had half of 
Dublin in tears” (270). Where before Zuckerman imagined encountering and appropriating the 
real Anne Frank as a model of artistic authenticity, he meets an actress who impersonated Anne 
Frank on the stage, performing the diary and helping the audience “to see.” Once again, Roth 
pointedly undermines any separation between reality and art, leaving Zuckerman in a weightless 
and amoral space where the vrai is more elusive than ever. 
The stakes of the vrai for Zuckerman are at once personal and more generally social, 
bound up with his fraught identity as an American Jew. His brother Henry offers a different sort 
of vrai, the voice of his conscience that reminds him of the human costs of his vocation, all the 
social and tribal pressures that the younger Zuckerman sought to escape. “You are a bastard,” 
Henry inveighs against the author, “a heartless conscienceless bastard. What does loyalty mean 
to you? What does responsibility mean to you? What does self-denial mean, restraint—anything 
at all? To you everything is disposable! Everything is exposable! Jewish morality, Jewish 
endurance, Jewish wisdom, Jewish families—everything is grist for your fun-machine” (397). 
The “fun-machine” of Zuckerman’s fiction is as all-devouring as the consumerist economy that 





price on the market. The “exposure,” moreover, has no moral weight because form and the 
patient organizing of experience into art is irrelevant for readers who read just as Zuckerman’s 
father feared, for people. Zuckerman’s financial success stems from his ability to compost his 
experience on the book market and transmute it into wealth. Publication of his experiences and 
those of his family in effect market his identity and, for Henry and his father at least, destroy the 
political solidarity of Jews assimilating in a still hostile America.    
Fictional expression, with the assistance of the market, becomes his path to liberation 
from all constraints—from religion, family, decorum, and even the moral seriousness that he 
pursued as a younger man. The death of his father represents a further stage in his “unbinding” 
from the restraints on expression. “By the time he boarded the Newark plane with Henry, it felt 
like a release from even more. He couldn’t entirely explain—or manage to control—this tide of 
euphoria sweeping him away from all inane distractions. It was very likely the same heady 
feeling of untrammeled freedom that people….had been expecting him to enjoy from becoming a 
household name” (377). Where the Pepler business had made him anxious, paranoid, and 
neurotic, the death of the father—the death of his superego, in a sense—liberates him. “He had 
become himself again—though with something unknowable added: he was no longer any man’s 
son. Forget fathers, he told himself. Plural” (378). The arc of the novel thus performs 
Zuckerman’s separation from all the stable fixtures in his life: his literary mentor (Lonoff), his 
girlfriend Laura, his family, his readership (Pepler), and even the fruits of celebrity (Caesara). 
But he is left, ultimately, with nothing, and this nothing feels to him like liberation. The point 
becomes concrete in The Anatomy Lesson, but already by the end of ZU it is clear that 





In the Ghost Writer, Roth is in a sense exploring the implications of his earlier 
observations on American society and its fiction in the 1961 essay for Commentary, “Writing 
American Fiction.” There, he described the American writer’s turn to self as a reaction to 
American unreality. “What I have tried to point out,” he concludes, “is that the sheer fact of self, 
the vision of self as inviolable, powerful, and nervy, self as the only real thing in an unreal 
environment, that that vision has given to some writers joy, solace, and muscle.” And yet, he also 
recognizes that “when survival itself becomes one’s raison d’être, when one cannot choose but 
be ascetic, when the self can only be celebrated as it is excluded from society, or as it is 
exercised and admired in a fantastic one, we then, I think, do not have much reason to be 
cheery.” The whole Zuckerman Bound project can be seen as an extended meditation on what 
happens after this turn inward, what happens when the muscle has been exhausted and asceticism 
begins to defeat itself.  
From The Ghost Writer to Zuckerman Unbound, Roth portrays the writer’s increasingly 
tenuous grasp of reality, of his place within a living community. What’s even more interesting, 
given Roth’s interest in the uses and abuses of fiction for life, is that the PEN American Center 
enters the pages of Zuckerman Unbound itself. As discussed above, Zuckerman imagines 
pleading with a would-be attacker by demonstrating his value to society: “[C]over stories [in 
newspapers and magazines] were enough of a trial for a writer’s writer friends, let alone for a 
semi-literate psychopath who might not know about all the good deeds he did at the PEN Club. 
Oh, Madam, if only you knew the real me! Don’t shoot! I am a serious writer as well as one of 
the boys!” (88) It’s a joke, of course, the non-bad boy referencing his bona fides as one of the 
non-good guys at PEN.76 The throw-away connects PEN to the upright social forces against 
                                                          






which much of Roth’s fiction rages in the vein of “up society’s ass, copper!” from Portnoy’s 
Complaint. In this regard, Roth’s allusion to PEN offers a backhanded compliment to one of 
those many institutions (like family, religion, “decency,” and more) that stifle individual creation 
beneath the suffocating “goodness” of what’s expected.  
In this sense I agree with the critics such as Mark Schechner who identify this will-to-
offend at the heart of Roth’s fictional project. Ross Posnock has identified Roth’s work as part of 
a larger project of speaking “rude truth” with deep roots in the American tradition. Roth, 
Posnock argues, fashions a “creative immaturity” that challenges fixed identities, received ideas, 
and arbitrary authorities, all in a larger critique of “the cherished abiding myth of the natural” 
(20). For Roth, transformation itself is the key, the radical suspension of identity and fixity in 
favor of a fluid subjectivity that refuses received ideas and stale beliefs in favor of a radical 
individual rethinking. This certainly explains Roth’s fondness for quoting the imperative from 
Rilke, “You must change your life” (in Professor of Desire and Portnoy). But one requires only a 
small shift in emphasis to see this radical self-transformation as continuous with a larger social 
transformation. Another way of saying this is that, even as Roth is trying to figure out how to be 
an author in America, he is also trying to figure out how to be political, in the sense of engaging 
with others, with a larger community, even when “subjectivity’s the subject” (AL) and hence 
feels like a worthier theme for art.  
 The argument of this section on ZB, however, is that Roth recognizes that the “rude truth” 
comes at a price, from the dissolving boundaries of reality to the atomism of his asocial labor. 
Most importantly, it requires us to overlook another strong thread in Roth’s life and work alike, 
namely his commitment both to solidarity with other authors, and his insistently political 





explicitly political work Roth wrote (it coincides, not surprisingly, with his interest in Eastern 
Europe in the early ’70s). But even the mostly apolitical Zuckerman novels—which seem to 
disavow politics, and certainly the liberal variety espoused by PEN—contain a thread of 
speculation about the reality-principle found in collective projects. As we saw from Roth’s vexed 
involvement with PEN, collectivity and institutional hazard are exactly the sort of headache from 
which Zuckerman wants to liberate himself. And yet, as we’ll see, the weightlessness of 
authorship in American consumer society yields a political powerlessness, and a separation of 
life from another sort of vrai. It is only when Zuckerman plunges from the nihilism and 
hedonism of Anatomy Lesson into a yet-more perverse nihilism in the Prague Orgy that he 
begins to understand the consequences of his fictional commitments, which take for granted the 
endurance of institutions in capitalist America. The “Other Europe” offers Zuckerman an 
alternative education in the vrai that leads to a grudging respect for the forms of society that 
American writers have to forge for themselves, for better as well as for ill. 
PEN in Consumer Society 
America, Roth said in conversation with Ivan Klíma in one of the interviews collected in 
Shop Talk, is the “the World of Total Entertainment” (ST 79), where every pleasure, luxury, and 
distraction can be acquired for the right price, and where reflection is discouraged in the face of 
business and consumption. “Commercial television,” in particular, is a “trivializer of everything” 
(75), a core facet of the “culture of money that takes over in a market economy” (74). Roth made 
these remarks in the early 1990s, but they are continuous with his earlier critique of American 
society in “Writing American Fiction” : the triviliaty of consumerism yields astonishing 
imaginative energy, but at the price of society and community, of intellectual rigor, of moral 





shallowness of postwar intellectual life. Indeed, the PEN American Center became a sort of 
rallying point for writers trying to make a living in the broadly apathetic or outright hostile 
marketplace. Throughout the 1960s and ’70s, in fact, PEN increasingly pitted itself against the 
market economy that was, in its view, eroding social ties. When all values are reducible to 
money, PEN officials and members repeatedly asked, on what grounds can or should literature 
be defended? I’ve already said that PEN sought to turn aesthetic capital into political will. In 
practice, this meant that the organization as it developed after World War II aimed to make 
manifest the power of literature to create communities around the activity of writing. Though it 
would eventually follow the prevailing winds of the 1980s and seek influence at the trough of the 
new financial elite, PEN repeatedly sought to marshal the voices of its members in a larger 
political project that rather brazenly identified capitalism itself as an enemy of the transformative 
power of literature. 
The first step in PEN’s renewed support for literature in the midst of late capitalist 
consumption was a shift in its mission to uphold the freedom of expression: no longer the luxury 
of democratic citizens, expression became a fundamental human right. As Megan Doherty writes 
in her history of the International PEN: “During the postwar period…PEN embraced humanitarian 
lobbying as one of its defining characteristics. PEN institutionalized humanitarian activism in 
concert with other groups that also turned towards humanitarian discourses after the War” (208). 
Together with groups such as United Nation’s Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization 
(UNESCO), PEN centers around the world aggressively argued that written expression was a 
necessary component of human dignity and freedom.77 PEN had certainly shared these values 
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failure of leftist political projects in the Soviet Union and throughout the world. Rather than build political utopias, 
Moyn argues, leftists sought to redefine the nature of the human individual as a kind of substitute for the political 





before the war, but as the world became increasingly defined by a bipolar political structure 
pitting Soviet communism against American capitalism, the stakes for the freedom of expression 
changed. 78 PEN now had to navigate an ideological tightrope as the American Center and many 
others tried to avoid being perceived as too much the spokesman for any ideology and instead 
support the ideal of freedom broadly construed.79 
But first, PEN had to break free of its pre-war image of inefficacy. This began most 
insistently in 1956, when the organization was able to secure tax-exempt status (Chute, 62). 
Since PEN had never had much of a budget and relied for the most part on grants and donations, 
the tax dispensation enabled it to more aggressively solicit and raise funds, similar to the other 
foundations and organizations Olivier Zunz discusses in his history of philanthropy. As during 
the pre-war years, PEN’s strategy was to highlight the moral components of political issues, 
particularly the freedom of speech, through periodic “calls to conscience” issued on behalf not 
only of oppressed writers but also major humanitarian causes. In the aftermath of the Hungarian 
Revolution and subsequent brutal suppression by Soviet forces in 1956, for example, PEN 
monitored the treatment of intellectuals in the country, issuing a statement in 1959 joining “with 
Albert Camus, T.S. Eliot, Karl Jaspers, Erich Kastner, Francois Mauriac, Alberto Moravia and 
Ignazio Silone in appealing to the conscience of the Hungarian government, as a member of the 
                                                          
78In this sense, we might see PEN’s mission as being in alignment with what McGurl calls the Program Era’s 
emphasis on self-expression, with creative writing as a means to elicit self-expression from students being prepared 
for service economy jobs. It sought to make it possible for everyone to enjoy the same expressive potential as the 
students who flocked to developed nations’ postwar universities to study writing. This also links to Roth, who for 
McGurl represents an exemplary case of writing from the “ethnic voice.” 
79 Since expression is still bounded by language, translation also became another important focus of PEN American 
Center in the 1950s. An idea apparently encouraged by Wallace Stegner in 1951 (Chute 70), PEN’s Committee on 
Translation took off in the late 1950s, with PEN partnering with UNESCO to identify texts for translation and 
finding ways to facilitate translation in America. American publishing, after all, has historically been very provincial 
in its outlook, publishing relatively few translations because of a lack of an adequate market. This in addition to the 






community of nations, either to give these men fair public trials immediately or to release them 
from prison” (68). The technique of “appealing to conscience,” here, while quaint from the 
perspective of realpolitik, could at least grab newspaper headlines because of a common regard 
for writers and the value of literature.  
This became the basis for PEN’s most successful postwar program, the Writers in Prison 
Committee, started in 1960. While much of its work was coordinated centrally by the 
International PEN in London, in America the Committee met regularly and conducted extensive 
research to identify individual writers who had been arrested, suppressed, or tortured. The 
committee represented “writers defending other writers,” as a later commentator put it. “Writers 
represent the vanguard in many societies and are the first to be threatened, imprisoned and 
silenced. PEN is able to draw upon an extraordinary pool of talent drawing on the American 
literary community, not only for literature but for freedom of expression” (McNutt to McMurtry 
Report). With this liberal internationalism as its mandate, PEN continued sending representatives 
to the annual PEN Congresses around the world, from Venice (1949) to Tokyo (1957) to Rio de 
Janeiro (1960) to Abidjan (1967).80 At these conferences, moreover, there were frequently strong 
words tossed back and forth between national PEN Centers that had very different stakes in the 
resolutions.81 Here as elsewhere in PEN’s history, ideals butted up against politics, and planners 
had to mediate between political pragmatism in ensuring events actually took place and 
ideological unity in living up to the values of the PEN Charter.  
                                                          
80 There was a prominent gap of three years from 1961 to 1963, during which PEN held no congresses, due largely 
to the escalation of Cold War tensions with the construction of the Berlin Wall in 1961 (and subsequent events, 
including, prominently, the Cuban Missile Crisis). 
81 This was the case, for example, with the Yugoslavian conference in Bled in 1965, during which the sensitivities of 
being in Tito’s autocratic, heavily censored society were felt by all. It was difficult, in that case, to make a strong 
proclamation when to do so would be implicitly to critique the hosts. Before the conference, several PEN centers 
had threatened to boycott the event on behalf of Yugoslavian writer Mihajlo Mihajlov, who had been imprisoned by 





 But PEN still relied upon money, and the new networks of philanthropic organizations 
that were proliferating in the ’60s and ’70s brought new perils: money, it turns out, can be as 
damning as concrete political ties. In 1967, for example, it emerged that the CIA had funneled 
money to a vast network of private foundations in what Frances Stonor Saunders has memorably 
called the “cultural Cold War.” PEN had received several years’ worth of grants from the 
Fairfield Foundation, which was included in what the New York Times described as “an intricate 
web of interlocking foundations and other sources of funds” supported by the CIA and meant to 
bolster ‘American interests’ through soft power (“Secret Funding Will End Today”). Though 
PEN’s officers claimed no knowledge of the money’s true source, the organization wanted to 
avoid any perception of government manipulation. The financial hand of the “covert sphere,” in 
effect, yoked organizations like PEN to government interests, using capital itself to encourage 
the alignment. At the same time, the minor scandal also helped to put in relief PEN’s very real 
financial difficulties and shift attention to other economic questions silently underpinning free 
expression.82 After all, for “expression” to emerge in the public sphere in the first place it must 
be marketed or circulated, which requires capital. In tandem with the critique of consumerism, 
PEN members began to emphasize the economic basis of writing as a kind of labor. And in the 
1970s, this meant identifying capitalism itself as an enemy of free speech. 
 More specifically, PEN’s new institutional emphasis was a response to the gradually 
consolidating landscape of mainstream publishing that made it increasingly difficult to make a 
                                                          
82 The organization had managed to function without an Executive Secretary or permanent staff of any sort until 
1968, when it finally got the money to hire one. And indeed, they only secured a permanent office space in 1971. By 
then the PEN American Center had some 13 committees—tackling topics that ranged from writers in prison to 
gender imbalances in publishing to translation—funded primarily through private institution grants or through public 
arts funding. With more members, more committees, and a permanent office and staff, fundraising was recognized 
as the key to PEN’s future, a point made clear in the 1971-72 President’s report: “…Raising funds requires immense 
sustained effort. It is vital to the existence of P.E.N. It may also soon be vital to the continued existence of creative 





living as a writer. The diversity of American publishing houses reached its zenith at some point 
in the 1960s, with somewhere around 10,000 presses (broadly construed) publishing fiction and 
non-fiction titles. By 1979, however, in the wake of a many high-profile mergers, this number 
had dropped to about 1,600. Added to this were bleak reports from the various writers’ surveys 
that PEN sent out each year. In 1978, for example, a survey with a sample of 358 respondents 
suggested that PEN writers’ median income from writing in 1978 was only $4700 ($16,792 in 
today’s money). On the other hand, skewed by a few extremely high-earning writers, the average 
income was $21,192 ($75,718 today)—a healthy figure which obscured the fact that 39% of the 
respondents made $3000 or under. The report noted that, “Optimistic would-be writers may take 
heart that 8% of the respondents in 1978 were in the $50,000-$800,000 income bracket.” This 
large concentration of wealth among a small section of the writerly population spoke to a trend: 
the apotheosis of the bestseller, which became publishers’ ultimate goal, encouraging the 
redirection of resources towards a handful of blockbuster writers.83 
PEN’s strategy to confront these structural economic changes involved, in the late 1970s, 
the creation of a Committee on Publishing. Their goal was to “monitor practices within the 
publishing world which directly affect members of the literary community.” In addition to 
changed priorities in publishing houses, the Committee was also responding to the “burgeoning 
                                                          
83 The survey also revealed some other trends: the academicization of much professional writing and an increased 
reliance upon forms of philanthropic giving. As the PEN Press Release reported, “Teaching is by far the primary 
source of additional income for writers in all income brackets…. A sizeable 55% reported they teach.” (The author 
notes that the second most popular occupation was publishing, with 11% of respondents.) Meanwhile, 27% of 
respondents received some form of grant or aid, with 10% reporting having received state or federal grants, 10% 
reporting receiving foundation grants, and 7% reporting receiving both state/federal and foundation grants between 
1976 and 1978. While the polling was not scientific, numbers such as these were important for providing a 
communal recognition of the conditions of writing as a profession. Since writers by and large labor in relative 
solitude and do not require communication with other writers to function, it is rare to think of them as a collective or 
a class (except in the case of certain professional groups like the Screen Writers’ Guild, etc.). By widely publicizing 
surveys of this nature, PEN sought to elevate the status of writing as a profession and to provide information that 





[publishing] conglomerates … becoming increasingly dependent on a few giant bookselling 
chains and this dependence … eroding the processes by which books are selected for publication 
and distribution to the reading public” (Press Release). With the help of then-president Bernard 
Malamud, PEN lobbied Congress to hold hearings on the concentration of book publishing and 
the risks it posed for the freedom of expression in America. This represents a particularly 
concrete example of how PEN mobilized the esteem of literature to generate a public discussion 
about books and money, drawing upon an otherwise splintered community of writers to plead 
their cases. 
In preparation for the hearing, PEN hosted a symposium, “Can Books Survive the Book 
Business,” on January 30, 1980. With some 500 guests in attendance, 8 panelists—including 
authors and publishing executives both—gathered to discuss recent trends in the publishing 
world and their effect upon the community of American writers. The argument of the authors’-
rights supporters was nicely summarized by one speaker: “We fear for the integrity of the good 
trade book and therefore the quality of our literature. As more and more writers feel pressured to 
consider popular subject matter over the conviction of a book that speaks the personal self, the 
personal voice, the personal subject. There is a kind of self-censorship by default caused by 
conglomerate pressures in favor of books likely to sell.” Censorship was an understandable peg 
on which to hang the writers’ opposition to publishing conglomeration, especially since it was 
already part of PEN’s mission. Indeed, redefining the very meaning of censorship, or perhaps 
exposing types of censorship that were before hidden, made it possible to speak in more concrete 
terms about the deleterious effects of the market on the American public sphere.84 
                                                          
84 The publishers took rather a dim view of such claims. The President of Simon and Schuster, Richard Snyder, was 
sharply critical of the writers’ “slogans, where anything that is big is bad and anything small is good” (“Can Books 






The publishers represented at the symposium were predictably skeptical, but their 
sanguine views were contradicted by other reports from the publishing world. An October 9, 
1980 New York Times article about the industry, for example, detailed the woes of the publishing 
sector, blaming the star-system and new distribution chains for the increases in book prices and 
the decreases in sales. Publishing houses were consolidating to become more profitable or 
shrinking their staffs outright, leading one literary agent to remark that “blood is being mopped 
off the floors everywhere.” One publisher who had vehemently criticized the pessimists at the 
colloquium, Richard Snyder, commented that “The books you could sell 5,000 copies of, you 
now sell 2,000 copies. Anything that’s identified as marginal, anything that does not seem to hit 
a vital nerve or have an absolute reason to be published is in for deep trouble, more so than ever 
before.” The mid-range books that used to be a predictable (if modest) source of income were no 
longer drawing the same purchasers. This is precisely the literary economy from which 
Zuckerman benefits in Zuckerman Unbound and from which Roth benefited after Portnoy—it is 
the economic reality underpinning Roth/Zuckerman’s increasing interest in the condition of the 
American writer and the unreality to which untrammeled wealth leads. 
                                                          
Norton & Company) struck a more conciliatory note, Snyder’s critique suggests the radically different perspectives 
of the writer and the businessman. On the one hand, the critics were decrying business from a left-ish perspective 
that implied the market was poisoning American culture; on the other the hard-eyed businessmen tended to see no 
problem in buying and selling what were basically goods or commodities, and displayed a greater willingness to 
view different types of books (of culture) as basically equivalent. Meanwhile, the bookseller Theodore Wilentz, who 
owned a bookstore in Manhattan, spoke in particular about the challenges facing young authors and the increasing 
inability of the market to provide authors sustenance in “this age of big businesses, big this, big that.” Interestingly, 
he points to the growing trend of writers relying upon grants and fellowships to make their way and enable a literary 
career in the first place. “There are always incursions on our freedom, and the fact is that as a member of various 
councils I have learned from firsthand how much fellowships and grants have meant to young writers, and you 
would be surprised about some of the old writers to whom these grants have meant a great deal, because they might 
have been famous for their writing, but they weren’t famous for making money” (15). He goes on to point out that, 
“…all of these [grants] I might point out, have not only helped literature but been breeding grounds for many future 
commercially successful writers” (15). He does not offer examples, but there is an implicit critique of the market 
even as he praises what is effectively philanthropy for making possible careers and writing that would otherwise be 
lost. The economic shift was well underway whereby the funding for such cultural goods was increasingly coming 





PEN, as an organization of writers who depended upon sales for their livelihood and their 
ability to buy time for writing in the first place, further sought to foment a reaction against big 
publishers through a US Senate Judiciary Committee hearing on March 13, 1980. The committee 
heard from businessmen, publishers, and writers ranging from Archibald MacLeish and E.L. 
Doctorow to the presidents of Harcourt Brace and the Association of American Publishers. This 
last, Townsend W. Hoopes, pointed out that the publishing world had never been larger: the 
postwar period had seen a steady growth in the number of new book titles published each year, 
“rising from 15,000 in 1960 to 40,000 in 1974” (28). Decreases in sales for the sorts of “literary” 
works that the PEN authors were championing had more to do with the consumer than it did with 
publishers, since “freedom to publish is not synonymous with any particular scale of operations” 
(28). As one might imagine, the testimony divided roughly into interest groups, with author-
representatives inveighing against the publishing community and publishers calling their claims 
baseless. What makes the hearing such an interesting—and useful, for my purposes—interlude in 
the history of postwar literature, is how clearly it juxtaposes the men of culture and the men of 
business. If there is any American dialectic of aesthetic and economic, it came together at the 
hearings to reveal the problematic collision of humanistic pieties and market gospel (itself 
sustained in large part, as we saw with Andrew Carnegie, by those humanistic pieties). 
The witnesses for cultural freedom focused their critiques on the deleterious effects of 
monopolies. The Counsel for the Authors Guild, Irwin Karp, argued that the mergers and 
acquisitions in the publishing world had “vertically integrated” the business, with a “trend to 
concentration” that “has reduced the already limited bargaining power of most authors” (39).85 
                                                          
85 Karp is also careful to give his argument a legal footing in the history of American anti-trust activity. Evoking the 
Supreme Court case Associated Press v. United States (1945), “The First Amendment, far from providing an 






At stake, other witnesses suggested, was nothing less than a cultural tradition that tries to defend 
alternatives to the economization of life. There’s something different about books, as Maxwell 
Lillienstein argued: “Books are not commodities to be marketed like toothpaste or soap. 
However, today’s publishing industry with its conglomerates, is beginning to do just that” (35).86 
There is a “drain of energy and resources” that diverts attention away from imaginative 
literature, encouraging the sense that books are mere commodities, another exchange of money 
for distraction.  
 The most eloquent defense of literature came from E.L. Doctorow, who testified as vice 
president of the PEN American Center. He reiterated that the absorption of publishing into the 
“entertainment industry” necessitates “pandering to the lowest common denominator of public 
taste” (40), and that “the concentration into fewer and fewer hands of the production and 
distribution of literary work is by its nature constricting to free speech and the effective exchange 
of ideas and the diversity of opinion” (41). As New York started to look more like Hollywood 
and the celebrity author system offered a literary equivalent to the movie stars out west, books 
were becoming investments, which were supposed to pay off with big earnings on sales, 
                                                          
rests on the assumption that the widest possible dissemination of information from diverse and antagonistic sources 
is essential to the welfare of the public....” (Associated Press v. U.S., 326 U.S. 1, 20). It is not just a moral or cultural 
concern, but a question of political rights enshrined in the Constitution and the Bill of Rights. 
86 The concentration of publishing, according to these partisans, is just as bad for America’s independent 
booksellers. In his testimony, Maxwell Lillienstein, the General Counsel of the American Booksellers Association, 
charged “the media conglomerates of the book publishing industry with engaging in practices that are pushing most 
independent booksellers to the brink of financial disaster, a loss which cannot be measured solely in dollars and 
cents” (33). The elimination of venues for the sale of books represents a shrinking of cultural horizons, since “Books 
are purveyors of ideas that shape the political, social, economic, and cultural fate of our society. Any threat to the 
existence of independent booksellers is a threat to diversity in the kinds of books people will buy and read” (33-34). 
Once more we come to the language of diversity and variety, ideas which also have a strong presence in the 
language of free-functioning markets—as with economies, it seems, so with culture: the more diversity and conflict 
the better the outcome. This is true partially because of just who controls the new “media conglomerates” which 
were devouring traditional publishing and vertically integrating the entire sequence of book sales and consumption. 
“By using the national mass market distributing organizations,” Lillienstein charged, “or book clubs that they own, 
the media conglomerates can influence precisely what Americans see and read” (34). With centralization of the 
publishing comes centralization of the message and the greater potentially for manipulation of the public. Echoing 
media theories writing against the use of media to control populations, Lillienstein offers a paranoid reading of a 





licensing, and distribution—though “the bigger the audience, or the greater the dollar risk, the 
narrower the allowable range of expression” (41). When books become culturally 
indistinguishable from Hollywood movies, the profit motive will have thoroughly cannibalized 
the country’s taste and narrowed its imaginative range. Doctorow goes on to argue that literature 
effectively makes democracy possible: “That core of free uneconomic expression is the source of 
our cultural wealth. Because of its central, prior, primal place, it must be left as uncontrolled, 
inefficient, wasteful, diverse, unstructured as possible, so that our genius in the multiple witness 
and conscience we make as a people can rise to our national benefit without constriction or 
censorship” (43).87 
If this sounds like a grandiose claim for books’ relevance to American culture, the 
publishers testifying before the Senate mostly agreed. In a notably sarcastic testimony, William 
Jovanovich, the chairman of Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc., attributed it to what Richard 
Hofstadter memorably called the paranoid style, or as Jovanovich put it, the tendency “among 
some Americans…to ascribe melodrama, or mere egregious incident, to the presence of 
conspiracies” (31). There’s a false narrative, he suggests, telling the senators that “Editors and 
scholars are not votives who guard the truth against the black knights of capitalism” (31). What 
the hysterical critics refuse to acknowledge is that publishing is, was, and always has been, a 
business first and foremost. “Think not,” he urged, “that publishing is the modern-day equivalent 
                                                          
87Archibald MacLeish made the connections between free expression and political democracy even more explicit—
books, he agrees, are not ordinary commodities: “A publisher produces instruments which enhance knowledge, 
which increase understanding, which make self-government possible—instruments indeed without which self-
government is inconceivable.  Can he—of all men—be treated as nothing more than a good investment? Can any 
corporation or financial manipulator who has a mind to buy his business be permitted to take him over, to use him 
for purposes of financial advantage?” (44) Writers, for MacLeish, must be allowed to stand outside of economics 
altogether, not in defense of aesthetic excellence, but rather because their freedom has practical, political 
implications. If finance capital trains its eye on literary production, networks of dependency would submerge them 
and vitiate their contributions to society. The effect, if we push the logic a bit further, is to make all social relations 





of the medieval monastery. It is a business. It is so purely a business that book publishing was 
the first enterprise in modern history to display all the crucial characteristics of capitalism—
central production, national distribution, routine wholesaling and retailing, price standardizing—
and unmitigated speculation” (32). If publishing has always been a basically commercial venture, 
then the authors have constructed a fantastical “golden age” that is more about their feelings of 
political and social impotence than it is about “freedom of expression” or even “culture” more 
broadly. There’s no religious purity (of the sort Roth much derides in his earlier self) in 
publishing; it’s getting and spending like everything else. 
In the quarrel between freedom of expression and capitalist free enterprise at the Senate 
hearings, capitalist free enterprise was more or less the victor. If the Washington Post’s 
headline— “Wasteful Genius Has Its Day on the Hill” (“Scribes, Meet the Pols”)—is any 
indication, the hearings were academic. But because of the authors and quasi-celebrities 
involved, they still got headlines, even if the hearings did not result in any legislation. Because in 
a sense legislation was a secondary aspiration when the Committee on Publishing set about 
organizing the hearings in the first place. Instead, they wanted a popular discussion about the 
future of books; they needed a forum through which to channel the cultural authority that PEN’s 
authors command. That this cultural authority was ultimately not compelling enough to halt the 
tide of mergers and acquisitions should hardly be a surprise, especially when the rest of the 
1980s saw the ultimate ascendance of neo-liberal, free market orthodoxy in American political 
life. But as against the World of Total Entertainment, PEN provided at least the framework for 
political action. Though it resisted the politics of the Cold War as much as possible, it served as a 





as transformative and transcendent, but this transformation must be enabled by a deeper 
economic guarantee that allows for the transformative art to be made in the first place.  
Zuckerman’s Political Education 
For all that Roth was a best-selling author, as well as an enemy of bureaucracy and 
structures that subordinate individual control, there is a nascent recognition in the ZB trilogy that 
aesthetic creation is larger than the selfhood of the author. We might consider this in the context 
of Pascale Casanova’s “world republic of letters,” the imagined zone of literators bound together 
in a trans-historical creative project. The point I want to make is that this world republic sought 
to give itself an embodied form through organizations like PEN, and through the internationalist 
efforts of a writer like Roth. It is via the institutional frame that we can affix a historical context 
to his activities, and recognize Roth working in tandem with broader cultural forces aspiring to 
elevate the position of the author, to bring writers “out of the study,” as it were. This is an 
aspiration not unfamiliar from Roth’s personal political activities (marching in anti-Vietnam 
protests in the late 1960s, for example), but it finds particularly fraught representation in his 
fiction. Roth wavered between engagement and withdrawal, between a manic and depressive 
attitude towards what written expression can do. Building upon Zuckerman’s aesthetic education 
in the previous two novels, in The Anatomy Lesson (AL) Zuckerman pursues a counterlife as a 
doctor to find a way to leave his study and join the world.  
 The novel begins four years after ZU, with Zuckerman coping with the sudden death of 
his mother and an un-diagnosable pain that follows, immobilizing him and stifling his novelistic 
muse. Instead of writing, he enjoys a “harem” of four women—Diana, Jenny, Jaga, and Gloria—
who “minister” to his (mostly sexual) needs. Lying on his red playmat, Zuckerman agonizes 





Percodan, and marijuana. He wants a do-over, he decides, a chance to channel his energy into a 
pursuit other than writing. Doctoring, for instance, unlike writing, is useful—or as Zuckerman 
puts it: “They never come around when someone faints and ask if anybody here is a writer” 
(511). Once again, Zuckerman’s decision is based on a series of oppositions, this time 
contrasting the activity of doctoring with the neurotic inactivity of writing. Doubt vs. 
decisiveness; results vs. process; human interaction vs. isolation; the world vs. the writer’s study; 
efficacy vs. impotence. As Zuckerman tells Bobby, an old UChicago friend who is now a doctor 
there, “I look at you and I see a big, confident, bearded fellow without the slightest doubt that 
what he’s doing is worthwhile and that he does it well. That yours is a valuable service is 
undebatable fact” (602). The doctoring profession holds out for the addled Zuckerman the hope 
of positive truth to replace the endless self-questioning of fiction. Liberated from family, from 
poverty, and from ethnicity, he now wants to liberate himself from the doubt of authorship: “I 
listen,” he tells Bobby, “I listen carefully, but all I’ve got to go on, really, is my inner life—and I 
can’t take any more of my inner life. Not even the little that’s left. Subjectivity’s the subject, and 
I’ve had it” (602). A consummate listener who appropriates others’ stories and distorts them into 
his own shape, Zuckerman now wonders what’s the use if all the stories are ultimately about him 
in the end.  
 Zuckerman’s counterlife and journey west in AL operate as a reverse-Bildungsroman, an 
attempt to undo his development and rebuild his personality from the ground up. Where GW 
ironically represented the early Zuckerman’s discovery of “the madness of art” in Lonoff’s 
household, AL plumbs Zuckerman’s college days when he first discovered literature, when his 
life was “too big” for the banality of medical school: “Inspiring teachers, impenetrable texts, 





‘mean’?’—his life was enormous” (581). It was the power of language—and a certain mastery 
over that language—that produced the younger Zuckerman’s expansive sense of self. But this 
was, he decides, an aesthetic effect. To put it in more cynical terms, Roth dramatizes 
Zuckerman’s indoctrination into an economy of prestige that elevates literary production—these 
works taught “like holy books” (583)—to a religious significance. Against the philistines who 
demand singular meanings and socially sanctioned political goals, Zuckerman desired that 
“Writing would intensify everything even further. Writing […] was the only worthwhile 
attainment, the surpassing experience, the exalted struggle…” (585).  
Zuckerman’s mysterious pain in AL is in part a crisis of faith over the efficacy of 
literature in the first place, the lingering fear that no one really needs fiction, and hence that no 
one really needs him. Zuckerman tries to explain his position to his student-lover Diana: 
“Suppose nobody needs my books. Suppose I don’t even need them. […] Suppose what 
he [Milton Appel, a stand-in for Irving Howe] implies is true and I’ve poisoned their 
sense of the Jewish reality with my vulgar imagination. Suppose it’s even half true. What 
if twenty years of writing has just been so much helplessness before a compulsion—
submission to a lowly, inconsequential compulsion that I’ve dignified with all my 
principles, a compulsion probably not all that different from what made my mother clean 
the house for five hours every day. Where am I then. Look, I’m going to medical school.” 
(508)  
Zuckerman is confronting a crisis of faith in art’s efficacy and of his own relevance to any social 
context (any audience).88 If novels should be understood upon the Appelian line of thinking, 
                                                          
88 This is also nicely ironized at the beginning of AL when Zuckerman turns to “literature”—specifically, George 
Herbert’s “The Collar”—for emotional succor that can help him understand his pain: “He’d got the book down to 






which demands decorous writing about the right subjects, as Judge Wapter and Zuckerman’s 
father argued, then Zuckerman has spent his life in vain, launching salvos in a war only he is 
fighting. More importantly, while he thought he was writing for a certain imagined community, 
he fears he has been instead shattering that community. Perhaps, he wonders, he has destroyed 
solidarity, privacy, and society in the name of selling books on a vulgar marketplace.  
 But elsewhere, Zuckerman cloaks his “lowly, inconsequential compulsion” in the guise 
of a revolutionary project to outrage and overthrow sterile authority. Impersonating Appel as an 
outrageous pornographer, Zuckerman spins out an elaborate philosophy of offense in which he 
upholds a radical commitment to freedom. For Zuckerman-Appel, this project is a good in itself: 
“I don’t do well with discipline or authority. I don’t want a white line drawn that says that I can’t 
cross it. Because I’ll cross it” (596). After a series of increasingly shocking pronouncements, 
Zuckerman’s claims are challenged by his chauffeur, Ricky, a rare female character who does 
not sleep with him: “You think because you’re honest and open about [vulgarity], that it’s 
acceptable. But that doesn’t make it acceptable. It only makes it worse. Even your honesty is a 
way of debasing things” (648). Zuckerman’s professed project reduces all expression to the same 
level of relative filth. When all utterances are equivalent—when nothing is unspeakable—there 
is no position from which to utter or support the things that matter, the nomoi that sustain a living 
community. Zuckerman-Appel’s project of liberation can look an awful lot like gratuitous 
destruction—and by implication, so too can Zuckerman’s art. ZU’s exorcism was incomplete: 
Zuckerman has turned into a kind of Alvin Pepler, the manic speaker who freely creates himself 
but cannot create anything else. Most of all, however, Zuckerman’s state is a morass of self, a 
                                                          
function of great literature: antidote to suffering through depiction of our common fate. As Zuckerman was learning, 
pain could make you awfully primitive if not counteracted by steady, regular doses of philosophical thinking. Maybe 





solipsism that more or less explicitly repudiates society and any encounter with another, except 
to shock and appall them. 
In Zuckerman Bound’s prolonged interrogation of the uses of literature for life, AL offers 
a resounding critique of “rude truth,” as well as a poignant recovery that tries to yoke the 
transformation of the individual to the transformation of society. For the last chapter of the 
novel, the logorrheic Zuckerman is silenced: after attacking Bobby’s father at a Jewish cemetery 
and breaking his own jaw on a tombstone, Zuckerman’s mouth is wired shut. “Below his 
collarbone he was completely alive, but he himself had become his mouth. He had turned from a 
neck and shoulders and arms into a mouth. In that hole was his being” (672). Literally, the pain 
in his mouth defines his existence; more figuratively, we can read this as the recognition that he 
novelistically creates himself through his speech. And the principle is generalizable: in the same 
sense we all create ourselves through verbal performance.89 But he comes to recognize his 
reliance upon his mouth, upon spoken words, as a source of freedom he had taken for granted. 
“Your mouth is who you are,” he reflects. “You can’t get very much closer to what you think of 
as yourself” (684). Zuckerman discovers some bedrock of the self in the mouth’s spontaneous 
processes of speech, but only by losing the ability to speak after saying all the wrong things. 
The silence grants Zuckerman a renewed glimpse of the vrai and allows him to 
reconceive of the role of the writer/artist, just as it gives him a new perspective on the 
relationship between his body and mind. In the hospital he begins to follow the doctors on their 
rounds, and in one room he encounters a woman with a face rotted through by cancer. 
Simultaneously disgusted and fascinated, Zuckerman feels like he’s made a discovery: “This is 
life. With real teeth in it” (696). He is seeing through the mouth, through the organ of 
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performance, to the teeth, flesh, and muscle beneath. The vrai at last: the mouth which seems to 
contain the self but which contains only blood and sinew. The anti-cartesian awareness here is in 
one sense the “boundedness” of the title: bound by the body itself, since the mind and body are 
one, with the mouth creating—and created by—the mind. The mutilated mouth and Zuckerman’s 
own pain are a means of bringing him outside of his narcissistic cocoon and reintroducing him to 
the sort of experience upon which intersubjective relationships can be built. 
AL thus dramatizes Zuckerman’s recovery of self—returning to “the corpus that was his” 
(697)—along with an unusual tolerance for the expression of others. It’s a recognition, 
meanwhile, that the separation between the imagination and reality, between art and the world, is 
a false one: the will to create is indefatigable, and with our words we are constantly creating 
ourselves, the inevitable units of any social structure. It is the final novel in the series, Prague 
Orgy, which will square the institutional circle to arrive at a pragmatic recognition of how the 
right to create oneself in speech cannot be taken for granted. Zuckerman will see political 
oppression warp individuals as awfully as he had been warped by the literary economy, and will 
arrive at a grudging acknowledgement of the value of social institutions in cultivating and 
expressing community. In other words, AL recalls Zuckerman to the bedrock of evolving 
individual identity—always already a social identity—while PO locates the stakes in politics.  
 The Prague Orgy is an odd capstone to a trilogy about an American writer and his 
writing. In the stand-alone version, the novella runs to 96 pages, in which there is no orgy to 
speak of. There is not even any sex, a rare distinction in a Roth work. Zuckerman spends most of 





Nazis (and based somewhat on Bruno Schulz).90 Zuckerman has been convinced to do his part to 
help the cause by Sisovsky’s son, who is living in exile in New York with his former-actress 
girlfriend (an actress who, like Caesara O’Shea and Amy Bellette, played Anne Frank!). In 
Prague, Sisovsky’s estranged wife Olga possesses the manuscript, and Zuckerman has to 
somehow to retrieve it from her. From GW to AL, the first three novels have precious little to say 
about politics, apart from Zuckerman’s father’s habit of sending hectoring letters to politicians. 
What a surprise, then, to get to PO and discover a novel all about politics, with long discussions 
about how to organize society and survive in a geo-political context constituted by the struggle 
over finite resources. The alienation of this foreign society puts in full relief the political luxuries 
enjoyed in the West, including the ability to say and do nearly anything; but where Zuckerman 
had enjoyed that luxury to the full, he realizes that it can be self-defeating without the 
maintenance of some community to defend literature in its very luxuriousness. In other words, in 
this final novel, Zuckerman travels to Eastern Europe on an aesthetic mission and discovers, after 
he arrives, a hive of political conversation that is a response to acute political failures. Literature 
in this alien space emerges with all of its political force: more than just transforming one’s self, 
expression is a necessity for a shared and free society. 
Between East and West there is the contrast of communism and capitalism, a world of 
Writers’ Unions but good poetry sales vs. a world of universal commodification in which a novel 
is less valuable than a carburetor. In PO, Roth’s remarks in the interview with Klíma appear in a 
similar form in the mouth of Zdenek Sisovsky: “The weight of the stupidity you [Zuckerman] 
must carry is heavier than the weight of banning,” Sisovsky claims. “You come to belittle the 
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meaning of your vocation. You come to believe that there is no literary culture that matters. 
There is a definite existential weakening of your position” (703). This “existential weakening” 
refers to the diminished prestige of American writing, and follows in the vein of Zuckerman’s 
complaint in AL that all he has is “sexual celebrity.” Novels are only important, seemingly, 
insofar as they shock and sell—morally or aesthetically meaningful content is not interesting 
because it is not marketable.   
 Contrast this existential weakening to Prague, where those who call themselves writers 
are forced to stake their lives to do so. It is a country, Zdenek relates, in which “I could not write, 
speak in public, I could not even see my friends without being taken in for interrogation. To try 
to do something, anything, is to endanger one’s own well-being, and the well-being of one’s wife 
and children and parents” (706). Eight years after the Russian invasion and the stifling of the 
Prague Spring, the “population slowly accepts its fate,” while “only writers and intellectuals 
continue to be persecuted, only writing and thinking are suppressed; everybody else is content, 
content even with their hatred of the Russians” (706). The writers and intellectuals are the 
holdouts, the ones who nurse the fire of freedom of expression and freedom of thought, which as 
we’ve already seen is integrally links to the transformation of self and, by extension, society. For 
Zuckerman, who desires seriousness of purpose more than anything after his disintegration in 
AL, this may be an enviable position for a writer to enjoy and precisely the opposite of the 
weightlessness of literature in America. 
 On the other hand, there is nothing virtuous about the people Zuckerman meets in 
Prague; on the whole they are horny, depressed, and nihilistic. “Since the Russians,” his friend 
Bolotka (modeled on Ivan Klíma) reports, “the best orgies in Europe are in Czechoslovakia. Less 





even the direction of literary and cultural life, the intellectuals are allowed only to screw. “You 
can fuck, you can masturbate, you can look at dirty pictures, you can look at yourself in the 
mirror, you can do nothing. All the best people are there. Also the worst. We are all comrades 
now. Come to the orgy, Zuckerman—you will see the final stages of the revolution” (723). The 
nascent revolution under Dubcek has turned into a debauched and self-destructive affair that, as 
in the case of the alcoholic and promiscuous Olga, blends eros with the death drive. It is telling, 
moreover, that Zuckerman understands Bolotka’s warning as “a little cold water on free-world 
fantasies of virtuous political suffering” (724).91  
 Now it is the Czechs who are “all mouth”—the government is something like their 
equivalent of the pain that refused to let Zuckerman work, with Czech writers’ mouths the only 
outlet for creation. Zuckerman, for his part, decides to listen—the title’s “orgy” is more of 
storytelling than it is of bodies. “Here where the literary culture is held hostage, the art of 
narration flourishes by mouth. In Prague, stories aren’t simply stories; it’s what they have instead 
of life. Here they have become their stories, in lieu of being permitted to be anything else. 
Storytelling is the form their resistance has taken against the coercion of the powers-that-be” 
(762). In this realization, Zuckerman has discovered a culture of thespians becoming stories in 
lieu of writing them. But it’s also a realization about the fragility of literature: “Mightier than the 
sword? This place is proof that a book isn’t as mighty as the mind of its most benighted reader” 
(759). In a moment of despair, Zuckerman shifts the novel’s focus back to interpretation, to 
modes of reading—what is needed is not so much good books as good readers (or perhaps the 
                                                          
91 Olga highlights the Western expectations of suffering: “All the great international figures come to Prague to see 
our oppression, but none of them will ever fuck me. Why is that? Sartre was here and he would not fuck me. Simone 
de Beauvoir came with him and she would not fuck me. Heinrich Boll, Carlos Fuentes, Graham Greene—and none 
of them will fuck me. Now you, and it is the same thing. You think to sign a petition will save Czechoslovakia, but 





good books come with good readers). Either way, literature is vulnerable to political choices and, 
by the transitive principle, political choices are vulnerable to forms of literature. 
What the Czechs have by way of readership is the secret police. Bolotka once again puts 
it best: “But the police are like literary critics—of what little they see, they get most wrong 
anyway. They are the literary critics. Our literary criticism is police criticism” (763).92 The 
aesthetic discussion gets even more interesting when Zuckerman meets one of these literary 
critics in the person of the Minister of Culture himself. Within fifteen minutes of securing the 
Sisovsky manuscript from Olga, Zuckerman’s room is raided by police, the manuscript 
confiscated, and Zuckerman himself hauled off to the airport for the first flight out of the 
country. The imperative to control literature, we learn when the Minister of Culture arrives, is a 
project to root out the decadent, Westernized neurotics. Countering the Western narrative of 
oppressed writers—the sort of narrative PEN had disseminated for years—the Minister discusses 
a parallel universe of writers dedicated to ideological purity. “In this small country,” he says, 
“the writers have a great burden to bear: they must not only make the country’s literature, they 
must be the touchstone for general decency and public conscience.” (775). In the Minister’s 
vision, we see the fulfillment of some of Zuckerman’s dreams: writers relevant to culture, 
listened to with respect and deputized to nurse the conscience of the nation. Only it is a regime 
founded upon denial, renunciation, and the suppression of those characteristics that, for a 
bourgeois liberal like Zuckerman, make humans human. An utter suppression of the vrai. For the 
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expression that is not in lock-step with official ideology. The police represent the Czech equivalent of literary critics 
because they decide what to promote and what to suppress, with the result that a writer, “invalidated by the 
authorities, a superfluous person with no responsibilities and nothing to do, […] has the kind of good times you have 
in Dante’s Inferno” (778). With no meaningful readership, no dialectical interaction, the Czech writer sinks instead 
into that despondent sexuality. We can echo here William Maxwell’s comments about the FBI’s role as America’s 






Minister, writing is not art so much as it is a tool. “So he is the man who administers the culture 
of Czechoslovakia,” Zuckerman reflects, “whose job is to bring the aims of literature into line 
with the aims of society, to make literature less inefficient, from a social point of view. You 
write, if you even can here, into the teeth of this” (776).93 
Just as disturbing, here in Prague Zuckerman sees the same paternalistic attitude that his 
father demanded in him, a respect for goodness, tradition, and the wisdom of elders. Per the 
Minister: “You want to respect somebody in Czechoslovakia? Respect my father!” (779). His 
father, it turns out, “represent[s] the true Czech spirit—these are our realists!  People who 
understand what necessity is. People who do not sneer at order and see only the worst in 
everything. People who know to distinguish between what remains possible in a little country 
like ours and what is a stupid, maniacal delusion—people who know how to submit decently to 
their historical misfortune! These are the people to whom we owe the survival of our beloved 
land, and not to alienated, degenerate, egomaniacal artistes!” (780-781) In the belly of the 
bureaucratic beast, Zuckerman does not discover true believers dedicated to the cause in whose 
name they oppress, but instead an arbitrary acquiescence to the will of “historical misfortune,” 
which means the will of the powerful. We get at the end of the Prague Orgy a kind of manifesto 
in which imagination and revolutionary impulse are subordinated to “realism,” which is re-
defined as knowing “what remains possible.” The artists, it turns out, are not so much vilified for 
their decadence (which, after all, is fully tolerated by the authorities) as they are for their 
attempts to hold out hope of something different; the Minister’s program requires repressing the 
                                                          
93 Bolotka makes a similar point about socialist realism elsewhere: “I was an ideological saboteur. Stalinist criticism, 
which once existed in this country until it became a laughingstock, always reproached characters for not being moral 
and setting a good example. When a hero’s wife died on the stage, which was often happening in my theater, he had 
to sob a lot to please Stalin. And Stalin of course knew quite well what it was when one’s wife died. He himself 





imagination of change. That literature can be a powerful force in imagining political and social 
difference is in itself a striking lesson for Zuckerman to learn. 
 With this recognition comes an element of renovation at the end of Zuckerman’s journey. 
“In this nation of narrators,” he considers, “I’d only just begun hearing all their stories; I’d only 
just begun to sense myself shedding my story, as wordlessly as possible snaking away from the 
narrative encasing me” (781-782). But this too, he decides in the end, may be an illusion: 
No, one’s story isn’t a skin to be shed—it’s inescapable, one’s body and blood. You go 
on pumping it out till you die, the story veined with the themes of your life, the ever-
recurring story that’s at once your invention and the invention of you. To be transformed 
into a cultural eminence by the literary deeds he performs would not seem to be my fate. 
A forty-minute valedictory from the Minister of Culture on artistic deviance and filial 
respect is all I have been given to carry home. They must have seen me coming. (782-
783)  
Sandwiched between Zuckerman’s reflexive self-flagellation is the haunting image of the body 
as story, producing a continual secretion of narrative just as it does urine or sweat or blood. If we 
are always and inevitably novelists, the most important task is to check our baroque tendencies. 
Zuckerman finds reality intervening in his desire to become a “cultural eminence” through 
“literary deeds”—but then this desire grew in opposition to his practice of offense, his refusal of 
respectability. Assimilating one’s own stories is key, recognizing them for what they are and, 
presumably, making oneself a better storyteller. Insofar as Roth articulates an aesthetic creed, 
this is it: literature, as an externalization of the stories we tell ourselves, necessitates care and 
craft. It’s a moral as well as aesthetic commandment: the Minister’s fiction is sloppy fiction, 





Minister’s narratives serve to justify his own power. Nothing in Roth’s world is or should be 
sacred because it is all involved in the ceaseless storytelling we reflexively perform, and yet the 
de-sacralization itself can only come from a community’s maintenance of the right of expression.  
 PEN, I argue, is an integral part of this project of literary maintenance. When Zuckerman 
is warned by an actual literary critic (a student who hopes to interview him) that the secret police 
are watching, he turns to his ambassadorial bona fides: “I’m an American citizen,” he replies, 
adding to his journal: “I touch the billfold that holds not only my passport but my membership 
card in the American PEN Club, signed by the president, Jerzy Kosinski” (751). For the second 
time in the trilogy and epilogue, Zuckerman directly alludes to PEN. Where it was a throwaway 
in ZU, registering Zuckerman’s sense of the airiness of such quasi-political commitments, in the 
context of authoritarian Prague the tone is very different. This is a country in which the only 
equivalent for PEN is a Writers’ Union headed by none other than the Minister of Culture. This 
small reference to PEN, which remained from the first draft throughout Roth’s manuscript 
revisions, is significant because of what the organization represents: writers committed to 
defending expression and its tools of radical transformation. PEN’s drawbacks—bureaucratic 
squabbles and institutional hazard—take on a different hue when viewed from this alternative 
position. The freedom necessary to create literature is not guaranteed by markets or democracy 
or God. It must be defended, supported, proselytized—and PEN is one means of defending 
writing in partnership with other writers. Understanding Roth’s commitments to PEN and to his 
Czech colleagues, then, helps us illuminate not only these casual references in Roth’s fiction, but 
to better understand the stakes of the entire ZB trilogy, a giant Bildungsroman that culminates in 
Zuckerman’s acknowledgment, finally, of society and literature’s transformational powers within 





Capitalizing on Literature 
The Prague Orgy appeared in 1985, at a time when the Reagan revolution and the 
conservative backlash to the welfare state and radical ’60s politics succeeded in further breaking 
the left. As Dan Rodger’s Age of Fracture describes, the 1970s and 1980s saw the collapse of 
leftist political projects, the ascent of neo-liberal ideology, and a splintering of politically aligned 
causes through conflicts over identity politics. For a politically conscious writer like Roth—who 
was living for significant chunks of time in London by this point—part of the aesthetic project 
became to identify a cosmopolitan aesthetic solidarity. This, in its own way, was a ground for 
politicizing literature without instrumentalizing it. Klíma, for one, in his interview with Roth sees 
how this can be possible: “Literature doesn’t have to scratch around for political realities or even 
worry about systems that come and go; it can transcend them and still answer questions that the 
system evokes in people” (ST, 67). The Zuckerman Bound trilogy recovers a positive ground for 
literature in radical transformation that extends beyond the individual to the social groups of 
which they form a part. 
On the other hand, Rodger’s narrative of fracture is very relevant for understanding 
PEN’s recent history, in which capital has been the crux. PEN’s attempt to defend not just 
freedom of expression but a political order that might make that expression possible in the first 
place became even more pressing in Reagan’s Cold War paradise of financial deregulation, 
corporate consolidation, and free-market orthodoxy.94 Though money had been a perennial 
concern, in the 1980s a new class of heroic individuals—financiers—arose to dispense their 
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concentrated wealth, and it was with this New York-based class that PEN identified its future. 
On the one hand, the 1980s saw PEN grow in stature with the help of aggressive publicity 
campaigns and coordinated fundraising efforts. What PEN needed first and foremost was an 
endowment to call its own: with a pool of investible capital, the organization could free itself of 
its frequent budget woes and more effectively plan and coordinate the activities of its various 
committees. Such an endowment would also release PEN somewhat from the kindness of 
strangers by enabling it to use its own money and invest in itself enough to perform the 
substantive changes that needed to take place to strengthen the organization; it could gain the 
sort of independence that the Guggenheim Foundation had long since enjoyed, and that the 
MacArthur Foundation was making glamorous (see Chapter 4). And indeed, thanks to a series of 
well-publicized events and donor outreach programs, by 1991 PEN projected an operating 
budget of $1,241,450 (Annual Report).  
 While the increased emphasis on development began in the early 1980s, the mastermind 
behind PEN’s transformation from social club to establishment organization seems to have been 
none other than Norman Mailer. An even more infamous writer-celebrity than Roth, Mailer 
served as president from 1985 to 1987, during which time he sought funds to put on the 48th 
annual International PEN Congress in New York in 1986, which ironically was dedicated to the 
subject of “The Writer’s Private Imagination and the Imagination of the State.”95 Mailer’s 
strategy to increase PEN’s prominence was to push celebrity into high gear to attract a wealthy 
set of New York philanthropists who might enjoy evenings spent with novelists and other 
creative types. It was an attempt to actively exploit the “cultural money-laundering” mindset that 
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James English discusses in his work on literary prizes. At first, the strategy produced a swift 
backlash. Kurt Vonnegut, one of the contributors to Roth’s 1974 Ad Hoc Czech Fund, later 
complained of PEN’s turn to entertaining wealthy donors: “It began when we had that congress 
[in 1986]. Suddenly we needed tons of dough—we gave free transportation to indigent writers 
and that sort of thing. We built up a bureaucracy for it. And then that was over and the 
bureaucracy lived on.” The institutional inertia was the kiss of death, as far as Vonnegut was 
concerned, a view in which he was joined by E.L. Doctorow, who distanced himself from PEN 
in 198[9] over “the matter of these PEN dinners, which are distasteful to me,” a nod to the galas 
that began under Mailer. At stake was not just an endowment, these writers believed, but the 
organizations’ independence from finance and the new financial elite—in short, from power. 
 The tensions came to a head in the late 1980s when PEN member Ken Auletta, a 
journalist and vocal critic of Wall Street, took to a gossip column to publically criticize a key 
donor. PEN had recently begun more intensive fundraising, and invited Gayfryd Steinberg, the 
wife of a hostile takeover specialist, to head a fundraising committee (“Pointed Pen”). Not only 
was Gayfryd not a novelist, but she was married to a financier prominently associated with 
Michael Milliken (the junk bond king and an emblem of 1980s financial excess) and who thus 
represented exactly what the crowd at PEN despised. Auletta, for his part, was bothered at 
“writers being used as trophies for wealthy people” and in the original article worried about 
“wealthy people gaining respectability on the backs of writers” (“Dispute on Role”). What PEN 
was seeing, then, was a reaction against folding the literary economy further into the celebrity 
economy to satisfy the creative pretensions of a wealthy few, who could accrue to themselves the 
prestige of the writers they patronized. Patronage was the result: the Steinbergs alone became 





The minor scandal made national headlines, prompting writers and intellectuals to chime 
in about the relationship between art and money in contemporary society. Edward Said, for one, 
was understanding of the PEN blowback, commenting to the Post that “most money in our 
society is in some way flawed.” Others had deeper problems with the very idea of PEN cozying 
up to money through such events as a PEN Mont Blanc dinner that cost $750 a head. As The 
New York Times reported: “55 authors - including Frances FitzGerald, Robert A. Caro and Allen 
Ginsberg - will be divided up among 636 guests, the most ever to attend. The writers, known as 
literary hosts, are in great demand among the guests.” The article quotes PEN’s development 
director, Ms. Moskowitz, saying: “People like to meet authors… They like to talk to them. The 
idea is to meet people and be social.” It was exactly this sort of event that prompted E.L. 
Doctorow to argue that “it is unseemly, and corrupting, for an organization of writers to become 
a toy of the very wealthy,” adding, “PEN does not cozy up to students, the poor or even the 
middle-class reader” (“PEN Gala Raises Money”). At stake was the integrity of an institution 
that sought to speak truth to power but was now reliant upon an aristocratic class for its 
continued existence. 
PEN was supposed to offer authors a certain community—professional, to be sure, but 
also based on a humanist vocation—that would resist the atomizing pressures of American 
society that accelerated in the 1980s. Already in 1981, as we’ve seen, an embattled tone 
prevailed when Richard Gilman accepted the presidency of PEN, remarking that: “At a moment 
when both political and economic pressures in this country act against the spirit, […] making the 
very words “spiritual,” “intellectual,” “esthetic” seem more and more archaic, remnants of a 
humanistic age before the bottom line became sovereign, at such a moment I don’t think it too 





important action.” In Gilman’s formulation, it served a paradoxical function as an embodied 
institution devoted to transcendence, one which could hush the noise of American getting and 
spending, at least long enough for PEN’s authors to point out that there is something more worth 
defending. His review of ZU was so negative, perhaps, because of his very hostility to the world 
that consciously sought to represent: the celebrity literary economy and its destruction of 
community.  
 Fifteen years later in 1996, however, the conquest of PEN by money seemed to some 
observers to be complete. Its mission, according to internal documents, was a kind of vertical 
integration and rigorous budgeting in the hopes of creating an endowment with which “to 
become financially viable over the next five years” and to add a “cash reserve fund (we don’t 
want to live hand to mouth)” (“Notes from meeting with Karl Mathiesen” July 11, 1996). This 
led to yet another minor scandal when PEN announced a major restructuring of its board, 
shrinking membership from 84 to 26. The most galling feature, for some, was the addition of 8 
non-writers to the group, “people well versed in the arts of fund-raising and budget management, 
[invited] to play a role in PEN’s governing” (“Pen Pall”). In other words, PEN made the shift to 
a corporate governance style, loosening the rules of its very identity in order to get more money 
to further support its cause. Predictably, many saw this as a betrayal of all that PEN stood for. 
Former PEN presidents Thomas Fleming and Charles Bracelen Flood wrote an aggrieved letter 
out of their “anxiety” over the American Center’s “disastrous course.” Independence was key for 
them: “Aren’t we admitting, by calling in these eight nonliterary angels, that writers are 
incapable of managing their own affairs? Aren’t we confirming what every publisher ultimately 
believes—that writers are eternal children and must be treated as such?” The dream of a group 





had given way to institutional resignation that the lack of a large enough donor base in the public 
at large meant they had to find money from wealthy philanthropists, many of whom (like the 
Steinbergs) made their money from questionable activities during the stock market boom of the 
1980s. 
PEN understandably saw financialization as the path to increased attention, prosperity, 
and power, even at the expense of its “independence.” But in the end, money talks very loudly 
indeed, and money makes writing possible in the first place. PEN, as a body representing people 
who care about literature and value its personal and social potential, engaged its writer-base to 
stage a series of interventions, either through its Committees and Calls to Conscience or through 
Congressional hearings. By seeming to give up its independence to wealthy donors, critics saw 
that PEN was making not just an economic but a political compromise: it was giving up its own 
governance to a class of professionals whose concerns may have more to do with prestige than 
with art. The point that this last controversy shows is that in a sense PEN’s mission was always 
explicitly political, especially if we want that word to have any meaning apart from the business 
of electioneering. PEN gave an institutional shape to the social energies of writers, which is as 
much as saying that PEN engaged in politics through literature. For Roth—or at least his 
apolitical, anti-social, aesthete of an avatar—there is a more primary sense in which literature is 
always already political, invested in political questions that form a precondition for its continued 









Chapter 3: Writing Beyond the Nation: The National Endowment for the 
Arts and the Dream of a National Literature (1965-1989) 
 
“Beauty will not come at the call of the legislature.” – Ralph Waldo Emerson, “Art,” 1841  
 
“Sooner or later we have to grow up and stop poking fun at things intellectual and cultural.”       
– James Wright (D-Tx), 1958   
 
In 1981, less than 20 years after its creation, the National Endowment for the Arts was in 
crisis. Shortly following his inauguration Ronald Reagan proposed a budget to reduce the NEA’s 
funds by as much as 50%, cap any future spending, and implement further reductions in 
subsequent years.96 The primary justification was that America’s fiscal crises of the late 1970s 
demanded cuts to “wasteful” discretionary domestic spending, to tighten America’s fiscal belt 
and sacrifice in the name of economic growth.97 An author of the new budget further claimed 
that the NEA policy “ha[d] resulted in a reduction in the historic role of private individual and 
corporate philanthropic support in [artistic and literary endeavor]” (qtd. in Barron, 31). A 
Heritage Foundation wish-list for conservative governance further argued that such cuts could 
combat the organization’s “tendency to emphasize politically inspired social policies at the 
expense of the independence of the arts and the humanities” (Mandate for Leadership). It did not 
help that conservative suspicions of the NEA had dogged it from the beginning, with some minor 
                                                          
96 Barron quotes Richard F. Shepard’s “sombre [sic] report on the prospects for government arts support” in the New 
York Times: “It seems unlikely that government support will disappear altogether in the arts, but, as it happens with 
many other activities, the result will depend in large part on the political power of whatever constituency the arts 
organizations can mobilize.” This gives an excellent sense of the importance of such institutions: without the 
corporate body to channel socially significant energies, little can get done. 
97 In doing so, the actor-president was violating his own campaign position paper on arts funding, where he had 
asserted that: “As to what levels of funding I would recommend for the future, I cannot say. I would hope that we 
could see a steady annual increase.” He also indicated that he “would take a personal interest in encouraging 






scandals including a grant to Erica Jong for the sexually explicit Fear of Flying (1973).98 As 
Livingston Biddle, Jr., then-chairman of the National Endowment for the Humanities, later 
recounted, Reagan and the empowered Republicans intended to abolish the Endowment entirely. 
Reagan’s proposal led to polemics on either side, including a debate in the pages of the 
Washington Post between Tom Bethell, a conservative journalist, and Toni Morrison, novelist, 
publisher, professor, and member of the National Council on the Arts (an NEA advisory body). 
By that point, Morrison had published four novels and a book of nonfiction, and was among the 
most prominent African American writers. In her defense of the NEA, she debunked 
conservative talking points one by one: far from strangling corporate giving, the NEA had 
boosted it from $230 million annually to $3 billion, because corporate giving tends to follow the 
government’s lead. With spending levels of one tenth of 1% of the federal budget, the 
Endowment contributed nothing to inflation, though it did generate $1 in corporate and private 
money for every 5 cents spent. The NEA also helped keep artists employed and off the public 
dole just as it assisted the development of cities and tourist industries. The attack on the arts, she 
wrote, came from men “gratified by the froth of an idea and indifferent to meaning,” “whose 
assumption is that belt-tightening necessarily involves the waist, which can never be too thin. 
They seem not to be aware that it can also involve the throat” (“Cutting the Endowment”). 
 This image of strangulation—the belt around the throat—recurs often in the rhetoric 
surrounding government arts funding. Government money, Morrison suggests, enables citizens 
to speak; by choking off voices, the assault on arts funding puts freedom of expression itself into 
doubt, and on flimsy political grounds. “President Reagan,” she continued, “has stated that the 
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government should not be used ‘to bring about social change’ – meaning, apparently, that the 
government role is to curtail social change.” The consequences of the hypocrisy are clear:  
…When the government strangles the art community, it is saying to its own citizens: 
Your government has no interest in a future, only in a past. It is saying to that part of the 
public that can least afford it – to struggling artists and art organizations that have 
absolutely no access to corporate funds: You must wither while these others flourish. It is 
saying to poor people in Tucson, the Bronx and Oakland: You must not only live in 
substandard housing, with poor health care, inadequate protection and subsistence diets, 
you must also relinquish your cultural life-line – the reason, sometimes, you get up in the 
mornings; the respite you look forward to of an afternoon; the relish of working at your 
own art. That, too, you must live without, even though it may be the single creative, 
constructive and joyful thing you do. 
For Morrison, the NEA is progressive and evolving, with concrete, immediate effect on the lives 
of people who would otherwise labor in alienated silence. Those most hurt by the lack of arts 
funding are those who need it most, the poor and vulnerable, who do not have the resources to 
buy time to make art and who are thus excluded from cultural life. So funding cuts double as a 
covert attack on the poor and minorities, as well as on artistic vocation, and all in the name of 
stifling “social change.” This debate from the early 1980s gets at the heart of the fraught 
relationship between government, economics, and aesthetics in the postwar period. Who should 
pay for art, who should make it, and what role should art play in the life of the nation?  
At the federal scale the arts become politically divisive, even among writers. Cormac 





Ecco Press contained a disclaimer about NEA funding. In March 1986 he wrote the Ecco Press 
publisher: 
What is the acknowledgement to the National Endowment for the Arts? I know you’ll 
think me eccentric and a crank but I would never have agreed to any such arrangement if 
I’d known about it. I guess all I can do is to register this with you as a protest or 
disclaimer. I don’t believe that working people should have money expropriated from 
their pay envelops at gunpoint to finance the publication of novels. At the very least I’d 
like not to be a part of it. (Letter to Ecco Press) 
For McCarthy, taxation and the government’s legitimate use of force turn national arts funding 
into a kind of heist, a coercive threat to individual liberty even (or especially) when the money is 
going to fund his own work. Before he became financially successful, McCarthy had spent 
decades working odd jobs in order to buy time for himself to write, which no doubt influenced 
his view of aesthetic expression as a luxury outside the purview of government. McCarthy’s 
individualist emphasis is consonant with conservative critiques of arts funding, implying, in 
effect, that a free market can provide for the peoples’ cultural needs without using government’s 
coercive power. 
 Then again, markets distribute resources unevenly. As we saw with PEN, concentration, 
consolidation, and the publishing industry’s burgeoning star system meant fewer writers making 
a living, and a more precarious existence for writers whose work did not sell well (McCarthy’s 
included). The problem, here, is similar to that confronting the Guggenheim Foundation: if 
culture, specifically literature, cannot emerge without a robust market or some way to allow 
writers the time to write (as opposed to some other form of labor), what recourse is there for 





up steep barriers to entry for first timers and seasoned writers alike: to adapt Chesnutt’s line, if 
the world wants books, it must be willing to pay authors to write them. Sometimes called 
“market censorship,” the barriers to market entry effectively restrict the privilege of authorship to 
those classes that have the money and the time for unalienated creative labor. The result, activists 
like Morrison would say, is a culture created by the powerful that is un-representative, if not 
actively exclusionary. The conservative response is to reduce cultural production and 
consumption to a series of individual economic choices—to buy this book or that, this shoe or 
that; to pay the opportunity cost of writing as opposed to working extra hours—and to have faith 
that the market will provide what the people want. It amounts to a fundamental disagreement 
about how art gets made (does supply create demand, or demand create supply), but it also 
speaks to a lack of agreement on whether there is such a thing as the common good and if culture 
plays a part in sustaining it. 
To a certain extent, it was basic agreement about the importance of America’s cultural 
sphere that had allowed both the Guggenheim Foundation and PEN to attain non-profit status 
and special privileges. The NEA Literature Program, founded in 1967 through the efforts of 
writers such as Ralph Ellison, John Steinbeck, Harper Lee, and Paul Engle, effectively extended 
and formalized this agreement to make possible government patronage for literature. This 
chapter analyzes the history of the NEA Literature Program in order to show how the NEA 
framers built upon the Guggenheim and PEN model with the overt goal of lowering the barriers 
of cultural creation and making possible a diverse and representative literary culture. In the 
process, as we’ll see, it has become a pillar of the postwar literary economy, as well as a 
significant institutional support for academia’s ever-growing creative writing economy. What’s 





the meaning of authorship itself, from a holdover Romantic ideal of suffering and labor to an 
indispensable component of democratic governance. 
Until recently, scholarly work on the NEA has been scarce. A 2015 article by Margaret 
Doherty started the process of assimilating the agency’s legacy into our literary histories, arguing 
in particular for its role in promoting minimalist writers and middle class fiction in the 1980s and 
’90s. Under “pressure to subsidize fiction that would be popular with a large audience without 
reneging on its promise to judge on artistic merit alone,” Doherty argues, NEA administrators 
began funding marketable minimalist prose as opposed to experimental, “postmodern” work. My 
argument here is at once more modest and more expansive. Rather than consider the agency 
through a dialectic of elite and popular, I want to follow Morrison’s lead and consider the effect 
of government patronage on writers who were for many years invisible to the American 
mainstream. The result of the NEA’s systematic attempt to stimulate the production of American 
literature and make visible to reading audiences broader experiences than New York life or 
campus culture was not a consistently recognizable literary form but a consistent recourse to 
hybrid forms of storytelling. The characteristic shape of the NEA-funded fiction that I examine 
here came from a fusion of local storytelling traditions with familiar narrative resources drawn 
from the history of the modern novel. The result was a surge of experimentation as well as the 
creation of new nodes of prestige in the literary economy for writers outside of the American 
cultural dominant. 
By the late 1960s, the NEA Literature was operating in a highly reflexive institutional 
landscape in which interlocking pseudo-corporate entities had become major literary patrons and 
fellow-travelers. This is particularly true of authors who fall under Mark McGurl’s category of 





identity (linked with writing programs’ imperative to “find your voice”). This emphasis on self-
expression, as McGurl explains, grew out of the aspirations for cultural diversity 
(multiculturalism), which were then internalized throughout higher education and elsewhere. 
Together with the “powerful positive re-valuation of orality in its own right” (231), McGurl 
argues, for minority writers literature became a path to “self-expressive liberation” (261). The 
NEA, as I show here, was a crucial institution that encouraged this orality and self-expression, 
not in the name of liberation but rather with the hope of rebalancing the national mythos and 
building an American public. Through readings of Leslie Marmon Silko’s novel Ceremony and 
Maxine Hong Kingston’s early memoirs, I explore the NEA’s role in advancing the self-
expression of diverse American voices as they sought a larger revision in American letters. In 
short, the NEA attempted to bridge the divide between private and public spheres by promoting 
policies that treated the private realm of aesthetic experience as a component of the common 
good.99 
Origins of the Endowment 
Though it seemed to appear overnight, the National Endowment for the Arts was the 
product of long gestation and nearly continuous legislative efforts on the part of socially minded 
Democrats and Republicans. For years after the dismantling of the Federal Writers Project and 
associated New Deal programs in the early 1940s, the arts were a non-starter at the federal level, 
and for the same reasons we saw in Chapter 2 with the Cox Committee’s suspicion of the 
                                                          
99 I use this fraught concept without extended comment because, theoretically, the notion of a public sphere is 
fundamental to the existence of philanthropic institutions. They all believe in some form of a public and consider 
themselves part of it. The notion of a public sphere does not presume the individual political efficacy of actors in 
that sphere, nor does it demand accepting a theology of “the public.” More constructively, we can see the public 
sphere as an “unfulfilled task” (Robbins xxiv), one in which cultural and philanthropic institutions have played an 
outsized (and under-recognized) role. Michael Warner’s “Publics and Counterpublics” offers an alternative 





Guggenheim and private money directed to public ends: the fear of centralized federal authority 
and Soviet-style planning. What was required was at once a change in intellectual climate and a 
change in the political will in both the executive and the Congress. American power was already 
ascendant around the world thanks to military, technological, and economic superiority, having 
created the post-World War II global order more or less on its own terms. But what America 
continued to lack, in the eyes of many, was the culture to both reflect and sustain its political 
supremacy. In other words, by the 1960s culture had become both a geopolitical necessity in the 
global struggle against Soviet socialism and a domestic imperative amid social upheaval and the 
battle for civil rights. 
The groundwork for arts legislation was laid in the 1950s with attempts to develop non-
military means of combatting Soviet Communism. One of the tools the governmental used was 
cultural exchange such as the 1959 American National Exhibition in Moscow or the 1958 
Brussels World’s Fair. Art and architecture became a vehicle of American “soft power,” a form 
of diplomacy which meant, in practice, propaganda for American freedom and the artistic 
openness it enables. “Again and again in the fifties,” historian Gary Larson relates, “the plea for 
federal patronage was made, not on the intrinsic value of the arts or their inherent benefits to 
American society, but on their propagandistic value—on the role they might play in America’s 
efforts to win friends and influence nations” (72). In a Cold War that was as much ideological as 
martial—a struggle for the “hearts and minds” of world populations, whom decolonization had 
granted the ability to decide between American and Soviet styles of governance and the aid 





 The strongest argument for government arts funding came in a report commissioned by 
John F. Kennedy that appeared in 1964, Report of the Commission of the Humanities.100 This 
emphasis on the humanities—the “things of the spirit”—turned out to be a crucial prerequisite 
for the success of arts legislation. “World leadership of the kind which has come upon the United 
States cannot rest solely upon superior force, vast wealth, or preponderant technology,” the 
Report declared. “If we appear to discourage creativity, to demean the fanciful and the beautiful, 
to have no concern for man’s ultimate destiny—if, in short, we ignore the humanities—then both 
our goals and our efforts to attain them will be measured with suspicion” (Report 5). Mobilizing 
humanistic rhetoric could be a tool for making art useful, a key requirement for congressional 
leaders who needed to be able to point to a concrete benefit to make the cost worthwhile. The 
shared assumption that the study of the human is ennobling or uplifting could elide gracefully 
into the arts generally, making art not simply a matter of paint on canvas or pen on paper but an 
expression of American freedom and creativity. 
The arts could become more functional when framed as helping the citizenry to pass its 
increasing leisure time in productive occupation. “When men and women find nothing within 
themselves but emptiness,” the Report continued, “they turn to trivial and narcotic amusements, 
and the society of which they are a part becomes socially delinquent and potentially unstable. 
The humanities are the immemorial answer to man’s questioning and to his need for self-
expression; they are uniquely equipped to fill the ‘abyss of leisure’” (5). The Fair Labor 
                                                          
100In his June 12, 1963 Executive Order 11112, “Establishment of an Advisory Council on the Arts,” Johnson made 
it clear that he didn’t want the public sector to conflict with the private: “The cultural life of the United States has at 
its best been varied, lively, and decentralized. It has been supported—often with great generosity—by private 
patrons. I hope these characteristics will not change, but it seems well to assess how far the traditional sources of 
support meet the needs of the present and the near future.” John F. Kennedy’s presidential Goals Commission 
(1960) made the case for arts funding by appealing to this future: “In the eyes of posterity, the success of the United 
States as a civilized society will be largely judged by the creative activities of its citizens in art, architecture, 





Standards Act of 1940 had normalized a 40-hour work week for most Americans, which meant 
historically large chunks of time spent outside of work. With mass mobilization, civil rights 
protests in the south, and frequent riots in major urban centers (e.g. the 1964 Harlem riots), the 
government had a vested interest in guiding people’s energies outside of their place of labor. By 
melding a humanistic understanding of the arts’ elevating potential with an insistence on 
productive leisure, the Report presented the arts as a socially stabilizing and moral tool to fill the 
“abyss” of private experience. This effectively meant that in public spaces people were defined 
as professionalized laborers, while in private spaces they could enjoy the freedom of full 
humanity. But this provisional consensus produced a unique problem for government, since the 
humanities “were subjective, poorly understood, little appreciated, and politically volatile. 
Unlike medical or agricultural work, the humanities were not safe” (McCarthy 4).  
 Added to the mix was the ever-present sense of American cultural backwardness that had 
in part motivated the founders of the Guggenheim Foundation. But in the postwar period, 
America’s geopolitical influence meant a much wider diffusion of its cultural products than in 
the 1920s. Larson explains that the shift from hostility to embrace of the arts “must be explained 
in part…by a collective self-consciousness about life in America—the rise-and-fall-of-Rome 
syndrome that found Americans simultaneously rushing headlong to greater technological 
heights and material wealth while looking back nervously over their shoulders all the way” 
(195). The postwar period, in other words, reveals anxiety over America’s superpower status and 
a corresponding cultural inadequacy that would lead to attempts to assemble a heritage worthy of 
a recently self-conscious empire.101 Funding for the arts and the humanities became a recognized 
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scholars such as Sacvan Bercovitch, Walter Benn Michaels, Donald Pease, and others, who attempt to revise and 






good at a specific geopolitical moment in which government and various cultural organizations 
could recognize the need to memorialize existing sub-cultures and create a usable past for the 
future. 
Where dozens of previous arts bills had languished in committee or been quashed 
outright, the bill authorizing the National Foundation for the Arts and Humanities passed quickly 
in Congress and was signed by President Johnson on September 29, 1965. The bill established 
two independent government agencies, the National Endowment for the Humanities and the 
National Endowment for the Arts, whose mission was to support humanistic inquiry and promote 
artistic creation. Johnson took the occasion to propound on the significance of the arts for 
American society in terms that became resonant for all arts organizations (e.g. PEN): 
Art is a nation’s most precious heritage. For it is in our works of art that we reveal to 
ourselves, and to others, the inner vision which guides us as a Nation. And where there is 
no vision, the people perish. We in America have not always been kind to the artists and 
the scholars who are the creators and the keepers of our vision. Somehow, the scientists 
always seem to get the penthouse, while the arts and the humanities get the basement. 
(“Remarks at the Signing of the Arts and Humanities Bill”) 
Johnson’s emphasis is on vision: art as a means to publicly show ourselves, both individually and 
as representatives of a larger group (e.g. family, tribe, race, or class), and to be recognized in 
turn. While art makes Americans “legible” to one another (to adapt the idiom of James Scott), it 
also provides a sort of secular scripture to guide moral decisions and aspirations for the future. 
The moral pieties may not sound convincing from the man who would embroil the US in 
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of empire” (99). If these mid-century critics created myths of American identity, the NEA sought to support the 





Vietnam, but this emphasis on “moral vision” is one certainly shared by many American writers, 
even when those writers directed that moral vision towards critique of American power. 
Anti-imperial critiques had blossomed even before the arts funding bill was passed, when 
the White House organized a glamorous festival for the arts with more than 300 guests, including 
artists, writers, politicians, arts administrators, and businessmen. Robert Lowell, for example, 
had declined his invitation on the front page of the New York Times to protest America’s 
presence in Vietnam. Dwight MacDonald attended but tried to circulate a petition against 
involvement in Vietnam (the awkward timing meant he only got a few signatures). Johnson, for 
his part, sought to thread the needle in a speech that acknowledged the presence of politics in 
aesthetic work. “Your art is not a political weapon,” he told the assembled artists. 
Yet much of what you do is profoundly political. For you seek out the common pleasures 
and visions, the terrors and cruelties of man’s day on this planet. And I would hope that 
you would dissolve the barriers of hatred and ignorance which are the source of so much 
of our pain and anger. In this way you work toward peace–not only the peace which is 
simply the absence of war–but the peace which liberates man to reach for the finest 
fulfillment of his spirit. (“Remarks at White House Festival of the Arts”) 
Johnson here draws a useful distinction between the inevitably political nature of art—which, 
through its representation of reality, cannot help but be “profoundly political”—and the spurious 
use of art as a weapon to achieve political aims. The former acknowledges the social world 
because art cannot fail to do so; the latter affronts the social world by instrumentalizing art for a 
different purpose altogether. The NEA’s architects—and by extension official government 
policy—recognized that art enacts a special kind of politics by which political content can be 





the apolitical midwife of art, which comes from the people and returns to the people. The 
government’s role, in other words, is to enable art’s passage from and to a public. 
The postwar public sphere, meanwhile, was increasingly characterized by the growing 
consolidation of arts institutions throughout the country. Indeed, the increasing connections 
between artists and arts administrators was a significant prerequisite for drumming up the 
political will to pass new legislation. From a state of fragmentation to the emergence of an “arts 
lobby” in the 1960s, there arose a series of connected cultural institutions—from museums to 
universities to artists’ unions and more—that could mobilize popular sentiment and apply 
political pressure. Here we could think of the PEN Center, with its mobilization of authors to 
convert their cultural capital into political action, along with the Guggenheim Foundation, as 
mutually dependent actors in the construction of a cultural zone insulated from the market.102 As 
Larson puts it, “laissez faire culture was simply not sufficient when it came to displaying the 
fruits of American civilization on the world stage” (138). The economic language, here, is 
particularly useful for helping us recognize the extent to which arts funding represented a 
government solution to a fundamentally economic problem, akin in its own way to the 
maldistribution of other resources. With the NEA, the government could subsidize another facet 
of American life to invest in artistic production and reap moral/social, political, and geopolitical 
benefits. 
                                                          
102 The Council that the arts legislation created was very much focused on the institutional landscape which they 
were designed to complement. The minutes contain long conversations about the Guggenheim’s matching grants, 
for instance. Chairman Stevens, for instance, commented of the Guggenheim that “they apparently over a period of 
years have done an excellent job” (“Proceedings of the 4th Meeting,” 351). Stevens also quotes Henry Allen Moe: 
“Anyone and anybody can apply for a grant. Of course, that is our duty, too, through our theoretical know-how, to 
know how to choose the people who would choose the people. As Henry Moe says, if you did not know where to 
go—he could get what he wanted because he knew where to go to get it” (349). Engle, for his part, cites the 
insufficiency of the Guggenheim’s grants: “I have this year a Guggenheim fellowship at a figure so shameful that I 





Arts legislation could thus be described in another language: that of rights. The same 
intellectual climate and political will that enabled Johnson to secure passage of civil rights 
legislation in 1964 was at work in the founding of the NEA. Arts funding was seen as further 
“‘finishing touches’ on American civilization, part of a broader social and cultural program 
(which included civil rights legislation)” (144). As part of a reformist package, arts joined civil 
rights to protect not only the legal rights of citizens, but also their ability to express their 
experience of those rights. The NEA thus cannot be properly understood apart from a larger 
social agenda that strove (in theory, at least) to empower a wider set of Americans to join the 
public sphere. A poem may not be quite equivalent to a vote, but a poem can serve to make 
legible the experiences of voters—their sufferings as well as their values, aspirations, or dissent. 
Another way to say this is that the United States had set the bar for global modernity with its 
unprecedented political power, economic prosperity, infrastructure, and legal institutions. What 
was missing was the personal, human experience of that modernity, experience that was often 
ambivalent, if not actively negative. A healthy expression of that experience, the logic went, 
could potentially soften modernity’s rough edges, and provide a fuller understanding of how 
individuals and communities fit together at the levels of the state and the nation. 
While the National Foundation for the Arts and the Humanities was the first step in 
enabling government arts funding, it was still an open question how the government would 
stimulate the arts: matching grants, field studies, university endowments, conferences? To 
develop this practical infrastructure, a National Council on the Arts was created by pooling talent 
from the fields of architecture, fine arts, dance, theater, music, literature, sculpture, and more. 
With representatives such as Gregory Peck, Agnes DeMille, Stanley Young, Ralph Ellison, John 





mechanisms to promote an American art that would reflect the diversity of America itself. The 
resulting conversations, preserved in detailed minutes, reveal the key concerns of the programs’ 
intellectual founders, as well as the Council’s motivation in creating an individual grant program 
for writers in particular. The challenge of the Endowment’s task, as Ralph Ellison put it at the 
fifth meeting of the NEA council, was to “develop a national art without developing an official 
art” (“Proceedings of the 5th Meeting,” 153).103 What endured was a technocratic solution that 
avoided threats of government-overreach by empowering existing institutional actors and letting 
the institutions of civil society guide funding priorities. 
In many ways, the Literature Program began to preserve a healthy regionalism. For 
Ellison, the goal was to “allow writers to flourish within their own backgrounds, or to return to 
their own backgrounds” (153)—to develop a funding program that enabled artists to remain 
regionally tied without diluting their work into a monolithic “nation” devoid of difference. He 
argued that they should pursue “a more complex consciousness of what [the American people] 
are; of how diversified we actually are in terms of our unit” (154). A statement of philosophy 
prepared by Paul Engle and Ralph Ellison further expressed this commitment to plurality:  
It is our belief that it is through the arts that a nation realizes the fullest meaning of its 
experience, for, as the artists achieve that order which we term beauty, they also 
contribute to our awareness of who we are and where we are. In a society which has 
always been marked by that special disorder which comes from vast spaces of highly 
diversified people, great national and technical resources, and the rapid tempo of 
historical change, the arts are here of the utmost importance, not only as a moral force, 
but as a celebration of the American experience which encourages, clarifies and points to 
                                                          





the next direction in our struggle to achieve the promise of our democracy. (“Proceedings 
of Special Meeting,” 3)  
The Council sought to preserve regional specificity and local identities throughout America, but 
also to recognize these acts of expression as forging of a larger, plural American identity. The 
“celebration of the American experience” could create a national identity that retained a 
commitment to individual freedom; the freedom to express heterodox or contradictory ideas and 
experiences itself reveals an underlying commonality in that freedom. At the Council meetings, 
Ellison specifically proposed a travel grant program for writers to see other parts of the 
country,104 but this early proposal morphed into a more familiar program of individual grant 
making. The solution was for experts in different fields, deputized by government, to survey 
cultural producers and, through grants, acknowledge their work as the expression of an American 
identity that is vast and internally differentiated.105 
While the NEA Literature would soon embrace educational programs, grants to literary 
journals, and other support for small publishers, grants to individual writers began and remained 
the most significant commitment of the Literature Program in dollar terms. (It remains, today, 
the only individual grantmaking program for the arts at the NEA to survive the conservative 
                                                          
104 “Something rich has gotten into the literature because people wrote of certain places, of certain experiences, or at 
least knew them and never surrendered their interest” (“Proceedings of the 5th Meeting,” 154), he said, adding later 
in the context of traveling grant especially that, “This is not a matter of forcing anyone to do anything, but to 
acknowledge that there has grown up in this country a diversified culture which even the movies and television and 
the comic strips have been unable to do away with” (157). 
105 We could historicize such a project along with scholars such as Carrie Tirado Bramen, who turns to William 
James and other 19th and early 20th century intellectuals to explore an “allegory of modernization [that] reinforces 
American exceptionalism by linking an economy of abundance with a principle of heterogeneity-in-moderation” 
(23), finding “a middle ground where cultural variety creates a sense of relative stability without monotony” (23). 
We could also look to others like the pluralist philosopher Horace Kallen, whose “cultural pluralism” McGurl uses 
to explore the “cultivation of diversity within the U.S. nation-state,” in which “the individual is both a member of 
one section in the multicultural ‘orchestra’ of difference that is America, and also a kind of angelized observer of the 
nation’s symphonic performance of pluralized nationality” (333). My emphasis here, however, is more on how the 






assault on government in the early 1990s.) Like other institutions before it, the Council 
rigorously studied and discussed peer institutions such as the Rockefeller, Ford, and Guggenheim 
Foundations, as well as the American Academy of Arts and Letters. Even more interestingly, 
individual grants in Literature explicitly began as an attempt to shore up the weak grantmaking 
environment for literature. The first program justifications for the Literature Program argued that 
“existing individual grants programs of private foundations such as Rockefeller and Guggenheim 
have been unable to keep up with inflationary trends. A typical private grant award is 
approximately half what is needed to maintain a reasonable standard of living in the United 
States in the sixties” (“Proceedings of the 6th Meeting”). In other words, between the literary 
marketplace and various private foundations there just wasn’t enough money to help writers 
attain the “freedom from worry” that Agnes De Mille suggested was the most valuable 
contribution of the NEA’s grantmaking (“Proceedings of the 5th Meeting,” 168).  
 Understanding how to maximize the effect of grants also meant understanding the 
growing role of universities as patrons of the arts. Paul Engle, the father of the Iowa Writers’ 
Workshop, for example, pointed out to the Council that it should “realize how very greatly the 
relationship between universities and the arts has changed. […] In particular, I think Ralph 
[Ellison] can support me on this, the relationship between the Universities and the writers in the 
last few years have changed enormously” (“Proceedings of Special Meeting,” 45). The change 
he is pointing to is the gradual assimilation of creative writers and other artists into the university 
system, gradually becoming necessary components in any literature department. The fact that 
Paul Engle was included on the council in the first place makes clear the extent to which the 
postwar institutions were networked. Part of the larger argument of this dissertation is that 





overly simplifying the literary sphere and the contingent position of institutions within a larger 
network.  
Between the inadequacy of then-extant arts-funding and the growing cultural power of 
universities, the NEA poised itself as a social program to encourage a kind of aesthetic upward 
mobility. “[W]e hope,” a report from the early Council meetings said, summarizing the groups 
aspirations,  
to emphasize a grants program aimed at reaching, a) non-teaching writers; b) women with 
domestic responsibilities and dependent children; c) talented writers from disadvantaged 
backgrounds, including urban ghettos, who may need further educational or cultural 
supportive assistance before they can succeed in their work; d) young writers who do not 
yet have the kind of established reputations which appeal to private foundations; and, e) 
older writers whose reputations have faded… (“Proceedings of the 6th Meeting,” 1966)  
The emphasis here is on filling in the gaps in society that have left writers disembedded and 
divorced from both the sources of funding and the sources of aesthetic expression. The NEA 
pitched itself, in other words, as a federal intervention to aid writers disadvantaged by the extant 
market and university system (a), social and sexual inequality (b, c), and the exclusionary 
prestige networks of American art institutions (d and e). In this way the Council sought to solve a 
problem of production: by funding the creation of art by artists from as many career paths as 
possible, from as diverse an array of locations as possible, and from as diverse an array of ethnic 
and socio-economic perspectives as well.  
At the same time, the Council discussed ways to approach the problem from the 
consumption side and perhaps help to create markets. For Engle, the problem was one of 





either […] the non-reader is stupid or we are stupid. It is because we have not managed to create 
in this country, for all of our education, people who actually cherish books, or who cherish 
sitting down and holding a book. And here again—if we could only affect the taste of our 
audiences” (“Proceedings of the 4th Meeting,” 370). But how does one stimulate taste? Publisher 
Stanley Young and others proposed things like encouraging book clubs among labor unions to 
help spread the love of book culture to the working classes and get literature out of the hands of a 
narrow elite (372-377). The Council then had to weigh the benefits of promoting cultural 
consumption without being seen as imposing culture on its people, which would not look so 
different from the Soviet program of cultural censorship. 
 By approaching the problem from production and consumption, the Council was in effect 
responding to the problem of the disembeddedness of writers. The term, from Polanyi, describes 
a world in which “instead of economy being embedded in social relations, social relations are 
embedded in the economic system” (57). The result is a society pared down and structured to 
maintain economic relations, as opposed to an economy structured to maintain social relations. 
The consequences for the consumption and production of art are stark, as Ralph Ellison observed 
to the Council: “what money does for a writer is to buy him experience, buy him time. When we 
think of giving individual grants to writers—let them be adequate. Things are more expensive 
now. Very often a writer is married. Very often he has ties to his community, to his apartment, 
and what not. And it costs money to relax those ties even for a few weeks” (“Proceedings of the 
4th Meeting,” 348). Ellison argues that the writer’s task combines immersion in and separation 
from the community at large—immersion to the extent that the writer experiences, observes, 
records, and interprets; separation in that the writer must separate him- or herself from that 





outside of the labor market by which one’s continued existence is ensured. The tenuousness and 
artificiality of an economy elevated to absolute primacy over the social heightens alienation from 
the specific cultural contexts that give an artist’s creative work significance for a larger 
community, and also makes it harder to buy time to write in the first place. 
The Council largely agreed on the need for individual grants for arts, and this agreement 
helped ensure the creation of a specific Literature Program, which began its first grantmaking in 
1967 under the directorship of the poet Carolyn Kizer. In that first year, the Literature Program 
gave individual grants to many writers now considered nearly canonical: William Gaddis, Tillie 
Olsen, Grace Paley, May Sarton, Richard Yates, and Isaac Bashevis Singer, among others. Like 
the Guggenheim, for its first five years the Literature Program solicited recommendations from 
established literary professionals, with an organizational structure that diffused the power of 
selection across an array of experts ranging from publishers to writers to literary critics. The 
criteria for assessment focused on the “quality” and “originality” of a candidate’s work, their 
prior experience, as well as their degree of visibility and professional connections. An oversight 
committee “composed of a broad spectrum of publishers, editors, agents, critics, and other 
experts […] from around the country…among them James Dickey, Eudora Welty, Kenneth 
Koch, Adrienne Rich, and William Stafford” (Stolls 186) then further winnowed down the pool 
of grantees. In this sense, the NEA Literature Program at first glance tended to bolster the careers 
of writers who already had some purchase on powerful elite networks. To broaden the Program’s 
reach, however, the administrators also created grants specifically for emerging writers, grants 
for writers to teach in universities, and grants for literary presses. In the early years, the Program 
also published the American Literary Anthology, a compilation of American writing that was 





Meanwhile, the Endowment steadily grew in funding, particularly after Nancy Hanks was 
appointed the second chairman of the NEA in 1969 under President Richard Nixon. Hanks, an 
indefatigable campaigner for the NEA, managed to increase its budget several fold during her 
decade-long tenure. Already by 1973, when most programs switched to an open application 
policy, the program retained enough funds to review more than 1500 applications and award 120 
grants of $5000 each (around $23,000 today). Through this much larger pool of applicants, the 
program began funding a diverse range of writers in earnest. Indeed, in one of its many 
successful grants yielding socially significant work, a selection committee that included the 
Kiowa novelist N. Scott Momaday awarded an NEA Literature grant to the Laguna writer Leslie 
Marmon Silko. Silko would go on to be one of the most widely read and influential Native 
American authors, as well as one of the most voluble critics of American government. With 
Silko we come to one of the instructive contradictions in government arts funding: what does 
government patronage do to political critique or to the closely associated notion of authorial 
authenticity? What is the effect of federal arts funding on writers who eschew the very term 
“American”?   
Leslie Marmon Silko Writes America 
In 1995, several years after the publication of Almanac of the Dead (1991), Leslie 
Marmon Silko took an unlikely trip to Germany under the auspices of the US Information 
Agency. There, in an interview with two German academics, she was asked about the irony of 
working on behalf of US Information Agency (USIA) despite her vehement opposition to the US 
government. “It makes me happy,” she replied with a laugh. “You know the U.S. government is 
an illegitimate government; it is founded on stolen land, founded on the bones and blood of the 





important. Somebody has to tell the truth” (Conversations, 160). In the messianic oppositional 
stance that marked her mid-career work, Silko denounces the government and casts herself as a 
teller of truth, the prophetic conscience of history that refuses to let the past be past. The 
birthright of land or community, now obliterated by American manifest destiny, transforms into 
a “birthright” to “use” the United States, to exploit the exploiter as a means to tell the sort of 
truth that, she makes clear elsewhere in the interview, some powerful people do not want to 
acknowledge.  
 Such statements might come as no surprise from the author of a blistering novel that 
imagines the expulsion of rapacious Anglo-Westerners from the stolen land of North America. It 
is only slightly more surprising that Silko herself had been the recipient of multiple awards and 
fellowships from the US government. Indeed, it was a 1969 Discovery Award from the NEH that 
helped her decide on a career in literature when, as she has said in various interviews, she’d 
anticipated a career in law. On the strength of a few published short stories, the same government 
then chose her to receive a $5000 fellowship in 1974 (about $25,000 today) to complete her 
novel-in-progress, Ceremony. While not an overly generous award, the grant did amount to 
national recognition, allowing Silko the time to develop her writing into what would eventually 
become the oppositional, prophetic stance of Almanac. We might read this as an example of 
working to destroy the system from within, or perhaps as a canny form of government cooptation 
to defuse radical critique. But if we look more closely at Silko’s early work alongside the history 
and goals of the NEA, we find not a simplistic choice of hypocrisy or compromised aesthetic 
vision, but a self-conscious attempt to generate difference and critique in American literature. 
The fascinating result, I argue, is a novel like Ceremony that dramatizes the clash of Native 





trauma of colonization, but in a modern guise. This claim follows in the vein of many early 
critics who analyzed the hybridity of contemporary Native identity; it may seem a quaint 
argument to make given that later critics have tended to emphasize the political and identitarian 
stakes of Native resistance (particularly reading Ceremony in the wake of Almanac).106 By re-
examining the context in which the novel emerged, however, particularly the critical role of 
government arts funding, I seek to show how the novel performs the argument that runs 
throughout: a pragmatic synthesis of tradition and modernity that draws Native Americans into 
the cultural fabric of America. 
 In 1974, Silko had begun work on her first novel, Ceremony, which would eventually be 
published in 1977 to near-universal acclaim as a major work of Native American literature, and 
perhaps the first great novel by a Native American woman.107 The hero of the novel is Tayo, a 
half-Laguna, half-white veteran of World War II who returns from the war a battered husk of a 
man. Mourning the loss of his brother in the war—his Grandmother’s favorite grandson—and 
drifting among a set of fellow Native veterans who compulsively retell stories of their sexual 
prowess as they get drunk, Tayo struggles to come to terms with his outsider status.108 Not fully 
accepted as a member of the Indian community because he is a “half-breed” whose mother was a 
prostitute—“he’s not full blood anyway” (33) as one character says of Tayo—he also cannot 
                                                          
106 Compare, for example, LaVonne Ruoff’s claim that for Silko, “the strength of tribal traditions is based not on 
Indians’ rigid adherence to given ceremonies or customs but rather on their ability to adapt traditions to ever-
changing circumstances” (2), with Joseph Bauerkemper’s argument that for Silko, the distinctive representation of 
“literary indigenous nationhood and its nonlinear historical paradigms” reveal “that we need not accept the reductive 
and regulatory modern nation-state as the end of history” (50). Basically, I want to show here that both claims can 
be true: Silko’s work describes and performs the work of cultural fusion, while remaining aware that this fusion is 
always in process and that the political consequences are never assured.  
107 In 2013, Sherman Alexie, whose career had the opposite development-path from Silko’s (i.e. opposition to 
something like reconciliation) has called it the finest Native American novel (“Sherman Alexie: By the Book”).   
108 It is interesting to note that Tayo has fought in the same war that would mark the global ascent of a specifically 
American modernity—Ceremony is part of an attempt to come to terms with what this hegemony means, and what 





claim to be fully American because he is Indian. In this sense, the novel is about an outsider who 
struggles to define his place (his “identity”) in a hostile social environment. More than this, it is a 
work, in one critic’s words, “above all about healing, and about the healing power of the stories 
and the land” (Nelson 250). It is also, I want to argue, a novel about the forging of community 
through narrative—a process that works on the individual level of Tayo, the medicine man 
Betonie, and their Laguna community, but also on the larger social level of the Native tribe, a 
sovereign nation, within the context of the American nation. The American genocide of Native 
American tribes cannot be done away with the strokes of a pen, of course; but the stories of the 
survivors’ descendants, their place in the modernizing and alienating American landscape, can be 
made visible in a way that had previously been impossible. In this sense, just as the ceremony the 
novel describes has crucial narrative components—naming the world and its actors, for example, 
or reviving ancestral faith—the ceremony of the title must also refer to the ceremonial function 
of the novel itself. Ceremony is far more than just descriptive—it is emphatically performative.  
From the start, Silko depicts a fragmented and centrifugal Native society. Tayo is shell-
shocked from the war and cut off from the community, the “we,” in which his life formerly had 
meaning. In his traumatic state there’s an obsessive analogizing, with Tayo likened to a “cloud,” 
with his tongue “dry and dead, the carcass of a tiny rodent” (15). Even the land marks the 
transgressions of its people, as Tayo’s uncle Josaiah explains: “But the wind and the dust, they 
are part of life too, like the sun and the sky. You don’t swear at them. It’s people, see. They’re 
the ones. The old people used to say that droughts happen when people forget, when people 
misbehave” (46). There is no sharp distinction between nature and mankind, for each exists 
within the other, and “It took only one person to tear away the delicate strands of the web, 





Tayo’s trauma is personal, Silko is clear that he stands for a process much bigger than himself: 
“His sickness was only part of something larger, and his cure would be found only in something 
great and inclusive of everything” (126).  
In describing the great web and its fissures, Silko emphasizes the role of narrative in 
constructing social reality. Tayo and his veteran friends, for example, have traded tradition for a 
specious myth about their glory days in the US army. “Here they were, trying to bring back that 
old feeling, that feeling they belonged to America the way they felt during the war” (43). Then, 
they were embraced by the government, folded into the larger destiny of the nation in a way 
quite different from the “vanishing Indian” of the 19th century. And yet the affective pull itself is 
a kind of exploitation, a meager trade for the sacrifice of their bodies on behalf of the invaders 
who stole their land:  
They blamed themselves for losing the new feeling; they never talked about it, but they 
blamed themselves just like they blamed themselves for losing the land the white people 
took. They never thought to blame white people for any of it; they wanted white people 
for their friends. They never saw that it was the white people who gave them that feeling 
and it was the white people who took it away again when the war was over. (43)   
Swept into a larger national narrative of unity and struggle, they gain a degree of acceptance that 
they’ve never felt as the relics of a past that most (white) Americans would rather forget. For the 
war machine they are merely bodies, with value in direct proportion to their ability to die 
usefully. “‘Anyone can fight for America,’” was the recruiter’s pitch, “giving special emphasis to 
‘America,’ ‘even you boys. In a time of need, anyone can fight for her’” (64). Silko insists upon 
the competing narratives that structure the experience of a people, in this case by means of a 





recognition of the medical establishment of the harm inflicted by war-time trauma is selective in 
nature. We’re told that “Reports note that since the Second World War a pattern of drinking and 
violence, not previously seen before, is emerging among Indian veterans.” But Tayo immediately 
disagrees and shakes his head: “It’s more than that. I can feel it. It’s been going on for a long 
time” (53). The government’s report presents another competing narrative, constructed in such a 
way as to portray the suffering as the result of the war, as opposed to the colonization of Indian 
lands and the violent imposition of modernity and markets.  
The truth of the past, however, is never far from Silko’s view, since it represents the 
systematic disembedding of the Laguna and other tribes from the culture and land that gave 
meaning to their lives together. Once again, Silko links the phenomenon specifically to a conflict 
of narrative modes of understanding the world, with Anglo-Western educational practices 
primarily responsible for “correcting”—i.e. eradicating—alternative modes of knowledge. 
“[Tayo] knew what white people thought about the [Native American] stories,” we learn. “In 
school the science teacher had explained what superstition was, and then held the science 
textbook up for the class to see the true source of explanations. He had studied those books, and 
he had no reasons to believe the stories any more. The science books explained the causes and 
effects” (94). The native mythology—irrational from the perspective of the modern scientific 
method—was the cultural glue that bound individuals together into a social unit. The belief 
system preserves the accumulated knowledge of generations, the patient record of a peoples’ 





that has been eradicated: “The destroyers: they work to see how much can be lost, how much can 
be forgotten. They destroy the feeling people have for each other” (229).109 
The rival Anglo-Western narrative demands a limiting of potential and a narrowing of the 
range of possible experience—and it presents a shadow-world cast by power. The enclosure of 
lands is one exemplar, a story about origins and rights that benefits the conqueror (“These 
goddamn Indians got to learn whose property this is!” one rancher comments, 202). And in a 
passage reminiscent of the Morrison article with which this chapter began, power works towards 
choking the life of the community, which in a sense resides in its voice. Ts’eh, a sacred Laguna 
figure, appears to Tayo as an alternative guide: 
The end of the story. They want to change it. They want it to end here, the way all their 
stories end, encircling slowly to choke the life away. The violence of the struggle excites 
them, and the killing soothes them. They have their stories about us—Indian people who 
are only marking time and waiting for the end. And they would end this story right here, 
with you fighting to your death alone in these hills. (232)  
Once again we see an intense self-consciousness about stories and power—and the power of 
stories—which emerges in a conflict of narrative and narrative conventions, the white legends of 
disappearing Indians and the triumph or reason against Native community and its preservation 
through an oral tradition. The friction of the conflicting narratives sketches the boundaries of 
possible action and shapes the course of the native characters’ lives, as the conflicting narratives 
also guide the fate of Indian nations within the larger bounds of the American nation. 
                                                          
109 Polanyi describes how this process has worked historically, from the imposition of wage labor in Rural Britain 
after the Reforms of the 1830s to the forced adoption of markets by colonized peoples in Africa and East Asia. The 
process works, Polanyi argues, by destroying the traditional grounds of a community’s survival by making 





 Against the violence of imperial mythology, Silko develops an alternative mythos, one 
which filters throughout the novel in experimental passages that resemble poetry or song. 
Collectively, they tell the story of the world and its loss to the white invader. In one such origin 
story, the invasion is framed as a specifically narrative transgression, the summoning of a 
profound evil into the world. In the myth about a witches’ convention in which storytelling 
brings white people into existence, the medicine-man Betonie relates: “Then they grow away 
from the earth / then they grow away from the sun / then they grow away from the plants and 
animals. / They see no life / When they look / they see only objects. / The world is a dead thing 
for them / the trees and rivers are not alive / the mountains and stones are not alive” (135). 
Modernity’s divorce from nature perverts man’s relationship to natural rhythms and reduces the 
world to a series of dead objects for our use and exploitation. Narratives of the triumph of reason 
and the progress of “civilization” further represent, ironically, a sort of suicide, as humans forget 
that they themselves are part of nature. With narrative tools that reduce the world to one of dead 
objects, humanity eradicates itself as well. In Betonie’s tale, the other witches are aghast at the 
evil their stories have let loose: “It doesn’t sound so good / We are doing okay without it / we 
can get along without that kind of thing. / Take it back. / Call that story back” (138).  
Yet Silko is clear that the story is not simply one of Western rapaciousness and evil (as it 
will largely become in Almanac of the Dead). There is an evasion of agency in such an attitude, 
an oppositional stance without energy that makes a story of victimization insufficient. Betonie, 
as I’ve said, is the vehicle for a transformed consciousness in Tayo (and, by extension, the larger 
Laguna community). He is an eccentric keeper of the past whose memory is a storehouse of 
cultural wisdom. His role is to narrate—and so bring into existence—the coming community: 





it. You must do it” (125). He opts for an ethic of agency and activity, one that avoids merely 
assigning blame: “Nothing is that simple,” he tells Tayo. “You don’t write off all the white 
people, just like you don’t trust all the Indians” (128). “This is the trickery of witchcraft,” he 
continues later. “They want us to believe all evil resides with white people. Then we will look no 
further to see what is really happening” (132). What is really happening is the perversion of 
narrative structures of meaning, the reciprocal adoption and imposition of a modern system 
presented as the only way of being in a technological, capitalist, industrialized, and 
institutionalized world. 
 Tayo’s regeneration begins through a recovery of Laguna stories that reimagine the 
tradition in order to make it responsive to the cultural needs in the present. “…In many ways, the 
ceremonies have always been changing” (126), Betonie remarks. “At one time, the ceremonies as 
they had been performed were enough for the way the world was then. But after the white people 
came, elements in this world began to shift; and it became necessary to create new ceremonies. I 
have made changes in the rituals. The people mistrust this greatly, but only this growth keeps the 
ceremonies strong” (126). The problem is a stagnant conservatism which holds on to the past for 
the past’s sake—for Betonie this represents the ultimate triumph of the white man’s destruction, 
freezing the Native population in the 19th century and robbing them of a present. This, notably, is 
a tendency common to all groups; another character points out that “Indians or Mexicans or 
whites—most people are afraid of change. They think that if their children have the same color 
of skin, the same color of eyes, that nothing is changing” (100). The affective appeal of the 
past—a sort of nostalgia that yields arrested development—can blind one to the reality of the 
present. The white population, by extension, is similarly caught in a backward-looking 





Trachtenberg—which conveniently blinds them to suffering and political problems in the 
present. Betonie again: “It is a matter of transitions, you see; the changing, the becoming must be 
cared for closely” (130). One of the central problems of the novel, then, is what happens to a 
peoples’ stories, the aestheticized record of a certain experience of the world, when that world 
has been taken from them. What stories can be responsive to the modern scene, as degrading and 
unjust as it might be?110  
In an irony of the novel’s reception, some readers, particularly Native American scholars 
such as Laguna critic Paula Gunn-Allen (approvingly seconded in a famous article by Elizabeth 
Cook-Lynn), have come close to accusing Silko of betraying the Native community and its oral 
tradition by adding narrative interludes and stories.111 “Certainly, being raised in greater 
proximity to Laguna Village than I, [Silko] must have been told what I was, that we don’t tell 
those things outside. Perhaps her desire to demonstrate the importance of breeds led her to do 
this, or perhaps no one ever told her why the Lagunas and other Pueblos are so closed about their 
spiritual activities and the allied oral tradition” (Gunn-Allen, “Special Problems in Teaching 
Leslie Marmon Silko’s Ceremony”).112 There is another way to understand Silko’s practice, 
however, which is more consonant with Simon Ortiz’s argument in “Towards a National Indian 
Literature.” For Ortiz, an indigenous authenticity emerges when Native writers “have taken the 
languages of the colonialists and used them for their own purposes (“Towards a National Indian 
                                                          
110 My general approach here echoes theories of hybrid modernities or the alternative modernities described by 
Arjun Appadurai and Dipesh Chakrabarty. The version of this hybridity encouraged by the NEA is, again, internal 
difference under the aegis of modern institutions—a variety of Americans, in other words, united by their common 
experience of benevolent social institutions. 
111 This line of argument is reminiscent of African Americans, Chinese Americans, Hispanic Americans, and Jewish 
Americans (among others) who deplore representations of their ethnic groups with any degree of fidelity to lived 
reality. See, for example, the criticism of black writing in Chapter 1, or the Irving Howe controversy re: Philip Roth 
in Chapter 2. See also Silko, Morrison, and Roth: Studies in Survival by Naomi R. Rand.  
112 Gunn-Allen adds: “I could no more do (sanction) the kind of ceremonial investigation of Ceremony done by 





Literature,” 10). Such an appropriation, familiar in postcolonial studies of the dynamic use of 
colonial culture in the alternative modernities of the subaltern, helps us understand Silko’s 
practice as more than cultural betrayal. 
After all, while the novel’s recovery takes place through a narrative tradition that is 
specifically Laguna, the processes of narrative itself are more general. With the obvious caveats 
for a term so freighted with imperialist and colonialist overtones, we might even say that the 
novel lands on an emphatically humanist understanding of narrative, which Silko represents as a 
universal technology which results, for better or for worse, in a specific kind of praxis. In a 
sense, this is the wisdom that Ku’oosh imparts to Tayo in their native dialect, the truth that “this 
world is fragile”:  
The word he chose to express “fragile” was filled with the intricacies of a continuing 
process, and with a strength inherent in spider webs woven across paths through sand 
hills where early in the morning the sun becomes entangled in each filament of web. It 
took a long time to explain the fragility and intricacy because no word exists alone, and 
the reason for choosing each word had to be explained with a story about why it must be 
said this certain way. That was the responsibility that went with being human, old 
Ku’oosh said, the story behind each word must be told so there could be no mistake in the 
meaning of what had been said; and this demanded great patience and love. (35) 
The “continuing process” that Ku’oosh describes is another version of the lively, evolving 
ceremony that Betonie advocates but that Ku’oosh himself proves unable to perform. 
Importantly, the great responsibility for the “web” described here is one conveyed through the 
power of language, even the hybrid language of the text itself. We might just as well see the 





explains the world of the present to the people of the present. Narrative in this sense represents a 
commitment to life, a surplus thrown up by experience that becomes the idiom through which a 
community can explain itself to itself. This surplus brings a community into existence. 
This is the same surplus that Tayo finally encounters towards the conclusion of the novel, 
when he experiences an epiphany and learns how to decipher the connections between stories. 
“He cried the relief he felt at finally seeing the pattern, the way all the stories fit together—the 
old stories, the war stories, their stories—to become the story that was still being told. He was 
not crazy; he had never been crazy. He had only seen and heard the world as it always was: no 
boundaries, only transitions through all distances and time” (246). Here at the conclusion we 
glimpse a practical instantiation of the wisdom poem with which the novel began. Stories, the 
novel starts, are “all we have, you see, / all we have to fight off / illness and death” (2). These 
stories are inextricably linked to and in a sense create the praxis that is ceremony: “What she 
said: / The only cure / I know / is a good ceremony, / that’s what she said.” (3). The conclusion 
of the novel thus recovers tradition through dynamic ceremony, even as the novel itself performs 
the same ritualistic healing through its publication, interpretation, and circulation.  
 Silko’s celebration of storytelling as social glue is deeply consonant with the goals of the 
architects of the NEA Literature Program.113 By empowering a plurality of writers to represent 
the world in their own idiosyncratic vocabulary and mythology, the institution sought to produce 
a narrative web that reflected the experiences of the American people, joined across vast 
distances and vastly different experiences of history not by the contents of this or that tale, but by 
                                                          
113 And besides, such a notion of “cooptation” creates an unsustainable and ideologically suspect standard of 
authenticity. Behind every claim to authenticity, we can find coercion, the implicit presumption that authentic 
representations must look like this or that to be authentic. There is, by the mid-20th century, no outside to the system 
through which to pursue the oppositional stance. There are, instead, institutions to moderate the excesses of 
modernity, to make it more livable and more inclusive, particularly for those groups that have been kept out of the 





an overarching commitment to creating the web in the first place. Silko’s novel about the 
destructiveness of American modernity and government power confronts the erasure and 
suppression of historical memory by recording the fact of that erasure. 
If the white people never looked beyond the lie [that white people don’t steal, are 
superior, etc.], to see that theirs was a nation built on stolen land, then they would never 
be able to understand how they had been used by the witchery; they would never know 
that they were still being manipulated by those who knew how to stir the ingredients 
together: white thievery and injustice boiling up the anger and hatred that would finally 
destroy the world: the starving against the fat, the colored against the white. (191) 
The “witchery” could go by the name of capitalism, or enlightenment, or progress; what’s clear 
is that its efficacy depends upon not looking beyond lies, not seeing an otherwise visible reality. 
Silko represents the witchery as a form of self-blinding that has the effect of fomenting anger and 
hatred and the simplistic construction of tribe and tribal conflict. The novel represents a work of 
vision that exposes the work of witchcraft by showing that narrative itself can pierce modernity’s 
mystique and even moderate its destructive drive. The stakes of such a project are immense. As 
critic Lois Zamora has pointed out, the stories in Ceremony are the sort that “affirm that the 
future of all communities depends upon remembering those parts of their past that have been 
suppressed or forgotten or denied, and expressing them to others” (291). The NEA Literature 
sought to enable exactly this kind of expression, to enable writers like Silko to remember and 
refigure a traumatic past, since “to confront and communicate historical injustice is to create the 






It is surely not an accident that the period of the novel’s gestation and the NEA’s 
creation, the 1960s and 1970s, also saw a surge of domestic unrest that in some corners took on 
actively revolutionary tones. These decades saw the growth of the American Indian Movement 
and countervailing government violence, for example, including federal agents’ military-style 
attack on Native American activists at Wounded Knee on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation in 
1973. Against such a historical backdrop, literary questions tend to seem superfluous, and 
certainly a few books do little to make up for centuries of crime and depredation. And yet, the 
necessary first step to overcome the “witchcraft” of manifest destiny is to represent its effects 
and understand the narrative spell it casts. Silko’s novel about the recovery of narrative tradition, 
then, can also be read as an allegory for a national reckoning with the suppressed narratives of 
the past.114 In this sense, the technology of narrative provides a mechanism to revise the 
American social imaginary (to use Charles Taylor’s term) and make manifest within it the voices 
of the suppressed. As Ellison put it at an NCA meeting in 1965, the NEA would be working with 
“people who deal with the national myth, people who create out of some sense of the national 
value in imaginative ways” (“Proceedings of Special Meeting,” 56-57). Tayo’s story, on this 
view, performs a cultural coming-to-terms, and with the support of a federal institution that stood 
in utter opposition to other organs of the federal government.115 This can be seen, moreover, as 
part and parcel of a larger shift towards self-reflexive institutions in the 20th century, as private 
                                                          
114 There’s a sense in which Fredric Jameson’s much-critiqued claim that “all third-world texts are 
necessarily…allegorical” (69) could just as well apply to any minority literature, American or otherwise. Indeed, 
this chapter could be described as an attempt to show how such texts are allegorical representations of multifarious 
experiences of modernity; by the same token, however, we could read majoritarian texts as similar allegories (e.g. 
Updike on marriage; Warren on mass politics, etc.) 
115 As one concrete example of this process, government funding not only helped enable the novel in the first place, 
it also has enabled criticism of the novel and other works by Silko. The critic Robert Nelson, for example, author of 





and public institutions alike sought to better understand themselves and their effects on the 
world.  
Whose Nation? 
In the most utopian terms, the NEA’s intervention in the American cultural sphere 
represented an attempt to use art to help the country see itself better. While the concrete political 
effects of such a project are debatable, the NEA Literature Program’s cultural influence was 
massive. By 2008, according to the NEA’s own accounting, 2,876 writers and translators had 
received fellowships. 52 of the 84 recipients of the National Book Award, the National Books 
Critics Circle award, and the Pulitzer Prize in Poetry and Fiction since 1990 were formerly NEA 
fellows. By the 1990s and early 2000s, in other words, the NEA was as ubiquitous as the 
Guggenheim had become decades earlier. At the same time, it maintained a reputation for being 
“arguably the most democratic grant program in its field” (Stolls 185), a claim bolstered by a 
commitment to transparency in the selection process. Panel members were publicly announced in 
advance and the names of preliminary application readers, or screeners, were made public after 
the advisory process. Its layered approval process pooled hundreds of America’s best known 
writers—the early years including Richard Howard, N. Scott Momaday, Saul Bellow, Walker 
Percy, and William Gass, among others—to help select and finalize candidates. Thousands of 
applications came in every year; so many, in fact, that the administrators soon adopted 
restrictions on application eligibility, and eventually began to alternate prose creative writing 
fellowships with poetry every year. 
As the government’s grantmaking sought to make America more legible to American 
readers, the NEA Literature Program sought to make its own impact on writers more legible as 





1972 and 1976. 293 of them filled out the survey (Silko was one of the respondents),116 and the 
answers were compiled and analyzed for key lessons. Many questions focused on how the award 
affected the development of the writer’s career: 42% of respondents indicated that the fellowship 
“gave me new confidence in my work and in my choice of writing as a profession” (“Literature 
Program Follow-Up,” 3), while some 30% said that it had “allowed me to set aside a block of 
time” to work. The staff’s report on the survey related that many respondents agreed with the 
statement, “this was the first time my work had been given credibility by an outstanding outside 
source,” as well as that “my family, my colleagues within the local community, the region and 
the state accepted that I was a serious writer” (4). The award’s career benefits, in other words, 
helped put these writers “into further contact with editors, commercial publishers and other 
writers at the national level” (5). But the most significant contribution, according to the staff’s 
analysis, was “temporary freedom from a stultifying and paralyzing form of economic bondage” 
(42). Freedom from alienated labor, in other words, was perhaps the NEA’s greatest contribution 
to American writers. 
At the same time, the survey revealed an increasingly interconnected field of institutions 
devoted to literary philanthropy. In addition to finding that “the literary magazine and small 
press continue to be […] critical to the life of the writer in the U.S. today” (7), the survey 
discovered that NEA grants often paved the way for later philanthropic support. As of the 1978 
report, 22 NEA grant recipients had gone on to receive fellowships from the Guggenheim 
Foundation, 4 from Rockefeller, and another 21 later won “awards, research grants or residencies 
by colleges or universities” (10-11). On the one hand this just shows that success breeds success; 
on the other, it is easy to see that by positioning itself to help early-career writers in particular, 
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the NEA Literature Program had effectively made itself a crucial access point for writers to gain 
marketable visibility and prestige. The survey itself was part of the organization’s attempt to 
better understand if it was actually aiding writers’ access to the public sphere, or it had 
inadvertently sabotaged its own original mission by erecting yet another institutional barrier. 
The NEA’s exclusions, in fact, empowered critics of government arts funding who 
wanted to cast the entire venture as discriminatory. The archives are full of outraged letters from 
rejected applicants or, sometimes, the congressmen of rejected applicants. The Washington Post 
editorial board, relying on a misleading congressional subcommittee report, argued in 1979 that 
that “the charge that a ‘closed circle’ of acquaintances runs the Endowment through overlapping 
appointments to panels and committees is a serious one, and one both the Arts and Humanities 
have been guilty of for some time. Besides the obvious wrong of creating situations where 
friends make grants to friends, or friends of friends, there is also the patently unhealthy set-up in 
which stale ideas recycle like so much dead air” (“Culture and Anarchy”). NEA head Livingston 
Biddle vehemently rejected such claims by pointing out that more than half the panelists were 
first-time jurors, and that less than 5% were repeats. In his response editorial he went on to list 
some of the other programs’ constant changes, such as rotation of program directors, “citizen 
advisers” in the policy and grant review processes, and a commitment to responding to “minority 
concerns” that led to allocating “more than 11% of available program funds” to support 
applicants from suppressed or marginalized groups (Biddle, “Culture”). 
As we saw above with Cormac McCarthy’s criticism of government arts patronage, the 
fact that the NEA was a federal institution made it the perfect object for regionalist attacks. 
Responding to one critic’s complaint that not enough panelists were from Texas, Mary 





We’ve heard from some people in California and New York who think that too few 
grants have been going to those states (where 60% of the published writers live), and 
from others who complain that New York and California are represented on every 
category list of grantees. […] We’ve heard from ‘traditionalists’ that all of our grants go 
to the ‘avant-garde,’ and we’ve heard from ‘experimentalists’ that ‘all’ of our grants go to 
support traditional writing. (MacArthur to Foreman, 4) 
Failed candidates, the administrators found repeatedly, often responded to rejection with 
accusations of favoritism. Even though the sheer volume and diversity of literature grants tended 
to contradict accusations of bias,117 the idea of centralized authority of any kind produced anti-
NEA reactions. The hostility, one administrator put it, “comes out because [people] deal with the 
IRS, they see the Pentagon and like it or not, as much as we try to be a friendly, human 
organization, we have a certain stamp of generalization that we are a Federal agency” 
(“Minutes,” 1976, 19).  
Avoiding any hint of “Cultural czarism,” as Biddle called it, was impossible by virtue of 
the NEA’s proximity to federal power, but the organization kept changing itself to try. In the late 
1970s in particular there was an active effort towards “widening our net” to reach “a great many 
previously unreached constituencies” (Wilk to Searles, 6/15/79, 3). A resolution at a March 1978 
NCA meeting yielded a particularly frank discussion of the limitations of government spending 
for minority groups. “Non-Tradition and Minority points of view, (ie. Non-Western European) 
are generally not understood and, therefore in many situations, are not fairly reviewed by the 
majority of panelists” (Expansion Arts Resolution, March 1978, 65). The problems, as the 
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role in stimulating minimalist writing. For every five minimalists we can find another five realists or postmodernists. 
More problematically, such modal markers are deceptive, premised upon a mostly illusory distinction between 





panelists recognized, were structural, “isolated” as Americans are “by economics, race, and 
class,” with an “educational structure [that] reflects the majority culture and usually does not 
expose different cultural points of view” (65). More than a decade after it began, the organization 
was still struggling to surmount the barriers to entering the public sphere: “Those who have the 
economic base can make their arts forms more visible, have greater access to media and make a 
case that non-traditional institutions cannot” (65). The layered inequalities create marked cultural 
imbalances, and end up perpetuating cultural exclusion.  
When the idea of the NEA pushing back against cultural hegemony was broached in 
public fora, racial controversy immediately ensued. One instructive episode came after Ishmael 
Reed was interviewed about the NEA for an article in the Washington Star. Speaking of the 
Literature Program Director David Wilk, Reed praised his “broad inclusive vision of literature 
that goes beyond Euro-American writings” (qtd. in Stefanile to Tighe). An incensed author, Felix 
Stefanile, wrote to the agency to complain and demand an explanation. Internally, this gave Wilk 
the opportunity to explain his thoughts on diversity and the NEA: “There are those who equate 
the use of terms such as “non-European” to be catch alls for some beknighted form of democratic 
giving in the arts, which is hardly the case, nor is it the point of our society. The NEA must be 
available as a public agency to any legitimate group, but our commitment to quality, defined in a 
diverse and healthy fashion by a pluralistic constituency works to prevent some form of 
distribution of funds by quota that [Stefanile] seems to suggest we do” (Wilk to Tighe). Deputy 
Chairman of the NEA, Mary Ann Tighe, then wrote to Stefanile to point out that Indian, 
Chicano, Asian and Black literatures and tradition had historically had much less popular 





one created “to support and encourage the full spectrum of contemporary writing” (Tighe to 
Stefanile). 
Tighe’s claim had some merit: the NEA was increasingly committed to revising its 
program and increasing its inclusivity in the late ’70s, the central the task of the Office of 
Minority Concerns (OMC). A 1980 “Minority Report” summarized the problems of empowering 
minority artists, and articulated the Endowment’s commitment to “expand[ing] minority access 
to the arts” (Nash, “Preface”). The report noted that “the arts world itself had been historically 
segregated from the more practical and traditional activities of American society,” creating “an 
alienation within an alienation” for minority writers who were doubly alienated from much of the 
arts establishment (Nash 4). The OMC was itself an effort to change this, and the report boasted 
large increases in individual grants between 1976 and 1979 for all minority groups except Native 
Americans (61 in ’76, 36 in ’79). The main problem, the report found, was that the “minority 
public was uninformed as to Endowment resources and requirements” (27), and that most 
“minority artists and arts institutions continue to remain outside the mainstream with many on 
the brink of collapse” (45). Presenting an array of solutions to these problems, the report also 
pointed to the Endowment’s budgetary limitations, which in the 1980s would become acute.  
To both extend its influence and improve its functioning, the NEA also began to partner 
with other philanthropic foundations. In 1975 then-Chairman Nancy Hanks had a staffer visit the 
offices of the Guggenheim Foundation in order to find out how their individual grant process 
worked, with an eye to rationalizing and improving the NEA’s model. The report sent back to 
Hanks explored “their philosophy and process of giving,” with the help of Guggenheim 
Secretary Stephen Schlesinger. Perhaps the most striking conclusion of the report was that the 





the Guggenheim had evolved into a patron of mid-career professionals, primarily established and 
well-respected practitioners. If the Foundation were “squeezed” in its decisions, Schlesinger said, 
they would “tend to go with someone who is more secure, rather than with the greater risk” 
(Remney, 2). This risk-aversion still did little to satisfy Congressional skepticism, particularly 
after the Tax Reform Act of 1969, which imposed new restrictions on individual grant-makers.118 
A “distressed” Schlesinger thought the hostility towards individual grants was “completely 
contrary to what this nation is about – that America should lose faith in the individual” (9).119 
But when taxes are involved (by 1980, NEA administrators report that each taxpayer contributes 
$0.70 annually for the NEA’s budget), any support for other individuals becomes immediately 
suspect, particularly when race came into play.120 It came down to a fundamental disagreement 
less now about the existence of a “common good,” than about who was included in the category 
of the “common.”  
 Given the vicious debates about who counts as “American” that accompanied 
conservative attacks on the welfare state in the late 1970s and throughout the ’80s and ’90s, it 
was nearly miraculous that the NEA survived Reagan’s proposed cuts. What saved arts funding 
(at least temporarily) was the political firestorm over the proposed funding reductions: Reagan’s 
plan led to the large-scale mobilization of arts advocates across the country. The arguments of 
                                                          
118 While the NEA’s number of applications steadily increased, the author notes that the Guggenheim had a more or 
less steady application flow (nearly 3,000 applications across its funding areas), considerably smaller and due, per 
Schlesinger, to the “prestige” of the Guggenheim causing a “self-limiting effect on applicants” (6). The author also 
notes an “interesting phenomenon” when an individual receives both an NEA grant and a Guggenheim fellowship—
they’re forced to choose. 
119 Also according to the report, a survey of states done by the ACA found that “more than 25% of the states 
reported that the granting of funds to individual artists is not allowed by the state constitution” (12). 
120 In one letter to the editor published in the New York Times in the wake of Reagan’s announced cuts to the NEA, 
Fred Richmond (D-NY) compared the US to other country’s arts funding: “Our Government already contributes less 
to the arts on a per capita basis than do the national governments of most other developed countries: present N.E.A. 
funding is 70 cents per capita, compared with $3.60 in Great Britain, $6.07 in Canada, $11.08 in France, $28.23 in 





people like Toni Morrison or Frank Hodsoll (Chairman in the early 80s), achieved a kind of 
stalemate.  Hodsoll, who advocated a “seeding role” for the endowment, likened the NEA to a 
gardener “putting a little fertilizer in the field and seeing if the flowers bloom, bearing in mind 
that with too much fertilizers the flower will die” (“Aide Says”). Elsewhere, the National 
Council for the Arts was internally re-confirming the significance of the writing fellowships, 
since “from an artistic standpoint, noncommercial publishers of magazines and books have 
become, quite literally, the sustenance of contemporary creative literature” (“Minutes of the 68th 
Meeting,” 6). The goal of the program was substantially the same, but the administrators had a 
stronger sense of how exactly they were to help writers: “Providing some of our best writers with 
time to further their art, supporting increased opportunities and improved quality in 
noncommercial publishing, promoting contact between writers and their audiences, and 
supporting professional development of writers” So the NEA survived the attack, and even 
managed to secure small funding increases in the mid-1980s before the entire organization was 
radically disrupted by the 1990s culture wars.121 
The NEA sought to make literature, with its myriad private satisfactions, a matter of 
public importance. Its grants offered clear benefits for the grant recipient, of course—as one 
writer put it in the 1978 survey: “Clearly there is an immeasurable element of ‘prestige’. Most 
important is the psychological impact on the writer” (“Follow-up,” 53). But in trying to solve our 
“‘tradition’ of not paying for serious poetry or essays,” as a position paper on individual grants 
described the lack of a literary audience, the NEA had few tools on hand to figure out how to 
describe the program’s benefits for local communities or the many individual readers who 
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the early ’80s, wrote in response to a suggestion for politically balanced panels that “I try to appoint people whose 
allegiance to literature eclipses any ideological allegiances they might have, people who will recognize and respond 





experience work made possible by an NEA grant (“Position Paper” 4). For some writers it 
probably did little more than reaffirm the privileges and prestige they already enjoyed; for others 
it meant official, national recognition for writing careers that would otherwise have been 
difficult, if not impossible, to sustain. To say that the federal government became an important 
patron of art by minority writers is not to say the program was patronizing. As we’ll see with the 
case of Maxine Hong Kingston, the NEA’s grants carried practical as well as symbolic 
implications. Beyond the cash-value of a grant, the fact that the government could help to open 
the door to the big tent of culture meant that it could have a more-than-benign role in supporting 
communities at the local and national scales.  
Kingston Speaks Up 
Maxine Hong Kingston, a friend of both Morrison and Silko, stated outright the impact of 
the NEA grant on her work. After her memoirs The Woman Warrior (1974) and China Men 
(1980) wound up as bestsellers and won the National Book Critics Circle Award and the 
National Book Award (respectively), Kingston became perhaps the most prominent Chinese-
American writer in the country. And the government took note: in 1980, after her success, she 
received an NEA fellowship. “Given an NEA grant,” Kingston later said, “I feel thanked by my 
country. In a more perfect world, I would have received it when I needed it. I wish there were a 
way for the unknown writer to get a boost. To me, the NEA grant is reward for having already 
arrived at one’s goal. For that, in turn, I thank you” (qtd. in Writing America 16).  
Kingston offers a different attitude towards the NEA and the American government than 
writers like McCarthy or Silko: instead of emphasizing depredation and crime—either 
government theft through taxes or government theft through seizure of land—Kingston uses the 





it helped demonstrate the flexible fecundity of arts funding, with Ceremony offering an 
alternative American identity whose critique of government and American history are 
inextricable from the text’s role in creating a new conception of American identity. The NEA, in 
this sense, helped to seed an inclusive American culture by enabling writers both to write and to 
identify themselves as part of a larger cultural project. For Kingston, as we’ll see, this cultural 
project took on a specifically feminist and Asian-American inflection. This section will follow 
Kingston’s lead and ask what sort of work the NEA was “thanking” her for, and what does it tell 
us about the priorities and consequences of American arts funding in the 1980s? 
 On one level, we could answer quite simply that the NEA was rewarding representations 
of the lives and history of Chinese-American immigrants and their children. But already this 
claim is controversial: rather like Silko, White, Hughes, and Roth, Kingston was herself 
condemned by some Asian American critics for selling out her culture. Frank Chin, the radical 
playwright, famously indicted The Woman Warrior as inauthentic. “Every Chinese American 
autobiography or work of autobiographical fiction,” he wrote, “has been written by Christian 
Chinese perpetuating and advancing the stereotype of a Chinese culture so foul, so cruel to 
women, so perverse, that good Chinese are driven by the moral imperative to kill it” (11). Chin, a 
fellow Californian and first-generation Chinese immigrant who is Kingston’s exact 
contemporary, maintains a standard of ethnic authenticity that he considers betrayed when that 
experience is translated into the Western form of autobiography. The form itself, for Chin, 
renders the expression inauthentic and ideologically suspect, if only for the ways that Western 
audiences will inevitably read (to quote Zuckerman’s father) “for people.” This was a fact that 





foresee…the critics measuring [The Woman Warrior] and me against the stereotype of the 
exotic, inscrutable, mysterious oriental” (“Cultural Mis-readings,” 6).  
Perhaps it’s no coincidence that Chin seems to read Kingston’s work for authenticity and 
racial expectations as much as white Orientalizing critics. Indeed, Chin and other critics such as 
Fredric Wakeman, a scholar of Asian American literature, who have criticized Kingston for her 
misappropriation of Chinese literary tradition, tend to demand that the representation conform to 
their ethnic or social expectations. To Wakeman’s claims of cultural appropriation, Kingston 
answered that he “is a scholar of what he calls the ‘high tradition,’ and so he sees me as one who 
doesn’t get it right, and who takes liberties with it. In actuality, I am writing in the peasant talk-
story Cantonese tradition (‘low,’ if you will), which is the heritage of Chinese Americans” (qtd. 
in Skandera-Trombley 15). Wakeman’s standards for “authenticity,” Kingston argues, have more 
to do with class-prejudice and whether “high” or “low” culture constitutes Chinese authenticity 
than with the work that Kingston has actually made. As with the case of Roth or White and 
Hughes, the proclamation of “authenticity” masks specific cultural and political expectations 
that, taken to their logical conclusion, amount to a kind of censorship. For Kingston, however, 
narrative tradition is dynamic: she is a writer who crafts “a living myth that’s changing all the 
time” (qtd. 15). Against the static language of “authenticity,” Kingston proposes an evolving set 
of traditions that respond to the imaginative needs in the present, rather than some supposedly 
“authentic” cultural antiquarianism.  
Many scholars have noted the formal innovations in Kingston’s work as she attempted to 
approximate a synthesis of western written tradition and Chinese-American “talk story.”122 For 
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narrative form that “has the impact of command, of directly influencing action.” “Writing is static,” she continues. 






Debra Shostak, “Kingston’s use of both Chinese and American cultural references, in quotations, 
allusions, and embedded legends, begins the work of documenting a unique Chinese-American 
culture” (55). Hyphenated identity does not mean ‘inauthentic’ identity, but rather a dynamic and 
changing transnational scale of social belonging. David Leiwei Li, in a similar vein, writes that: 
“In the shifting trajectory between the yearning for ancestral Asia and the longing for American 
national incorporation, the Kingstonian corpus will continue to animate the critical dialogue of 
nationalism and transnationalism as the contours [of] the United States’ culture have become 
visibly multicultural” (200). With varying levels of detail, in other words, scholars have explored 
the source texts of Kingston’s invention and unraveled the extent to which she adapts and 
appropriates stories from east and west to create a hybrid form. This hybridity is also familiar 
from criticism on Leslie Marmon Silko, as she reworked traditional ethnic sources into a 
Western textual format in the interest of describing a certain Native American (Laguna) 
experience of modernity.  
 Where most of these accounts share a familiar emphasis on oral form (familiar again 
from work on Hughes, Roth, Silko, and other poets of what Mark McGurl calls “the ethnic 
voice”), here I want to examine how Kingston’s first two memoirs carry a subtle argument about 
cultural hybridity that emphasizes a dialectic between modern and pre-modern cultures, between 
the scientific construction of American reality and the mythically primordial China that Kingston 
has only ever experienced through her mother’s stories. As she remarks at the end of Woman 
Warrior, “I continue to sort out what’s just my childhood, just my imagination, just my family, 
just the village, just movies, just living” (206). This, I would suggest, is the quintessential project 
of Kingston’s oeuvre, just as it is in a sense the central project of the NEA itself: to help writers 
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untangle the threads of their individual, social, and national selves and reassemble them before 
the public. As she remarks at the outset of The Woman Warrior, “Those of us in the first 
American generations have had to figure out how the invisible world the emigrants built around 
our childhoods fits in solid America” (7). 
 “Solid America”—the phrase figures American existence as a kind of reality principle, a 
world of fixed meanings, identities, and social arrangements buoyed by government and law. 
Throughout both memoirs, America is the land of the solid: “To make my waking life American-
normal,” Kingston remarks, “I turn on the lights before anything untoward makes an appearance. 
I push the deformed into my dreams, which are in Chinese, the language of impossible stories” 
(WW 88). For Kingston, raised in America and experiencing China only through her mother’s 
talk-story, life presents itself in terms of a rational here and a mythic there. When Kingston’s 
father prepares to emigrate to America, for example, we learn that he “read Test Books to their 
new owners, who repeated the words to memorize another man’s life, a consistent life, an 
American life” (China Men 259). American consistency, we learn, is buoyed by the legal and 
cultural institutions of America, which wield the authority to define names, legitimate forms of 
labor, citizenship, etc. It is, in this sense, a land with “more modern stories” (WW 20), a way of 
describing existence that is akin to the technologies of science that secure American power 
abroad and industrial power at home. Science, solidity, reality, industry, consistency—a 
disenchanted landscape that uses disenchantment as a kind of bludgeon.  
 Her mother is the invigorating force behind Kingston’s mythic imagination, raised as she 
was “in the presence of great power, my mother talking-story” (21). Though trained as a 
provincial doctor back in China, her mother is a font of myth-making, from the story of the 





eclipse. “The [Cantonese] word for ‘eclipse’ is frog-swallowing-the-moon,” Kingston writes, 
which lead to a peasant tradition of banging pots and pans to chase the frog away. When 
Kingston corrects her mother with a modern astronomical explanation of eclipses (“That’s just a 
shadow the earth makes when it comes between the moon and the sun”), her mother scoffs: 
“You’re always believing what those Ghost Teachers tell you. Look at the size of the [frog’s] 
jaws!” (169). The “Ghosts” in question are westerners, the majority white civilization in which 
Kingston’s family has established itself, one that has its own language for describing the bounds 
of the possible.123 Again and again, Kingston describes America as scientific, modern, rational—
and as a kind of refuge from the mythical language of her parents. It is shameful, for the young 
Kingston, to be from such a backward, “eccentric” family, and she prides herself at times on 
their relative modernity, as when they return from a funeral: “we did not burn a pile of leaves 
and newspapers at the curb. We were modern” (CM 412). Kingston also suggests that the social 
construction of reality in modernity is rooted in language. When she tries to explain the meaning 
of “nutrition” to an aunt, for example, she flounders: “I did not feel I was giving an adequate 
explanation, the only word for science I knew was a synonym or derivative of magic, something 
like alchemy” (CM 432).  
The linguistic ambiguities of talk-story present problems for Kingston not only because 
she has difficulty figuring out what is “real,” but also because it emerges from a tradition that is 
hostile towards women as such. A large component of The Woman Warrior is aimed at 
harnessing the mythic potential of storytelling for an alternative narrative about women in 
Chinese American society. Kingston is told again and again that, because she is a girl, she is 
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worth less than her brothers; “girls are maggots in the rice,” one Chinese saying runs. Kingston’s 
childhood is filled with a certain resentment, not against her brothers, but against the social 
expectations that treat those brothers as more properly human. “I read in an anthropology book 
that Chinese say, ‘girls are necessary too’; I have never heard the Chinese I know make this 
concession. Perhaps it was a saying in another village. I refuse to shy my way anymore through 
our Chinatown, which tasks me with the old sayings and the stories” (WW 55). Here the 
modernity/tradition debate becomes particularly fraught, playing no small part in Kingston’s 
rejection of certain aspects of her Chinese identity and embracing instead a more “scientific” 
outlook: this was “when I got older and more scientific” (WW 101). “They say I’m smart now,” 
she comments elsewhere against the endless belittling from her mother (WW 202). “When I visit 
the family now, I wrap my American successes around me like a private shawl; I am worthy of 
eating the food” (55). Kingston thus attempts to meld an overtly modern, feminist discourse with 
the aesthetic power of traditional talk-story into a kind of hybrid modernity. 
 Kingston does this, in part, by joining the critique of tradition with a critique of American 
modernity itself. Indeed, Kingston tends to collapse the distinction between the two to suggest 
the extent to which American modernity heightens the worst excesses of the traditional culture, 
and vice versa. Madness abounds throughout The Woman Warrior and China Men, and almost 
always in the context of traditional expectations upset by the modern. For example, when 
Kingston’s mother coaxes her younger sister to come to America, she demands that she confront 
her husband, who has been living in America for 30 years sending money but never inviting his 
wife to join. As it turns out, this husband has become a successful neurosurgeon and found a new 
wife—“He had abandoned her for this modern, heartless girl” (150). Turned into a kind of ghost, 





paranoid delusions, irrationally fearing for her life in what amounts to a distortion of narrative. 
“The difference between mad people and sane people,” Kingston’s mother explains to her 
children, “is that sane people have variety when they talk-story. Mad people have only one story 
that they talk over and over” (WW 160). The emphasis here is on multiplicity vs. singularity; 
fantasy can exist in myriad forms, but when only one story predominates, problems ensue. 
Modernity, of course, works by limiting such stories to a few key components—name, age, 
father/mother, nationality, etc., the rational suite of data points that help the State and market 
perform.  
 Madness in the memoirs is thus figured as a perversion of narrative linked to 
modernity.124  Kingston’s crazy Uncle, the Communist, for example, becomes obsessed with the 
waste of consumer society, which seems to hint at some hidden intention: “There has got to be a 
purpose behind this storing up and bagging and chuting. Have you seen the buildings with 
chutes?” (424). The sheer abundance, matched with the endless necessity of labor, produces a 
peculiar split in his perception of reality.125 By the same token, there is the case of Mad Sao, 
another of Kingston’s uncles who lives a relatively successful life in America. Haunted for years 
by letters from his mother in China, after her death he starts to see visions in which she berates 
him for not sending money and thus forcing her to starve. The contrast between his wealth and 
his mother’s poverty, along with the traditional expectations regarding his responsibility to his 
elders, drives Uncle Sao temporarily insane. All of this is made worse by American social 
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different” (440); another uncle, going crazy, takes all the money out of his account and gives it to a complete 
stranger for some unknown reason. 
125 Against this form of modernity the uncle praises Chinese Communism, imagining the Communist utopia in 
familiar terms: “When we don’t need to break our bodies earning our daily living any more, and we have time to 
think, we’ll write poems, sing songs, develop religions, invent customs, build statues, plant gardens, and make a 
perfect world” (417). Aesthetic pursuit and the development of culture—the binding agents of a society, the 






arrangements, which tend to alienate and separate—“The village housed no strangers” (9)—
primarily by restricting resources and opportunity. In the America of Kingston’s youth, there are 
only strangers because the Chinese immigrants have to look out for themselves amidst a racist 
and exclusionary social order.  
 The stability and cohesion of social groups in the memoirs are further threatened by the 
constant labor demanded of Kingston’s family and friends. “This is terrible ghost country, where 
a human being works her life away,” Kingston’s mother says. “Even the ghosts work, no time for 
acrobatics. I have not stopped working since the day the ship landed. I was on my feet the 
moment the babies were out” (106). This endless labor has deep historical roots, since the 
Chinese presence in America was largely driven by the need for labor (especially to build the 
railroads). But significantly, Kingston describes an asocial version of labor that depends for its 
continued existence upon severing the communal ties which would otherwise allow one to exist 
without the same struggle. Here we see the critique of tradition join the critique of modernity, as 
both function by empowering or restricting speech, the ability to make one’s personhood known.  
 Throughout the two memoirs, Kingston includes tale after tale of Chinese Americans 
who are given no voice or whose expression is actively suppressed.126 The clearest example is 
Kingston herself, who becomes paralyzed when speaking in public. “It was when I found out I 
had to talk that school became a misery, that the silence became a misery. I did not speak and felt 
bad each time that I did not speak” (WW 165). She has not a voice but the croak of “a crippled 
animal running on broken legs. You could hear splinters in my voice, bones rubbing jagged 
                                                          
126 In one of the key passages of the memoir, Kingston confronts her mother over her story telling: “And I don’t 
want to listen to any more of your stories; they have no logic. They scramble me up. You lie with stories. You won’t 
tell me a story and then say, ‘This is a true story,’ or, ‘This is just a story,’ I can’t tell the difference. I don’t even 
know what your real names are. I can’t tell what’s real and what you make up. Ha! You can’t stop me from talking. 
You tried to cut off my tongue, but it didn’t work.” (202) Kingston’s mockery is in part directed at herself and the 
fuzzy distinction between a “true story” and “just a story;” in the course of WW it becomes clear that all stories carry 





against one another” (WW 168). On the other hand, Kingston’s mother has offered a mythic 
narrative to help understand her reluctance to speak: her mother apparently “cut” her tongue 
when she was a baby to make it nimbler. But even so, there is a wealth of questions the girl is not 
allowed to ask, both because she is a girl and because that is simply not how their relationship is 
organized. This stoppered expression spawns in Kingston “a list of over two hundred things that 
I had to tell my mother so that she would know the true things about me and to stop the pain in 
my throat” (197). The Woman Warrior ends with a recital of this list, a kind of indictment of 
grievances, slights, and wrongs that Kingston has wanted to express but for which she has not 
found the voice. It is a problem, as she insists while tormenting a girl in her school who, like her, 
has difficulty speaking, because “If you don’t talk, you can’t have a personality” (180). If you 
don’t speak, you don’t count.  
 Tellingly, the same situation reappears in China Men in the context of Chinese migration 
to America, where the immigrants are exploited for labor and deprived of voice. There’s the tale 
of Bak Goong, for example, who travels to Hawaii to labor on a sugar cane plantation. The men 
are not supposed to speak to one another while they work, and the deprivation builds an almost 
revolutionary anger in Bak Goong. “It wasn’t right that Bak Goong had to save his talking until 
after work when stories would have made the work easier. He grew the habit of clamping his 
mouth shut in a line, and the sun baked that expression on him” (CM 333). The situation mirrors 
Kingston’s “cut tongue,” the speechless school girl, and indeed Kingston’s own parents who are 
usually silent on subjects that matter a great deal. Like the young Kingston, Bak Goong finds a 
way to speak, becoming a kind of leader to his fellow laborers: “Uncles and Brothers, I have 





(334). They discover an alternate form of expression which they use to fertilize the land itself; 
they dig holes and scream into the earth: 
They had dug an ear into the world, and were telling the earth their secrets.  
“I want home,” Bak Goong yelled, pressed against the soil, and smelling the 
earth. “I want my home,” the men yelled together. “I want home. Home. Home. Home. 
Home.” (337)   
The improvised ritual (“That wasn’t a custom,” said Bak Goong. “We made it up. We can make 
up customs because we’re the founding ancestors of this place.” (337)) is sexualized, as the men 
plant a seed of longing in the earth: “Soon the new green shoots would rise, and when in two 
years the cane grew gold tassels, what stories the wind would tell” (338). Apart from the 
individual emotional rewards of this expression, it is productive, sprouting naural growth that 
goes on to tell new stories. (This serves as an apt emblem, in many ways, for what the NEA itself 
is meant to do: seeding the nation with narratives.) 
 Through the experiences of her own family, Kingston tells the grievous history of 
Chinese immigrants brought to America to furnish an inexhaustible and cheap supply of labor. 
What is perhaps most marked in this history is the precariousness of the Chinese American 
community within the institutions of the United States. The link between expression and labor 
becomes especially clear in China Men’s diverse formal structure, which includes a fascinating 
chapter called “The Laws” (373-378). There, Kingston adopts a pedagogical approach, taking a 
break from narrative per se to tell the story of her grandfathers not through an individual’s life—
with perspective, development, etc.—but rather through a chronicle of the American laws that 
determined Chinese-Americans’ place within the nation for more than a century. As early as the 





with 40,000 Chinese miners driven out of the country in the same year that the countries 
established ‘friendly relations.’ Or in 1870 there was the Nationality Act, by which 
“Congressman declared that America would be a nation of ‘Nordic fiber’” and that Chinese were 
not qualified for citizenship (374). Meanwhile, there was zero legal protection for the Chinese 
already inside the United States, who were victimized by business owners, white laborers, and 
fraudsters like the infamous Citizenship Judges (who sold fake citizenship papers). This 
connection to labor, moreover, has specific geopolitical causes and implications, as when we 
learn that “The demons [whites] did not treat people of any other race the way they did Chinese. 
The few Japanese [in immigration holding] left in a day or two. It was because their emperor was 
strong” (269). With her grandfathers’ stories and the history of Chinese legal status in the US, 
Kingston adopts an alternative discursive form to illustrate just how precarious Chinese 
American life is—brought to serve as cheap, disposable labor, their exploitation never truly 
ceased.127 Another way to put this is that the need to police citizenship and control labor supply, 
property rights, ownership, etc., leads to very particular institutional narratives which determine 
who is and is not an American. 
  Of course, the fixed policing of nationality becomes negotiable as soon as the 
government needs bodies once again—as it did during the Vietnam War. Just as Tayo was told 
that “we’re all Americans” when under threat, Kingston’s brother gains his fullest proof of 
citizenship and belonging as soon as he is called upon to fight in Vietnam. As it turns out, he is 
stunned to learn he has passed a background check, survived Vietnam alive, and even allowed to 
return to the country. It can’t be taken for granted, after all, since the government “could make 
                                                          
127 The need to control the labor supply did not suddenly go away in the postwar era, e.g.: “It’s not just the stupid 
racists that I have to do something about, but the tyrants who for whatever reason can deny my family food and 





up new laws, change the laws on him” (CM 531). Small comfort, of course: as long as “his 
services were needed for the undeclared American-Vietnam war, the family was safe” (531). The 
institutions of American governance, as we’ve seen, apparently recognize Asian Americans only 
to the extent that they need laborers or fighters, only when they need bodies. This is a particular 
institutional blindness whose material origins are reinforced by cultural stereotypes epitomized 
in the silent, inscrutable Oriental, the figure Kingston derides in the interview quoted above. 
Actively and passive silenced, their group is reduced to the silence of Kingston’s own childhood, 
the suppressed articulation of self and identity. 
 To phrase this differently, this is a form of cultural censorship, one emblematized by 
Kingston’s “cut tongue.” The historical position has concrete social implications that turn things 
like legal identification into a kind of fetish, an obsession with the singular story encapsulated by 
government documents. In reaction, the community gets by through deception and silence: 
Lie to Americans. Tell them you were born during the San Francisco earthquake. Tell 
them your birth certificate and your parents were burned up in the fire. Don’t report 
crimes; tell them we have no crimes and no poverty. Give a new name every time you get 
arrested; the ghosts won’t recognize you. Pay the new immigrants twenty-five cents an 
hour and say we have no unemployment. And, of course, tell them we’re against 
Communism. (WW 184)  
Through this sort of reactive guidance, the Chinese American community maintains a studious 
silence within the larger American community in order to avoid a repetition of the historical 
crimes that have excluded them from most legal rights. As with the railroad, for example, whose 
completion precipitated a turn against Chinese immigrants, the refusal to bring them along as 





about their position in the social order. And so they remain silent, neither speaking nor spoken 
to. 
Kingston illustrates, in other words, the profound individual and social consequences that 
follow from the Chinese American community’s voicelessness. Communally, bonds of solidarity 
are broken when immigrants are forced to compete for scarce jobs and artificially restricted 
resources. Kingston herself suffers psychologically from the silence: when “even the good things 
are unspeakable,” she wonders, “how could I ask about deformities?” (185). In other words, 
there are gaping holes in her understanding of her own family and traditions because of the elder 
generation’s refusal to explain. This is not merely the story of social misery caused by an evil 
regime of governance—after all, we’ve already seen how Kingston thoroughly criticized the 
traditional gender norms of Chinese society—but rather an expression of the consequences when 
traditional forms of understanding rub up against a flexible modernity whose requirements for 
membership change with the geopolitical winds. It’s a kind of perfect storm, if you will, that 
produces insidious forms of censorship such as the erased identity of the suicidal aunt with 
whom The Woman Warrior begins. “But there is more to this silence,” Kinston writes of the 
family ban on naming this dead relative who got pregnant and disgraced the family. “They want 
me to participate in her punishment. And I have.”  
 What the NEA Literature Program funded Kingston to do, to develop from this premise, 
was to speak the hitherto unspoken, to articulate a particular individual’s relationship to her 
community, and her community’s relationship to the larger American nation. We can return to 
the image of Bak Goong, shouting his longing for home into the ground and imagining the plant 
that grows. Or we can even think of Kingston’s own mother: “Whenever she had to warn us 





strength to establish realities” (WW 7). Kingston of course publicizes such “stories to grow up 
on,” offers the gems of instruction, wisdom and aesthetic experience to a “public,” an American 
constituency broadly construed. This is still true even if Kingston’s commitment is explicitly 
transnational: “We belong to the planet now, Mama. Does it make sense to you that if we’re no 
longer attached to one piece of land, we belong to the planet?” (WW 109). 
 Kinston herself, meanwhile, most often discusses her work as a revolutionary pacifist 
project, or as she phrased it in a 1989 article in Mother Jones: “How to write a novel that uses 
nonviolent means to get to nonviolent ends?” (“The Novel’s Next Step”) This is immediately 
reminiscent of her brother in China Men, a college educated high school teacher who is 
disaffected by the government’s war in Vietnam and yet powerless to change anything.128 As a 
progressive school teacher, he is aghast to learn how thoroughly and unreflectively the students 
have imbibed justifications for exploitation: “He explained how water, electricity, gas, and oil 
originally belonged to nobody and everybody. Like the air. “But the corporations that control 
electricity sell it to the rest of us,” he said. “Well, of course they do,” said the student” (507). The 
restriction of resources is taken as natural, along with the individual’s right to exploit others for 
profit, and in large part thanks to the shadowy threat of the Communist (Chinese/Soviet) other. 
The ideology has a familiar irony: “The students’ parents were on welfare, unemployment, and 
workmen’s compensation, but they defended capitalism without knowing what it was called” 
(507). This irony is the result of economic interconnectedness, the brother realizes, such that 
there is no outside to the system, no way to reject its precepts and live an independent life:  
                                                          
128 In another emblematic description of silencing, already such a powerful motif in the memoirs, Kingston’s brother 
relates an apropos story: “‘There was a poet who took a drug that paralyzed his vocal cords. I wonder what drug that 
was.’ ‘Chlorine bleach and ammonia. The effect, unfortunately, is permanent” (497) He is describing poets trying to 





When we ate a candy bar, drank grape juice, bought bread (ITT makes Wonder Bread), 
wrapped food in plastic, made a phone call, put money in the bank, cleaned the oven, 
washed with soap, turned on the electricity, refrigerated food, cooked it, ran a computer, 
drove a car, rode an airplane, sprayed with insecticide, we were supporting the 
corporations that made tanks and bombers, napalm, defoliants, and bombs. For the carpet 
bombing. Everything was connected to everything else and to war. The Peace Movement 
published names of board members of weapons factories; they were the same people who 
were bankers and university trustees and government officials. Lines connected them in 
one interlocking system. (513-514) 
This interlocking system is not monolithic, hegemonic, or totalitarian, and yet its effects can end 
up looking an awful lot like a form of paranoid social control. But interestingly, this passage on 
networks and connectivity (which could almost be out of a Thomas Pynchon novel) is precisely 
not the sort of work that Kingston herself writes.129 Her method is not so much a maximalist 
exploration of the “world system” as it is embedded in a specific experience of America that 
insists upon the absent center of any “American” identity. Kingston’s recognition by the NEA 
Literature Program—which she used to compose more essays and eventually complete 
Tripmaster Monkey: His Fake Book (1989)—suggests nothing so much as a pragmatic 
recognition of the multiple cultures and multiple realities that literally and figuratively constitute 
contemporary America. The NEA was not the necessary condition of this expression, of course, 
but it represents a substantial, if symbolic, shift in the country’s history, from steadfastly 
                                                          
129 Though her 1989 novel Tripmaster Monkey continues invoking traditional storytelling characters and ideas, the 
latter represents a marked turn to subjectivity, as well as postmodernist narrative play (including pastiche, manic 
invention, self-referentiality, blending of high and low culture, etc.). This turning-inward of self and narrative, 





suppressing alternative narratives to ignoring them to actively encouraging and rewarding the 
expression of all the people who have taken root in “America.” 
Institutional Warriors 
 So far, I’ve tried to explain the origins and development of the NEA Literature Program, 
its philosophy and policy for American literature, and its ongoing controversies over the 
definition of the common good. I’ve also tried to show how, in the case of Leslie Marmon Silko, 
the system is capacious enough to absorb dissent and critique—indeed, Silko’s oppositional 
aesthetics suggest at the personal level the larger social function of an organization like the NEA: 
to correct American narratives by empowering the voice of a Native American woman. With 
Maxine Hong Kingston, meanwhile, we find a similar project that insists on the transnational 
nature of all American identity, as well as the complicity of legal fictions in actively silencing 
Chinese-Americans and withholding from them the legal protections, and hence the advantages, 
of modernity. In both instances we also see the inevitably coercive force of any politics of 
authenticity, which restricts acceptable art to various preset expectations. And most importantly, 
we see the logic of institutional support and aesthetic value unfold in tandem as authors 
experiment with narrative to find a form that will serve as a dynamic revivification of tradition, 
something like the modernization of tradition (or perhaps the traditionalization of modernity).  
By virtue of the government’s recognition and their eventual publication, both writers 
become members of a public, broadly construed. Other grant recipients stated this perception 
outright. “The support I received from the NEA shifted my sense of writing from a private 
exercise in expression to a public contribution to the culture of my country,” wrote one (Writing 
America 80). The Chickasaw writer Linda Hogan offered a similar description: “The year I 





surfacing and becoming visible to American publishing. The conscience of this country was not 
yet examined. For the most part, we Indian people were portrayed as part of the American 
narrative in words not our own, in stories told about us but not by us” (18, emphasis added). 
Stories obviously are not equivalent to social change, but ownership of narrative is not without 
consequences. Indeed, what I want to do here in this conclusion is engage more directly with the 
champion of government arts funding I introduced at the beginning—Toni Morrison—to spell 
out the institutional significance of seeding American narratives. 
I said earlier that the NEA Literature Program’s consequences have been more than 
symbolic. The ultimate significance of the NEA is, perhaps unsurprisingly, institutional, in the 
sense that it has had marked effects on the institutions in which literature is read, analyzed, 
discussed, and produced. Here we can return to Morrison, whose essay “Unspeakable Things 
Unspoken: The Afro-American Presence in Literature,” helps to illuminate the institutional 
stakes of this kind of aesthetic work. In that essay, written for the Tanner Lectures on Human 
Values at the University of Michigan, Morrison sets herself the task of addressing “ways in 
which the presence of Afro-American literature and the awareness of its culture both resuscitate 
the study of literature in the United States and raise that study’s standards” (126-127). She 
spends the lecture detailing how she has tried, in her own fiction, to represent the complexity and 
specificity of black experience in language. She traces formal strategies at the level of the 
sentence that make the texts meaningful to an interpretive practice capacious enough to 
understand authorly choices as something more than expressions of skin color—testaments to a 
community’s existence and legitimacy.  
Morrison’s discussion of interpretive strategies has a specific institutional resonance. 





has made humanistic studies, once again, the place where one has to go to find out what’s going 
on. Cultures, whether silenced or monologistic, whether repressed or repressing, seek meaning in 
the language and images available to them” (132). Morrison’s point, in a subsequent discussion 
of the significance of canons, is in part that such procedures of meaning-making now occur, first 
and foremost, through institutions—whether in academia or in the preserves of cultural 
philanthropy. As practical liberation goes, institutionalized cultural pluralism may not seem like 
much. But there are political consequences that derive, say, from suppressing cultural difference 
and expression. As Morrison writes of African Americans as such against the stereotyped 
portrayal of blacks by an Isak Dinesen or Joseph Conrad:  
We are the subjects of our own narrative, witnesses to and participants in our own 
experience, and, in no way coincidentally, in the experience of those with whom we have 
come in contact. We are not, in fact, “other.” We are choices. And to read imaginative 
literature by and about us is to choose to examine centers of the self and to have the 
opportunity to compare these centers with the “raceless” one with which we are, all of us, 
most familiar. (133) 
The stakes of the NEA’s project of creating a plural, inclusive literature, then, is not just a 
symbolic strike against injustice or oppression. It is a form of witnessing and a form of 
testimony, even as it is also a form of expression that cannot be reduced to a merely documentary 
role. It is, moreover, a project easily taken for granted as an inevitable component of America’s 
liberal march towards an inclusive polity—a myth whose sheer pervasiveness masks its fragility, 
as the 2016 election has only recently demonstrated. 
Morrison had earlier articulated these convictions at meetings of the National Council of 





understanding an author’s social context. “Speaking of the difficulties faced by the writer in 
America,” the minutes relate, “including not only economic hardship but the problem of 
censorship, Toni Morrison hoped that the Endowment would continue its commitment to the 
Literature Program” (“Minutes of the 69th Meeting” 20), going on to add that she “found the low 
level of support provided to the Literature Program ‘embarrassing.’” In particular, Morrison 
advocated upsetting the NEA’s “blind judging” system in favor of a mechanism whereby panels 
“must look beyond the confines of a given work (which may, under the cloak of anonymity, be 
merely derivative) to examine the context of that work—the artist’s background and training, the 
direction that the work has taken thus far and the implications of a possible new direction” 
(“Minutes of the 74th Meeting” 29). This theme appears again and again in NCA meetings: can a 
candidates’ work truly be understood in isolation? The stakes of the question go far beyond some 
meritocratic ideal, as Morrison makes clear, since “blind judging” is a euphemism for “judging 
by the white male tradition.”   
 Returning to Morrison’s earlier polemic, her career suggests her complete comfort in 
embracing the NEA on pragmatic grounds: the social consequences that follow from cultural 
legitimacy. In the 1981 response to attacks on arts funding, Morrison reserved the core of her 
critique for the persistent claims that the NEA’s funding decisions are “political” rather than 
aesthetic. “One always knew what academicians meant by “real” art vs. “political” art,” she 
declares: “any art that espoused politics not their own.” The gospel of art for art’s sake, she adds, 
is “simply one way of evaluating art forms;” on the other hand, “questioning the origin or class 
or sex or race of an artist or an art constituency applying for a grant is in itself a prescriptive and 
oppressive political act.” The language of aesthetic excellence, used as though its meaning were 





 “Excellence,” “quality,” “non-political” -- that lexicon […] is designed to support safe 
art, artists and art institutions. It is a way of saying “to support art, artists and art 
institutions because they are black, Hispanic, laboring people, women and so on is 
political. But supporting art, artists and art organizations because they are not black, 
Hispanic, feminists and so on is art.”  
Morrison attacks the familiar tactic of conservative critique, which, in order to justify their 
objection to federal money going to help supposedly resentful minorities, turn to vague aesthetic 
hand waving. This paradoxical race-blind defense of white supremacy was a cornerstone of the 
conservative movement after the 1980s, when conservative intellectuals cultivated an economic 
vocabulary of radical individualism to find a non-racist language that might justify ignoring race 
to perpetuate outcomes that were, inevitably, racist (from criminal justice to housing to welfare 
policies).   
In Reagan’s America, eager to downplay the persistence of history, there emerged a 
market-inspired language of quality, with “socially detached individuals” vying for funding, 
jobs, contracts, and more (Rodgers 136). Race could be avoided by further extracting individuals 
from their social contexts, accelerating the disembedding that had already cordoned off art from 
fractured communities, putting any hope of solidarity farther and farther out of reach. The stakes 
could not be higher, as Morrison explained in 1988. “Canon building is empire building. Canon 
defense is national defense. Canon debate, whatever the terrain, nature, and range (of criticism, 
of history, of the history of knowledge, of the definition of language, the universality of aesthetic 
principles, the sociology of art, the humanistic imagination), is the clash of cultures. And all of 
the interests are vested” (132). Canons are corporate creations, formed and maintained in and 





what amounts to an alternative canon. It simply rationalized the process: instead of the 
benevolent chaos of markets, or the whims of literary history with all of its substantial barriers to 
entry into the big tent of culture, cultural philanthropy presumed to identify talent and give it the 
opportunity to express itself.  
 The limits of arts funding as a transformational social project were nowhere more 
obvious than in the success of conservative attacks on arts funding in the 1990s. After news of 
government money going to controversial artists such as Robert Mapplethorpe, the resurgent 
right’s cultural war led to the elimination of all of the NEA’s individual grants except for the 
literature program, as well as to an increased degree of government control over what artists 
could and could not do with government money. In the name of public decency, Jesse Helms and 
others would rail against cultural decadence and the various liberal plots against American 
tradition and values (which meant, of course, white Christian tradition and values). The end of 
the Cold War and the “end of history” would lend further credence to faith in the virtue of 
markets and the injustice of government. The goal of robust public art that could connect 
individuals and communities would fracture, and the NEA’s project remain more than a little 
incomplete. As we’ll see in the next chapter on the MacArthur Foundation and the literary 
genius, around the same time there rose to prominence a new set of foundations which could 
stake a greater claim to the public’s attention and awe. These foundations took the model of the 
Guggenheim Foundation, the NEA, and other early arts organizations and put that funding model 
into overdrive. Now, giving was premised not on an abstract vision of the American public with 
its interconnected individuals and groups, but rather on the individual genius who as often as not 
speaks despite affiliation rather than in the name of solidarity. Reagan had failed to destroy the 





Chapter 4: The Genius to Come: David Foster Wallace, Trickle-down 
Aesthetics, and the MacArthur Foundation (1978-2011) 
 
Already the recipient of several fellowships, including an NEA grant as we saw in the last 
chapter, Leslie Marmon Silko’s innovative early writing in Ceremony and Storyteller succeeded 
in earning her a MacArthur Fellowship in 1981, the first year that the foundation began its 
grantmaking. In an interview with the New York Times, Silko said that the award for her work, 
alongside grants for two other female intellectuals, arts educator Elma Lewis and anthropologist 
Shelly Errington, represented a kind of public recognition of the “struggle of women to find the 
time, make the time,” adding that “in this culture you buy time, and the purchasing power of 
women is notoriously poor” (qtd. in Ferretti). The grant, in other words, boosted her purchasing 
power and gave her the time to continue “creating narratives, written and filmed, which give a 
context to the Laguna pueblo where I was born.” A personal project, then, as well as a feminist 
one, though Silko only hints at the more radical direction her prose would take: when asked 
about her divorces and relationship with her children, she replied that “the only way I manage is 
that I’m sort of an outlaw.”   
The book that she used the MacArthur grant to write, the sprawling, 850-page Almanac of 
the Dead (1991), aspires to be a sort of outlaw novel. In it, Silko gives an encyclopedic version 
of the American 20th century from the perspective of the indigenous and colonized descendants 
of 500 years of European brutality. In its capacious breadth and omnivorous narrative eye, the 
novel certainly might qualify as an encyclopedic narrative along the lines of Edward 
Mendelson’s influential formulation. A form most often associated with white male authors from 





preserve the totality of a social world, the full complexity of a civilization (1268). Silko’s 
encyclopedia, unlike earlier versions, tells an American story from a distinctly non-majoritarian, 
non-white perspective. Indeed, she imagines the emergence of a radical, pan-American native 
insurgency that sweeps across the country to repossess the land that has been stolen and then 
polluted by modernity. In this new America, “it was up to the poorest tribal people and survivors 
of European genocide to show the remaining humans how all could share and live together on 
earth” (749). In this sense it is more of an anti-encyclopedic novel, a conscious refutation of 
those Western encyclopedias that remain suspiciously absent of the voices of Native Americans 
in particular and the oppressed more generally.  
What makes Silko’s inversion particularly interesting is that the encyclopedic novel is 
perhaps the most prestigious form of the postwar period.130 That Silko used the MacArthur 
Fellowship—already given the name “genius grant” by the popular press by 1981—to write an 
anti-encyclopedic novel indicates yet another node of prestige that her work invokes and exploits 
in the service of distinctly revolutionary aims. After all, in Almanac Silko has the “the 
dispossessed people of the earth” rise up to “take back lands that had been their birthright, and 
these lands would never again be held as private property, but as lands belonging to the people 
forever to protect” (532). As against the violence of white hegemony—depicted in the book 
through brutal violence, porn, drug use, and general decadence—Silko offers a vision of a return 
to a public commons, with private property and the social relations that stem therefrom jettisoned 
along with all things European. Buttressed by its ambition and the support of a major (white) 
institution, the novel strives to tear down and rebuild American civilization on a new foundation: 
                                                          
130 The prestige of “big novels” is visible in any list of the top 100 works of the 20th century, in the voluminous 
criticism written about “big novels” like the Recognitions and Gravity’s Rainbow, and in the immense press hype 
surrounding large works such as David Foster Wallace’s own Infinite Jest. See also Stefano Ercolino’s The 





“When they had taken back all the lands of the indigenous people of the Americas, there would 
be plenty of space, plenty of pasture and farmland and water for everyone who promised to 
respect all beings and do no harm” (518). 
 The ironies here are obvious enough. What is much more significant is that Silko’s novel 
and grant are the first and perhaps most obvious example of the messianic tendencies of the 
MacArthur Foundation and its favored authors. The novel is a kind of fantasy, but it is one that 
strives to do real work in imagining a future beyond dispossession. This was a conscious goal of 
Silko’s, as we see from the hostility with which she would later denounce her publisher, Simon 
& Schuster, and its apparent attempts to “suppress” her work’s radical argument and limit its 
political reach (Arnold 160). In later interviews she figures herself as something like a prophet in 
the wilderness, and in no small part because the reviewing world seemed to decide that Almanac 
was not a terribly good novel. Paul West deemed it “an excellent work of myth and a second-rate 
novel, full of lacunae because there are just too many people in it.”131 Others described it as 
unwieldy, “inept,” or without “novelistic merit,” citing “bad judgment and inadequate craft” 
(Ryan). And yet, as Francine Prose pointed out in a 1997 essay, Almanac’s profusion of flat 
characters, pointless side plots, and general messiness are details of a kind only rarely criticized 
in the work of male authors. “No one seems to be counting David Foster Wallace’s characters,” 
Prose wrote, “or complaining that DeLillo’s Underworld has too many subplots, or faulting the 
male authors of doorstop novels for an insufficient interest in psychology.” Not only do women 
have less purchasing power in finding the time to write, it seems, but they also have less 
purchasing power when it comes to cultural capital. 
                                                          
131 “Death and disrespect come moving through the brutal, narcotized world she likes to deal with, and I begin to 
wonder if the disjointed, non-cumulative nature of her enormous book represents the shattered mind of an atavist or 





 Here the comparison to David Foster Wallace is particularly telling, not least because his 
1996 novel Infinite Jest bears some striking resemblances to Almanac that go beyond a common 
geographic interest in Tucson, Arizona. Much of the plot of IJ centers around the activities of 
another radical insurgency that seeks to reclaim land; Wallace’s Wheel-Chair Assassins are a 
band of ruthless Canadian separatists who reject the pan-American rule of the Organization of 
North American Nations (ONAN). As with Silko, Wallace also examines the myriad vices 
endemic to contemporary American culture. Where “Silko has contrived a dramatic means of 
exposing the currents of U.S. culture that encourage self-interest over care for others—or even 
self-respect—and that result in greed, paranoia, suicide, murder, pornography, racism, and 
genocide” (Olmsted 465), Wallace’s book does almost exactly the same through its interest in 
addiction. What’s more, Wallace’s big book received many of the same criticisms as Silko’s, 
with Dale Peck (among others) calling it “bloated, boring, gratuitous, and–perhaps especially–
uncontrolled.”132 The similarities in reception, I want to suggest, tell us something both about 
novelistic ambition at the close of the 20th century and about the cultural fragmentation that both 
authors are trying to solve.   
It is similarly no accident that both authors received MacArthur funding.133 As it turns 
out, the MacArthur has something of a track-record for funding authors of big novels, from 
Thomas Pynchon and William Gaddis to Richard Powers and David Foster Wallace. More 
obviously than any other fellowship program, MacArthur encourages a particular mode of 
literary ambition and experimentalism. The experimental component is key here: Sandra 
                                                          
132 Michiko Kakutani wrote that “somewhere in the mess…are the outlines of a splendid novel, but as it stands the 
book feels like one of those unfinished Michelangelo sculptures.” James Wood wrote his own famous critique of 
Wallace’s fiction in Oblivion in 2004 on similar grounds. 
133 Whereas Silko got the fellowship and wrote a big novel, Wallace wrote a big novel and then got the fellowship. 
In a New York Times article about the MacArthur, Silko is quoted as saying that the foundation was a key reason the 





Cisneros, Edward P. Jones, Colson Whitehead, and Junot Diaz, for example, have all won 
MacArthurs largely for their ability to write stories rooted in ethnic specificity, while also 
embracing experimental techniques to forge hybrid styles that might fit broadly under the rubric 
of an extended realism. The common denominator here is the cerebral quality associated with 
experiment: difficult works that test or challenge received modes of fiction-making. The 
MacArthur, in other words, tends to support authors who find formal, literary analogues for 
scientific experimentalism. In so doing, the Foundation has done more than anyone since Albert 
Einstein to crystallize our late 20th and early 21st century understanding of “genius.”  
Perhaps no post-Cold War writer is as closely associated with the popular conception of 
the genius as David Foster Wallace. His voice became a signature of the gen-x sensibility: nerdy, 
technocratic, self-revealing, self-conscious, and earnest. But at the same time he was a genius in 
the familiar whizz-kid model, adept at “difficult” subjects like mathematical logic. He had a 
philosophically inclined mind, a daunting vocabulary, and—perhaps most importantly—he wrote 
voluminous works filled with obscure word play, formal patterns, abstruse structures, and 
everything else difficult. The difficulty of Wallace’s work—combined with his reputation for 
precocious logical abilities—has combined with his zealous fan-base to turn him into the genius 
sine qua non. That Wallace himself neither encouraged nor enjoyed labels like “genius” (just like 
the MacArthur Foundation) is beside the point: the term has become inextricably linked to his 
oeuvre and to his outsized influence on American literary culture. Understanding the role genius 
plays in Wallace’s own work—from Infinite Jest to The Pale King—as well as the ways in which 
the MacArthur Foundation has positioned itself as the patron of genius, reveal how contemporary 
literary value is ascribed to certain types of narrative practice according to the messianic logic of 





transcendence, came to adopt a different kind of social hope altogether. As we’ll see, his critique 
of institutions and entertainment culture alike led to a conception of art and social belonging 
based not on transcendence or even institutional relationships, but rather on rhetoric. Persuasion 
becomes key for Wallace, along with an ethical imperative to know one’s audience. 
The Genius 
The tension between the idea of the individual genius and the reality of modern social 
structures—the same conflict Dewey confronted in Individualism Old and New—pervades 
Wallace’s fiction and its reception. Indeed, many critics have understood Wallace’s fiction 
precisely along the individual/institution axis. Mark McGurl, for instance, describes Wallace as a 
writer “whose situation marks a further step toward the thorough normalization of the emergent 
conditions of institutionalization” (31). McGurl, in a critique of Wallace’s aesthetic ideology, 
details the writer’s “existentialism of institutions,” the profound fear of nothingness that leads 
Wallace to commit himself to “the necessity of institutions in making and maintaining a 
‘meaning of life’” (34). Poised between the nothing outside institutions—a world unmoored, 
without stability or fixity—and the nothing within, Wallace (according to McGurl) clings to 
institutional life, whether in creative writing workshops, 12-step programs, or the very form of a 
novel like Infinite Jest (supposedly a Freitag triangle with infinite convolutions inside a bounded 
space).  
The consequence of Wallace’s involuted institutional self, for McGurl, is political 
paralysis. “Clinging to the institutional order,” he writes, “clinging for dear life, Wallace’s 
commitment is rather to a conception of therapeutic community in which what might have 
become political questions—and, by implication, motives for political contestation—are 





underlying political order are supplanted by an existential homelessness that finds shelter in the 
ritualized world of institutions, without questioning the foundations upon which those 
institutions (and maybe the homelessness) rest. “The ‘institution’ in Wallace is first and foremost 
a communal antidote to atomism,” McGurl goes on, “a laboriously iterated wall against the 
nihilism attendant to solitude” (38). This is one reason, we might add, why Wallace’s fiction, 
even in plot-driven works like Infinite Jest, tends to lack exterior action or character-change over 
time, anything that goes beyond micro-ethical choices. Even amid the diversity of Ennet House 
or Wallace’s polyvocal scenes of communal confession, there is little social world in his fiction, 
and even less change. Instead we tend to find static minds, emerging fully formed with a morbid 
self-consciousness that must battle the body and its cravings.  
On the other hand, Wallace’s fiction finds great value in notions of the common good, 
with the author insisting as much at each opportunity in interviews and essays. What looks to 
McGurl like an existential ineptitude and a retreat to technicity in the absence of a marketable 
ethnic identity (the nerd as the figure par excellence of a white upper-class technocracy), might 
just as well be a sort of “common-sense” conservative’s pragmatic answer to problems of social 
welfare. Wallace—prescriptivist usage fanatic and voter for Ronald Reagan and George H.W. 
Bush—may more usefully fit into a pragmatic tradition that is suspicious of utopian radicalism. 
After all, few postwar writers have yielded satisfying or coherent visions of the societas to come, 
much less so the theorists of the coming community which recur so often to a certain pastoralism 
or pre-modern nostalgia. What I think should be far more problematic for readers of Wallace is a 
latent messianism, which is reflected back from the celebrity culture at large,  including the 
industries which have immortalized Wallace’s companionable fiction for the authenticity of his 





In his essay “Farther Apart,” Jonathan Franzen comments on the post-mortem deification 
of “David” that was a side effect of the younger man’s death by suicide.134 Franzen’s article is 
useful for its ambition to wed the history of the novel, modern anomie, and Wallace into an 
overarching indictment of contemporary society. Framed as a journey to the original island of 
Crusoe, where he plans to scatter a matchbox of Wallace’s ashes, Franzen muses on the symbolic 
significance of Crusoe as the origin of the novel, a work for which “the self had become an 
island,” only for that island to become the world. “The novel, as a duality of thing and attitude-
toward-thing, has so thoroughly transformed our attitude that the thing itself is at risk of no 
longer being needed.” The “thing itself,” here referring to the inherently social quality of life 
now threatened by technologically-enabled solipsism, has obvious overtones of the “thing-in-
itself,” a kind of holy grail for post-Kantian romantics who yearned for a path beyond alienation. 
Wallace’s thing-in-itself, as it turns out, is simply more Wallace—and this, for Franzen, is 
precisely the problem. “David,” he writes,  
who was extraordinary, and whose island was virtual, finally had nothing but his own 
interesting self to survive on, and the problem with making a virtual world of oneself is 
akin to the problem with projecting ourselves onto a cyberworld: there’s no end of virtual 
spaces in which to seek stimulation, but their very endlessness, the perpetual stimulation 
without satisfaction, becomes imprisoning. To be everything and more is the Internet’s 
ambition, too. 
The breadth of Wallace’s soul—the far roar of his Niagara, as another American might have put 
it—becomes an encounter with the contemporary sublime (maybe postmodern, maybe just 
                                                          






modern, depending on who you ask).135 Wallace becomes a monument—“a very public legend,” 
Franzen puts it, known for his “great and gentle soul”—appealing for precisely those clichés of 
self-help culture that Wallace simultaneously impugned and celebrated, a kind of gen-x update to 
the cloying rallying cry from Vonnegut, “Goddamn it, you’ve got to be kind.” 
 Not surprisingly, much of the handwringing over Wallace and his legacy follows 
squarely in the tradition of genius-worship that took off in the 19th century with the apotheosis of 
great men from Bonaparte to Byron to Wagner. Wallace’s fiction, I’ll argue, helps to see how, 
since its (re)discovery in the late 1700s, the Genius has served a peculiarly modern role: as the 
counterweight to, or the dark double of, institutions. The word itself derives from the Latin 
genius, the “male spirit of a family, existing in the head of the family and subsequently in the 
divine or spiritual part of each individual,” as well as talent or inspiration, particularly the demon 
or spiritual being which drives creation (it is etymologically connected to the Greek genesis, for 
origin or generation). Immediately obvious are the particular functions the term serves in 
classical versus modern contexts. The word originates in a kind of familial connection, the 
persistence of traits over time; even more, it is an organizing concept for generations through 
time, offering stability amid flux. With the advent of the Enlightenment and the Rousseauvian 
vision of the autonomous individual, enchained by society in what amounts to a kind of original 
sin, the classical genius gives way to Romanticism. The key to overcoming our alienated state in 
benighted modernity—particularly after the French and American Revolutions—becomes the 
individualized pursuit of transcendence, whether this be ethical, political, or aesthetic. 
                                                          
135 For more on the vexed relationship between postmodernism and modernism, here are a few touchstones: Fredric 






In his history of genius, Divine Fury, Darrin McMahon explores why the rhetoric of 
genius emerged so powerfully in the 18th century. One of his answers is the decline in traditional 
religious mooring and the subsequent distancing of God from everyday life. “In God’s absence,” 
he writes, “human beings were free to assume elements of his power, taking upon themselves 
capacities that they had long attributed to him. Yet this same withdrawal also had a more 
negative effect, inducing a haunting sense of loneliness and abandonment that was all the 
stronger for the flight of the angels and the retreat of the guardian companions” (74). The 
historically unique advent of men living without supernatural intercessors to structure life and 
belief led to the transfer of qualities from God to genius: “Geniuses offered assurance that 
special beings still animated the universe, that someone stood between the ordinary and the 
unknown, the sacred and the profane, that a privileged few could see where the many were 
blind” (74). The new language of the sublime, not coincidentally, became the natural vehicle to 
describe the transcendent powers of the genius, “a vivid illustration of genius’s wondrous and 
wonder-making power, of its unique ability to transcend mortal limits and to carry others along 
toward something greater than themselves” (87). The genius thus offers a path to transcendence: 
whether it be Newton’s discovery of the laws of gravity, Byron’s lush verse, or Wagner’s 
overpowering music, each offers a sense of expansion or fullness, of larger possibilities.  
Then again, there is another factor at play: the explosion of populations and the rise of the 
doctrine of equality. “The cult of the genius was reactive,” McMahon points out, “bound up 
dialectically with the assertion of equality from the late seventeenth century onward” (76). The 
more writers celebrate the common man, the more aristocracies lose their vaunted place and 
democratic ideals begin to spread—the more the few are engulfed by the masses, the greater the 





tragic relationship to society: separated by dint of superior gifts or receptivity, he is doomed to 
the island of his self. He can see more deeply into the world and speak great truths, but bourgeois 
life cannot tolerate him (or he it). Hence the isolation of the genius, the constant flirtation with 
madness or the devil. The Frankensteins and Faustuses of the world are so far beyond the 
common lot that their power becomes as evil as it is good, with the mind or soul as the highest 
price for occult knowledge. Here we see the latent religious connotations of genius emerge in full 
force, as the genius becomes not just the counterpoint to the masses, but their rightful leader. 
“Conceived as an extreme case of inherent superiority and natural difference, the genius was 
imagined as an exception of the most exalted or terrible kind, able to transcend or subvert the 
law, and to liberate or enslave accordingly” (xx). On the one hand, the genius has superior 
ability, obeys different laws than the common run of man; on the other, this makes him literally 
superhuman and can justify even the most brutal acts. 
The genius, as a kind of prophet or leader of men, promises transcendence of alienation—
and when this power is harnessed for political ends, disaster can ensue. Herein is the flaw of 
genius for Robert Currie, who has analyzed the ideological uses of genius, which, he writes, 
ultimately rest on the claim that “humanity needs genius to rescue it from alienation” (9). In art 
as in politics, the principle is similar: “the present alienated world is divided into the one and the 
many” and “the higher realm [of unalienated existence] will be introduced through the one” (10). 
“As soon as the transcendental lay within the sphere of man’s knowledge and belief,” Currie 
writes, “that man who knew most, who believed most—and who brought most to the knowledge 
and belief of other men—could be identified as the secular, the historical transcendental 





however, show how genius shifted from the religious to the secular to the demonic in quick 
succession through the “absolute critical tendencies of romantics and modernists” (218).  
Currie describes the problems of secular genius in the modern age in terms that are 
extremely relevant for reading Wallace. As a sounder ideological word, Currie imagines 
supplanting the “genius” with the “artificer,” distinguished more or less as a professional who is 
employed by society. “The artificer,” Currie writes, “is fundamentally concerned with subjects, 
not problems. He has tasks set him and fulfils those tasks by the most appropriate, and not the 
most difficult, methods. He builds walls; but he builds them from the ground up, not cantilevered 
out over space” (212). The artificer, moreover, works within—not outside of—a ‘social nexus’: 
“Whereas employment is ultimately impossible for genius, it is the social basis of the artificer’s 
production, because that production serves to sustain a culture, and must therefore sustain the 
society (however alienating it may be held to be) which shapes and is shaped by that culture” 
(213).  
The schema Currie proposes as an antidote to genius bears striking resemblance to 
contemporary critiques of creative writing institutions, and indeed of most institutions 
generally.136 The institution—as the embodiment of a collectivity, organized more or less 
hierarchically and directed towards ends identified by some kind of “mission statement”—is 
presumably the home of artificers. Geniuses, after all, tend to radically disrupt institutional 
spaces. Here again Wallace can serve as a paragon, since he famously disturbed and undermined 
instructors in his philosophy classes at Amherst College and then in his creative writing classes 
at the University of Arizona (Max 309). The point is that the genius and the institution seem in 
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fundamental conflict, and are only reconciled by a different social order altogether that rewards 
not genius but professionalism. But here again Wallace might pose a contradiction: Currie 
interestingly notes that, “If genius is removed from art at the same time as the artist is denied the 
claim to be a genius, art and indeed all culture, ceases to be transcendental and can be assessed 
only in this-worldly terms. Culture without genius might therefore be understood simply as 
entertainment” (214). Entertainment—one of the key objects of Wallace’s antipathy, and indeed 
the moniker of the demonic cartridge at the center of Infinite Jest—is coincidentally the 
narcotizing, solipsizing addiction of contemporary American capitalism.  
Attitudes toward genius, in other words, usefully mark the historical shift to 
contemporary institutionality. At the conclusion of another study of the history of genius, 
Andrew Robinson writes that, in the 21st century, “talent appears to be on the increase, genius on 
the decrease. More scientists, writers, composers, and artists than ever before earn a living from 
their creative output” (328).137 The language here evokes the title of an earlier work on creative 
writing, John Aldridge’s Talents and Technicians. That forerunner to McGurl’s study was more 
limited in scope and nostalgic for the independent genius perverted by institutional life. For 
Aldridge, creative writing turns aesthetic labor into a vitiated, “corporate enterprise” (7). So 
which is it? Is culture without genius mere entertainment? Do institutions necessarily reduce 
culture to entertainment, or does the market do that well enough on its own? And perhaps most 
importantly, what are we to make of an institution, like the MacArthur, directed towards the 
messianic promise of the genius? 
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increasing commercialization of the arts (manifested in the cult of celebrity)” (329). Given the length of time genius 
takes to develop—there is a surprisingly strong case for “the ten year rule” in the arts and sciences—market forces 





Before turning to the MacArthur Foundation’s program, it is worth noting another, 
slightly different tradition of the genius which privileges less the individual than the universal 
significance of their work. Connected to some vital current of the age—call it the universal mind, 
the world spirit, etc.—they were, as Emerson would call them, “representative men.” The final 
chapter of his volume by that name indicates that his argument is not intended simply to lionize 
the work of past masters but to illustrate the dialectic of genius begetting new genius, all as part 
of an ongoing, areligious progression of thought. The man of original insight, Emerson insists, 
who can free himself from the stale and received ideas of his contemporaries, “that man liberates 
me” (625). More than this, it is a liberation that, ideally, does away with the very need for 
liberation: “I find him greater when he can abolish himself and all heroes, by letting in this 
element of reason, irrespective of persons, this subtilizer and irresistible upward force, into our 
thought, destroying individualism” (625). The genius that Emerson praises represents an endless 
self-annihilation, genius rendering itself superfluous, the hero whose force promises to do away 
with our need for great men altogether in what becomes an ideal not of self-reliance but of 
human progress more generally. The genius, Emerson writes, is “an exhibition…of new 
possibilities” (630), whose example can help to free us from the prison of the individual self and 
the limitations of perspective. “Great men are thus a collyrium to clear our eyes from egotism 
and enable us to see other people and their works” (626).  
 As against the stale worshipping of geniuses—which is rather close to the modernist 
ethos of the genius—Emerson proposes an endlessly deferred process in which human meaning 
is made and destroyed, remade and re-destroyed. Offering a synthetic and macroscopic view of 
humanity as a species amid the agglutination of genius in history, art, and science, the individual 





Typically dialectic in his thinking, Emerson recognizes the genius not as sui generis or self-
contained, but as one more instantiation of the endless progress of thought itself. “All that 
respects the individual is temporary and prospective,” Emerson writes,  
like the individual himself, who is ascending out of his limits into a catholic existence. 
We have never come at the true and best benefit of any genius so long as we believe him 
an original force. In the moment when he ceases to help us as a cause, he begins to help 
us more as an effect. Then he appears an exponent of a vaster mind and will. The opaque 
self becomes transparent with the light of the First Cause. (631) 
This broad perspective takes the individual experience of flux and instability as the foundation of 
all existence, which has no pre-set goal and no object save itself. The genius reveals the ferment 
of change at the individual, social, and global scales; he points to where we’ve been and where 
we might go, because the process of becoming never stops. Ultimately, Emerson concludes, 
“great men exist that there may be greater men” (632). 
 This salutary vision of genius takes on a psychological inflection in the writings of 
William James, who saw genius as a faculty of perception. “Why,” he asks, “does it need a 
Newton to notice the law of the squares, a Darwin to notice the survival of the fittest?” (343). 
What it comes down to is a capacity to organize experience into categories of similarity and 
difference. The common man, dulled by experience and expectation, cannot see beyond the 
given; his perception is stunted and the world routine. Geniuses, on the other hand, have “an 
unusual development of association by similarity,” which is also responsible, according to 
James, for so much that is distinctively human. Just as self-consciousness emerges through a 
progressive dissociation of the self from the world, just as language emerges from the 





comparison. At stake is far more than a proto-formalist understanding of art and 
defamiliarization, for example; the genius is fundamentally more free. For the ordinary man, “his 
thought obeys a nexus, but he cannot name it” (365). It is the mark of the genius—and no doubt 
the origin of his power—that he is not beholden to unseen powers to the same degree. His gift 
for “interstitial thinking” can recognize the intellectual tracks his own thoughts follow, and can 
perhaps direct them towards other ends. It amounts, one might say, to a triumph over history and 
fate itself to be able to see where one has been and where one is going. 
James amplified these views in an Atlantic Monthly essay, “Great Men, Great Thoughts, 
and Their Environment,” where he connects the faculty of genius to social progress more 
generally. “The fermentative influence of geniuses,” he writes there, “must be admitted as, at any 
rate, one factor in the changes that constitute social evolution” (441). Society exists in a state of 
potential: there are many possible directions history might take, but “the accidental presence of 
this or that ferment decides in which way [society] shall evolve.” Writing against deterministic 
models of social belonging (sociology and Spencerian thought in particular), James portrays 
progress as the dialectic between individuals of power and society, which can adopt or reject 
their ideas. This is the driving force of history, in a sense: “The community stagnates without the 
impulse of the individual. The impulse dies away without the sympathy of the community.” 
James’ emphasis on the community helps to square the circle of institutional paradox that, as 
we’ll see, the MacArthur Foundation opened with its unique approach to grantmaking. From 
here, this chapter will explore the MacArthur and its appropriation by the larger culture as the 
mint of genius, and show how the Foundation is a key intertext for reading Wallace’s catalog of 
geniuses—the characters who proliferate throughout his essays, stories, and novels as 





MacArthur Makes a Foundation 
In the past decade there has arisen a burgeoning new field of humanistic inquiry known 
as philanthropy studies. Partially as a result of the vast scale of contemporary inequality, by 
which the richest 3% of American families have some 54% of American household wealth 
(Federal Reserve), entire centers devoted to the subject of philanthropy have emerged at 
universities across the country.138 Popular publications have hailed the advent of 
“philanthrocapitalism” or “venture capitalism,” an approach to philanthropy that privileges 
greater risk for greater reward.139 Philanthrocapitalism, in essence, is the application of “business 
methods to philanthropy” (6), which includes the language of business. As Bishop and Green 
relate, this new model of philanthropy is “‘strategic,’ ‘market conscious,’ ‘impact oriented,’ 
‘knowledge based,’ often ‘high engagement,’ and always driven by the goal of maximizing the 
‘leverage’ of the donor’s money. Seeing themselves as social investors, not traditional donors, 
some of them engage in ‘venture philanthropy’” (6). As the vocabulary of finance and 
investment suggests, this is thoroughly neoliberal model of philanthropy, one by which the rich 
will “save the world,” as Bishop and Green’s subtitle has it. The movement, I want to suggest, 
owes a debt to the innovative grantmaking of the MacArthur Foundation. 
The John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation spends millions of dollars each year 
to support “creative people and effective institutions committed to building a more just, verdant, 
and peaceful world” (FAQ). According to its promotional material, “the Foundation works to 
defend human rights, advance global conservation and security, make cities better places, and 
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139 See, for example, Philanthrocapitalism: How the Rich Can Save the World by Matthew Bishop and Michael 
Green. The subtitle, interestingly, was changed to “How Giving Can Save the World” in later editions. For a general 






understand how technology is affecting children and society.” With offices in India, Russia, 
Mexico, and Nigeria, it has a truly international scope, and its grantees reportedly work in some 
40 countries on everything from sustainable development to human rights, affordable housing to 
justice reform. And yet by far its most famous and well-publicized activity is the MacArthur 
Fellows Program, an annual award given to several dozen candidates in fields that range from 
neuroscience to performance art, avant-garde poetry to biomechanics. By no coincidence, its 
most famous philanthropic activity is also its most original: founded on a well-established model 
that began with the Guggenheim Foundation, the MacArthur took the logic of the fellowship to 
unprecedented levels of generosity. In so doing, it became an institution to end the tyranny of 
institutions.  
John D. MacArthur, born in 1897, was the third richest man in America upon his death in 
1978 of pancreatic cancer. He owned 45 companies (13 insurance-related), employed some 
15,000 people, and maintained sole ownership of Bankers Life, the umbrella company for his 
financial empire. He amassed hundreds of thousands of acres of real estate in Illinois, Arizona, 
Georgia, Colorado, Michigan, Florida, and elsewhere. The holdings included “hotels, golf 
courses, paper mills, farms, 61 buildings in NYC, utility firms, oil wells, real estate firms, 
restaurants, a car rental firm and a liquor firm” (Pallesen). He was also famous for skirting laws 
across the country: from 1948-1951, for example, his various business were under investigation 
by 14 state insurance departments. A “brilliant, brash, nervy, shrewd businessman who would 
skate up to the edge of rules and regulations,” as his biographer relates, MacArthur cultivated a 
maverick style (6). He managed to revive a nearly-defunct insurance company, for example, 
through a morally dubious insurance-by-mail scheme, blanketing poor neighborhoods with 





conservative people,” he later said, “because I broke all the rules” (qtd. in Kriplen 65). This 
biographical detail, as we’ll see, is far from trivial: the stories surrounding MacArthur’s 
personality are vital for understanding how the Foundation came to fund individuals and artists. 
Perhaps the most salient motivation for MacArthur’s philanthropy was his hatred of taxes 
and the federal government. Upon his resignation from Bankers Life in 1974, he moved all of his 
shares into a “tax exempt charitable foundation,” thereby preserving the fortune against taxation. 
He was a staunch conservative who was reportedly fond of saying that “the liberals have 
destroyed what makes this country great.” Elsewhere he portrayed the American businessman as 
besieged by a quasi-totalitarian state: “Now the government is telling everybody how to run his 
business, how much to pay people, how long they should work. It will take over the insurance 
business altogether. Health and casualty insurance will become like the social welfare system—
bankrupt” (“Billionaire John MacArthur Dies”). With the state as his opponent, he sought to skirt 
tax laws by using the lax rules surrounding philanthropy that had been created to incentivize the 
dispersal of fortunes in the name of the common good. 
His personal life was of a piece with his business dealings, founded on a reputation for 
frugality, modesty, and a mid-Western no-nonsense attitude. “He hated lawyers but was always 
suing someone,” Nancy Kriplen writes. “He neglected his own children, though friends’ children 
found him fascinating. He could be rough and coarse, a bottom pincher, yet nearly three decades 
after his death, a loyal cadre of friends would still gather on his birthday each March to toast his 
memory” (6). He was famed for his subdued lifestyle, maintaining as his primary residence a 
modest two-bedroom apartment in Colonnades Beach Hotel on Singer Island, Florida. A reporter 
who visited related that the “furniture looked like it had been picked out of a mail order catalog, 





MacArthur dies”). The stories told of his penny-pinching have been assimilated into the myth of 
the Foundation: flying economy class (as he always did), for example, his might ask for the 
uneaten sandwich of his seatmate. He was also famously competitive, saying once that “If I play 
poker for matches, hell, I want the matches” (qtd. in Nielsen 102). This all-or-nothing approach 
to life emphasized risk-taking, a supposedly radical free-thinking, and a maniacal devotion not to 
becoming wealthy, but to winning. In this regard he was reportedly fond of quoting the 
conservative Texas politician H.L. Hunt’s line that “Anybody who knows what he’s worth isn’t 
worthy very much.” His drive to accumulate wealth, then, was an almost religious article of 
faith. Apart from the desire to distinguish himself—the desire to win—there was no obvious 
motive for the good or ill that he pursued.140 The gospel of his wealth was simply to build more 
wealth. 
He cared so little about what specifically was done with that wealth that he explicitly 
mandated that the very purpose of the foundation would be determined after his death. “Mr. 
MacArthur didn’t tell us what to do with his money,” said one early board member, the 
conservative radio host Paul Harvey. “In fact, he said specifically that he didn’t want to run the 
foundation from his grave” (Klein). Another early board member, William T. Kirby, said that 
“MacArthur felt the country had been good to him, and he thought it was better to have a board 
of directors make decisions as to what would happen to his money than it would to simply have 
the money turned over to inheritance taxes and be spent willy-nilly as the government might 
think” (qtd. in Weingarten). Just as significant in crafting the MacArthur mythos was his 
reputation for going against the grain. It was something his son, Roderick MacArthur, pointed 
                                                          
140 This is the direct consequence of a market ideology that is not founded on the notion of the common good, and 
that indeed eschews the common good as a fantasy for weak-kneed, effeminate communists. With no foundation for 





out in nearly every interview. “My father was a maverick, an oddball, an eccentric, whatever you 
want to call him. Conventional wisdom was not his bag. He had a big thing against pundits, 
experts, leaders of society, politicians. He didn’t believe in all that” (qtd. in Weingarten). His 
eccentricity is, indeed, perhaps the most obvious manifestation of his own claim to genius, but he 
insisted his business success had nothing to do with some innate power. “I never owned a crystal 
ball,” he once said. “I am no genius. I’ve made more mistakes than most people, but my mistakes 
have turned out good things. Now that’s nothing but luck” (qtd. in Weingarten).  
The specific idea to give individual grants to spur high accomplishment seems to have 
come from his son Rod. The goal, he told reporters, was to support “the people we believe have 
the best chance of making the great discoveries of tomorrow” (Mintz). He added, “[I]t’s betting 
on individuals. That was his [John D. MacArthur’s] style.” This faith in individuals became a 
core talking point in the publicity campaign that surrounded the Foundation’s eventual launch. 
“My father was a maverick,” Rod repeated. “He was a firm believer in the individual. He spent 
his whole life sneering at stuffed shirts and pooh-poohing institutions. This program is designed 
to bet on mavericks. The type who know the rules and want to question them. That’s where this 
country will get its next great discoveries” (qtd. in “Foundation’s Problem”). The rhetoric of the 
outsider—even from the third wealthiest man in the world—was guaranteed to strike a nerve, 
particularly for Americans raised in the 50s and 60s on tales of outsider anomie (from gangster 
cinema to the Beat generation) on the one hand, and outsider genius on the other (Ayn Rand and 
other prophets of the libertarian subject). And indeed, Rod and others capitalized on the latent 
anti-institutionalism of popular culture to invoke that other great genius: “The idea behind this 
[Foundation] is that Albert Einstein could not have written a grant application saying he was 





the best route” (“Foundation’s Problem”). There are some among us, the idea goes, who are 
either too smart or too delicate for the business of getting along with institutions—the MacArthur 
would thus be the institution for them.  
Individualism, an aversion to institutions, and a faith in risk were the common bases for 
MacArthur’s success and his Foundation’s.141 “This program is probably the best reflection of 
the rugged individualism exemplified by my father,” Rod said “the risky betting on individual 
explorers while everybody else is playing safe. If only a handful produce something important – 
whether a work of art or a breakthrough in the sciences – it will have been worth the risk” 
(“Foundation to Support”).142 Unsurprisingly given MacArthur’s background in insurance, the 
language of risk has also been pervasive in the Foundation’s history. “There are innovative 
things done by foundations,” Rod was quoted elsewhere, “but they’re fairly rare, and the rest of 
the time they play it safe, and that is terrible. Private foundations are the only important 
institutions that don’t have to play it safe. They have no constituencies. They’re responsible only 
to themselves and so they can afford to take risks, and do things that are not all that popular, and 
make mistakes. That’s where private foundations should be. Otherwise, what the hell use are 
they?” (qtd. in Weingarten)143  
                                                          
141 This emphasis on risk, as Jonathan Levy illuminates in his book Freaks of Fortune, grew out of “a vision of 
freedom that linked the liberal ideal of self-ownership to the personal assumption of ‘risk’” (5). As Levy shows, 
however, this sense of risk also had a countermovement which entailed “offloading one’s risk onto new financial 
corporations.” This rhetoric of risk and responsibility helps to draw out the connections between the MacArthur 
Foundation’s program and the larger culture of philanthrocapitalism: these days, the risks are only rarely borne by 
the risk-takers. 
142 Another article quotes Corbally: “Historically, the great breakthroughs in civilization most often have come not 
through projects, but by individuals in uncompromising pursuit of knowledge, striving to reach beyond the known, 
beyond the accomplished” (“Scholar’s Dream”). 
143 The writer of the article pointed out in reply: “They are useful, for one thing, in sheltering fortunes from the 
ravages of inheritance taxes. [In 1962, inheritance taxes begin at 32 per cent for everything over $225,000, rising to 
65 per cent for estates of $4 million or more.] In return for this protection from taxation, a foundation must give 
away at least 5 per cent of its assets every year. [Previously, foundations were required to give away all profits from 






The idea to fund individuals, a logical extension of this thinking, was more proximately 
inspired by the article “Of Venture Research,” written by the cardiologist George E. Burch and 
published in the American Heart Journal. “There is a need,” he argued there, “for granting 
agencies to seek out investigators who are genuinely interested in research and exploration of the 
unknown to advance knowledge for the sake of knowledge.” While the context is specifically 
medical research, the logic is portable: with so many people flooding the institutions of America, 
how do we support the ones who are really worthy? Phrases like “genuinely interested in 
research” suggest a hoard of researchers in their field for ‘the wrong reasons,’ careerism, 
perhaps, or monetary gain. How to find the best, and to free them from institutions for good: 
“Recipients should be left alone without the annoyances and distractions imposed by grant 
applications, reviewing committees, and pressure to publish.” At a stroke, Burch’s plan could 
relieve burdened investigators of stifling responsibilities to contribute to the life of an institution. 
The focus is thus productively shifted from the maintenance of an institution’s health to the 
generation of new ideas.144 Ideas, we might add, that might seed new institutions. 
In the hands of the MacArthur’s organizing committee, the Foundation would thus be an 
institution to end the slavery of geniuses to institutions. “The Program,” Rod said, “is an open-
ended experiment. It just might teach us something about creativity and creative minds – how 
they work, what makes them work better.” (qtd. in “They bear gifts for the gifted”). Here the 
experimentalist emphasis of the Foundation come into closer focus. According to a quasi-
empirical method, philanthropic experimentation can enable other forms of experimentation, all 
of which premised on the hope of the new and valuable discoveries to come. To do so required 
                                                          
144 “Can't we Americans afford to gamble a little on a few real scientists? Who are the peers of Fleming, Madam 
Curie, Roentgen, Nicolle, Gauss, or Newton? These are people without peers. What committee could have reviewed 
Einstein's thoughts in advance of their creation? There is a need to "gamble" with some funds, to aim our research 





an experimental funding mechanism as well, and the MacArthur opted for radical anonymity in 
its individual grantmaking. “Part of the romance and intrigue of the MacArthur Prize Fellows 
program,” one journalist pointed out, “is that no one can apply for a grant: you have to be hunted 
down by one of the roving scouts.” The early Foundation proclaimed that it wanted “people, not 
projects.” As the rhetoric of “romance” and “intrigue” suggest, the Foundation fit into a certain 
Romantic tradition with faith in the prowess of the individual and the desire to relieve 
individuals of the alienating conditions of labor in the contemporary world. 
Others sought to portray the MacArthur Foundation as a return to capitalist principles—
part in parcel of a larger shift in American intellectual life towards the movement now known as 
neoliberalism. In an early story about the MacArthur, for example, historian Stanley Katz 
suggested that “there has been a trend away from rich men turning their money over to so-called 
experts—usually university people—to solve the world’s problems as they chose. This has meant 
a more local approach to giving and more support for the ideas and institutions that helped these 
men get rich” (qtd. in Klein). He went on to suggest that the left and right alike had grown 
suspicious of government run amok; in response, he claims, “philanthropy is being seen as a 
counterbalance to big government rather than as its partner.’” The MacArthur and the opposition 
to government influence offers a striking glimpse into the solidification of a market ideology that 
would only grow more potent through the 1980s and 1990s. Indeed, from such a vantage point, 
the MacArthur Foundation represented the apotheosis of the neoliberal mindset and the antidote 
to too much bureaucracy.  
Elsewhere, the MacArthur Foundation’s enormous publicity push was portrayed as the 
commonsense embrace of business acumen even in those areas that are manifestly not 





under Gerald Ford and President of the Olin Foundation, argued that “businessmen should be as 
thoughtful about their philanthropies as they are about their investments. They should be looking 
for workable projects that might strengthen our capitalist economy. Their money certainly 
shouldn’t go to those who are out to undermine it” (qtd. in Klein). The tension between the anti-
institutional emphasis and the pro-market sensibilities meant a problematic embrace of 
technocracy. In one of his remarks, Rod opined that to create a proper foundation “You need an 
expert, which means you probably must go to the established institutions. Yet that’s just the 
mold we’d like to break. The secret, I guess, is to find a secret romantic within the 
‘Establishment’” (qtd. in Klein, emphasis added). The MacArthur, in other words, made a pitch 
to rogues, mavericks, and men and women of vision who otherwise toil within ‘establishment’ 
institutions but who long to do something better and perhaps share the utopian goal of doing 
away with institutional life altogether. 
The MacArthur Foundation, then, was an institution founded on the rejection of 
institutions. This rejection went hand-in-hand with a pro-business ethos that privileged 
investment and held up the individual as the ideal champion of the market, as against 
bureaucracy or, even worse, government. Undergirding the enterprise was the myth of 
MacArthur himself, whose discipline and individualist ethos made him a useful paragon of 
business genius, searching for kindred geniuses in the ranks of scientists, humanists, and artists. 
For this last group, the implications of the MacArthur’s funding are particularly striking, given 
the sharply institutionalized zones of cultural production by the 1980s, with artists earning a 
living more and more through universities. This increasingly rigid prestige economy, indeed, was 
a problem for early critics of the MacArthur. In the pages of the New Republic, for instance, 





distinction in a society already hyper-credentialed. “What the MacArthur Foundation really 
seems to be rewarding is a sort of generalized capacity for receiving honors. In doing so, it has 
created the ultimate credential in a credential-obsessed society, a reductio ad absurdum of 
meritocracy.” The foundation’s pretense to reward only excellence thus extends the logic of the 
prestige game and throws money at people who have already in some sense ‘made it.’ This 
winner-take-all approach, Kinsley points out, is firmly a part of “the general incentive and 
reward structure that makes our society and economy function.” This structure of incentive and 
reward, as we’ll see, similarly motivated Wallace’s ambivalent critique of literary culture and the 
role of the artist in the late 20th century.  
Wallace Becomes a Name 
David Foster Wallace’s second story collection, Brief Interviews with Hideous Men 
(1997), is consumed by anxiety about the effect of institutions on literature. In “Death is Not the 
End,” the collection’s second story, Wallace offers an ironic critique of the prestige economy and 
the construction of literary value at the close of the century. There, a “fifty-six-year-old 
American poet, a Nobel Laureate, a poet known in American literary circles as ‘the poet’s poet’ 
or sometimes simply ‘the Poet,’ lay outside on the deck, bare-chested, moderately overweight, in 
a partially reclined deck chair, in the sun, reading, half supine, moderately but not severely 
overweight” (3). There is no action in the story, but instead a summary of the writer’s curriculum 
vitae, including “two National Book Awards, a National Book Critics Circle Award, a Lamont 
Prize, two grants from the National Endowment for the Arts, a Prix de Rome, a Lannan 
Foundation Fellowship, a MacDowell Medal, and a Mildred and Harold Strauss Living Award 
from the American Academy and Institute of Arts and Letters, a president emeritus of PEN” (3). 





Grant’ from the prestigious John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation,” as well as one of 
only three Americans to receive the Nobel Prize for Literature. Instead of the poet’s words, we 
see him refracted through institutional recognitions that serve as the only distinguishing marks of 
his accomplishments and professional standing.  
 The impressive resume is placed in ironic contrast to the writer’s body, “lying in an 
unwet XL Speedo-brand swimsuit in an incrementally reclinable canvas deck chair on the tile 
deck beside the home’s pool, […] 5’8’’, 181 lbs., brown/brown , hairline unevenly recessed 
because of the inconsistent acceptance/rejection of various Hair Augmentation Systems” (4). The 
poet’s evident vanity parallels the recital of awards, and both are ironically reinforced by his 
banal choice of reading material: Newsweek. With each long sentence, Wallace accrues more 
detail: the poet trails a finger “on the dun-and-ochre filigree of the deck’s expensive Spanish 
ceramic tile, occasionally wetting a finger to turn the page, wearing prescription sunglasses 
whose lenses were chemically treated to darken in fractional proportion to the luminous intensity 
of the light to which they were exposed, wearing on the trailing hand a wristwatch of middling 
quality and expense” (4). The detail reveals an inconstant taste for luxury (the tiles vs. the 
watch), while Wallace’s characteristic repetition continues in describing “his shins nearly 
hairless, […] the poet’s forehead dotted with perspiration, his tan deep and rich, the insides of his 
upper legs nearly hairless, his penis curled tightly on itself inside the tight swimsuit, his Vandyke 
neatly trimmed, an ashtray on the iron table, not drinking his iced tea, occasionally clearing his 
throat…” (4). The exhaustive inventory of the static scene suggests a mechanical or clinical 
procedure—the poet’s eye for detail perverted into a kind of empty fetishism of detail. 
Moreover, the writer is enclosed as if in a museum, a set piece of the institutionalized 





gurgle of the pool’s pump and drain and the occasional sound of the poet clearing his throat or 
turning the pages of Newsweek magazine the only sounds […] nothing but the pool’s respiration 
and poet’s occasional cleared throat, wholly still and composed and enclosed” (5). The poet 
might as well be within a poem, “composed,” but it would be as sterile a piece of creation as an 
actual CV. The procedures of institutional recognition, the story’s conclusion suggests, are of a 
piece with this sterility: “not even a hint of a breeze to stir the leaves of the trees and shrubbery, 
the silent living enclosing flora’s motionless green vivid and inescapable and not like anything 
else in the world in either appearance or suggestion.” A footnote to the final sentence, however, 
indicates that “This is not wholly true.” The enclosure, said to be beyond metaphor or simile, is 
an a-poetic space, a negation of the poet himself. Indeed, as the lofty sentiment of the story’s 
title, “death is not the end,” suggests, the poet’s afterlife may well consist primarily of this CV, 
which can only point to a world of more profound poetic meaning (even in cliché) to which 
institutions are increasingly choking our access. 
The story insists on the incommensurability between the prestige economy that valorizes 
the poet’s poetry, the value of that poetry itself, and the intensely abstracted human being from 
whom the poetry emerges. While the awards invest him with an auratic quality, the faintly 
disgusting embodiedness of the poet and the sheer banality of his activities ruthlessly dispel such 
a halo. Petty institutional resentments—the very decorated poet never got a Guggenheim, we 
learn, and he presumes some bias in the committee (3)—and the poet’s contented 
superfluousness evoke a cultural economy that has little to no concern for the substance of art. 
By 1997, Wallace’s critique suggests, literary culture has become so intensely defined by 
institutional boundaries that both the individual poet and his poetry are equally superfluous. 





wrestling with the value of his own highly-decorated writing in a culture that continually 
confused the intrinsic value of expression with the extrinsic awards for that expression. This 
confusion, moreover, grew in direct proportion to the writer’s need for money to write.  
While Infinite Jest became a cultural sensation and minor bestseller in 1996, Wallace still 
needed a steady source of income. Hoping to hit the ground running and avoid teaching for the 
Fall 1997 school year, he cast about for funding opportunities, even asking Don DeLillo for a 
recommendation for a Guggenheim Fellowship (Letter to Delillo). But instead of pursuing this, 
he shortly thereafter reported that “a weird lightning-bolt fellowship” had come his way: the 
Lannan Foundation in Santa Fe, only recently founded, had awarded him $50,000 (Max 238). 
And then, only a short time later, Wallace got an even larger no-strings grant from the 
MacArthur Foundation in the amount of $230,000. As Wallace’s biographer D.T. Max 
comments, “the receipt of a so-called genius award was acutely uncomfortable for Wallace. It sat 
just the wrong side of his worry that he was a high-level entertainer who could be bought” by the 
doyens of cultural taste (239). Wallace’s obsessive worry about whether his fiction was art or 
mere entertainment—the former being presumably above financial ends and therefore purer—
was by all accounts more than just a mood: it was a crippling fear. “He did not like the idea of 
being celebrated for who he was,” Max writes in what must be one of the more ironic passages 
of the biography, “as opposed to what he had written or was currently trying to write. Accepting 
the award was as risky as taking an advance on a book—worse psychologically, really, because 
you got to keep the funds either way. The only one who could punish you for not living up to 
expectations would be yourself” (239). 
The MacArthur fellowship was doubly ironic given that, only a year earlier, Wallace had 





to novelist and philosopher Rebecca Goldstein. “To the extent that a young snotnose’s counsel 
means anything to you, who have stalked the planet far longer than I,” Wallace wrote, “I urge 
you to laugh at Goldstein’s genius-subsidy, a deep, diaphragm-rattling laugh, and then forget it” 
(24 June 1996). Wallace was certainly no stranger to professional envy, and his defensive armor 
was a combination of self-disclosure and faith in the enduring power of art. “Wittgenstsein’s 
Mistress will be read 100 years from now,” he continued. 
How much more valuable a prize this is than any foundation grant or prize or review or 
any of the blow-jobs the culture gives out. For myself, I try to avoid news of who got 
what and who’s earning what—I’m incredibly weak and insecure, and so prone to 
jealousy and bitterness, and these are death—they corrode me and hurt the work. Mostly I 
try to remember how lucky I am to be able to write, and doubly, triply lucky I am that 
anyone else is willing to read it, to say nothing of publishing it. I’m no Pollyanna—this 
keeping-the-spirits-up shit is hard work, and I don’t often do it well. But I try.  
I quote this passage at length in part because one can hear here, as in everything Wallace ever 
wrote, the distinctive sound of Wallace’s voice as his mind revolves. It also suggests his 
hostility—feigned or not—towards literary culture as such. The professional plaudits of a 
writer’s life become so many cultural ‘blow-jobs’ whose effect is to distract from the real work 
of making art. What emerges most emphatically, instead, is Wallace’s sense of vocation, the in-
itself of literary work that ostensibly drives the writer more than any awards or grants. When 
Wallace received his own MacArthur, and a note of congratulations from David Markson, his 
reply was less expansive: “Thanks for your card. It [the MacArthur] was a total shock, and I feel 
a little guilty, because there are rather a lot of people who deserve it more than I. But it’ll be nice 





 The institutional saturation of literature that we see both in “Death is Not the End” and 
Wallace’s note to Markson went hand in hand with American celebrity culture, which builds 
value through the sheer repetition of a name or face. And celebrity culture—the realm of 
entertainers—was one of Wallace’s most persistent bête-noirs, because in the parallel universe 
constructed by television and media, commodified surfaces abound and depth is lost. In his essay 
on the Adult Video New (AVN) awards, for instance, Wallace riffs on the grotesquerie of award 
shows like the Oscars, in which we watch “an industry congratulate itself on its pretense that it’s 
still an art form, of hearing people in $5,000 gowns invoke lush clichés of surprise and humility 
scripted by publicists, etc.—the whole cynical postmodern deal” (4). Such non-events become a 
way to further package and sell celebrity, feeding the public with fantasies about life on celebrity 
Olympus. “The truth is,” Wallace goes on, “that there’s no more real joy about it all anymore. 
Worse, there seems to be this enormous unspoken conspiracy where we all pretend that there’s 
still joy. That we think it’s funny when Bob Dole does a Visa ad and Gorbachev shills for Pizza 
Hut. That the whole mainstream celebrity culture is rushing to cash in and all the while 
congratulating itself on pretending not to cash in” (4). As James English has shown, the literary 
sphere is far from immune to the celebrity-mentality along with the rampant prize-giving, which, 
English reminds us, are almost invariably calculated to gin up controversy and simply sell books. 
By the same token, as we saw with PEN’s embrace of celebrity for fundraising in the 1980s 
and ’90s, literary organizations benefit from the same celebrity-worship that Wallace decries.  
 In this rampant celebrification, “serious” culture that is meant to provoke or change 





ideas. In a short essay on Kafka’s funniness,145 for example, Wallace discusses how difficult it is 
to teach Kafka to undergraduates who have been “trained” by American culture “to see jokes as 
entertainment and entertainment as reassurance” (64). Rather than provoking, our culture 
narcotizes; humor, he says, is seen as something to just get, “the same way we’ve taught them 
that a self is something you just have. No wonder they cannot appreciate the really central Kafka 
joke: that the horrific struggle to establish a human self results in a self whose humanity is 
inseparable from that horrific struggle. That our endless and impossible journey toward home is 
in fact our home” (64). In a goal-oriented culture that gives short shrift to Emersonian becoming, 
the message that there is no telos, only an endless process, is horrifying. True art, for Wallace, 
endlessly reinforces the necessity of this becoming, but “most of us Americans come to art now 
essentially to escape ourselves—to pretend for a while that we’re not mice and walls are parallel 
and the cat can be outrun” (FN 3, p. 64). Literature for Wallace holds at least the promise of 
doing something more; and here a faith in the unspecified power of words leads Wallace to try to 
fashion himself into the avatar of a new sensibility that seems as much existentialist as anything 
else.  
 Whatever the new sensibility is precisely, it is clear that one of Wallace’s main objects of 
critique is irony. As early as his 1993 essay “E Unibus Pluram: Television and U.S. Fiction,” in 
which Wallace critiques postmodern aesthetics for a self-reflexive irony that has been all too 
easily appropriated by television, he has insisted that “irony tyrannizes us” (183). Irony—
understood as an anticipatory separation from self, distancing one’s words from one’s heart—
starts as a tool to fight political bullshit, corporatism, the indignities of capital, and the ways that 
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walls get gradually narrower. The story has an existential thrust, but it also emphasizes the institutional boundaries 






the business of buying and selling commoditize and anesthetize consumers. But when it becomes 
the “cultural norm” in self-referential television and self-referential literature, there begins a 
process of vicious infinite regress (or VIR as he abbreviates it in Everything and More). The 
“too-successful rebel” who uses irony, Wallace argues, nihilistically cuts herself off from sources 
of authentic meaning and significance and falls prey to an intellectual fallacy. The question of 
truth or meaning is jettisoned in favor of a solipsistic avoidance of profound questions, a kind of 
self-imposed intellectual paralysis: “the ability to interdict the question without attending to its 
subject is, when exercised, tyranny. It is the new junta, using the very tool that exposed its 
enemy to insulate itself” (184). 
 Recent critics have tended to follow this invitation to figure out just how Wallace tries to 
move beyond the literary 1970s and ‘80s. “Postirony” is the useful term offered by Lee 
Konstaninou, for example, who sees Wallace attempting to find a way out of the bind of 
solipsism and the ironist’s cage, “to use literary form to construct ethical countertypes to the 
incredulous ironist” (85). Contrasting the optimistic postirony of McSweeney’s founder David 
Eggers with Wallace’s more pessimistic vision, Konstaninou argues that both “can be described 
as believers, and both authors similarly use metafiction to achieve their respective aims, but 
where Eggers wants to use nonfiction to make us quirky, to enchant (or more accurately re-
enchant) us, to inform us of and involve us in collective projects, Wallace uses fiction in what 
can often seem like a last desperate effort to make us believe something, to feel anything” (106). 
For Paul Giles, similarly, “Wallace’s fiction seeks to construct a more affective version of 
posthumanism, where the kind of flattened postmodern vistas familiar from the works of, say, 
Don DeLillo are crossed with a more traditional investment in human emotion and sentiment” 





and then uses the human element to subvert rigid technocratic patterns” (333). In other words, 
it’s all about injecting affect and emotion into pyrotechnic writing. It’s perhaps no accident, too, 
that affect and emotion are rooted, ultimately, in bodily sensation as opposed to intellectual 
abstraction.  
 While various “posts-” proliferate in Wallace criticism (from postmodern to post-
postmodern and beyond), I find the institutionalized literary field within which Wallace was 
writing to be an even more important context for understanding his work. Wallace’s 
preoccupation with institutional life joined together with his critique of American culture to yield 
an unlikely result: an un-ironic prophetic stance that linked the power of the individual artist (the 
genius) to the renovation of American culture and the subjects who imbibe it. In other words, the 
cult of the genius that emerges in much of Wallace’s work was a direct response to 
institutionalized culture, which for Wallace turns individuals into something like the Poet in 
“Death is Not the End”: clothed in accomplishments and plaudits but reduced to a static museum 
piece, faintly absurd when we’re reminded of the fleshy body that sustains the creative genius in 
life. But Wallace’s critique of the stultifying effect of American entertainment was both a 
response to the institutional patterns, and a spur to find extra-institutional means to connect 
human beings not just to affect or sincerity, but to meaning as such. In the final absence of 
transcendent meaning, Wallace became something like a prophet of rhetoric instead. Before we 
get there, however, it is necessary to understand the MacArthur’s cultural force in the 1990s and 
early 2000s, as it comes to define what it means to be a genius in America. 
MacArthur Gains Currency 
Given its somewhat loose conception in the early days, it took a while for the Foundation 





reporters, experimental and heady, particularly since the neophyte philanthropists on the board 
had little expertise with individual grantmaking. “This foundation started out in such a promising 
way,” Rod told the New York Times in 1981, the first year of its formal grantmaking, “but some 
of what we're doing is so mediocre” (qtd. in Teltsch). Before they began the individual grants, 
the Foundation had pursued a variety of other ventures, some of which were “just plain dumb,” 
according to Rod, advocated by various board members “who wanted to assist a favorite think-
tank or support a pet cause, or to aid those with whom they had personal connections.” 
Importantly, this was precisely the sort of patronage-connection that the MacArthur would try 
studiously to avoid when it began its program of individual grantmaking. As it struggled to 
create an anonymous method for identifying, researching, and selecting candidates for 
fellowships, the Foundation pursued the ultimate goal of transcending the personal altogether 
and becoming pure institution. In other words, it sought to eliminate all affective and personal 
ties, all appearance of reciprocity and the like, and make the foundation’s grant an abstracted 
expression of confidence that need make no implicit or explicit claim upon the writers who 
received MacArthur support. It would strive to become an institutional patron for genius that 
would free geniuses from patronage. 
The early publicity of the Foundation did a great deal to bolster the institution’s visibility 
and prestige—and in no small part because they were offering a lot of money. At the beginning, 
the awards were tied to age, with more senior candidates receiving more money. And so in the 
first year, Leslie Marmon Silko, A.R. Ammons, James McPherson, and Robert Penn Warren all 
received fellowships (Warren receiving $60,000 per year for five years, Silko somewhere around 
$33,600 per year). Eventually the age-based system was changed so that every fellow received 





considered them to be. With press coverage emphasizing the MacArthur’s “cash prize,” the 
dollar amount emerged as the crucial factor separating these “geniuses” from other awardees. 
“Unlike most prizes,” one article pointed out, “it is not given as a monetary pat on the back for a 
job well done; unlike most other fellowships, one cannot apply for it, and it is not given to 
underwrite a deserving project” (May). The cash made the MacArthur a publicity coup: to use a 
colloquialism that MacArthur would approve of, the MacArthur put its money where its mouth 
was. 
The second most important aspect of the MacArthur’s grantmaking was its commitment 
to secrecy: the Foundation wanted to avoid all appearance of reciprocity. If bureaucracy plagued 
its first years, as we’ve already seen, the Foundation redoubled its commitment to radical non-
transparency in the hopes of shrouding the entire system so that no sense of obligation or 
responsibility could attach to the award. In its first decade or so, the MacArthur Selection 
Committee would meet about 8 times a year, reviewing some 30 or 40 nominees at each meeting. 
“The most common questions are, ‘Who is this person?, “How creative does he or she seem to 
be?, What is the likely importance to society of this person’s work?, and ‘What difference might 
the award make?” (FAQ 29). As I’ve already pointed out, no one can apply for the award: it has 
to be bestowed. Unlike all the other grantmaking efforts I’ve surveyed in this dissertation, one 
cannot apply for a MacArthur, but must instead be nominated anonymously—it is taken entirely 
out of the hands of the recipient, who as often as not only hears about it when the award is made. 
By the early 1990s, the MacArthur was receiving about 300 nominations a year from its 
nominators across the country. An ever-growing staff would receive nominations and open a 
confidential file on the candidate, collecting news clippings, reviews, as well as samples of the 





with candidates, and the whole process was as kept as quiet as possible until the final press 
release.  
Despite the media’s inevitable headlines about “genius,” the Foundation invariably 
rejected the term in favor of something like “exceptionally talented individuals.” In an 
information booklet produced for MacArthur nominators in the early 1990s, the staff took time 
to explain why the MacArthur properly rejects the term “genius.” “The most frustrating thing 
about press coverage,” the booklet says, the term genius “infects just about every article written” 
(43). The publicity-machine seemed to work against the best intentions of the foundation by 
turning the award into more of a beatification. Genius, they recognized, is a kind of ideological 
catch-all that is reductive and tends “to elide capacities such as dedication, intention, and plain 
hard work” (43). Launching into a bit of history, the FAQ continues:  
The term ‘genius’ … originally meant a tutelary spirit associated with a place or a person, 
and became linked to the term “inspiration,” which Samuel Johnson described as the 
“infusion into the mind by a superior power.” The term was also linked to ‘originality,’ 
and has led to the notion that significant works of art, for example, must derive first and 
foremost from the personality of the individual artist more than from an inherited 
tradition. Rod MacArthur used to say, however, that we are looking for people who are so 
well versed and steeped in their subject that they are now able to break new ground. (43) 
There’s a strong tension between the collectivity represented by tradition and the personality of 
the individual artist, between the trans-historical body of culture and the individual’s 
contribution to it. The MacArthur is trying carefully to avoid the individualistic implications of 
its genius program, which after all began with one capitalist’s fortune. Rather than lionize 





hope is to add another stone to the cathedral of tradition. Once more we see the social group 
emerge as the very rationale behind supporting individuals: from these individuals the tradition is 
built.146 
 In this rhetorical posturing, it remained an open question just what tradition and what 
community this was meant to be, particularly since the vast majority of early MacArthur 
recipients were white men. The Fellowship, as we’ve seen, was premised upon a collective 
project of liberation, with the few serving as the vanguard of the community to come. In so 
doing, they risked falling into an ends-means problem of the sort that often confronts utopian 
projects. Are the distorting effects of the MacArthur on the literary field—from the lives of 
individual authors to the jockeying for prestige—justified by the hope of a more verdant future? 
“The program’s romantic, supply-side view of creativity,” novelist Anne Matthews wrote in the 
1990s, “assumes that paying highly original people to do what they like will, in the long run, 
benefit society.... It’s a very 1980’s concept, ambitious and wildly self-confident, a public act of 
faith in mavericks and innovators—and in human nature.” On the other hand, Mathews points 
out, the demographics are skewed towards already-successful candidates whose lives are not 
materially enriched by the award. “Nearly three-fourths of MacArthur fellows are middle-aged 
and older men—almost all of them white—many affiliated with top research institutions on the 
East and West Coasts.” For these already comfortable individuals, Matthews concludes, “the 
MacArthur means status, not survival.” 
And indeed, for many groups the MacArthur has seemed out of reach, in part because of 
deep-seated biases in the culture at large. According to Matthews, “a 1988 internal [MacArthur] 
                                                          
146 They close by quoting Samuel Butler’s Way of all Flesh: “I have no idea what genius is, but so far as I can form 
any conception about it, I should say it was a stupid word which cannot too soon be abandoned to scientific and 





report reveals that more than a quarter of MacArthur nominators have been women, yet while 
females nominate equal numbers of men and women as candidates, males propose four men for 
every woman.” And at the same time, the Foundation could not easily seek out specifically 
minority candidates because this would have violated the institution’s ethos of individual talent, 
which presumably has nothing to do with skin color or gender. And finally, there’s the 
Fellowship’s implied equation of money with time, attention, and achievement. These problems 
get to the very heart of the MacArthur project, as well as to the heart of some of Wallace’s 
concerns about contemporary American culture and the status of the artist: there seems to exist 
no coherent opposition to market-based exchange, no alternative system of valuation. It amounts 
to a kind of interpretive poverty that, despite the MacArthur’s (and Wallace’s) best intentions, 
has the effect of minimizing the social realm even further and substituting the salvific powers of 
the individual. 
As if to remind us of this very problem, the MacArthur staff likened the fellowship to 
investment capital itself. “It represents a kind of seed money or venture capital for intellectual, 
social, and artistic endeavors” (3), whose results will have a “a ripple effect throughout society” 
(4). It is hard not to hear echoes, in the context of the 1980s financial discourse, of Reaganomics 
and the Arthur Laffer school of “trickle-down” economic theory, which was used largely as a 
pretext for tax cuts for the rich. Just as wealth trickles down, the idea goes, so too can artistic or 
intellectual achievement. In the context of aesthetic work, we might term this kind of investment-
for-social-good argument trickle-down aesthetics, and it is very much an ideology underpinning 
all of the foundations and organizations that I have explored in this dissertation. The difference 
with the MacArthur Foundation, however, is that this mindset becomes explicit, intensely 





America. Indeed, MacArthur officials repeatedly emphasized their hope to transform the culture 
at large. In one of the most suggestive comments about the MacArthur’s mission, program 
director Ken Hope told the New York Times, “We’re trying for a redefinition of creativity here, a 
fracturing of national perceptions of value. It takes a while. But we’ve also been trying hard for 
nominators and selectors very definitely from non-elite institutions, or from outside the academic 
world altogether, representing the U.S. better in terms of race, place and gender.”  
The free-wheeling benefits of trickle-down aesthetics were similarly linked with an 
explicit rejection of planning, with all of the socialist/communist implications of the term. The 
early founders were wary of the “stultifying nature of planned research,” by which “Chance 
discoveries, new and unexpected lines of potentially fruitful research, were institutionally 
proscribed” (FAQ 8), a system that could even lead to “deceit or dishonesty in grantsmanship” 
(8). Centralization of everything except capital, in other words, inhibits free market mechanisms 
from properly functioning. Aesthetic creation, alongside scientific research and the other 
ventures the MacArthur supported, was thus aligned with market principles, according to which 
individual freedom to create produces the greatest good for the greatest number. The key 
difference from economics, of course, was that this mode of funding “placed a high value not 
only on knowledge for itself, but precisely on that kind of knowledge which goes beyond 
measurement” (10).147 This tension between aesthetic and economic value made it difficult to 
figure out what the institution was contributing to the common good without instrumentalizing 
the entire system and undermining its founding principles. 
                                                          
147 The document also makes repeated reference to Henry Allen Moe of the Guggenheim Foundation: “Henry Allen 
Moe recalled the words of Simon Guggenheim comparing the activities of the foundation with his mining business: 
“When you are grubstaking, you take chances, act on the best evidence you’ve got, but still you’ve got to take 





Another problem with any assertion about the edifying effects of literature or art, of 
course, is that the benefits of mimesis are socially striated by class and far from tangible. The 
MacArthur confronted this issue by turning away from the rhetoric of uplift or the “Western 
tradition,” relying instead upon nascent sociological accounts of creativity and innovation, citing 
in particular Columbia sociologist Robert King Merton’s The Sociology of Science.148 Critical for 
Merton was the cultivation of an “ethos of science” which placed a priority on rationalistic study 
and recognition for scientific research. In his chapter on “Recognition and Excellence” in 
particular, he detailed the differing ways that the social structure of professional science 
valorizes work for its quality or instrumental use (425). In his discussion of when and how 
recognition could be usefully bestowed to encourage intellectuals to do their best work, he builds 
on a quote by Czeslaw Milosz to argue that honorific awards “serve a social function, by 
testifying to the merit of kinds of excellence that might otherwise be regarded as having small 
significance in society. Recognition may counter tendencies of the intellectual to feel himself 
alienated from his society” (438). Overcoming the alienation of an intellectual class becomes an 
important task for institutions, with the MacArthur opting to promote a Mertonian ethos of 
recognition for art and culture as much as for science and technology.  
This still does not defuse the objections of those who do not see why artists or 
intellectuals should especially deserve the privilege of unalienated labor. In the FAQ, for 
example, the writers ask: “Shouldn’t artists […] have to struggle to create?” Their response is 
concise: “That is a myth which derives largely from nineteenth-century romantic concepts 
                                                          
148 Not a little ironically, we might add. As Craig Calhoun points out, “Merton argued that science is misunderstood 
as the product of individual geniuses able to break free from conventions and norms. Instead, he stressed the "ethos 
of science," the normative structure specific to the field that encouraged productivity, critical thinking, and the 
pursuit of continually improved understanding” (6). Robert K. Merton: Sociology of Science and Sociology as 





involving the role of the artist and the place of art in society” (14). Implicitly, the MacArthur 
positions itself beyond the Romantic revolution and the aestheticized image of the alienated 
artist, but they do so without really posing their alternative. What they offer instead is an 
“optimistic philosophy” which uses fellowships to free intellectuals from the alienating aspects 
of the labor market, as well as from alienating institutional relationships. The result, I suggest, is 
a profoundly modern way of thinking about intellectual progress itself: instead of the genius of 
individuals, in effect, we move to the genius of institutions, which is (fairy god-mother-like) to 
liberate enchained creators. Shelley’s Prometheus, in other words, might serve as a good 
exemplar of the scientist or writer in the MacArthur’s conception—but here it is the institution 
which looses his bonds and sets free his creative powers, in a chain reaction of liberation. As if to 
underline the point, the MacArthur staff quoted Emerson on “the Poet,” that figure who “unlocks 
our chains and admits us to a new scene” (qtd. 19). 
We furthermore see in the MacArthur’s private and public rhetoric a growing emphasis 
upon networks as the best way to spur innovation. In the MacArthur’s hands, creativity is a 
matter of forging unseen and unexpected connections, something like cultural and scientific 
metonymy. “In this Program we have found it useful to regard creativity as an expression of 
human endeavor in actively making or finding something new, or in connecting the seemingly 
unconnected, in ways that are significant” (16). A universal human attribute, the FAQ continues, 
creativity so construed is a central way that the community can regenerate itself, rather in line 
with Lewis Hyde’s communitarian theory of gift exchange in his influential work The Gift. But 
at the same time, the staff articulates a functionalist version of creativity drawn from the work of 
social scientist Herbert Simon, who articulated 4 salient qualities of creativity, including novelty, 





problems (18). Even with such a framework, it is hard to see how creativity in art might fit in 
such a model, which is perhaps one of the reasons why the MacArthur’s funding has consistently 
favored authors of complex and even experimental works—from Walter Abish to Octavia Butler 
to Thomas Pynchon and, yes, David Foster Wallace.  
 The Foundation’s abstract ideals, in other words, tended to promote a notion of creativity 
(and hence of the genius) that privileges complexity and abstraction. In a discussion of the 
criteria for selection, the FAQ states that the MacArthur first considers an individual’s “capacity 
for innovation.” These are “people who are unafraid to challenge long-held assumptions, or who 
answer fundamental questions, or who even attempt to change the nature of the question itself” 
(34). A second criteria is social context, striving for the award to make a “significant difference 
in the lives, work, or careers of the recipients in ways relating to their contributions to society” 
(35). Another way of saying this is that the MacArthur’s ideology has an in-built feedback loop 
of sorts, through which supporting creative people makes it more possible for others to be 
creative. This, of course, can only be something of a paradox in an organization that is explicitly 
aimed towards seeking out the Best in fields of intellectual endeavor. Hence the messianism I’ve 
alluded to thus far: the ur-creative is the one who frees us to be creative. A potential to liberate 
others, we might say, is precisely what makes this or that individual deserving of liberation in the 
first place. Where precisely this all leads, however, is only vaguely defined as the betterment of 
society—whose society exactly is never quite clear, which suggests the limitations of adopting 
the “common good” as a standard for philanthropic endeavor in the first place. 
 As I’ve traced its first decade and a half, the MacArthur’s values and methods are 
perfectly in line with the neoliberal ethos that took over economic and political discussions 





taxation and government as an enemy of freedom, the Foundation that bore MacArthur’s name 
would pursue social betterment by concentrating wealth where wealth was most needed. The 
MacArthur’s model is one in which wealth accumulates in a few hands just as talent 
accumulates; the tweak is that wealth in this instance is also thought to enhance talent. 
Individualism alone is not a flaw, but the questionable values of trickle-down aesthetics is 
ideologically of a piece with the Foundation’s origins and larger social context. In this, as I’ve 
already suggested, the MacArthur is an early exemplar of a growing movement known as 
“philanthrocapitalism.” According to this paradigm, philanthropy moves towards an investment 
mentality, in which capital is expected to earn dividends. “At its simplest, “venture philanthropy” 
means the use of business and market methods by philanthropic foundations to advance their 
social mission” (Edwards 20). While rooted in the non-profit legal landscape, 
philanthrocapitalism turns to individual capitalists themselves, who, as Bishop and Green argue, 
represent “hyperagents,” messianic figures “who can do what it would otherwise take a social 
movement to do” (48). In other words, the philanthropist replaces a social movement with the 
movement of funds, and all according to a business-like theory of value.  
 This is not to vilify the whole project, since as Michael Edwards has suggested, 
philanthrocapitalism has “seized on an important part of the puzzle of how to square democracy 
with the market” (8). In the absence of governmental solutions to problems of value (particularly 
those related to inequality), there is something of a power gap that is filled in by capitalists who 
can “bring hard-nosed strategy, performance metrics, and an emphasis on effectiveness to the 
nonprofit sector” (Jenkins 3). But the ethos of philanthrocapitalism, as with the MacArthur, 
places a profound faith in a kind of capitalist avant-garde that will use the rules of the system to 





descended to us: these philanthropists, superior by dint of their precocious ability to acquire 
wealth, purportedly gives them the skillset to fix the world’s problems. They are the geniuses we 
have been waiting for. As David Foster Wallace reminds us, however, waiting for the genius is 
an iffy proposition at best. With the MacArthur’s ethos of liberation in mind, it’s worth asking 
what Wallace himself meant when he referred to “genius,” and how he reacted when the label 
was applied to him. 
“I don’t feel like a Genius” 
 The institutional recognition of the so-called “genius grant” was a doubly uneasy burden 
for Wallace: it had the whiff of the marketing and prize-culture about it, while on the other hand 
it seemed too generous, too high-pressure an endorsement of his supposed ‘genius.’ Max relates 
that in the margins of a notebook, Wallace wrote: “I am a McArthur [sic] Fellow. Boy am I 
scared. I feel like throwing up. Why? String-free award—nothing but an avowal of their belief 
that I am a ‘Genius.’ I don’t feel like a Genius” (Max 239). Wallace’s famous self-doubt joins 
the worry that a stamp of approval from the institution is indistinguishable from the stamp of the 
publicity culture surrounding the institution. And after Little, Brown’s extensive marketing 
campaign to promote Infinite Jest, Wallace was already leery of his own celebrity. “Genius” adds 
another dimension of pressure, then, because it creates expectations that Wallace felt bound to 
disappoint. An anecdote from Mark Costello, Wallace’s longtime friend, shows how the 
feedback effect of expectation and self-loathing knotted Wallace up in self-consciousness. “He 
was talking about how hard the writing was,” Costello related, “And I said, lightheartedly, 





wind up in a Wendy’s. He said, ‘All that makes me think is that I’ve fooled you, too’” 
(Bustillos).149 
 This is not to say that, in other moods, Wallace was unaware of his intelligence. But to be 
a ‘genius’ carries for Wallace an additional weight, perhaps all too familiar from tales of 
suffering geniuses past. Genius, after all, has long been a kind of pop-culture fetish. He addresses 
the problem often in his history of infinity, Everything and More (2003). The key figure of that 
book is the genius mathematician Georg Cantor, who created the mathematics of transfinite 
numbers with different orders of infinity and went insane after a while. Noting that such figures 
have “enormous resonance for modern pop writers and filmmakers,” he writes that “the Mentally 
Ill Mathematician seems now in some ways to be what the Knight Errant, Mortified Saint, 
Tortured Artist, and Mad Scientist have been for other eras: sort of our Prometheus, the one who 
goes to forbidden places and returns with gifts we all can use but he alone pays for” (6-7).150 
This cultural fascination with the agony and the pathos of the tormented genius has obviously 
messianic overtones, which surely have something to do with the tendency to associate genius 
with a capacity for specifically abstract thought.151 
 Earlier in this chapter I described the fascination with modern genius and its association 
with abstraction, philosophy, and complexity. In his discussion of Georg Cantor and the 
                                                          
149 This can’t help but summon the narrator of “Good Old Neon,” Wallace’s short story gathered in Oblivion (2004). 
There, the pathologically self-conscious narrator, who is revealed to have committed suicide at the end, gives an 
excruciatingly detailed account of the lengths to which he goes to assure the world he’s not a fraud, while knowing 
that he really is a fraud. 
150 For anyone who has read the deifications of Wallace or seen the recent biopic based on the roadtrip conversation 
between Wallace and Rolling Stone journalist David Lipsky, The End of the Tour (2015), this description could 
serve just as well for how popular culture has received Wallace’s own work. Also, in an unpublished interview with 
Gus Van Sant, director of Good Will Hunting (1997), Wallace expresses immense admiration for that film, about an 
emotionally fraught mathematical prodigy.  
151 Language is another of the abstract systems that can provoke madness: “…again, please keep in mind that a 
language is both a map of the world and its own world, with its own shadowlands and crevasses-places where 





problems of infinity, Wallace guesses at just what the fascination is: “The ability to halt a line of 
abstract thinking once you see it has no end is part of what usually distinguishes sane, functional 
people—people who when the alarm finally goes off can hit the floor without trepidation and 
plunge into the concrete business of the real workaday world—from the unhinged” (17). Most 
people skate in the mid-world, undisturbed by the depths (or heights) that abstraction opens, the 
vicious infinite regressions in which meaning starts to dissolve and the mind’s tether to reality 
frays. This is a particular problem for modern life, Wallace argues a bit later, since modernity is 
rife with dizzying abstractions. He cites the “Obvious Fact” that “Never before have there been 
so many gaping chasms between what the world seems to be and what science tells us it is….It’s 
like a million Copernican Revolutions all happening at the same time” (22). From relativity and 
curved spacetime to quantum mechanics and evolutionary epigenetics, the modern scientific 
worldview destabilizes common sense in powerful and dangerous ways. “We ‘know’ a near-
infinity of truths that contradict our immediate commonsense experience of the world,” Wallace 
writes.  
And yet we have to live and function in the world. So we abstract, compartmentalize: 
there’s stuff we know and stuff we ‘know’. I ‘know’ my love for my child is a function of 
natural selection, but I know I love him, and I feel and act on what I know. Viewed 
objectively, the whole thing is deeply schizoid; yet the fact of the matter is that as 
subjective laymen we don’t often feel the conflict. Because of course our lives are 99.9% 
concretely operational, and we operate concretely on what we know, not on what we 
‘know’. (22-23)  
Wallace’s tactic here is to defamiliarize the everyday and to reassemble it based on the pragmatic 





says we are, just like the disconnect between what language seems to say and what it actually 
means when we press on words, yields instability. This is the sorts of destabilizing truth, 
moreover, that entertainment (as Wallace argued in the Kafka piece) tries to suppress, sometimes 
out of cowardice and sometimes out of sheer necessity. (“Theory: The dreads and dangers of 
abstract thinking are a big reason why we now all like to stay so busy and bombarded with 
stimuli all the time,” 13). The figure of the genius, however, can venture to the abstract heights 
and tell us how things are, or at least how they might be, above or below the mid-world of 
everyday experience.  
Elsewhere in his writing, Wallace was no less interested in the figure of the genius. In his 
brutal review of tennis pro Tracy Austin’s memoir, for example, Wallace is at particular pains to 
understand where the appeal of (athletic) genius comes from, and why geniuses can strike us as 
such partial human beings.152 “Maybe what keeps us buying [sports memoirs] in the face of 
constant disappointment is some deep compulsion both to experience genius in the concrete and 
to universalize genius in the abstract” (153). Tennis is one of Wallace’s preferred modes to 
represent genius, lying somewhere in the perfect coordination of intent and physical execution. 
How can such perfection be possible, he wonders?   
Real indisputable genius is so impossible to define, and true techne so rarely visible 
(much less televisable), that maybe we automatically expect people who are geniuses as 
athletes to be geniuses also as speakers and writers, to be articulate, perceptive, truthful, 
profound. If it’s just that we naively expect geniuses-in-motion to be also geniuses-in-
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reflection, then their failure to be that shouldn’t really seem any crueler or more 
disillusioning than Kant’s glass jaw or Eliot’s inability to hit the curve. (153)  
The genius in question here is more than just an ability to play good tennis or to write pretty 
sentences. For Wallace, genius serves an obviously transcendental function: whether it be the 
unity of body and mind or the horrifying power of Kafka’s humor or the extreme abstraction of 
Cantor’s transfinites, the common denominator is that the genius affords a glimpse of what 
possibilities lie below or beyond the everyday—but for the genius there comes a heavy price. 
 Wallace’s own massive work so often hailed as “genius,” Infinite Jest, is obsessed with 
genius. Indeed, it becomes a unifying trope for the entire book.  The primary genius is the 
scientist-turned-film-maker James Incandenza, who “was revered as a genius in his original 
profession [‘annular fusion’] without anybody ever realizing what he really turned out to be a 
genius at, even he himself” (156). A brilliant scientist in the familiar mold, his true genius turns 
out to be for art films, which has gained him a cult following of scholars who endlessly turn over 
the theoretical implications of his work (rather as critics like myself do for Wallace). By no 
coincidence, Incandenza committed suicide several years before the opening of the novel. His 
sons Hal and Orin, meanwhile, inherit various components of the father’s genius: Hal, “possibly 
a genius” at tennis (14), also has a brilliant mind with much of the OED memorized; Orin is a 
genius-in-motion, with the uncanny ability to turn his leg into a perfect agent of his intention as a 
professional football kicker. The novel’s action is structured around this cast of extraordinary 
individuals, all of whom are simultaneously empowered and socially isolated by virtue of their 
techne; they continually yearn for something more.  
Hal, in particular, hungers for transcendence. An archetypally precocious student, we 





pursuit of absorption inevitably leads to forms of paralysis or self-destruction. During the famous 
Eschaton match, a game of thermonuclear geopolitics played by the Enfield students on tennis 
courts, for example, Hal’s absorption leads to dizzying heights of abstraction: 
Hal, now leaning forward, steeple-fingered, finds himself just about paralyzed with 
absorption. […] Hal finds himself riveted at something about the degenerating game that 
seems so terribly abstract and fraught with implications and consequences that even 
thinking about how to articulate it seems so complexly stressful that being almost 
incapacitated with absorption is almost the only way out of the complex stress. (340) 
The proliferation of game theoretical choices that Eschaton offers presents one of the text’s 
central images for schematizing and mastering experience. Displaced into the sphere of 
geopolitics, the stakes of Eschaton are manifestly personal, with the endless complexity of an 
individual’s life serving as the inevitable referent. But the abstract complexity quickly veers into 
paralysis as Hal, who’s high in this scene, chases absorption both as narcotic and as stimulant. 
Drugs, television, and sports alike all convey an absorptive capacity, but they seem to offer false 
versions of transcendence. As with Prometheus, the genius’ pursuit of transcendence comes 
ominously close to self-destruction, such that the two become almost indistinguishable (one 
explanation for the text’s preoccupation with suicide). 
 A generalized desire to transcend American life, moreover, is what gives the 
Entertainment—Incandenza’s masterwork called Infinite Jest, a film so compulsively watchable 
that its viewers lose all function and self-control—its power as a tool of insurgent terrorism. The 
novel’s geopolitical plot revolves around the Wheelchair Assassins, a Quebecois nationalist 
organization trying to split Canada off from the pan-North-American “Organization of North 





America) from the inside by preying on the desires of its people. This vulnerability, we’re told, is 
a direct result of the philosophy structuring the American way of life. “The American genius, our 
good fortune,” says the intelligence operative Hugh Steeply to the Wheelchair Assassin Rémy 
Marathe, “is that someplace along the line back there in American history them realizing that 
each American seeking to pursue his maximum good results together in maximizing everyone’s 
good” (424). The novel tests this proposition for a world in which the individual good is no 
longer synonymous with capitalist productive energy. In the world of Infinite Jest—as perhaps of 
the real America more generally—the individual choice to work as opposed to anything else is 
radically simplified into an equation of how to satisfy individual desire. You work long enough 
to get the money to buy the thing you want. The good life, in other words, becomes increasingly 
solipsistic, generating social interaction merely as a byproduct of the struggle to satisfy 
individual desire. The genius Incandenza, rather like Wallace, comes along with a work of art 
that perfectly synthesizes the zeitgeist and takes it to its inevitable reductio. 
On the other end of the novel’s spectrum is the manifest non-genius Don Gately, a 
recovering pill-addict whose efforts to get sober at the half-way house Ennet House occupy 
almost half the book. Gately is at once a working-class foil to the intellectuals with whom the 
text is otherwise interested, as well as a character who has sworn off absorption, abstraction, and 
the debilitating personal and cultural effects that follow therefrom. He is a man who has come 
“to learn to live by clichés,” he tells the other residents. “To turn my will and life over to the care 
of clichés. One day at a time. Easy does it. First things first. Courage is fear that has said its 





coming back” (270).153 Instead of the numbing repetition of drugs or alcohol or film, Gately 
finds sobriety in the repetition of empty language whose value is performative and without 
intrinsic meaning. “Keep coming back,” for example, is a mantra for Alcoholics Anonymous 
sessions, spoken by experienced members to newcomers as a way to zero-out individual appetite 
and volition, the personal agency that leads to self-destructive drug use. For “even if they are just 
clichés, clichés are (a) soothing, and (b) remind you of common sense, and (c) license the 
universal assent that drowns out silence,” because “silence is deadly” (278). In lieu of critical 
individualism, Gately turns to cliché and “universal assent” on the pragmatic grounds that this 
brand of quasi-ceremonial triumph over silence simply works. As a character, then, Gately’s role 
is to directly rebut the ethos of genius we find elsewhere in the text, those individuals sunk by 
their own individuality and the paralysis of abstract thought. 
In creating his deathly Entertainment, Incandenza fell into the trap of trying to cover 
silence with abstraction. At the novel’s climax, with Gately in the hospital bravely resisting 
drugs for a gunshot wound, Incandenza’s ghost “wraith” tells Gately that he created the 
Entertainment primarily as a means of communicating with his son Hal, whose brilliance 
apparently seals him off from genuine expression. 
The wraith feels along his long jaw and says he spent the whole sober last ninety days of 
his animate life working tirelessly to contrive a medium via which he and the muted son 
[Hal] could simply converse. To concoct something the gifted boy couldn’t simply 
master and move on from to a new plateau. Something the boy would love enough to 
induce him to open his mouth and come out—even if it was only to ask for more. […] 
                                                          
153 “An ironist in a Boston AA meeting is a witch in church. Irony-free zone. Same with sly disingenuous 
manipulative pseudo-sincerity. Sincerity with an ulterior motive is something these tough ravaged people know and 
fear, all of them trained to remember the coyly sincere, ironic, self-presenting fortifications they’d had to construct 





His last resort: entertainment. Make something so bloody compelling it would reverse 
thrust on a young self’s fall into the womb of solipsism, anhedonia, death in life. A 
magically entertaining toy to dangle at the infant still somewhere alive in the boy, to 
make its eyes light and toothless mouth open unconsciously, to laugh. […] A way to say I 
AM SO VERY, VERY SORRY and have it heard. A life-long dream. The scholars and 
Foundations and disseminators never saw that his most serious wish was: to entertain. 
(838, emphasis in the original) 
Incandenza’s dream, here, is to find a way to re-enchant his child, to find the “infant still 
somewhere alive in the boy” and draw it out—to overcome his child’s own genius. The language 
here holds up the experience of the baby—pre-cognitive, lacking in self-consciousness or 
language—as the ultimate experience of absorption. This aspiration to the pre-verbal, 
interestingly, rather closely echoes the value Gately finds in AA clichés: thought itself is 
suspended and something else takes charge. It is a form of transcendence that looks more like 
reversion, which becomes stronger with the concluding statement that Incandenza’s true wish 
was simply to entertain.  
 One way to read the passage is to see it as a utopian vision of correcting the fall into 
consciousness and language that has bedeviled thinkers since the beginning of modern Western 
thought: to return to the innocence of the child who does not cognize his world but instead 
experiences it. But it is also a fantasy of control, the wraith turning his adolescent son into a 
child, reversing the inevitable process of aging and trapping him in a kind of nostalgic moment, 
“a life-long dream.” The kind of repose that the genius cannot find within himself is thus 
displaced onto his child. And here Wallace’s language is particularly canny: under the guise of 





wants to help the boy out of. It is the same lesson as when Incadenza impersonates a 
“professional conversationalist” (28)154 in order to draw his son into the world. There, the ruse of 
creating an institutionalized authority figure precipitates within the young Hal precisely the self-
consciousness that the therapy is supposed to cure. This is because, we soon realize, it grows 
centrally out of Incandenza’s own paternal struggles, as a child who “used to pray daily for the 
day his own dear late father would sit, cough, open that bloody issue of the Tucson Citizen, and 
not turn that newspaper into the room’s fifth wall” and yet “who after all this light and noise has 
apparently spawned the same silence” (31). The attempt to communicate and correct a flaw in his 
son is Incandenza’s attempt to correct the flaw in himself. The solution he finds is to create an 
Entertainment that compels attention, that deprives the viewer of free will altogether and 
subordinates them completely to the author’s intention. 
 And yet Incandenza identifies his greatest aspiration as entertainment itself. He sounds 
almost bitter that this is not a goal that is recognized by the “scholars and Foundations and 
disseminators”—a fascinatingly specific reference to precisely the tripartite infrastructure of art 
that includes academia (scholars), philanthropists (Foundations), and the market (disseminators). 
In this passage, in other words, Wallace’s genius-figure yearns for a meaning beyond anything 
understandable to this institutional trifecta which infests the cultural landscape at the close of the 
20th century. The multi-generational familial saga which reproduces itself in Hal’s apparent 
taciturnity is also replicated on the level of institutional life. Here a misidentification of means 
and ends turns Incandenza’s films into academicized commentaries on contemporary society as 
opposed to the entertainment they strive to be. The novel, organized around geniuses and their 
tragic confrontations with their own limitations, builds to a critique not only of American 
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cultural tastes or irony or anomie, but of the institutional spaces where collective identity is 
reaffirmed by the medium of clichés. (Claims to culture’s transcendent value, I note in passing, 
are often as formulaic and hymnal as any AA cliché, and serving much the same purpose: to 
reaffirm that the individuals joined in the corporate endeavor are all in it together with shared 
values and a shared purpose.) Interestingly, Wallace originally subtitled his own work “A Failed 
Entertainment,” and was only persuaded to drop it when his editor pointed out that the book was 
entertaining (Max). The point, in the end, is that Infinite Jest begins to outline abstracted 
institutional culture as a prime culprit in the despair and decline that, as we’ve seen, these 
institutions of cultures view themselves as correcting. 
 Correction, sadly, became yet more necessary thanks to Wallace’s own reception in 
popular culture. More even than his novels and essays, one of the most widely read pieces by 
David Foster Wallace is his Kenyon College address from 2006, repackaged as a short book 
called This is Water. The text is disproportionately responsible for a certain mythologization of 
Wallace as a super-humane quasi-prophet, a suffering artist who cared so deeply about people 
that it drove him to suicide. “Among the more dispiriting aspects of the Wallace canonization,” 
Christian Lorentzen writes, “is how much it has been built out of his suffering — the way the 
cult has revived, for precisely the post-therapy, post-Romantic, self-help-soaked culture Wallace 
described and intermittently deplored, the Romantic picture of the depressive as a kind of keen-
eyed saint.” This mythologization of Wallace has a counterpart in interpretations that focus on 
Wallace’s retreat to the warmth of institutions for existential comfort, a reminder that we’re not 
in it alone. According to both tendencies, Wallace is a prophet of a new ethos of care and 
kindness, along with a certain tragic pragmatism that recognizes the tragedy of life and tries to 





This is Water, animated and overlaid by the recording of Wallace’s speech) read Wallace 
primarily, or even exclusively, according to the interpretive cues in This is Water.155 
 The most striking thing about the speech is how banal Wallace’s advice actually is. The 
piece is pitched to graduating college students who do not yet have an understanding of the 
drudgery built into “an average adult day.” After eight or ten hours of work at a “challenging, 
white-collar, college-graduate job,” Wallace intones, “at the end of the day you’re tired and 
somewhat stressed and all you want is to go home and have a good supper and maybe unwind for 
an hour, and then hit the sack early because, of course, you have to get up the next day and do it 
all again.” Even more striking than Wallace’s evocation of white-collar ennui is how inevitable it 
seems. There is no sense, in other words, of why this white collar work is being done, for what 
purpose, or with what benefit. This is a world, Wallace suggests, shot-through with implicit 
belief, since “in the day-to-day trenches of adult life, there is actually no such thing as atheism. 
There is no such thing as not worshipping. Everybody worships. The only choice we get is what 
to worship.” These observations develop into a more or less predictable discussion about being 
devoured by the values we serve (power, money, etc.).  
 More interesting for my purposes is that this adult world, which Wallace depicts as shot-
through with implicit choices, is suffused with a transcendent impulse that cannot be fully 
harnessed. “The so-called real world of men and money and power hums merrily along in a pool 
of fear and anger and frustration and craving and worship of self,” Wallace laments, a world 
sustained by a culture that “has harnessed these forces in ways that have yielded extraordinary 
wealth and comfort and personal freedom. The freedom all to be lords of our tiny skull-sized 
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kingdoms, alone at the center of all creation.” This “freedom to,” Wallace argues, is intensely 
limited and limiting, producing anomie as a by-product of labor. Less compelling is the 
alternative Wallace proposes in his speech, as indeed in the rest of his work: “The really 
important kind of freedom involves attention and awareness and discipline, and being able truly 
to care about other people and to sacrifice for them over and over in myriad petty, unsexy ways 
every day.” The limitations of the “so-called real world”—the world of adults whose adulthood 
is premised centrally upon not asking too many questions about why the world is structured as it 
is, and for whose benefit—yields here not a turn towards activism or more profound questioning, 
but to the building-block relationships out of which a life is built. In other words, it is a 
narrowing of social obligations from the community at large to a small set of ethical challenges 
having to do with recognizing the other beside us.  
  This reconfiguration of social relations according to a program of micro-ethics, and for 
college students no less, appeared throughout the 1990s in Wallace’s evolving conception of the 
artist’s moral responsibility in society. As his biographer notes, throughout the ‘90s Wallace 
became more and more invested in the figure of the writer as a moral guide, finding in writers 
like Dostoevsky in particular a model for what literary art can achieve. The Russian moralist and 
true-believer served, for Wallace, as a kind of emblem of the committed writer, dedicated 
through love of humanity to revivifying faith in something greater than the infinite involutions of 
the self. In his review of Joseph Frank’s biography, Wallace strikes an almost despairing note: 
So he—we, fiction writers—won’t (can’t) dare try to use serious art to advance 
ideologies. The project would be like Menard’s Quixote. People would either laugh or be 
embarrassed for us. Given this (and it is a given), who is to blame for the unseriousness 





piece of morally passionate, passionately moral fiction was also ingenious and radiantly 
human fiction. But how to make it that? How—for a writer today, even a talented writer 
today—to get up the guts to even try? There are no formulas or guarantees. There are, 
however, models. (274)  
Models like Dostoevsky, of course, as well as others. In his wrenching despair and self-
consciousness, Wallace turned to a genius of the past to inspire and regenerate his faith in the 
moral efficacy of fiction itself. This is a performative rejection of irony, as well as an implicit 
rejection of critique: rather than using fiction to tear down idols, which he saw as self-defeating, 
Wallace moves towards an alternative conception of art altogether.  
The stance that Wallace critiques has an obvious analogue in recent literary theory, 
particularly the turn against the hermeneutics of suspicion epitomized by Eve Sedgwick’s 
“Paranoid Reading and Reparative Reading.” There Sedgwick finds an analogy between the 
critics’ desire to master texts—to always stay one step ahead of a writer’s meaning by use of 
“subversive and demystifying parody, suspicious archaeologies of the present, the detection of 
hidden patterns of violence and their exposure” (143)—and the classic psychoanalytic traits of 
paranoia. As against the reparative strategies of a Kleinian depressive position—enabling a 
“guilty, empathetic view of the other as at once good, damaged, integral, and requiring and 
eliciting love and care” (137)—paranoid knowledge must ultimately disavow the erotic potential 
of literary art. “[I]t is only paranoid knowledge,” Sedgwick writes, “that has so thorough a 
practice of disavowing its affective motive and force and masquerading as the very stuff of truth” 
(137). Though she does not use the word, this is roughly equivalent to the strand of irony that 
Wallace critiqued in the early 1990s and that he continued to critique until his death 2008: it is a 





paralyzing. The desire not to be an ideological dupe leads to a vicious infinite regress in which 
every position or claim can be analyzed, impugned, and ultimately disregarded, its own 
intellectual tyranny. 
 Wallace’s recognition of the flaws in poststructural thought and MacArthur’s embrace of 
messianic genius alike, I want to argue, led him to reassess the function of authorship. The years 
after his MacArthur grant coincided with Wallace’s turn to researching tax law, the first steps 
towards his next big project, which would become the unfinished novel The Pale King (2011). In 
it, we can see Wallace’s imagination turning to overtly civic concerns, as he wrestles with the 
connections between institutions, artistic creation, and the hope for sociopolitical renovation. 
Organized around an IRS tax office in Peoria, Illinois, the fractured manuscript delves into the 
lives and backgrounds of a set of IRS employees hired during an institutional re-organization 
known as the “Initiative,” which aims at rationalizing tax collection. As we’re told in the 
“Author’s Foreword” (section 9) in the voice of pseudo-David Foster Wallace, “The Pale King 
is…a kind of vocational memoir. It is also supposed to function as a portrait of a bureaucracy—
arguably the most important federal bureaucracy in American life—at a time of enormous 
internal struggle and soul-searching, the birth pangs of what’s come to be known among tax 
professionals as the New IRS” (70). Whereas the architects of the “New IRS” want to use a 
combination of mechanical innovation (computers) and knowledge of human nature (à la 
behavioral psychology) to improve how much money the state can gather, the head of the Peoria 
office, the enigmatic Stakely, believes talented individuals can perform better than machines. To 
prove his theory he hires a set of misfits who have a calling for tax law, as well as a special talent 





to supersede the machinic aspects of American life, and by working together can work for the 
common good.  
 As in Brief Interviews, much of The Pale King is composed of contextless interviews or 
conversations in which characters reveal themselves to be “hideous,” share their traumatic past, 
or otherwise comment upon politics, civic virtue, the IRS, and America itself. And while the 
novel is incomplete, its very incompletion offers a commentary upon the publishing marketplace. 
Michael Pietsch points out in the Editor’s Note that the book belonged to the public rather than 
academic institutions: “given the choice between working to make this less-than-final text 
available as a book and placing it in a library where only scholars would read and comment on it, 
I didn’t have a second’s hesitation” (ix). The novel’s authorial frame, by “author” David Foster 
Wallace, is similarly conscious of the literary economy, pointing out that “popularity is, in this 
context, a synonym for profitability; and actually that fact alone should suffice, personal-
motivation-wise [for writing the work as a memoir]. Consider that in 2003, the average author’s 
advance for a memoir was almost 2.5 times that paid for a work of fiction” (80-81). Since the 
literary marketplace rewards a certain kind of self-presentation, pseudo-Wallace cloaks the work 
under layers of ironic distancing, all while foregrounding that same distancing.  
 The text’s structure, furthermore, is revealed to be the result of a struggle between 
institutions, including his publisher, lawyers, and the IRS. Because of legal issues, the story “had 
to be distorted, depersonalized, polyphonized, or otherwise jazzed up in order to conform to the 
specs of the legal disclaimer.” The idea, “as both sides’ counsel worked it out, is that you will 
regard features like shifting p.o.v.s, structural fragmentation, willed incongruities, & c. as simply 
the modern literary analogs of ‘Once upon a time…’ or ‘Far, far away, there once dwelt…’ or 





and should be processed accordingly” (72). Perfectly describing the incomplete work, Wallace 
comments on the belatedness of postmodern structural play by indicating how it is now as 
habitual as the opening of fairy tales. Only after going through all the ironic layers and, as it 
were, exorcising the postmodern formal hijinks by reflexively using them, does the novel strive 
for an unironic level, as if each layer of irony might cancel out the others. Regardless of the 
success of the gesture, the novel is premised upon the argument that both the literary marketplace 
and the institutions we inhabit have worked together to shape the nature of literary self-
presentation and the book in our hands, and in specific formal ways.  
Meanwhile, Wallace’s IRS operates as an allegory for institutions that shelter creativity 
and the irrational against the positivism of 21st-century capital. There are short parables 
throughout about the self-consciousness that modernity imposes or produce as byproduct, all of 
which bear a striking resemblance to the work of writing. One Kafka-esque chapter begins: 
“Every whole person has ambitions, objectives, initiatives, goals. This one particular boy’s goal 
was to be able to press his lips to every square inch of his own body” (394). As the boy learns the 
“adult idea of quiet daily discipline and progress toward a long-term goal” (396), he subjects 
himself to a rigorous program of scrutiny and contortion that un-coincidentally echoes “The 
Hunger Artist.” He desires to be both subject and object, “to pierce that veil of inaccessibility—
to be, in some childish way, self-contained and –sufficient” (401). His patience and endurance 
help him wind up, like the other oddballs, at the IRS. The absorption that elsewhere a Jesuit 
accountant praises as the summa of heroism turns out, in almost every instance, to be heroic 
absorption in one’s self.  
To slightly change the terms, Wallace’s cast is composed almost entirely of budding or 





attention to detail, daily tedium, solitude, and intense self-consciousness. It’s there even in 
peripheral figures like the ghost Garrity, who haunts the IRS building; in life, he “sat on a stool 
next to a slow-moving belt and moved his upper body in a complex system of squares and 
butterfly shapes, examining his face’s reflection at very close range” (315). His self-inspection 
literally and figuratively mirrors the self-inspection of a writer like Wallace, and that the ghost 
eventually “hanged himself” (316) just lends a morbid pathos to the comparison. In an another 
example, the novella-length conversation between the beautiful employee Meredith Rand and the 
Zen-like levitating Drinion, we find yet another tale of morbid self-consciousness and the costs it 
exacts. Even (or especially) the narrator, our very own David Foster Wallace, is an aspiring 
writer. “I dreamed of becoming an ‘artist,’ i.e., somebody whose adult job was original and 
creative instead of tedious and dronelike. My specific dream was of becoming an immortally 
great fiction writer a la Gaddis or Anderson, Balzac or Perec,” (73). His choice is either the 
tedium of an institutional salary or the greatness of the immortal artist, similar to the either/or 
dichotomy that obtains in Infinite Jest. 
 In The Pale King, however, the struggle between institution and individual has concrete 
civic consequences. In the contest between the old guard IRS school (tax-paying as moral 
obligation) and the New IRS (taxpaying as a matter of optimization and computerized 
efficiency), at stake is nothing less than the future role of human examiners (i.e. writers) in 
American society. “The ultimate point,” Wallace wrote in working notes appended to the book, 
“is the question whether humans or machines can do exams better, can maximize efficiency in 
spotting which returns might need auditing and will produce revenue” (546). What Wallace does 
in the text, however, is use the tools of realism and metafiction to create a space in which 





institution, indeed, is what enables them to reach that mystical awareness on the other side of 
boredom. As much as it might seem to be about the closed institutions of modernity, the novel is 
more an attempt to identify the points of connection: how institutions form worlds, behavior, 
modes of experiencing reality, and even creativity. As one brief chapter has it: “It is at this 
periphery that the bureaucracy’s world acts upon this one. The critical part of the analogy is that 
the elaborate system’s operator is not himself uncaused. The bureaucracy is not a closed system; 
it is this that makes it a world instead of a thing” (86). Wallace thus dispels the prejudice for 
individual freedom and against dead institutions; there is not a fundamental disconnect between 
the two if we can overcome mythologies that refuse to acknowledge institutions as worlds unto 
themselves. 
 From the tragic entertainer of Infinite Jest to the institutional mystics of The Pale King, 
Wallace’s fiction tries to imagine the coexistence of individual genius and institutional 
modernity. The MacArthur Foundation’s fellowship for Wallace, for all its ideological problems, 
ironically marked both his distinction as a gifted writer and the extent to which he never strayed 
far from institutions. In a way, he was precisely the sort of person described in another context 
by Rod MacArthur: “A secret romantic within the ‘Establishment.’” Indeed, in many of his 
essays Wallace is even more explicit in his attempts to tie the work of getting to know an 
institution to concrete political processes.  
 Far from political paralysis, Wallace’s institutional synthesis is buoyed by an 
emphatically democratic ethos. In his 2001 Harper’s essay “Tense Present,” for instance, the 
publication of Bryan Garner’s usage dictionary gives Wallace the occasion to expatiate on the 
institutional struggle between traditionalist linguists and progressives. The former, dubbed 





notion that usage should be historical, fixed, and static. The Descriptivists, on the other hand, are 
aligned with the critical forces of the counterculture and the anti-authoritarian 1960s and hold 
that language is whatever is spoken. Claims as to which is the “correct” approach to usage are 
ultimately irreconcilable, Wallace decides. “If words’ and phrases’ meanings depend on 
transpersonal rules and these rules on community consensus,” Wallace writes, “then language is 
not only non-private but also irreducibly public, political, and ideological. This means that 
questions about our national consensus on grammar and usage are actually bound up with every 
last social issue that millennial America’s about—class, race, sex, morality, tolerance, pluralism, 
cohesion, equality, fairness, money: you name it” (88). Culture wars, in other words. The 
solution that Wallace proposes is the technocratic method he ascribes to Garner’s usage 
dictionary. Its even-handedness and non-polemical nature embodies a certain Democratic Spirit, 
Wallace writes, “which combines rigor and humility, i.e., passionate conviction plus a sedulous 
respect for the convictions of others” (72). This “sedulous respect” is the important bit, because 
it entails knowing one’s audience and speaking to them in such a way as to increase the 
likelihood of being heard.  
 Gone are claims to foundational truth, sovereign individualism, or transcendence; instead, 
we are left with varieties of rhetoric. Wallace argues that “certain long-held distinctions between 
the Ethical Appeal, Logical Appeal ( = an argument’s plausibility or soundness, from logos), and 
Pathetic Appeal ( = an argument’s emotional impact, from pathos) have now pretty much 
collapsed—or rather the different sorts of Appeals now affect and are affected by one another in 
ways that make it nearly impossible to advance an argument on ‘reason’ alone” (116). Echoing 
one of Richard Rorty’s tenets in Contingency, Irony, Solidarity (1989), Wallace shows that either 





fallacious. The object of discourse and inquiry should not be to try to fix “truth” to a single 
position, Wallace suggests, but instead to build consensus, and thereby build a community that 
works. One must be willing to speak in another’s language so as to become not an adversary but 
“a peer, a member of somebody else’s collective or community or Group” (97). And here we 
find the bridge at last to institutions. Because Wallace recognizes that institutions develop 
distinct microclimates and subcultures, cohering around repeated practices that form community. 
 The “nothing outside” that McGurl discusses in his critique of Wallace is not simply 
existential terror at the unboundedness of experience. It is the “nothing” at the heart of rational 
discourse itself, the ultimately foundationless search for meaning which results in only 
provisional answers, a matter of better and worse. Wallace embraces institutions not because the 
outside is too terrifying—the terror is there either way. His solution, as we see in works such as 
“Up, Simba,” “Host,” Everything and More, and even The Pale King, is to explore institutional 
spaces and their specific linguistic practices. Thus he offers glossaries of campaign-trail jargon, 
the terms of art of talk-radio, or the idiosyncratic vocabulary of IRS professionals. Defining a 
term like wiggler is a journalistic move, to be sure, but it also shows Wallace’s intense interest in 
understanding institutional cultures and the languages they deploy—and all because inhabiting 
another person’s language world, as he suggests in “Tense Present,” is perhaps the only hope we 
have of bona fide communication in a politicized and atomized American culture. In other 
words, Wallace turns to institutions and their tropics out of a pragmatic recognition that in a 
basically secular society, with a democratic tradition aimed at preserving individual freedom 
save when it conflicts with the common good, institutions become a pragmatic space to build 
communities not on absolute truth but on what works. Just like the clichés from AA, “It just 





Intriguingly, in the past few decades, the MacArthur Foundation’s institutional profile 
and funding priorities have shifted as well. With more awards going to authors such as Yiyun Li, 
Junot Díaz, Edwidge Danticat, and Colson Whitehead, as well as civil rights activists like Ta-
Nehasi Coates or Mary Bonauto, the Foundation has moved away somewhat from its nostalgia 
for messianic genius towards socially engaged pluralism. While the cultural pull of genius 
rhetoric has not abated—from Silicon Valley profiles in Wired to breathless TED Talks, 
contemporary genius is that of complexity, disruption, and page-views—the ongoing 
institutionalization of cultural life has yielded in response the pragmatic necessity of coming to 
terms with these institutions. As Wallace’s fiction and non-fiction suggest, such an institutional 
reckoning is necessary for understanding the languages of others and then using that language in 
good-faith. Wallace’s takeaway from institutional entanglement is a more modest responsibility 
for the genius. The DFW mythos aside, his work recalibrates genius, the role of author, and their 
institutional affiliations along the lines of rhetoric as opposed to the sublime. Not transcendence, 
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